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Chapter 1 Declining Forever
End of March
He looked over at her, sitting on the other side of the fireplace in the deep leather
chair. She looked old, slumped back, her hair silvery grey. She was dressed in
purple: purple boots, a long flowing purple skirt, a purple jumper with a deep rollneck caressing her neck and ears. The room was dark, only the flickering fire
providing glimmers of light.
He drew in his breath slightly as she sat up, the fire reflecting on her features. Her
face was radiant, love streaming from it as if it were lit from inside. Such beauty! It
wasn’t the beauty of a young woman, with superficial features pleasing the eye. This
beauty was intense, every feature of the face glowing with life’s force, as if the
beauty had the foundation of many layers of knowledge, experience and
compassion.
“Yes,” she replied in answer to his question. “I can tell you how to live, how to find
true happiness. I shall tell you a little today. If you choose, you may come back and
hear more. You will hear many ideas, many stories as we sit here by the fire. And
deep within them is the answer you seek. Listen well.”
She lay back against the cushions and was silent for a long time. The logs in the
woodstove rumbled slightly and settled down into their own heat. He hesitated,
wondering if she would mind if he interfered with the fire. After a while he went
over and stacked more logs on top, closing the glass door. She gave a gentle smile
of approval as he sat down to listen.
“The first thing you need to know,” she said, “is that we are at a significant point in
the history of the world.
“For the last few hundred years, it has seemed that our civilisation has been
progressing, growing, developing. Recently, that steady climb started to falter.
People were talking about a recession, as if it were a short-lived problem on the
old road. Then we voted to exit Europe, and people will mark that as the turning
point; they will possibly even think it is the reason for the decline. But no. We took
a path that would reach a peak and then lead inexorably downwards, and that path
was taken many decades ago. Now we are at the beginning of a long slope of
decline. There will be declining wealth, declining trading. The way it used to be will
end; a new future is ahead of us.”
“I didn’t want you to say that,” he spoke very quietly. “I want you to help me find
joy and happiness! I don’t want a long slope of decline. That’s awful!”
She smiled gently at him. He was a tall, broad, strong-looking young man, yet he
had a gentleness and vulnerability about him that she found touching.
“No it’s not awful. Well it is, in the old sense of the word. You can be full of awe at
the amazing future ahead of you. You can blame the European referendum if you
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choose, or you can blame the banks, but it will make no difference. Your life, and
that of your children, will be spent on the slope of the decline. That will be your
journey. The primary cause of unhappiness is not what is happening to you but
your thoughts about it, your attitude. So the slope, the decline, is not the problem.
It is the range of negative emotions that it might cause. Fear, despair, resentment.
You need attach yourself to none of these. My words are about hope. Hope on the
slope!
“But before I get onto the hopefulness aspect, I shall read you a short, rather
dramatic piece, to emphasise what I have said. We are in for a dramatic change!”
The End of the Huge-Antler Society
Suave and sophisticated, technological man is surely a long way from being close to the
animals. Master of his destiny, he commands winged miracles to take to the skies, he
stores the information from a million books onto a tiny chip, he mass-produces mindboggling machines using robots. But there is still a glimpse of animal behaviour in his
sexual adventures. Two stags will lock antlers and fight with all their strength to win the
prize, the right to mate with the whole herd of females. Testosterone seems to drive males
in one direction; to prove that they are bigger, better and more powerful than their rivals.
Technological man does not have antlers; he has a big power drill, or a fast car shaped
like a phallus. He wins over his rivals by proving his power with money, how much beer he
can drink, or showing off how much better his football team is. Instead of using his brain
and deciding life would be better without a huge set of antlers, modern man encumbers
himself with an enormous set of visible indications of his strength and power. Ever since
men found a ready supply of cheap oil and discovered what seemed to be an unlimited
supply of raw materials, they have been building bigger and bigger antlers. Flying to the
moon, smashing atoms, waging war are all examples of one-upmanship, of males locking
antlers together, driven by those primitive animal instincts.
Changing the way we run the world is long overdue. The male deer are so engrossed in
locking antlers that they fail to see the forest fire coming. The power-crazy race towards
what is sometimes called progress (but which is looking more and more like suicidal
destruction) is due to end. The signs that we are exceeding the carrying capacity of the
Earth have been creeping up on us. Climate change caused by excessive carbon dioxide is
a clear warning sign, as violent weather bombards us, shouting at us that all is not well.
But instead of planning a sensible end to the energy and material excesses of the last few
decades, the typical male reaction is to fight for the last drop of oil. Oil represents sexual
energy; a man can’t just give up and face the impotence of his old age, can he? Male
energy biologically drives us in the wrong direction. Wouldn’t it be wiser to accept that the
whole idea of a market economy with unlimited economic growth was flawed, to stop
trying to fix it, and to seek a different way forward, with a softer more female focus?
Female energy is different. The mating over, it is her babies that are so very precious to a
tigress. They represent a huge investment: an energy-sapping pregnancy; the hard labour
of giving birth; hours of suckling; finding food and dragging it back to the den. If the tigress
is attacked, she is as fierce as any male animal on Earth. She does not fight for supremacy
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with equals as males do; she fights anything, however huge and dragon-like it is. She is
strong; determined to save the life of her cubs at all costs. But the tigress, frightened of
nothing, always prefers to find a gentler way forward than fighting. Female energy is wise.
A post-industrial future is beckoning. Facing up to the dragon of climate change and the
one-eyed monster of resource depletion, the women of the world will fight to save all the
children. Men are naturally good, heroic, full of love, but they need an upsurge of female
energy to stimulate them to take the road to safety. Together we shall find our way to a
future that is so very much more successful than the male-dominated, huge-antler society
in which we have lived for so long. Climate change is a welcome catalyst, marking the
beginning of the supremacy of the gently assertive, unbelievably strong, determined, caring
female energy that is in the hearts of us all.
The young man was looking rather shocked.
“I don’t like the anti-male tone of that!” he said.
“As you listen to me, you will find that I love men very much. I am certainly not
anti-male. But the world as we know it is coming to an end, and male energy is out
of balance: that’s a significant part of the problem.”
“Are you sure that the world is going to come to an end? The credit crunch was
shocking, and I have read some articles about another financial crisis that may
occur soon, like an after-shock. But surely we shall soon recover, and our
economies and the world economy will start to grow again?”
“We are approaching a crisis,” she replied. “A crisis is not the same as a
catastrophe. People don’t want to face up to the crisis because change is unsettling.
They are acting as if everything will carry on more or less the same as before,
seamlessly. They think the population will grow; wealth will grow; globalisation will
continue apace; everything will be controlled by more and more clever computers.
I say, no. I think the end of humankind’s false progress is in sight. A crisis is a
sudden massive change, but I envisage a good change, not a catastrophe. ”
“Surely there is not really a deep-rooted problem?” he said.
“Oh yes there is: a really deep-rooted problem, and it is not fundamentally a
financial one. The financial systems are all man-made. They are not real; they simply
reflect a deeper problem. The real problem is about the way people take things for
themselves and in doing so, both deprive others and damage the natural world on
which our lives depend.”
“But that’s part of being human, surely. Here am I, a young man, on the brink of my
adult life. I am determined to do the best for myself, to work hard, learn much, and
earn plenty of money, so I can have a happy and fulfilling life. Not just for me, but
for the wife I plan to find, and our children. You can’t expect anything else! And I
don’t plan to damage the natural world; I love nature.”
“That’s one of the reasons you have come here, to solve that paradox. You have
been brought up against a background of the current philosophy: work hard for
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yourself, be successful, then you can have what you like. It is true but it is not
true.”
She paused again, and rested back against the cushions. The young man looked
around the room and saw how simply furnished it was. Apart from the two
comfortable chairs in which they sat, there was only a table and two stools. They
had obviously not been purchased from some large furniture warehouse, but
looked as though they had been hand-hewn from trees. They could have been
made recently or a hundred years ago.
Around the walls there were shelves with a great variety of interesting things. Not
plastic things or things you would buy from the internet, but a mixture of books in
lovely bindings; beautiful little sculptures and coloured paintings; shells, crystals and
pieces of driftwood; and vases of dried and fresh flowers. The firelight blinked and
glinted off the shiny things, as if the room were full of flashes of inspiration.
He turned back and looked at the old woman, and saw that she was watching him
from under her eyelids. She opened her eyes more widely, and smiled and once
again, that sense of a beautiful, wonderful life force was stirred in him.
But he was cautious by nature, and still not sure that it had been a good idea to
come here. He had seen a hand-written advertisement in the fish and chip shop in
their quintessential English village, and something had compelled him to write down
the telephone number. He often felt confused when he thought about his future,
and longed for some clarity and wise advice, but he expected to find a charlatan,
and to have fun telling his mates in the pub about this awful old fortune-teller that
he had found.
She didn’t seem like a charlatan.
But he wasn’t impressed with this philosophy of decline that she had described, and
almost felt ready to rise from his chair and make signs of departing.
Then suddenly he felt compelled to ask her one more question.
“Why are you wearing purple?”
‘What a silly question,’ he thought. ‘Why did I ask that? What difference does it
make what colour she is wearing?’
“Why do I wear purple?” She smiled at him, with a mischievous little grin on her
lips.
“Let me tell you about meditation. I used to wonder what people meant by
meditation. Is it some strange and difficult kind of eastern prayer technique? No, it
is just a name given to something that is quite simple and natural. My mother used
to say I was ‘day-dreaming’ when I naturally fell into a meditative state as a child. It
is a different form of consciousness, I think, neither awake nor asleep. It is possible
to be very alive and alert when meditating, more alert than usual, yet there is some
part of the brain, the thinking ‘words and numbers’ brain, that is asleep, or at least
very sleepy.
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“In this state, I find access to a great sea of knowledge and information. It is like
plugging into the spiritual internet, or having a telephone line to God.”
“I don’t believe in God,” he stated, but she continued as if he hadn’t spoken.
“When I slip into meditation, and close my eyes, my experience is to see colours in
my mind’s eye. The colours can become very bright and beautiful, and it is the
purple colour that I love the most. Not just the colour, but the feeling and the
sensations associated with it.
“I have, in my later years, read about the chakras and their colours, but these
readings have not influenced my experience, just confirmed it. The chakra
philosophy talks about the third eye, the inner eye, a mystical concept referring to
an invisible eye which provides perception beyond ordinary sight. This purple
chakra is between the brows, and I have always been able to feel it tingling, since I
was a girl. Perhaps it is the seat of my insights?
“I can be still, quiet, at peace, eyes closed, and be filled with a marvellous ecstatic
feeling. It is a feeling of joy, wonder, deep contentment, as if I am in paradise. The
purple colour fills my consciousness, which is not in my brain but in a much wider
circle surrounding my head and body. It is not just around me, but up above in a
sense I don’t understand. My eyes are closed, yet I look up to this marvellous,
beautiful light. A few times, not many, the light has risen higher and higher, and
turned from purple into brilliant white, so I feel as if I am looking at the essence of
spirit, the god-centre of myself and the universe.
“So purple clothes remind me of these inner journeys that I take. It is also a very
fitting colour for an old woman who wishes to be thought wise. The kings wore
purple didn’t they? Royal robes to signify dignity and quietly important leadership.
And then there is that poem, ‘When I am an old woman I shall wear purple’ by
Jenny Joseph, poking fun of old ladies like me! I love fun.
“Imagine the swirling beauty of purple as you sit there by the fire. Fire has a bright
red, orange-yellow glow. But purple is not like that. It is the other end of the
spectrum, beyond the cool blue colours, circling almost back to the beginning to
pick up a reflection of the red, shimmering on the brink of the white light. Close
your eyes. Do you see the colour; do you feel it?”
He closed his eyes, feeling an emotion somewhere between fascination and fear.
“Now open your eyes and look at me, and see how my skirt glows like the purple
in your mind’s eye, with the fire reflecting.
“That is why I wear purple . . . and why I keep my stories in a purple folder.”
She was still and quiet for many minutes.
He decided to embrace the experience, so instead of squirming uncomfortably in
his comfortable chair, he relaxed back into it, closed his eyes, and had a look into
his mind’s eye again to see if he could see purple. He didn’t really believe in this
mumbo-jumbo stuff about meditation. In fact, despite what she had said about how
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easy it was, he didn’t know how to ‘do’ meditation. Maybe he would come back
one more time and pluck up the courage to ask her how to do it. He sat there
quietly and a strange purple glow did seem to be there in his brain, just for a
moment or two. He opened his eyes and blinked.
“So, what’s the deal, please? If I come here for advice about my life’s path, as it said
on the post-card, how much will it cost me, please? And how can I find out if your
advice will be worth following? Can you give me any references?”
She laughed softly.
“You will know if my advice is worth following by asking your own inner self. And
as for payment, your visits will be of mutual advantage. Your coming here will be a
gift to me; and my stories will be a gift to you. I shall tell you stories about the
decline and about hope on the slope; about the great joy that is waiting to come to
us all as we journey to a happy, peaceful world.”
She reached over into an alcove and brought out the purple ring-binder she had
mentioned.
She smiled over at him.
“This folder is where I store the poems and stories that I write. I love writing. I
often sit here and write stories. It is going to be such a pleasure to choose one or
two each week to read to you. My idea is that this is going to be similar to a
training course. I am going to choose the subjects and offer you ideas to listen to.
But I don’t want you to just half-listen, and ignore the bits you don’t like and don’t
agree with. I want you to listen very well, then to challenge me, to discuss what I
say, to make me think twice - or many more times - about my cherished ideas.”
She sounded quite playful, so he smiled back and said, “OK, I get it, you like
arguments! I am great at arguing, so watch out!”
“That’s the spirit! But before I read you my next piece, I want to tell you what I
believe about the transition: the transition from the world as it is now to the world
that is going to be.
“The issues we all face are many and complex,” she went on.
“It is very easy to take any one of these issues, collect together many of the true
facts and much of the data that is available, and paint a grim picture of the future.
This is what some environmentalists have been doing for decades. They have been
trying to frighten us all into better behaviour by threatening us about how awful life
is going to be if we don’t change. But, human psychology being what it is, such
threats do not cause us to change. If they have any effect at all, they make us act
like rebels, continuing to do what we want to do more than ever.
“I think this is because we know instinctively that predictions of terrible futures are
untrue. They can’t be true, because they are based on what will happen if we don’t
change, and we all know we are going to change. We live in a time of change.
Everything changes every day.
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“A man might be told that he has a virulent cancer, and the doctors might measure
its rate of growth. They could tell him that, if things don’t change, in a couple of
years’ time the growth will be the size of an elephant. This does not impress the
man because, although the prediction is based on true data that has been correctly
extrapolated, he knows that something will change and the prediction, although
superficially frightening, has no credibility.
“It is the same with predictions of running out of energy, mass starvation and so
on. Yes, we could reach those futures if we didn’t change, but we are going to
change, so the future won’t be like that. Humanity is going to go through a
transition to a new and, I believe, fundamentally different future. I am sure it is
going to be a better future.”
He sat and looked at her and started to feel more hopeful.
“There has been a wonderfully inspiring movement over the past few years called
‘Transition Towns’. I went to one of their conferences, and was a participant in a
workshop with a dozen people that I had never met before. In about fifteen
minutes, we sketched out a vision of a future world. The amazing thing was not the
vision itself, but that we achieved a common vision within such a short time, even
though we didn’t know each other. Well, perhaps the vision itself was amazing.
“We thought of a local community - ours was a village, but it could have been a
housing estate, or a suburb or any other group of people living close together. The
people lived in beautifully-kept very well insulated houses, with flowers round their
doors and vegetables growing in every available space in the gardens. Down by the
river were areas of land owned by the community, where people worked together
in a food-growing co-operative. The supermarket (previously full of imported,
packaged food, now no longer needed) had been turned into workshops where
people made craft goods. The village street was lined with small shops selling things
grown and made locally - for low prices, so everyone could afford them. The fastfood café had gone, and there were several little street cafés with people sitting
chatting and laughing.
“There was a small school where each child received individual attention as they
learned a basic set of knowledge and also a wide set of skills that would be useful in
their future life. A local medical clinic provided nearly all the medical care necessary
for the group of people that lived in the village, with only a rare need to go away to
a larger medical centre for specialist advice. Young people were engaged in an
exciting local theatre production. Old people were telling stories to young people
about how they used to fly abroad and how awful the long wait at the airport was.
The main road at the end of the village street had almost no traffic going along it.
“This was our quickly thought-out view of the future; one in which everything was
local and using very little damaging fossil fuel. Was it a horrible future? No! In fact it
was so nice, most people would love to go there.”
He interrupted. “If that is such a good vision, why aren’t we on our way now?”
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“You know the answer. We live in a democracy, and no-one votes for that future.
They say, ‘Come on, we live in the twenty-first century, get real, it’s the real world
out there, it’s great, let’s have more of the same.’
“It’s sold as a good life: wealth, holidays abroad, fast food, fast cars, lovely
computer toys, fancy houses filled with all kinds of useless material possessions,
beautiful fashionable clothes. The opposite - a declining economy, less to buy,
everything different - fills voters with fear.”
“Realistically, we all want that good life though,” Adrian exclaimed. “We don’t want
it only because the politicians tell us to want it!”
“There are many other ways to have a good life. Have you come across
permaculture? Permaculture is about Earth Care, People Care, and Fair Shares.
How we can best work with what we have. How we can make use of the elements,
the weather, the situation we find ourselves in, utilise the resources we find around
us, the resources we find in ourselves. Repair, recycle, reuse; learn from nature,
don't make things too difficult!
“Permaculture is defined as an innovative framework for creating sustainable ways
of living; a practical method for deploying ecologically harmonious, efficient and
productive systems that can be used by anyone, anywhere. This might include
building a rocket stove, creating a forest garden or the art of deep listening. People
who practise permaculture can be supremely happy, but the majority of people
won’t be attracted to it; it is hard to get votes, even for paradise!”
“If people won’t vote for the kind of future you want, then you need to accept that
we won’t go there, don’t you?” he responded. “Don’t you believe in the idea of a
democracy, in which everyone has a vote, has a voice? Surely people have a right to
choose their future?”
“I think democracy is an illusion,” she replied. “We have a democratically elected
parliament: what does that mean? Each of us has only a tiny amount of power,
electing a Member of Parliament who can then go and do what he or she thinks is
best for years, without consulting any of us again. We don’t even have much choice
about the sort of people who stand for election, and the system we have means
that a government can govern for five years even though it has the support of less
than a third of the people in the country. That’s not really giving people their say.
“These days, with the internet reaching a point of being available to almost
everybody, we could all vote on every issue: hold referenda all the time. But who
would have the power of deciding the subject of the referenda? And referenda are
dangerous, because they give power to people who don’t take their responsibility
seriously. The results can cause a great deal of unhappiness. So how to manage a
democracy? I don’t know.”
“Well surely the safest thing is just to keep going the way we are going,” he said.
“Big changes make people feel very twitchy.”
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“I’ve told you, we are about to go through changes, very big changes, without much
choice.
“Unlimited economic growth isn’t natural. We needed the hard-sell from politicians
to persuade us to vote for their way of achieving more and more economic
growth. Most people and most members of most political parties fell into the belief
system of neo-liberalism, which basically means two things: competition is good and
market forces rule. These two ideas together are very compelling, especially to
‘clever’ people who can do very well for themselves, even if it is at the expense of
the not-so-clever people and the beautiful wild world. Politicians almost without
exception, from the far right to the far left, have been selling us the idea of
economic growth as if it is fundamental - as if the need to strive for more wealth is
a basic truth.
“But it isn’t! A secure, sustainable, peaceful future will be far better, even though it
means we shall have to steer an about-turn, to a world with less money, less trade
and fewer materialistic items in our lives.”
“What do you mean by ‘sustainable’?” he asked.
“By a sustainable future I mean a future in which people’s needs are met without
damaging the planet or making it more difficult for their children to have a good
life. For example, the aborigines in Australia had a sustainable lifestyle. They lived in
that way for many thousands of years, and at the end of that time, their
environment was not unchanged but it was unsullied; they were still able to sustain
their lifestyle. They hadn’t ‘used up’ all the resources. They took what they needed
from Nature at the same rate at which Nature provided the resources.
“You may say you don’t want to live like that, so close to Nature, and I am not
suggesting that you do. I mean we need to set up a way of living that suits us, that is
sustainable. When we have established such a lifestyle, human beings will be able to
continue to live happily on this lovely Earth for many thousands more years.
Whereas continuing an unsustainable lifestyle - gobbling up the resources and
sending waste materials out to the air, land and sea - has only one sure result: the
death of our species. And unfortunately, it may well also mean the death of many
other species and even the death of the whole planet. Be under no illusions!
Sustainability means continuing life in harmony with Nature, and the opposite is
death.”
“Well, that doesn’t sound very hopeful and optimistic! People won’t want less
money, so they won’t vote for it, so how can your ideal future possibly come
true?” queried Adrian. “Where do you think the politicians are going to come
from, to promise people an economic decline towards sustainability in such a way
as to win votes?”
“We won’t need to be sold the vision of the new, sustainable future. No-one needs
to sell it to us, because we are going there anyway,” she answered. “The politicians
took us to the top of the roller-coaster ride, now gravity is going to take us back
to normality.”
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“Gravity?” he queried. “Are you saying progress will stop and we shall go back to
the past?”
“Gravity is just an example of a law of Nature. Nature will move us towards a
sustainable future, whether we like it or not. If you study ecology; if you observe
wild plants and animals; you will see that species are all brought back into balance,
sometimes rapidly, sometimes very slowly. Some ecological systems are lost; new
ones emerge. That is the way the Life System goes forward, and we are only one
species, a small part of the system. We think we are great, but we are not.”
He was almost open-mouthed as he listened to her philosophy. “So we’re going
back to the past: to being primitive cavemen?”
“No, I don’t think it will be a case of ‘going back to the past’, because people are
clever and adaptable. I think we shall move forward to a new and different future,
taking several things with us from the crazy world of the twentieth and early
twenty-first centuries. We have all had a huge learning experience and I hope our
species never forgets what we have learnt.
“The prophets and mystics always said that the road to hell was paved with gold;
that seeking material wealth would lead to suffering, not heaven. But we had to go
there, didn’t we? We had to sit in our fantastic cars, in a traffic jam, breathing in
sulphurous fumes (just like hell), with the computer-controlled air-conditioning on
the blink and the sweat running down our necks, looking through our safety glass at
dozens of other human beings with whom we had no connection and no possibility
of connection, apart from the chance of road-rage and the blade of a knife between
someone’s ribs. We had to discover that buying things we don’t want or need
makes the desire to buy things grow. We can never have enough of what we don’t
want. We can never be content.”
He repeated thoughtfully. “We can never have enough of what we don’t want.”
He paused and thought for a while. “It’s so true. Money can’t buy happiness. So
what am I to do?”
“It’s OK, it’s really exciting! We are going to a different future altogether. What
fun!
“We can take some of our technological knowledge with us. We shall have to
travel light, so we need to be selective and invest our time and our energy in
appropriate technology, easy to understand, so that we know how to make useful
tools and appliances well, and how to repair them too.”
Then she added, “By the way, I am an engineer so you will often hear me speaking
about technological knowledge.”
“Really? I wouldn’t have expected an old woman to have been an engineer. Did you
work as an engineer? There aren’t many women engineers are there?”
“There have been quite a few wonderful women engineers who have made amazing
contributions to the advance and progress of humanity over the last century, but
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most of them are not well-known. In some cases, women have designed or
discovered things and men have taken the credit. Yes, I have worked in large
engineering companies and have found it to be a difficult world for women. In my
opinion, the women are fine, many with clever brains and strong leadership and
team-working skills. There is nothing wrong with the women. I always used to say,
change the engineering world, not the women!
“And in a way, this is what my stories are all about. How can we change the world
to deliver a softer, more feminine way of life to everyone? A world full of caring
concern, not macho, testosterone-filled, power-crazy ideas that damage everyone,
including the men. As the world moves towards a sustainable future, perhaps there
will be many, many more women engineers. I hope so. Engineering is a wonderful
profession, and I think the development of engineering so people design and make
good things in the future, rather than destructive things, would make the profession
even more wonderful, for men as well as women.
“But as I said, I don’t think we need to steer towards a new future. The world is
going there anyway. We have started the long economic decline.
“All we can do is live our own lives and make choices, each of us, to make the
world a tiny bit better or a tiny bit worse. It has always been thus. The world is a
stage and only the scenery changes. Each human being lives her or his life with the
same set of choices and emotions as were set out in Shakespeare’s plays. In our
lifetimes, the scenery includes iPhones, international trade, cars running on petrol.
These are props; they aren’t real.
“It is human hearts and spirits that are real; how we observe what is going on, how
we react; how we make love.”
He had been feeling rather sleepy; she seemed to be talking too much. The words,
’make love’ filtered through to his consciousness, and his mind wandered. He
looked at the old woman and thought about how strange it was that he should find
her beautiful. ‘What would it be like to make love to a beautiful old woman?’ he
wondered.
“During this last year or two,” she went on, “I have spent many hours sitting here
in my cottage, writing stories about the future and how it might turn out. I am not
an ‘expert’ on anything, yet I know a great deal. I have unconventional ideas, many
years of wide-ranging life experience and much background knowledge, and I really
enjoy writing things. Then I had the idea of reading some of my stories out to an
audience - and here you are!”
She beamed.
“So, here is the next story.”
He interrupted.
“Did you say you think the economic decline will be for ever? Really, for ever?”
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“Oh no, not necessarily. There might be an upturn one day, perhaps after our
species has become extinct and the dolphins are in charge.” She said this seriously,
almost sternly, but at the end of the sentence, she couldn’t help letting a little giggle
escape from her lips, and he realised it was part of her sense of humour to make
challenging statements as if they were true.
She put her glasses on and turned the pages of the purple folder until she found
what she was looking for, then started to read.
Going Down the Mountain
Kay and Phil kissed each other gently on the lips and smiled into each other’s eyes. “Time
to go down,” Phil said. They had been standing at the top of the mountain, holding hands,
savouring the view, for some time. The peaks, sharp and ragged, seemed unreal as they
stretched into the distance, clouds hanging down into the valleys, sun glinting on the
clouds. It was breathtakingly wonderful and they were reluctant to leave.
Their adventure had started back in the winter, when they had sat by the fire, looking up
places to go. They had seen so many wonderful pictures of mountains and valleys and
views; the sun shining between rocks and glinting on the snow; people standing on a rock
pinnacle, tall and strong and conquering in their attitude. Yes, this was their dream. To
climb up high and savour paradise. They had spent weeks planning the trip; had invested
their hard-earned cash into the travelling to get here. At last, early this morning, they had
set out on the long arduous walk to the top. It had been a struggle; they had trained by
going on long walks near their home, but going uphill steadily for so long was more
demanding, and at times they wondered if their legs were strong enough to carry them to
the summit. But they had been enthused by the thrill of the ascent; the thought of
reaching the top had spurred them on and finally, up here, at the pinnacle, they had felt
near to the angels and to heaven.
Going down would be different. They hadn’t thought about it before they started. Now,
ahead of them they could sense a long and difficult climb down, without the reward of the
summit ahead.
Phil hitched his rucksack on his back and led the way. The path was rough and stony, and
the wind howled round them. Kay shivered and thought how bleak it was up here. Just
bare rocks. Not a sign of any plant or living thing. Then the rain started, driving icy needles
sideways into them. The rain-cloud descended and the beautiful view gradually
disappeared, until there was no view at all, nothing but dull grey cloud in all directions. Phil
stopped and spoke quietly to Kay, asking her to put each foot in front of the other
carefully. Slipping and twisting an ankle would be terrible! She reminded him to go slowly
so she did not lose sight of him. Neither was being patronising; each recognised how much
the other cared. Gradually and carefully, they began to wend their way down. Several
times they stopped and hugged each other, pleased for the sense of support and human
warmth that a hug gave them.
After a very long time, things began to change. The cloud started to thin, so they could see
shapes either side of them. The bitter cold of the rain lessened. Their clothing had kept
them dry, but Kay’s nose was hurting with the cold. “Cold nose, healthy dog!” said Phil as
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he kissed it. They were walking through a rocky gorge, and suddenly Kay gave a cry.
“Look! A flower!” It was true, a small alpine plant was clinging to a rocky ledge. Its pink
colour seemed to glow like magic in the mist, as they gazed at it, entranced. They felt a
tiny pink glow of hope in their hearts; hope for the joys of hosts of flowers and real human
life far below.
The path wound on and on between the rocks, and once they were in real danger. Phil felt
his heart beat violently with wild fear as a rock, dislodged by the wind and rain, slipped off
from a shelf above and came roaring down, crashing and bouncing off the side of the
gorge. He spun round to protect Kay, fell over, and watched helplessly as the rock
bounced, ricocheted and disappeared over the ledge behind the woman he loved. Sigh of
relief. He picked himself up and felt his bruised thigh, where he had fallen. Kay was
sobbing with fear and relief. Being up on the mountain didn’t seem so much fun now and
the safety of the valley below seemed far more attractive than the summit.
They came to a ridge, where the narrow slippery path wound across the top of a tilted
slab of rock. The cloud was even thinner now, so they could see that either side the
ground fell away hundreds of feet, to awful mounds of broken rock far below. Kay had
recovered from the shock of the falling rock, but now Phil found himself shaking like a jelly.
“I can’t do it, Kay!” he said, “I’m too scared!” She sat down with him on a safe rock and
stroked him gently. “Of course you can do it, Phil!” she urged. “We came over this path on
the way up, don’t you remember? It seemed exciting and fun then. It’s only like walking
along a path - that’s easy. It’s the fear that is making it difficult.” As they sat there
together, the cloud lifted completely and a thin watery sun shone down on them. Phil
breathed deeply and gradually felt his fear lift with the cloud. A little while later they set
off and walked steadily across the path, looking straight ahead to help them forget the
danger each side. They reached firm ground, laughing and giggling, holding hands and
dancing round in circles.
Now the sun was shining properly and a little further ahead they could see a stunted pine
tree, the first tree on the way down. Going up to touch it, they breathed in its sweet scent.
As they rounded the next bluff, a whole forest of pine trees stretched below them and
soon they were in amongst the trees, surrounded by beautiful living things; the trees, birds,
a strange black salamander crawling along by a stone. There were enormous boulders in
the path, and walking was very difficult, but there was a sense of heading down to greater
and greater delights.
On they went and the path became firmer and easier. Before long there were deciduous
trees, interspersed with meadows of beautiful flowers, butterflies, insects of all kinds, all so
wonderful and beautiful. Little streams bounced and cascaded over stones, as if the water
couldn’t wait to get down to the valley too. They found a patch of orchids, yellow globe
flowers, and wild clematis.
Another mile, then huge smiles spread across their faces as they heard children playing
and people singing in the distance. The path dived down through a wood of such fresh
greenness and they followed it gleefully until they sprang out into a lush meadow leading
down to the river. The children were playing in the river, running in and out of the water,
the bolder ones diving into a deep, clear pool. Their parents were sitting quietly on the
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grass, and they smiled and waved when they saw Phil and Kay coming. Phil and Kay
waved back, but followed the path on towards the village. The singing was coming from
the tavern and they went in to the most welcoming of sights. People were dancing, singing
and making music and there on the table were bowls of delicious steaming broth and
spoons - and such welcoming, smiling faces. “Sit down! Sit down and eat!”
Kay smiled at Phil as he whispered into her ear about the warm, soft bed awaiting them
upstairs, after their meal. “I think coming down was better than going up after all!” she
declared.
The young man - the purple lady’s audience - sat quietly for a few minutes, then
started to ask questions.
“I understand your story. I can see what you are trying to tell me: that the
politicians and most people think economic growth is good, but you don’t think it’s
good. You are saying that going up and up economically seemed good fun, but that
the heights of wealth are not as good as people think. I can see that, and maybe you
are right. You are saying that, after we have reached the peak of human ambition,
we shall come down, and that it will be OK, perhaps even possible that we shall
come to a much more friendly future. But why do you think it is inevitable and that
it will be soon?”
She looked over at him. “Have you heard of ‘peak oil’?”
He nodded. “Yes, I have heard of it, but I don’t know much about it.”
“Back when I was born, in the middle of last century, we had cars, but they were
few and far between, so there wasn’t much consumption of petrol, and the amount
of oil that was being extracted from the ground was quite small. Since then the rate
of extraction and consumption has gone up year by year. There was a blip in the
late seventies and early eighties but apart from that it has been a steady upwards
trend. Each year people world-wide use more oil, and each year more is produced
to match the demand. Oil is very cheap energy, and is the basis of cheap material
goods. An employer in the UK has to pay people the minimum wage, several
pounds per hour, but work done by oil costs only a few pence per hour. Before oil,
people put energy and effort into making things and building things, and the output
was limited. But once we had machines and vehicles driven by diesel or petrol, just
think what we could do!”
“Yes,” replied Adrian. “I was watching a building site yesterday and they were using
a digger to dig and move the earth, and I thought to myself, if people had had to do
that with spades and wheelbarrows, it would have taken weeks! So that’s why we
use oil-based fuels, and always will.”
“I agree, on the face of it, the low-cost energy we get from oil is marvellous. And
oil is great for making materials too. Think about a modern hospital. Not only does
a hospital use oil for heating, electricity and to transport its patients, but it depends
on drugs made from oil, disposable gloves and syringes made from oil, bedding
made from oil . . . the whole hospital is totally dependent on oil.”
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“So if oil is good, and the world is producing more and more, what’s the problem?”
“The problem is that we have designed an economic system that depends on oil,”
she replied. “Not only our hospitals but fertilisers for our food, our transport
systems, our communication systems - they all depend on oil. And oil is a finite
resource that we can’t depend on, long-term. So designing a global system based on
oil was a bit silly! The economists say if we need more we shall produce more,
because when people want something they are prepared to pay, so supply always
matches demand - well, that just does not apply to something that is limited in its
total amount. Imagine you are eating a delicious ice-cream, and I really want some,
and am prepared to pay you huge sums of money for every spoonful of it, the
actual ice-cream won’t increase in size, will it?
“So that’s the problem. Oil is a finite resource. It was formed in the Earth’s crust
many millions of years ago and it has been sitting there all this time, a pool of
energy underground. A pool that doesn’t get bigger each year! It was a fixed size
and we human beings have been sucking oil out of this pool for a couple of hundred
years now. So the pool is getting smaller. In fact, it has been getting smaller since
the very first day we extracted some.”
“So you are saying we are going to run out?” he asked.
“Yes and no. If we just carried on sucking it out, of course it would run out one
day. But between now and then, something is going to happen, and I think it has
already happened. Oil production will reach a peak, and will then go into decline.
That is what I mean by peak oil.”
“So you think oil production will reach a peak? When?” he asked. “And what kind
of oil? We studied this a bit at college - although they didn’t mention peak oil - and
as well as conventional oil, there is oil from fracking, tar sand oil, oil under the deep
seas and the Arctic - loads of types of oil that we haven’t even begun to tap into
yet.”
“In the middle of the nineteenth century,” she replied, “when oil wells were first
being drilled, some were gushers - the oil just spurted out under pressure.
Sometimes there was so much oil from a well when it was first drilled, it was
difficult to get it under control. That oil is called conventional oil and the idea of
peak oil really applies to conventional oil. There was a man called Hubbert King
who wrote a book towards the end of the twentieth century explaining that
conventional oil would reach a peak and then decline. He showed that, ever since
the beginning of the development of the modern oil industry in the 1850s, people
had been searching the world for oil. And they had found it in the right types of
rock strata throughout the world. The discoveries were mind-boggling in the
1950s, but since then, fewer and fewer and oil reserves have been discovered. By
the end of the twentieth century, we were looking back to the time when the peak
discovery was forty years ago. We have been producing more, year-on-year, from
all those old reserves people had discovered so long ago, but there have been no
significant new discoveries for decades.
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“Hubbert King showed that if oil was produced from a set of oil wells, the
production would go up until about half the oil had been extracted. After that, oil
could still be produced, but the amount left was getting less all the time, and the
rate of pumping it out would get less too. So half-way through the life of a well, a
peak would be reached. Since then there have been predictions that the
combination of all the wells in the world would reach a peak, and it was worked
out that this would occur in 2008.
“I have been studying this for years, but the data is much distorted. The states in
the Middle East have a great deal of the conventional oil, and they don’t publish
clear figures of their estimated remaining reserves. All we can see is that the world
demand is going up and the production is going up with it, continuing to meet
demand.”
“Well that’s alright then!” he exclaimed. “Obviously the peak didn’t happen and
that is because people have moved on to other kinds of oil. I told you, people are
clever!”
“On the contrary, I think the production of conventional oil did peak in 2008. That
was the year there was a great deal of unsteadiness in the financial world, and I
think that might well have been linked to a knowledge that a never-ending supply of
cheap, easy-to-get oil was no longer available.”
“But I thought you said that peak oil meant only half the supplies had been
extracted?” he argued. “So even if you are right, there is loads left.”
“Yes, but peak oil means people have extracted the easy-to-get oil. The second half
will be the expensive difficult-to-get oil, won’t it? People being people will have got
all the easy, cheap stuff first. They call it market forces.” She giggled. “People do so
like to think they are in control of things. The ‘market’ reacts to how much
demand there is for oil and how much production, and the price of oil changes.
And there can be artificially set prices worked out by cartels in the Middle East, or
by financiers in London. And the price changes do have a huge effect on everyone if the price goes down, it makes it less expensive for me to put petrol in my car, for
one thing, or the prices of food might go down, or people in poor countries might
be able to buy a pair of shoes. If the price begins to soar, companies close down
and people starve. So changing the price of oil, whether by market forces or by
fixing, affects people hugely. But it doesn’t affect what we are talking about - the
availability of cheap oil. If we have used up all the cheap oil, then we have used up
all the cheap oil. It was made by a fossilisation process millions of years ago, it is a
limited resource. The pool isn’t being added to. People can’t fix that, no matter
how much price-fixing or technology they have.”
“No, I can’t believe you’re right,” he exclaimed. “Well, maybe the availability of
conventional oil is set to decline, but using our modern technology, people are
finding new ways to get energy. Look at fracking in the United States! They are
getting more oil per day now than they used to get with all those gushers! And
there is almost unlimited oil in the tar sands in Canada.”
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She was pleased he was arguing with her, and she became even more animated.
“OK, 2008 went past and there was no sudden energy crisis,” she said. “The price
of oil went up, and big companies and smart people went all-out to make money.
There was a big drive to build renewable energy systems; the fracking technology
was developed; ‘other people need energy, so we shall find a way to produce and
sell energy and we shall be rich’ was the way people were thinking. But I feel sure
we have gone past the peak.
“Never again will we live in a world where there is an underground pool of lowcost energy that we can use as a power source for our economies. Yes, we’re
clever. Yes, we can find all kinds of energy to use. But you can see the evidence
that I am right: the economies of the world are not growing as they did when the
oil was gushing.”
“Oh come on,” he remonstrated. “You can’t blame the economic problems on
peak oil, surely? There’s plenty of energy! I think the economic problems are to do
with the politicians, who don’t seem to have a clue how to run things. Or the big
energy companies, which are too greedy.”
“I don’t think it is the energy companies' fault,” she answered. “It’s because there is
less and less cheap energy available. Fracking is proof - they are scraping the barrel.
The prices may go down in the short-term because of political and economic
instability, but ultimately they are going to get higher until such time as there won't
be any fossil energy to be had, whatever you pay. Extracting more will have
become ‘economically unfeasible’ and oil sources will close down - perhaps
suddenly and quickly. People have chosen not to put enough renewable energy in
place, silly people. So wearing extra clothing is going to be a good plan. Look up
peak oil, and try to develop personal resilience, I say.”
“No, you are wrong, I feel sure. The rich and greedy people are in control, and
they are putting energy prices up to squeeze the poor people. But if technology is
used to find more energy, by the time my children are setting off into life, there will
be an economic boom and we shall all be better off!”
“People are never going to be able to extract the oil from fracking and from tar
sands so cheaply as to create an economic boom. A few companies and individuals
will get rich on selling energy, of course they will, but it seems clear to me that the
world will never return to steady economic growth. We are on the slope, as I said
before. And if we use less and less fossil fuel as we go forward into the future, all I
can say is thank goodness! Because using more fossil fuel leads to global warming . .
. . . . but we haven’t time to discuss global warming this time. Let’s talk about that
next time.”
She closed her eyes and lay back against her cushions for a few minutes. He
watched her and felt aware, more than before, of the purple glow. She started
speaking again.
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“The question is, how will the transition come about? The Transition Towns
movement has been studying the way we can make a transition through the twin
problems of peak oil and climate change, but how will the transition be managed? I
have a feeling that ordinary people are going to be involved. I mean, I don’t think it
will be organised by the Government. I don’t think any human government could
organise anything like this!
“So let me read you another story now, just to get you thinking before you come
next time. If you choose to come again, that is. I hope you will keep coming?”
She looked over at him and he half-nodded. Yes, he knew in his heart that he
would come again, to sit at the feet of this strangely beautiful woman.
Sharing a House
“How are you, Angela?” asked her sister Rosie, on the phone.
“Wonderful!” answered Angela.
“What’s going on then?”
“Everything’s getting better! Poor little Jamie has had chickenpox for a week, and his
temperature has been so high, and he has been so restless and feverish, and yesterday, it
started to come right down. Oh, I was so pleased.”
“What about the spots?” asked Rosie. “Did he have spots?”
“Yes he did but the rash is beginning to get less too, and I don’t think he has scratched
any spots badly enough to leave scars. I’ve had him wearing gloves the past few days.
Don’t want him to spoil his handsome looks!”
“Oh, I’m so pleased for you. These childhood illnesses can be terrible to live through. But
what about poor Michael? What’s the latest prognosis on his cancer?”
“Well, that’s why I am so excited really. His tumour has started to go down! As you know,
the doctors said there was no hope, that it was terminal. The tumour is on his liver and
they said they couldn’t operate because the whole liver is diseased, and you can’t live
without a liver. Michael has been going to a herbal healer, and she has been giving him a
strange mixture of herbs, which she has said will stimulate the flow of blood to the liver
cells that are not diseased. Then she told him to get in touch with his tumour, to feel it
and understand it, not to hate it and be frightened of it.
“So several times a day, he and I have cuddled up together, and laid our hands on his
abdomen, and thought with gratitude about all the wonderful things in life. And the last
few days, I swear to you, the tumour has started to get smaller. I can feel it with my own
hands! And Michael can feel strength and energy returning to his heart and limbs.
Amazing! He’s going to get better, I know it! I can feel the energy!”
“That’s wonderful! I shall have to come and visit you soon to celebrate!” Rosie’s voice
glowed with pleasure. “So what do you think about what’s going on in the world? Some
people are saying that Britain is in for a serious decline. What do you think? Are you
worried?”
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Angela laughed. “No, I am not worried at all. Everything round here is declining, and I am
pleased about the economic decline, too. I think economic growth has been just like a
cancer. Some impersonal thing growing and growing, at the expense of the happiness of
us all. We in the rich West were persuaded that material stuff would bring us happiness,
when in reality it has just brought stress. And terrible exploitation of our own poor people
and of the people in the poor countries at the same time. Why people can’t see that
economic growth has been an unmitigated disaster just beats me. Once it starts to decline,
we shall all be better off.”
Rosie was not so sure. “The news last night said that our supplies of oil are expected to go
down. Surely that’s a disaster?”
“Well, I don’t think so,” replied Angela. “The oil was like the blood supply to the cancer of
economic growth. What is oil, anyway? Nasty black sticky dirty stuff, that turns into
disgusting smells when exhaust fumes go up your nose, and leaves no trace of happiness
once we’ve burnt it, just carbon dioxide and pollution, damaging the planet!”
“Oh, come on,” exclaimed Rosie, “It’s been the oil that has led to all our wealth. Look at
your lovely house and your car!”
“It’s going to be a long ‘phone call: I haven’t told you about that yet. We sold the car, and
you won’t believe what we’ve done with the house! And what happiness that is bringing to
all of us!”
“What do you mean?” Rosie asked. She was starting to feel worried. Had her sister gone
mad?
“It was Michael’s idea. He keeps saying to me that when you are facing death it helps you
to think clearly. All the illusions are swept away. He was sitting in his bedroom a few
weeks ago, looking over to the neighbour’s house. As you know, they have a big fourbedroomed house like us. Suddenly he had a brain-wave. Let’s all move in together! So
they all moved in here, last week.”
“What on earth for?” asked Rosie. “Aren’t you going to lose your independence?”
“Well yes, but what we are gaining is amazing. It’s been especially good while I have had
Jamie ill as well as Michael, but even before that we were just feeling so happy, so
amazed at what a good idea it is! John and Elsa and their kids have moved into two of our
bedrooms, and we have agreed that’s their private part of the house. Their three children
are in one room, in a bunk and a single. This week our little Jenny has been sleeping there
too, on a lilo on the floor, while her brother has been ill. Then we use the lounge as a
communal lounge, and cook communal meals in the kitchen. Oh, and Elsa’s mother is
living in the front room that we used to call the study, because she can easily get to the
downstairs cloakroom from there.”
“Blimey! That means ten people in one house! That’s overcrowding!”
“Well, it doesn’t feel like overcrowding. It feels like a house full of happy, helpful people.
Elsa and I take it in turns to cook meals, so I only spend half as much time slaving over a
hot stove as I used to. The kids all play together, out in the conservatory if it is not too
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cold, or in the lounge. I help Elsa care for her mother, and Elsa and I make sure we each
have a couple of hours every day to do our own thing. I have set up my sewing machine in
our bedroom, and started to make little gifts for Christmas. And I have joined the local
choir. I go out every Wednesday night to the practices. We’re learning Christmas carols!”
Rosie was laughing down the phone at her sister’s excitement and happiness. “Sounds like
you’re really happy!”
“Yes, everything’s getting better and better. John has fitted a wood-stove in the lounge, and
has been chopping up all the rubbishy old furniture from both houses to feed it with fuel.
Elsa and John have stopped paying their mortgage and have written to the mortgage
company to invite them to re-possess the house, but John doesn’t think they will bother
because houses are worth so little these days. If nobody from the mortgage company
makes any move, he plans to turn what used to be their home into a barn to store logs
and food and maybe even keep animals in there one day.
“John has been taking most of the electrical goods to charity shops or to the dump,
because we have decided to save on our electricity bill by opting for the ‘three-hours-in themorning-only’ tariff. Have you heard about it? It’s a new cheap tariff to keep the evening
peaks down.”
“That sounds horrible to me,” replied Rosie. “What, do you sit in the dark all the evening,
with no TV?”
“We’ve all agreed to go without TV. The programmes have mostly been so poor, anyway.
We choose a DVD to watch on the lap-top, or play cards or just chat and laugh together.
Michael has rigged up a solar electric panel on the roof linked to batteries, which runs
enough little lights in the evening. Gives a nice, cosy glow! Each morning we charge up our
batteries, use the washing machine and cook things in the oven. Anyway, as I was saying,
we reckon our electricity bill will decline to about a tenth of what it was. There will be no
heating bill, because when we have run out of bits of furniture, we have about ten years’
supply of trees in the two gardens, and we are going to plant more. We are collecting
water from the roofs, so the water bill will go right down. And we shall be buying nothing
for Christmas, because I am making gifts and cards for us all to give. Hooray for a happy
decline, I say!”
“Perhaps you’d better write to the TV news, and ask them to tell the nation that the
economic decline is good news, Angela!”
“No thanks, I don’t want to get involved with the media. They always like to spread tales
of gloom, doom and fear. I think it’s best to avoid the TV and the newspapers. All I know
is that I am in the middle of a serious decline round here. Jamie’s temperature going
down. Cancer going down. Bills going down. Material possessions going down. No more
traffic jams and supermarket queues. The decline of all that old rubbish is just great. I am
the happiest I’ve been for a long, long time! And everyone here’s happy. Michael is
ecstatic, well he would be, it’s like being given a new life. The kids are the happiest I’ve
ever seen them, and you should see Elsa’s Mum! She says it’s like the good old days, being
surrounded by family all the time. As for Elsa and me - we’ve got more hours to ourselves
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each week than we had before, a little bit of real freedom, and a lovely happy home to
return to. Hooray, I say. Love you! See you soon!”
“Yes, I shall be down to visit in a few weeks. Although, where am I going to sleep? In the
kitchen?” Rosie laughed, and put the telephone down, full of love for her crazy sister.
The purple lady came to the end of the story, closed her folder and looked at him
for several minutes. He sat there and said nothing for a while; quiet, fascinated.
Then he spoke.
“That house-sharing idea is quite a good idea, you know,” he said. “We young
people, we don’t know how we are ever going to be able to buy a house, but
sharing could be a way.”
“I used to live in a house-share many years ago,” she answered. “I like the idea too,
and think it could be very good for different generations to live together. I hardly
know you, but I like having a young person in my house - feels good! Over the last
few years I have been reading about cohousing communities, where people have
their own homes but share a central cohouse, so you will find this idea comes up in
several of my stories.”
Then suddenly she jumped up out of her chair, smiling at him, holding out her hand
as if beckoning him over to the door. She was very friendly but perhaps a little illat-ease. Maybe she was feeling embarrassed about having someone listen to her
stories? But, friendly or embarrassed, whatever she was, he was feeling an immense
attraction towards her. A sort of unexpected, magnetic, almost sexual attraction,
great and strong.
“Come again next Tuesday, please, and every Tuesday about seven o-clock, just
after I have had my supper. Goodnight. Please see yourself out.
“Oh, and here is a poem for you to read. It more or less summarises the point of
the stories I have read to you this week. Thank you so much for coming.”
He read it when he got home.
The Joyful Descent
For all the wealth in the world, they said,
We must keep climbing high;
Economic growth is the only way;
Development is the cry!
And up we climbed, and up and up,
And growth was all we knew;
And all the political parties said,
We’ll give more growth to you!
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Higher we went, and bleaker the view;
There were traffic jams, drugs and hate,
Junk food, stress and obesity;
And people coming home late.
The forests groaned, the whales expired;
The kids couldn’t walk to school;
Icebergs melted and sea levels rose;
Mobile phones were cool and cruel.
In the distant undeveloped world,
We strove for their discontent,
So they’d climb with us up to the peak:
They followed us where we went.
One day sub-prime markets failed,
And the oil-wells began to run dry;
Economies had one way to go:
They began to collapse and die.
People began the long descent,
Resentful, against their will;
Their wealth fell back and down they went,
With panic and terror downhill.
But as they achieved lower, saner ground,
They found things they’d always known:
That friends are worth more than material goods;
That home is where happiness grows;
That laughter is worth more than bars of gold;
A smile more than a stock or a share;
And music, and singing, and beauty are life,
With people who love and who care.
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Chapter 2 Be Prepared!
Beginning of April
Adrian stood on the doorstep at five to seven the following Tuesday. It was raining,
and there were drips from the porch roof running down his neck. He had a
profound sense of misgiving. He looked behind him, furtively, to make sure none of
his mates had followed him there.
The village where he lived and had been born was about half a mile away, on the
side of the hill, up from the river. It was an old village with houses mostly made of
stone, and it came to an end abruptly; no sprawl out into the surrounding fields.
The fields nestled between the village and these old woods that grew on a steeper
slope, extending right down to the river. The track that led to the cottage in the
woods where the purple lady lived started at the bend in the road. Adrian had
cycled along the track today, observing more carefully than usual, looking at the
gorse bushes with a few early flowers. ‘When gorse is out of bloom, kissing’s out of
fashion,’ he thought. There were large rain drops on the ends of some branches,
and buds with tiny leaves just beginning to peep out. It was a lovely but strange and
eerie lane. The cottage appeared out of the gloom, old and squat, made of stone,
with a small garden behind a stone wall. No gate in the wall, just a space to walk
through.
He had knocked on the door twice, and there had been no response. He turned
the handle, found it was unlocked, and walked in.
As he entered the sitting room, the old lady came into the same room from the
opposite corner.
“Oh, hello!” she said, in a voice which sounded very pleased to see him. “Would
you like some tea, and perhaps some cake too? Come into the kitchen please do,
and help yourself.”
He went into the kitchen, a small lean-to, and looked at the mouth-watering
chocolate cake on a white plate on the bare wooden table, and the old stained
teapot next to a clean mug and jug of milk. He helped himself.
“One of things that I find hard to come to terms with, as I imagine the changes
ahead, is life without chocolate and cocoa,” she said. “Sometimes I think I need to
give it up, to learn to live happily without chocolate. Or perhaps people will learn
to grow cocoa beans in huge greenhouses, like the Eden Project? But usually, I
choose to enjoy it as much as I can while it is still in my life.” She giggled like a
naughty girl.
She went into the sitting room and sat in the same chair as before, while he
followed and perched on the chair opposite, trying to deal with his mug of tea in
one hand and his plate of chocolate cake in the other. He looked over at her. Her
hair was fine and silvery, falling in unruly little curls, trickling down the sides of her
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face and behind her ears. She was wearing glittery, dangling earrings that reflected
her glittering eyes.
“Well, hello again!” she said. “By the way, I completely forgot to introduce myself
last time. My name is Gloria. What’s yours?”
“It’s Adrian. Adrian.”
Gloria wondered why she hadn’t asked him his name last time. She was really
rather too keen to read her stories, she realised. But that was what she had
advertised to do, so she felt the need to deliver her best advice.
“And how are you Adrian? How are you feeling?”
Adrian did not usually admit to feeling anything to anybody, preferring to laugh off
any emotions, but he found himself replying to her surprisingly honestly.
“I’m not feeling too happy, really. I am feeling a bit stupid about coming back here.
I’ve had a hard time in the week between. First of all, I was affected by your idea. I
didn’t like it. I don’t want to be going down a slope, facing a long decline. So I
looked things up to prove that you were wrong, and I found a lot of evidence that
the world is really alright.”
“So if everything’s alright, why did you come back then?” Her eyes were shining
with curiosity. She didn’t seem at all defensive.
“Before I answer that, I want to tell you about another bad time I had. It was last
Saturday, in the pub. I happened to mention to my mates that I had visited this wise
woman (that’s you) and that you had some new and interesting ideas. Well, they
really took the piss out of me. They wouldn’t let go. They went on and on,
ridiculing me. And they haven’t let go of it since. When they go on, it makes me
shake, I mean, not with anger, but with sort of frustration. Because why shouldn’t I
find out ideas from an old woman?”
“So that’s why you’ve come back, to prove to yourself that you do have that right.
That’s brave. Most young men don’t have the courage to go against their mates.
Yes, you’re a brave lad.”
He brightened up. “Well, it was worth it for the chocolate cake. And in a way, I’m
like a little boy, I can’t wait to hear this week’s story and discuss more of your
strange ideas.”
“Oh, it’s a story you want, is it?” Gloria smiled.
She sank back into the cushions in her chair and sipped her tea. This week she
wasn’t wearing all purple. She had on the same purple boots and a purple hair-band,
with a long gold and black skirt, and a tight-fitting black bodice that showed the
curves of her body. Adrian found himself looking at the curves of her body through
her clothes. How strange! He associated female body curves with young women his
own age, and looked at old ladies through very different eyes, as if they were some
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different sort of animal that he didn’t understand. How strange that he should see
her curves!
He turned to his chocolate cake and, as he sucked and licked the wonderful icing,
he was aware of the sensuality of the cake, and how much more interesting it was
than a normal cake. He thought on this for a while, and came to the conclusion that
it was just being in this cottage that heightened his senses and raised his
expectations. He finished his cake and his tea, licked his lips and put the plate and
mug on the floor.
She sat there for a long time, sipping her tea until it had all gone. Then she cleared
her throat.
“So before I tell you another story, I’d like to hear about your research, and the
evidence you have collected to show that there are no big changes afoot?”
“Well, I read up about climate change, the idea that the carbon dioxide from fossil
fuels is acting like a sort of blanket that is warming the planet up, slowly and
steadily, until the point at which people won’t be able to live on the planet any
more. I found out that it is a big conspiracy to stop the energy companies from
making money. The climate change idea has been set up by people who are jealous
of the success of the fossil fuel companies, and they have recruited some scientists
to falsify the data, to make climate change seem real. Whereas actually the whole
thing about global warming is a myth!”
“And what did you think about that?” she asked.
“Well, I believed it at first, because the article I read was very convincing. But then
I thought, the big companies are trying to make money out of fossil fuels so they
are more likely to falsify data than the environmentalists, who usually haven’t got
any money.
“Then I read about the question of whether the extra carbon dioxide is from the
activity of people, or if it’s part of the natural cycle. I read all about the ice ages,
and the historical cycles, and the way glaciers come and go. And all I could think
was that the planet is a huge thing, always changing, and I’m not sure whether the
scientists are clever enough to come to any true answer about what’s causing these
changes. I mean, the spots on my face keep changing, and I reckon a scientist could
do a PhD on my face and still not know the answers after a three-year study. I
mean, not being able to predict when and where the next spot will come up. So
how can they predict what will happen to the planet?”
“Ah,” she said, “So now you are saying that there are big changes, and we can’t
predict them?”
“Well, yes, but my thoughts now are that they will be no worse than they have
been in the past. Maybe the planet will warm; maybe there will be an ice age.
Whatever happens, we shall adapt.
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“That’s another thread that I read quite lot about,” he went on. “People are
adaptable, there’s no question of that. People can live in minus forty degrees
centigrade in Siberia and plus forty degrees centigrade in Africa. So if the
temperature goes up or down a few degrees, or even quite a lot of degrees, it
won’t really matter. We can plant different food crops that suit the new climate,
sort out the water supplies with our technology - rainwater collection and pumps
and so on, or flood defence if there is too much rain - and whatever happens, we
shall be alright.
“And I found out another interesting fact about carbon dioxide, which I must have
known from school biology, which is that plants use carbon dioxide to grow. So if
there really is more carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, then all the food plants will
grow better. So there won’t be food shortages, will there?”
She laughed. “Well, there might be banana shortages. Do you think people will be
able to grow bananas in England?”
He grinned at her. “We will if the climate becomes tropical! Or in an Eden Project
greenhouse! But in the meantime, we shall keep on importing them. I know you
said there is going to be a fuel shortage, but there’s not! Human beings are clever
and we shall find a new source of energy!”
“You can believe that if you like. People have always believed in magic. And I
believe in magic, on the non-physical level. I have always experienced many kinds of
magical serendipity. But I tell you from my heart, there is no magic spell to change
the laws of physics. I am an engineer - I told you that - and I have studied energy
sources all my life. There is no new source of energy. And don’t you see, the
excessive use of energy has damaged the planet already? Don’t you think we should
be careful; find a way to live without having such a massive impact on nature?”
“What do you mean, massive impact?” he asked.
“You must have heard about the decline of species, that species are becoming
extinct faster than ever before?”
“What, even faster than the time the meteor hit and the dinosaurs became extinct?
That was all natural, it’s all natural. You can’t blame people for extinctions. They
happen because the species is not much good, not adaptable enough, doesn’t fit
into its niche anymore.”
“I suggest you do more research on species extinction,” she replied. “It seems to
me that the world is losing species at an alarming rate, and that it’s the result of the
activities of people. Once a species is lost, it is lost for ever. That’s a real tragedy. If
you study a plant or a creature - a small insect, perhaps - you will see the incredible
beauty of creation. And to think once the last breeding pair is lost, that insect can
never exist again. That’s tragic. It’s tragic to lose even one species, but it is also
dangerous, because our species, homo sapiens, people, are part of the web of life,
and if the web were to die, our species would become extinct along with all the
rest. I shall give you a poem to take home about the web of life.”
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She sat back against her cushions, looking miserable. He almost went over to her
to comfort her.
“So what else - surely you know the ice near the poles is melting?” she went on.
“That will make the sea level rise, of course it will. And once the sea has a larger
volume, then the volume will expand even more because it’s becoming slightly
warmer, and before we know it, the sea will have risen by several metres. More
water on the continental shelves will cause the land to sink in some places, so the
edges of the continents may see an even bigger sea level rise. And carbon dioxide
doesn’t dissolve so much in warm water, so more will come bubbling out and the
greenhouse effect will get even worse.”
Adrian waved out of the window. “These hills are more than a few metres high. It’s
not going to affect us much, is it?”
“Come on, we need to be responsible, not just think of ourselves! Another thing
for you to look up - see if you can find out how many of the world’s big cities are
on the coast, and how much land close to the coast is inhabited. I think you will
find that if the sea level rises by several metres then hundreds of millions of people
will die or be displaced.”
“Displaced! That would mean even more migrants!” he exclaimed.
“Yes, and not just people from cities on the coast. As carbon dioxide increases
(and it will continue to increase, even if we stopped all fossil fuel use tomorrow,
because there is a delayed effect) global temperatures will rise and some of the
most populated areas will become deserts. I think the whole of the Mediterranean
region will become like the Sahara. Millions more people will be on the move!”
“Oh, come on, there is technology to solve that one too. People in the south of
France - they’re not poor people! They have money and resources, and they will
build desalination plants and keep watering the land so it won’t become a desert.”
“So what about the Gulf Stream changing direction?” she asked. “Have you heard
about that?”
“No, I can’t remember what the Gulf Stream is.”
“It is a current of warm water that flows up through the Atlantic Ocean from
South America up towards Cornwall, and brings warm waters to our shores.”
“You must be joking! I went on holiday to Cornwall once and the sea was
freezing!”
“It’s warmer than in would be if the Gulf Stream weren’t flowing up from the
south. You know that Britain is on the same latitude as Newfoundland, the big
island off Canada? Well, they have six months of snow there, every winter, and so
would we if it were not for the Gulf Stream. There are some scientists predicting
that the direction of the Gulf Stream will change quite soon. Because there is so
much ice melting near the North Pole, the melt water is influencing the current,
and it is possible that it will turn round and flow in the other direction.”
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“Really? And then we shall have cold winters like Newfoundland? Well, it sounds a
bit far-fetched to me, but if it did happen, we have enough money to heat our
houses and buy more warm clothes. I mean, they don’t die of cold in
Newfoundland, do they? And neither would we.”
“So whatever I say, you come up with ‘more money will solve the problems’, which
just adds to the idea of an economic decline, a long slope ahead of us as we spend
more money and earn less.
“I’d like to talk a bit more about the economic decline now, and I have picked out a
story about it too. Last time I was talking to you about the slope ahead, how
humanity is going to progress downwards instead of upwards. But how is that going
to start? How is the Business As Usual paradigm going to begin to change?
“I sometimes compare our journey to being on a big ship, like the Titanic. The ship
represents our globalised technical and economic system. We are heading straight
for an iceberg which will sink the whole system. The leaders are saying we must
carry on, the ship is indestructible, but many people know in their hearts that the
time for change has come. The second-class passengers on the ship are getting
agitated; the rich people have the best bunks on the ship, it isn’t fair. Some people
are starting to suggest we get into a lifeboat and leave the ship.
“The big change may have started with the vote to leave the European Union which
was perhaps a cry from the heart of the disadvantaged people, crying out against
austerity and unfairness. But even the people who voted to leave probably don’t
want big changes. You said you don’t want to go towards an insecure future. Most
people don’t want to go there; they don’t want to get into the small and scary
lifeboat, even though they feel that it has the best chance of survival.
“Oh sure, there are many activists who want to ‘bring down the rulers’; these are
not new ideas, people always want to bring down the rulers. But even if - or
perhaps especially if - the rulers are brought down, who will navigate the lifeboat?
Who will lead down the slope? Will new rulers appear, leading the way to a place
where most people don’t want to go?
“My conviction is that no-one will lead the way. It will just happen, despite people.
People think they are in charge, but in my heart I know we are not. Stand by the
sea, or on a hill in a gale; we are like ants compared with the forces of Nature. Do
you remember the story of King Canute? He was a wise man. Wait a minute, let
me read you a poem I wrote.”
She riffled through the folder of papers until she found it.
King Canute & President Obama
Pay homage to the monarch,
He’s strong, like God above;
Oh fawn round him, you courtiers,
Prove your undying love!
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But King Canute is humble,
He knows he can’t command
The natural world to do his will;
They just don’t understand.
“Take me down to the seaside,
Set throne upon the beach,
I’ll show you how the tide comes in:
Control’s beyond my reach!”
The subjects were astonished;
The king was tough and bold;
“Go back, wild sea,” commanded he;
The sea would not be told.
The tide came rising higher;
The men were nearly drowned;
And King Canute laughed in his beard:
He’d proved his power’s bound.
He knew how small his stature,
That crowns, which men bestow,
Are symbols of the empty hope
That human might will grow.
--------------------------------Pay homage to Obama,
He’s strong, like God above;
Oh fawn round him, you senators,
Prove your undying love!
Technology is mighty,
Their armies tough and large;
The planet sure is in their grasp,
The USA’s in charge!
The President is humble,
He knows he can’t command
The natural world to do his will;
They just don’t understand.
“I can’t stop global warming!
The seas are rising fast;
The credit crunch has felled our banks,
The gas and oil won’t last.”
The forest fires flickered;
The floods came, people drowned;
Obama cried into his mike:
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He’d proved his power’s bound.
He knew how small his stature,
That Presidency glow
Is symbol of the empty hope
That human might will grow.
We never shall grow mighty;
We can’t turn back the tide.
Nature does what Nature does,
We’re just here for the ride.
Canute back in ten hundred,
Obama in O eight
Were wiser than their people:
They knew that they weren’t great.
“So there you have it. Physics is physics. The tide will come in. Things are going to
happen - not what people want, nothing to do with politics. I’m talking about things
that can’t be controlled.
“My story today is a story of how it might happen.
“One thing for sure: it won’t actually happen like this story or like the other stories
I shall read out to you if you come again. These are just stories. But it is more likely
that one of these stories will come true than that the world as you know it will just
go on and on. When I was writing these stories, there was one strong thought in
my mind. People need to be prepared!”
The rain was beating against the windows now, and Adrian shivered.
There was no log fire tonight, because the weather had turned mild. They were
sitting there under a cold electric light bulb and the feeling of cosiness in the room
had gone. His thoughts turned inwards, and he wondered again why he had come.
He didn’t like her messages. This wasn’t fun! He could be having a laugh with his
mates down the pub, or laughing at a TV comedy programme. But this whole
experience was so different to everything he was used to, and it was awakening
new thoughts and ideas in him. And he had been right: the little boy inside him
couldn’t wait to hear the next story.
She sat there holding her purple folder on her lap, and she snuggled into the
cushions.
Headlines in the Papers
PETROL PRICES SOAR
It was spring in the first year of The Change. Jim was driving to work when his eyes caught
a glimpse of the prices at the filling station. £1.19 per litre. It had stayed below £1 per
litre last winter, so why was it so high now? The next day he went past the same sign and
it said £1.49 per litre. What? He indicated left and spun into the filling station - not to buy
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petrol, but to buy a newspaper. He picked up a copy of the Financial Times. The front
page article was about petrol prices: a long and turgid article, analysing this and that.
Rogue traders trying to push the price up to unrealistic levels? Political instability in
Pakistan? Islamic terrorists threatening America? Lots of possible reasons, but an
underlying sense that it was all short-term and temporary. Nothing tangible to account for
such a huge price rise overnight. He glanced at the tabloids: one showed a picture of a
group of angry lorry-drivers, marching to Number 10 to demand that the Government
bring fuel prices back to normal levels. ‘Reduce the tax!’ they were saying. He bought a
few papers so he could read stories from differing viewpoints, then set off without buying
petrol, feeling sure that the price would drop back to normal next week.
SAUDI OIL FIELD FAILS
Jim had never heard of the Ghawar oil field in Saudi Arabia until the Prime Minister
mentioned it in the interview following the emergency broadcast. Yes, he was saying, this
oil field had been found decades ago and it was the biggest oil field ever found. Yes, the oil
analysts had predicted that it would continue to supply world demand for at least another
twenty years. Yes, it was the one used by OPEC to keep production matching demand: if
demand ramped up, then the production from the Ghawar field had been increased to
make sure there was no shortfall. Oh of course, it had been known for some time that
sea-water was being pumped into the well to maintain the pressure, but production had
been expected to stay at the current levels for several decades. The sudden failure of
production was an unexpected freak of nature, it was no use blaming OPEC. Yes, world oil
demand was nearly a hundred million barrels a day and rising. Yes, the Ghawar field had
been supplying five million barrels per day. No, there was no other oil field that could
replace this lost production. Well, yes, in the short-term future, the world will have to run
its economies on about ninety-five per cent of what everyone thought was needed. Of
course, the United States would try to get the oil output from fracking up quickly, but
contaminated water supply issues were holding things up.
FOOD TRANSPORT A PRIORITY
The Government acted in an unexpectedly decisive manner. Some people at the highest
level had obviously been anticipating a possible sudden slump in oil production. They
understood that a significant oil shortage would lead to real shortages, not just higher
prices. Figures showed that Britain imported forty per cent of its food and of course, the
country was no longer full of barns storing the harvest from year to year, as in the past.
The papers were saying there was only about three days of food supply in Britain at any
one time, stored largely in lorries on the motorway. Without oil to move food from the
ships in the docks to the supermarket shelves, people would soon be hungry, possibly even
starving to death. So the Government acted, and soon there were troops guarding the food
ships and the convoys of food lorries. A food rationing system was introduced swiftly, so
swiftly that most people were convinced it had already been prepared.
Jim sat at the breakfast table, chatting to his wife, Maggie, about the sudden turn of
events. Maggie was looking rather suspiciously at the food coupons that had just been
delivered. They didn’t seem real, and they were both convinced that all this fuss and
bother was temporary.
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BIG BUILDING SOCIETY GOES UNDER
The next day, Jim was shocked at the News headlines. One of the big building societies
had declared itself to be effectively bankrupt overnight. This wasn’t another Northern Rock
- it was one of the really big ones. Jim bought lots of papers again and tried to understand
the analyses and why it had happened. Only one paper made a link to the falling oil
supply, making oil shortages sound like a solution to the world’s problems because of a
resulting predicted boom in the nuclear industry. The other papers talked endlessly about
the American Housing Bubble, the tiger economies in the Far East and the effect of
changing interest rates.
Jim and Maggie tried to imagine what it would have been like for them if they had had a
mortgage with the collapsed building society. Would they have had their house
repossessed? By whom and how? Would they have had to start paying their mortgage to
another firm? Would their debt just have evaporated so they could continue to live in the
house with their debt effectively wiped clean? They couldn’t really understand how these
global changes would affect them, so they went back to the task they had not finished
yesterday, which was clearing out the garage to make a secure storage area for food and
fuel, just in case all wasn’t back to normal by next winter.
FOOD FIGHTS
August was awful again, as far as the weather was concerned. Rain, rain, nothing but rain.
The food rationing system was working very well, and no-one seemed to be going hungry
in their village. Maggie’s theory was that the rationing system had stopped people wasting
food and over-eating and without those two problems, there was easily enough for all.
But this week the papers had been full of news of another failed harvest, with pictures of
cauliflowers rotting in puddles in the fields. This had sparked off real fears of food
shortages over the coming winter, and there had been angry scenes in the cities. A group
of people had converged on a supermarket and demanded that they release the food in
their stores so the people could take it home. This had resulted in a fight between the
people and the police, who had the duty of stopping them from raiding the supermarket
and stealing the food.
The incident had made it clear to everyone that there are no stores these days. The food
is delivered to the shelves “just-in-time”.
COMMUNITY “DIG FOR VICTORY” CAMPAIGNS
Jim and Maggie went to a meeting in their village hall one evening, towards the end of the
summer of the first year. The village only had about two hundred residents, but over a
hundred people were packed into the hall. Jim and Maggie noticed that most people were
laughing and chatting, instead of looking scared and miserable. Everyone seemed pleased
to be part of a community group and excited about discussing a joint solution to the
common problems.
By the end of the meeting, there was an agreement to use the church for a food store. It
was the largest building in the village, and cool and dry. The vicar thought that God would
be pleased to support the aim of the community working together. There was no chance
of buying lots of supermarket food to fill the store, because of the rationing system, but
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most people agreed to save a little of their rationed food each week to put into the store
against hard times ahead. Then several local farmers said they would sell their harvest to
the community. A group of women volunteered to process the food before it went into
store, making jam from the fruit, for example. Listening to the radio later that week, Jim
realised that their village initiative was being replicated up and down the country, and in
cities too. There was a report on the way cities, especially in the suburbs, were reforming
into clusters of local areas, often based round the old parish boundaries with the church
defining the area. Very old people talked of World War Two and the “dig for victory”
campaign. People who had vegetables growing in their gardens, allotments and farms
were encouraged to find ways of saving the seed, ready for next year.
PETROL PRICES DROP
That autumn, Jim was cycling through the countryside, out further than he had been for
some time. He reached a main road and came to a road-block, guarded by a couple of
young soldiers. He stopped to chat to them. They said they had orders to stop people in
cars from passing that way, in either direction. Apparently the Government had conceived
a policy of preventing mass migrations, although the soldiers said very few people seemed
to be trying to migrate.
As Jim cycled on he saw the prices at the petrol station. £0.99 per litre (for local use only),
it said. Much cheaper than it had been at the beginning of the year! He smiled ruefully.
No good to him. His car had gone months ago. In the spring he had been struggling to
keep his job in the mobile phone shop in the small town, twenty miles away, wondering if
the guaranteed growth in mobile phones, so sure the year before, was about to turn into a
slump.
The price of petrol had gone up and up. Then his car had broken down; the clutch didn’t
work. He had phoned the local car mechanic, who said he had gone out of business. He
just couldn’t cope with the high petrol prices. Jim had got in touch with another mechanic,
who said that clutches for that model were unobtainable just at the minute. They were
imported and the sea shipping business seemed to be totally unreliable these days. Within
a few weeks, Jim had decided to give up both the car and the job, saving money and
cutting his losses.
He had found his old bike in his garage - he had bought it as part of a fitness drive some
years ago - and now he really was fit. He and Maggie had set up a small chicken farm in
their back garden, and each day he cycled round, selling eggs to the villagers. By the end
of the summer, they had almost stopped hoping that everything would “get back to
normal”. But today, Jim was amazed at the low petrol price. Perhaps they would all be
back driving cars before long? Though where he would buy a good second-hand car from,
he didn’t know.
TESCO BANKRUPT
Somehow, the fall of Tesco, in the September of the first year of The Change, seemed to
mark the end of the old era. It had been the biggest retailer in the country, with huge
stores full of everything you could ever want. Jim didn’t read the analysis in the paper
about why it had happened. He didn’t buy papers any more. He heard about Tesco at
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one of their community meetings, when the vicar (who had a digital radio, powered by
solar cells on the church roof) had mentioned it.
Jim and Maggie had received a bill from the income tax last week. They had been buying
things with cash or by barter for the last few months, and didn’t know if the money in
their bank account had any value or not, but Jim found his old cheque book and sent off a
cheque. He wasn’t sure if the income tax bill was correct or not, but he felt a surge of
loyalty to England, and thought it would be good to make a contribution. He just hoped
the cheque was worth something.
At the recent community meeting, people in the village were feeling confident that they
had sufficient food stores to get through the winter, but many were worrying about how
they were going to survive the cold. There were rumours that North Sea Gas had run out
and that the Russians had decided, for political reasons, not to sell gas to Europe any
more. People in the village who had gas central heating were frightened, especially as
there were forecasts of a very cold winter. Climate change had affected the warm water
currents in the Atlantic, so although the globe was heating up and the ice near the North
Pole was melting fast, the sea around England was going to be colder and there might be
a harsh winter ahead. After that community meeting, Maggie joined the spinning and
knitting group, determined to make warm clothes for everyone, and Jim joined the logging
group. Not that there were many trees nearby, the village was mostly surrounded by
farmland. They would need to plant trees for the future next spring.
WINTER OF DISCONTENT
In some ways, it was the worst winter of their whole lives. The electricity grid failed and
there was a flu epidemic that led to the deaths of over thirty people in the village. Yet in
some ways, they were happier than they had ever been.
The village hall had become the centre of their lives. They had insulated it in the autumn
by building a wall of straw bales to surround it, then rendering it by hand with local clay,
and adding a thatched roof. There was a log stove in the main hall, which kept the whole
building warm, and there was a community wind turbine with batteries for the electricity
supply. People from the village spent varying amounts of time in the hall, depending on the
warmth of their own houses and whether they wanted a light to read by, or a hot meal.
Many cottages had wood fires (although logs were in short supply), and some had heat
pumps and their own renewable electricity. People in these cottages often invited
neighbours in to share their space and the cooking of their food. Many people just went to
bed early rather than sit up waiting for the long dark evenings to come to an end. But
often it seemed that almost everyone was in the village hall, eating and talking and
laughing, dancing and singing, and enjoying themselves like never before. Life was one long
party!
There were tales from the cities though, of death from cold and starvation, and the flu
epidemic in their village was harrowing, because it happened when there was thick snow
on the ground and it was impossible to get the ill people through the country lanes to the
county hospital. Although rumour had it that the central health service was struggling, so
maybe it was just as well to keep them in the village and care for them there. The shared
grief as the severe cases died one after the other brought a feeling of intense closeness to
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the villagers; a strange sense of elation. It was as though death itself was no longer feared
when there were good people to rely on for help.
“DANGEROUS” NUCLEAR POWER STATIONS CLOSED DOWN
In the spring of the second year of The Change, Maggie’s sister Lyn came to visit from
London. It had taken her many days of travelling by train, with the train stopping at
stations and nothing happening, sometimes for days.
Lyn reported that the Government had announced that all the nuclear power stations
were being closed. There was a local radio station in London that gave all the details.
Apparently it had been decided that keeping the nuclear power stations open during the
present time was dangerous. The Government had decided to allocate a huge amount of
tax to this, calling it the highest priority of all time. Several large engineering companies,
complete with robots and deconstruction skills, had taken on contracts to make all the
nuclear power stations safe. The announcements had made it clear that the politicians
thought that if this was not done, there was a danger that a nuclear explosion might kill a
significant proportion of the population.
Lyn said that in London, the Government seemed quite strong, but the further she
travelled away from London, the less notice anyone seemed to take of their edicts. There
were soldiers on the streets of London, making sure that people obeyed the authorities,
but she had seen none since the second day of her journey. She thought the main aim of
the Government was to organise national sustainability programmes like re-opening as
many railways and canals as possible, and also massive deconstruction programmes on
large chemical plants, airports and factories. There was so much work going on in these
areas that unemployment seemed to be dropping.
After a few weeks in the country, Lyn decided to stay. Before she had set out, she had
been frightened of the tales of anarchy in the rural areas, a thug hiding behind every tree,
people ready to kill you for half a loaf of bread. Maggie laughed. That’s what they had
been told about the cities! But Lyn liked the village life very much and she and Maggie
started to develop ideas for a clothes-making business.
RICH PEOPLE FLY OFF TO PARADISE
The falling price of petrol led to an announcement on the TV news that several airlines
were starting up again. It was less than a year since all flights had ceased, so it was not
too much of a task to get some of the smaller planes out of mothballs. A service was
starting from the local airport to Spain, where many British people had second homes.
Last night, Jim had been talking to Ted, a man from the village, who hasn’t seen his
second home for a year. He was wondering whether it was still there as he had left it, or
had been over-run by Spanish people. He had been asking Jim’s opinion about whether he
should emigrate to Spain, because if he flew out once, he felt he might never be able to
come home again. Jim had felt it was better to stay in England with people Ted knew well.
The weather might be nice for a holiday in Spain, but what if global warming led to water
shortages there? Ted was unsure, scared of a future with even colder winters, when his
rheumatic pains would be even worse.
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Ted and Jim were both pleased that the TV had come back on. For several months it had
usually been unobtainable, and not only when the power was off. Ted thought of himself
as rich; after all, he had worked hard all his life and saved up lots of money. But he didn’t
like the message that the new TV programmes were giving out: that the rich were enjoying
completely unfair, immoral advantages while the poor were about to starve. There was a
programme about rich people flying off to paradise, and another about farmers getting
very high prices for plant oil that could be used in diesel cars. Ted was frightened that illfeeling would magnify, and that his life would be under threat in England - so perhaps
going to Spain would be a good idea?
FANTASY GAMES TAKE OVER
The next time Jim bumped into Ted, they both commented on the rapid change that the
TV programmes had undertaken. It was as if all the hard politics and issues programmes
had been censored.
There was no longer any news, and most programmes were either fantasies or facts. It
was strange, there was hardly any sex or violence, but lots of fictional space adventures
and gentle romances, almost like children’s stories. No international sport at all either. Of
course, there were many practical self-help programmes like how to knit or to grow
vegetables. People liked playing computer fantasy games too, and these had become the
most popular alternatives to holidays.
GANG ATTACKS VILLAGE
That autumn, there was a terrible incident in the village, with a death and several bad
injuries. A gang of strangers was seen entering the main village street on foot, and the
village’s make-shift “Home Guard” sprang into action. Someone went to ring the church
bell as a warning. All the able-bodied village men and one or two indomitable women
donned alarming helmets and ran out into the street armed with metal bars and other
simple weapons. Most of the other women stood at their front doors banging saucepan
lids together, to scare the intruders. The gang leader had a gun and shot someone in the
leg. A village man attacked him with his iron bar, to try to get him to drop the weapon.
The gang, surrounded by villagers and obviously desperate for food and for their lives,
began to fight violently, and the villagers, driven by fear, fought violently in return, even
though their planning meetings for such an eventuality had focused on calm restraint. At
the end of the fight, one of the gang was dead, and Ted’s house became a make-shift
hospital for the wounded.
HEALTH SERVICE FAILS
With no news on TV and no papers any more either, no-one in the village knew that the
Health Service had shut down altogether until a small group of doctors and nurses came
knocking round the doors, just before Christmas in the second year. They were out of work
and had a plan to build a small local cottage hospital and set up services to treat people
in the local villages. This was taken up with enthusiasm.
The door to door discussions were followed by a large public meeting, at which the land
for the hospital was chosen. No-one suggested applying for planning permission, as
contact with the Local Authority Planning Department had been lost. Plans were made for
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collecting building materials, including finding stores of materials from the past, quarrying
some local stone, and making planks from a few precious mature trees.
The cottage hospital project would take over a year, due to open at the beginning of the
third year of The Change. It was this large new project that pushed the villagers into
agreeing a local currency. The coins and notes from the past seemed to have a very
variable value these days, so the idea of issuing village money that circulated round the
village as people paid each other for goods and services was welcomed by all.
A dentist joined the group of health professionals, along with several alternative therapists,
and they agreed to set up a clinic in Ted’s house every other morning. One of them said
how much the general level of health had improved lately, because people had less poorquality food to eat and more physical work and exercise.
COLLAPSE OF LARGE INSTITUTIONS
Life in the village continued over the next few months, with very little input from the
outside world. Christmas was wonderful with huge shared whole-animal roasts. Most
people had resigned themselves to the idea that life had changed irrevocably. Some craved
for some of the old ways, but many said that the new simple life in the village had much
to recommend it. Travellers often came past. The roadblocks had obviously been removed
by the Government or the Army, and it seemed that those who wished to travel could do
so without impediment. Travellers were given food and lodging in exchange for the news
they brought and the tales they had to tell. Increasingly they brought rumours of the
collapse of large institutions. First it was the banks, then most companies of any size. The
taxes collected had dropped right off, so there were hardly any civil servants or local
authority officers left. One man had come past County Hall and reported that it was
completely empty.
One day, in the spring of the third year, a band of foreigners came through the village.
They spoke no English and no-one who met them in the village knew their language, so it
was guesswork as to who they were. Eastern European, someone thought. They did not
seem hostile, so they were given some simple food and sent on their way. Ted’s theory was
that they were escaping from a hot and arid climate in the south. He had abandoned all
thoughts of travelling to his Spanish villa, and since then he had been worried about the
huge bands of refugees that would come north, if his assumption about the climate
change in Spain was right. But the reality was that no hordes of refugees had appeared
and any strangers who had come past had been friendly, ever since that one bad incident
with the gang with the gun.
MARKET TOWNS RULE
That summer, during the third year of The Change, Maggie and Jim decided to visit the
local town. They paid to borrow the horse and cart that was a prize possession of the
village. At the town, they found it was market day, and there was a very happy
atmosphere. Stalls lined the central square, selling food and a huge array of hand-made
craft items. They were on a mission of discovery and couldn’t buy anything as they had
none of the local currency, but later they found that there was an Exchange, where
villagers could exchange their local notes for town currency. Their village would have to be
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registered first, so the notes could be re-circulated. It seemed to be a new kind of banking
system, growing from the grass-roots upwards. The stalls sold every kind of item
imaginable, but it was plain that all of the items were either made by hand or collected
relics from the past - no new factory-made items. Jim had a chat with a man selling lightbulbs and candles. The man collected and sold any light-bulbs that he could get his hands
on, of any sort, so that those who had electricity could have light. But he was also part of a
co-operative that was carrying out research to develop better candles. Candles were the
future he said: he was sure that it would be impossible to make light-bulbs in a local craft
workshop once the relics had run out.
Jim and Maggie discovered, as far as they could make out, that the town was governed by
the Town Council. Someone told them that only town and parish councils existed. London
had been inundated by the sea in the winter, early in the third year of The Change, and
the speaker thought there was no central government any more, and no county or district
councils. The town was policed by two rival factions: the Freemasons and the Church. Both
employed a police force of sorts, and the rivalry between them seemed to be quite friendly
and supportive. The joke was that they were there to keep an eye on each other! There
were rumours that all the big cities had died from the centre, with village-like communities
around the suburbs.
CREATIVE ARTS & HORSE BREEDING PROGRAMMES BRING
WORK TO MANY
A few years later, the new way of life was firmly in place. Many people in the village went
to the warmly-heated village hall for a main meal most days, and the cooking was shared
on a rota. The hospital had been built and both pubs had been extended. A new school
and library was planned.
The village and the surrounding area were self-sufficient in food, and there were some
interesting experiments in growing tropical foods in renewable energy powered
greenhouses. They were waiting for a traveller to come past one day with some coffee
plant seedlings - people craved coffee!
All along the main street there were small shops - mostly in people’s front rooms or
garages - selling a huge range of locally made items, from wine to baskets, from chairs to
clothes. The economy was quite vibrant, with people using the local currency to buy and
sell. People had enough money to pay for entertainment and the creative arts were
flourishing. Many of the young people were taking up painting, acting and singing and
were developing a special culture and identity for the village, so that others came from
miles around to visit the village theatre.
The other area of employment developing fast was work connected with horses. The old
skills of making and fitting horse shoes, leathers and horse-drawn vehicles were filling the
time of many, as well as breeding horses for different purposes. It was the dream of Jim,
Maggie and Lyn to save up enough money to buy a pony, and Jim was already starting to
build his own trap, learning the difficult craft of making wheels.
Jim had started a new business, based on hiring out DVDs. He had collected several DVD
players and bought up many DVDs from the people in the village. Now he occasionally
went to town to buy or barter for new DVDs. Village people often called in and paid him
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to supply an evening’s entertainment, sometimes in money and sometimes in food or
goods. The DVD equipment seemed very robust, and he thought the business would go on
for many years, as long as the wind turbines and PV panels kept supplying electricity. Jim’s
egg business was a steady success, and Maggie and Lyn’s clothes business was really
taking off. They were employing two teenage girls from the village now, teaching them all
they knew and enjoying the girls’ creative ideas too.
USA AND CHINA FIGHT OVER LAST OIL
Within a decade, the UK had turned into a small, unimportant, self-sufficient island off the
north coast of Europe. It was a smaller island than before, because the sea level had risen
a dozen or more metres. London was apparently beneath the waves and a traveller had
told Jim that he thought Britain had tipped towards the East. The low-lying counties by the
North Sea had all sunk beneath the sea. There was a communication centre in
Birmingham which monitored world news, and people could go there and hear the town
cryer, the traveller said. News-sheets, printed on hand-made paper, were sold there,
although not many were being sold, according to the traveller. It was as if the people of
Britain has become inward-looking, only interested in their own lives. The last world news
he had heard was that the USA and China were engaged in a bitter war in the Middle
East, trying to secure rights to the last oil. Apparently the war was poorly funded and
getting no-where.
PETROL PRICES SOAR
Jim woke up and looked down at the newspaper in his lap. “Petrol Prices Soar,” it said. It
was the Financial Times he had bought in the petrol station. He shook himself. Oh no, he
was in the back-room of the mobile phone shop, resting for his lunch break - he still had
that boring job! He had been having a strange dream about the future.
What will the future really be like? he mused. Could The Change start tomorrow?
Adrian sat there, staring at Gloria.
“Well, that was a fascinating story. Quite gripping. I rather liked your bit at the end,
when it comes clear that it was all a dream in Jim’s mind. Bit of a long and
complicated dream, though!”
“What do you think of my ideas, though?” she asked. “Do you think we shall go
through a transition like that?”
“I don’t think it’s Jim’s dream - it’s your dream,” Adrian replied. “And I don’t think
it’s what will happen - I think it is what you would like to happen. Despite your
stories so far, I am not convinced we are going to go through any sort of transition
- for me, it is more likely that the world will just go on as it is, with struggles and
difficulties, with new governments and wars and economic blips. I don’t think
you’re right about the change and the decline.”
“You could have hit the nail upon the head when you say it is my dream.” Gloria
was amused. “I sit here in my little cottage trying to envisage what will happen, but
my ideas are definitely coloured by my longing for a better, simpler world with
more love and happiness and less stress and materialistic stuff. But tell me, if you
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accept just for a moment that there is a transition ahead, how would you make the
story different?”
“I think there would be much more violence. People wouldn’t just be nice and
reasonable, and share the food they had. They’d be fighting for food, and killing
each other. There would be a bloodbath!”
“That’s what I thought you’d say. It’s so sad. I don’t believe people are naturally
aggressive. It seems to me that our instinct to care and look after each other is the
really strong instinct - that is what has allowed our species to thrive and multiply. If
a strong man were trapped in a room with a small child and a packet of biscuits, I
am sure that he would feel that his need to support the child was greater than his
own need to eat. He wouldn’t eat all the biscuits, would he? He’d probably give
every last one to the child.”
“There are some men who would eat all the biscuits and abuse or kill the child!”
“Have you met any men like that? Oh I am sure there are some, but they are very
few and far between. Most men have a natural inclination to be heroes. They work
hard to support women and children, give up their last biscuit, give their lives to
shield and rescue their loved ones, even to rescue and care for women and
children they don’t know! Men are naturally wonderful.
“Think about the archetypal story of people leaving a sinking ship. Don’t the men
say ‘women and children first?’ The men are not just noble and caring, they also
know that the women and children represent the future of the human race. Do
you know the meaning behind the word ‘husband’.”
“I don’t really,” he replied. “I do like your image of the caring, noble men. That’s
what I am going to be like. Strong and nice, not strong and selfish. A gentle hero.
Yes.”
“A primitive man in a tribe might rely on fish from the lake to feed himself and his
family. Instead of just going out and catching fish as though there were no
tomorrow, part of his job, his duty, his responsibility, is to take care of the stocks
of fish. This is what it means to husband resources.
“Yet over the last few generations, this meaning has been lost. Men are almost
encouraged to go out and rape the oceans, rape the mines, get more wealth, don’t
factor in the future. They have ceased to learn husbandry. They are no longer good
husbands.” She made a face.
“These days,” she went on, “there is so much emphasis on being ‘macho’, which
really means encouraging a man to be rude and selfish. And women too; they are
encouraged to be self-centred and to focus on personal gain and making themselves
look pretty, rather than kindness.”
“So you think the media or the general culture makes people worse than they
might be?” he asked.
“Yes, I do. What do you think?”
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“I don’t feel aggressive myself. Yes, I suppose my main feeling is to feel loving and
caring towards people. But then it is not very nice when I’m with my group of
mates and they take the piss!”
“So you are basically a nice guy. Yet you think there will be bloodbaths during a
transition?”
“Having listened to you, now I am not so sure,” he said thoughtfully. “I can imagine
reading in a newspaper, ‘Hoards of starving people set off from a city to steal food
from people in the country, killing everyone they meet’. But killing someone is
quite difficult and would be a really unpleasant thing to do. We haven’t got anything
that would be much good for killing anyone either - I don’t actually know anyone
who owns a gun. So maybe it will turn out to be more like you say.”
“I think I am a realist,” she replied, “so I am not predicting there will be no
bloodshed, because unfortunately, death and injury are part of conflict, and conflict
is part of the road to change - even to a good change. Conflict is the precursor to
change, the end of the status quo. However, if most people come to accept that we
are going through what could be a short transition to a positive, peaceful, happy
future, then there will be less fear and therefore less violence.”
She sat there quietly, thinking for a while.
Then she said, “I have written another story about how an unplanned decline might
come about in the cities. There are human characteristics such as laziness and
hope, which might influence people quite strongly. I sometimes wonder if people,
especially city people, might just sit in their chairs watching television, hoping the
difficulties were temporary; not recognising a real crisis. By the time they realised
they had to go out to look for food beyond the supermarkets, they might be too
weak to try. People are very weak these days, physically and emotionally. Anyway,
here comes my story.”
Andrew’s Cellar
Megan went to the back door and called to her boys. “Josh! Robbie! Time to come in!”
They came in slowly, trailing their fleeces along the dusty ground, kicking the ball to each
other, then a final kick into the hedge. They brushed past their mother, who stood holding
the back door open for them, and sat down at the kitchen table. Megan looked out once
more into the garden, almost as if she were sniffing the air, then closed the door, bolted it
and drew the curtain across. She had become so used to hiding, it was force of habit.
“What’s for tea, Mum?” asked Josh, the younger by a year or so.
“Time for tea soon, but first I want to have a talk.”
“Oh no, not another talk!”
“Now Robbie. If you don’t want me to talk to you and tell you what’s going on, then that’s
fine, I shall make all the decisions myself and just tell you what to do. But you’re both big
boys now, and I’d rather talk to you about it. We’re all in this together. I need you to help
me and look after me, just as I promise to look after you.”
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“Life’s an adventure, isn’t it Mum?” said Josh, smiling up at her.
She smiled back at him. “Yes. A life’s an adventure.”
“OK Mum. Sorry I said that just now. It’s hard for you and you need us to be positive,
don’t you?”
“Yes Robbie darling. Thanks.”
“I was only feeling a bit sad because I’d rather stay out there playing football. But it’s not
your fault that I can’t.”
“Well, it might be the fault of me and all my generation, who knows, but what’s
happening in the world is happening. No need to find anyone to blame. We just have to
find the best way forwards. We have to cope.”
The boys sat there looking up at her, wide-eyed and expectant. She smiled at them again,
lovingly.
“I suppose I should feel worried or scared, but actually I feel happy and excited. We are
soon going to go on a really big adventure. I told you yesterday what the problem is, or
part of it anyway. Do you remember?”
“Yes,” said Josh. “There aren’t any people in this part of London anymore.”
“There’s just no-one anywhere, is there Mum?”
“Apparently not, not round here. It’s come on gradually hasn’t it? A year ago, all these
streets were full of people. Then there was lots of trouble in the financial markets.”
“What does ‘financial markets’ mean, Mum?”
“It means the people who deal with money, with caring for other people’s money, and
lending them money. The banks.”
“A bit like my piggy bank only bigger?” asked Josh.
“Yes, much bigger and more abstract. Abstract means more, well, more pretend. Not real
money, more like pretend money. They don’t have lots of pound coins in the real banks,
like you have in your piggy bank.”
“So the grown-ups have really big banks that are full of pretend money?”
“It’s hard to explain, but yes, something like that. Then the money started to lose its value.
It all started to go wrong. And this part of London, where we live, is quite a rich part, so
lots of our neighbours were bankers. And as the trouble spread, some of them started to
go away.”
“Is that when Daddy went away?”
“No Josh dear, he died three years ago, when you were three. Daddy was a lovely man, a
big strong man. You are both going to grow up to be big strong men just like Daddy one
day. He is in heaven now, and I think he is always watching us to make sure we are
alright.”
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Robbie looked wistful. “I love Daddy. I talk to him sometimes. I know he is going to help
us. He helped us with the food, didn’t he?”
“Yes, he helped us with the food. Let’s go and look at Daddy’s food store now.” Megan
hadn’t really started to tell them what she intended to tell them, but she knew if they sat
at the table listening for more than a few minutes, they would grow restless. So the three
of them set off to go down the stairs to the cellar.
The cellar was below ground level in the large three-storey house that was their home,
making in effect a fourth storey. Her husband, Andrew, had filled the cellar with food,
several years ago. He had always had the view that the economic system was very
unstable and that there would be a crash sometime in the future, even before he had
known he had cancer. So he had accumulated the food for all of them.
The boys ran ahead of their mother, reached the bottom of the steps and tugged the door
open between them. Robbie reached up to switch on the light. “There’s not much left,” he
said in a matter of fact voice.
“Not much food in sacks and tins and no seeds for more fresh veg,” said Megan.
“So what are we going to eat?” demanded Josh.
“Well, what do you think, boys? What shall we do?”
“I think,” said Robbie, calmly and sensibly, taking his responsibility as the eldest seriously,
“I think we should emigrate.”
“Emigrate?” responded Megan with amusement. “Where to?”
“Australia of course. We need to walk down to the river which we can see from the
upstairs window, and get a boat and sail across the sea to Australia.”
“What are we supposed to eat when we get there, Robbie?” asked Josh. “Kangaroos?”
“No silly. We can eat burgers and chips like we used to have for a treat.”
“Robbie, I think you have had a good idea. I think we do need to go away and find a new
place where we can live by growing our own food.”
The boys stood there in the almost empty storeroom and looked at her in amazement.
Mummy wasn’t playing a game. She was really talking to them about moving. They stood
there silently for some minutes, then Robbie said, “Yes, a really big adventure.”
Josh said, “Can I take my teddy?”
Megan smiled. “Of course you can! Now back to the kitchen and we can have tea.”
“What’s for tea?” the boys chorused.
“There are carrots from the garden, and baked beans and pasta,” said Megan.
“Oh no, not carrots again,” both boys groaned.
After the boys were in bed, Megan sat and thought back over the past few months. At the
end of the previous summer, food had started to become very expensive, and then scarce.
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The local corner shop had closed down and Megan had had a few days of taking the boys
to school and travelling around on the tube trying to find shops with fresh food for sale.
She soon realised that the potential for trouble was real. She witnessed an old lady with a
bag full of shopping being mugged and the food stolen by a couple of younger women.
Megan had helped the old lady to her feet and tried to comfort her, then had set off for
home. She decided there and then that she and her boys would go into hiding, before
things became seriously bad. She felt she had to take advantage of the food store that
Andrew had spent so much time accumulating, with so much love for his family.
At the end of that afternoon, back last September, she had collected Josh and Robbie from
school and taken them back home. There were certainly fewer neighbours, she had
thought as she walked back up the hill to her house. Most of the large houses looked
completely empty. Maybe they were all rich enough to go away to start a new life outside
London. She and the boys had slipped into their own house, and from that day they had
been living inside the house, without contact with anyone.
At first they had locked themselves indoors, eaten food from the store and played games
together, with the boys probably learning more than they would have learned at school,
and only suffering from the reduced amount of human contact. Megan decided that if
they were going to hide, they needed to hide completely, so they never answered the door
or left the house for any reason. She stuck to that plan for the whole of the winter, and
everything went perfectly smoothly. The water kept running from the taps, the central
heating boiler kept working and the store of candles lasted through all the power cuts. The
first few bangs on the door were probably her local acquaintances calling for a cup of tea,
or perhaps the electricity man coming to read the meter. They must have assumed she
had left like the rest of the neighbours, and soon there were no bangs.
Megan sometimes wondered if all the neighbours had left or if some of them were in
hiding too. Sometimes she felt guilty; perhaps they were ill and needed her help? Perhaps
they were slowly and quietly dying of starvation? Perhaps they were all dead, skeletons
sitting there in their chairs?
Later, as the spring sunshine sent its playful fingers temptingly into every corner of the
house, Megan and the boys had started to venture out into the garden. Even though they
were in London, their garden was quite large, surrounded by trees, very secluded. At first
Megan had instilled into the boys that they could only go out for a few short minutes, just
to feel the air and the grass, then they had to go back into the house. They had to be
completely silent. They were good boys and understood the deadly seriousness of their
mother’s face as she explained to them why silence was so important. There might be
other people nearby who would come and steal their food if they knew they were there
and alive.
As the spring advanced, Megan had worked very hard to dig a part of the garden and
plant all the seeds she had found in the store room. That had worked well, and soon she
had fresh food to feed to the boys, as well as the stored food. Working out in the garden,
she had constantly listened and looked for the sounds of people. Gradually she had
relaxed. It seemed that there was no-one around. No-one at all.
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By high summer, the boys were out in the garden playing football to their hearts content,
shouting and laughing just as young boys should. Sometimes Megan worried, and feared
that someone would come and try to hurt them. But by now she was convinced that
everyone in this part of London had either gone away or had just quietly died. She
gradually realised that they would just quietly die too if she did not move them to a new
place before the food store ran out. That was why she had decided to move them out into
the country.
For the next few weeks, she spent many hours talking to the boys about their adventure to
come, encouraging each of them to think as deeply as a young child could about what was
ahead of them. Meanwhile, she started making preparations for their journey. In Andrew’s
garage workshop, she made a handcart by constructing a wooden frame to sit on top of
the old pushchair. She made a waterproof cover from a tarpaulin to go over it. She
planned to travel several miles each day, with the boys walking as far as they could
manage. They needed to have a warm dry tent to sleep in at night, enough food to last
the journey, and a few important possessions such as tools, books and toys.
Megan thought that the journey would take them two months. If they managed to travel
four miles a day, they might manage to go over two hundred miles. She thought they
would find somewhere nice to live within that distance. What was she looking for? In her
mind, she pictured a village out in the country, with a little cottage for her and the boys,
friendly neighbours all around, and land where they could grow food together. She
envisaged chickens laying eggs, pigs for sausages, cows producing rich creamy milk. She
imagined her boys laughing and playing with lots of other children. She thought of friends
for herself, people to help her and that she could help, other children to teach, men and
women to sing and dance with her. Perhaps one day, another man as special as Andrew
had been.
Over the next few days she packed up her cart: tools and food at the bottom, then the
tent and bedding. She went out the day before she planned to leave and pushed the cart
along the road a few hundred yards. Yes, it went very well. Back into the garage it went
for the night, and she went to sleep for the last time in the big double bed which she had
shared with Andrew with so much love, where they had conceived the children, where he
had died. She cried a little and said her good-byes to the ghosts of the past. In the
morning she awoke to the thrill of a new life, especially to the thought of new friends. She
needed people in her life, more than anything else.
The boys were so excited they could hardly eat their breakfast. She dressed them and
laughed with them, packed their special teddies and toys on top of the cart, and they left
the house. It had been worth nearly a million pounds a few years ago, now it was worth
nothing. She left the front door unlocked and hoped that maybe someone would find their
way down to the cellar to eat the last sack of pasta that Andrew had bought. “Thank you
Andrew for the food store that saved our lives,” Megan said silently to herself.
Then they set off down the hill to leave London and walk to the country.
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Adrian smiled over to Gloria. “Another interesting story, but another fantasy! On
the surface, your stories are quite different, but on another level, they are all the
same. They are all about this ‘sudden big change’ fantasy that you have.”
“What makes you think the idea of a sudden big change is a fantasy?” she asked.
“I think the world is safe and secure. The vote to leave the European Union was a
bit of a shock, and people said there would be trouble, but there wasn’t; well, no
trouble round here. It was all a bit low-key, wasn’t it? A lot of messing about
between the politicians, then carrying on the same with different politicians.
Nothing much happened to affect my life. I am sometimes worried about terrorists
and war, and perhaps the banks going unstable again, although none of that is going
to affect our little village out here in the country. I am sure computers are here to
stay, and that we shall always have food and water and electricity. I mean, it’s all set
up isn’t it? There are such big companies running these things, and if anything were
to go wrong and supplies of anything started to run out, they have the financial
power to go and buy materials in another place. This is 2016, you know! We live in
a global economy, don’t we?”
“You’ve mentioned that you are worried about war,” she said. “War and the fear
of war are terrible. It’s incredible that the issue of war is still on the agenda in the
twenty-first century, when we think we are so advanced! The whole thing seems so
childish to me, like playground quarrels on a huge scale. Everyone talks about world
peace one day, yet still our politicians spend tax-payers money on weapons. That’s
silly! You can’t have peace if you have weapons; using weapons as a deterrent is all
about putting fear into the hearts of other people; the very fear that causes wars.
“If the real enemy is climate change, armies of soldiers won’t bring us safety and
security, will they? If our real enemies are a few handfuls of terrorists, nuclear
weapons won’t help, will they?
“I came across some wisdom when I was reading about North American
indigenous people. They describe three types of peace. The first peace is peace in
your own heart and in the hearts of all individuals. Without this first peace being
achieved in the vast majority of people, we can’t have the second peace, which is
peace between you and me, between one person and the next, between friends
and neighbours. If we can achieve the second peace between everyone, then the
third peace - world peace - will come true.”
“OK, that’s a pacifist’s view,” he replied, “but this country isn’t run by pacifists.
There are many politicians who love the idea of Trident. The idea of instilling fear
into people in other countries - who they believe to be potential enemies - makes
the politicians feel safe and powerful. There are never going to be enough pacifists
in Parliament to agree with what you say!”
“You are right of course,” she admitted, “but that doesn’t stop me wishing for
more peace in people’s hearts, as a step towards a better future. That’s the way I’d
prepare for the future. We must prepare for a different future!”
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“But what about my argument that the economy is secure? That people will find
plenty more fossil fuel?” he persisted.
“If I am wrong about energy declining; if there are huge reserves of fossil fuels that
no-one knows about yet; won’t that result in absolutely terrifying global warming?
Floods, droughts, crop failures, forest fires, even wilder storms? I think we are
between the devil and the deep blue sea. Either we learn to live without fossil fuels
- trying to turn round a globalised economy that has been built to be dependent on
fossil fuels - or we carry on using them and cause severe damage to the planet,
perhaps to the point of exterminating our own species.”
“Come on Gloria, get real. Our globalised system is fine, and we are clever.
Scientists will find a way of reducing the global warming threat, and we shall find
new sources of energy to replace the fossil fuels, steadily and reliably. It will all be
OK!”
“No, no.” She was adamant. “Preparing for a collapsing global system is even more
important than trying to avoid collapse: I am sure we are past the point of being
able to choose. And my instinct tells me that it is the banks that will unwillingly lead
the way when it comes to the collapse. You are wise to see the instability of banks
as a major difficulty, because cheap energy is the basis of the current economic
model of debt. Let me explain it this way. Long ago, a bank manager saw someone
had found an oil well. The oil was gushing out of the ground. The industrialist asked
for a loan to develop the oil well. Of course! said the bank manager. Borrow
money! Borrow more money! It will all come back to us in the future. And so it
has, for decades.
“But what happens to this debt-based system when the energy availability starts to
decline? It is easy to lend money when things are growing. More profits each year,
more money to borrow. But how will it work on the decline? How will the bank
manager feel when the industrialist says, my profits are declining; I shall make less
and less each year. Will there be any appetite for debt at all? I think people will
discover that the whole huge global economic system is a house of cards, built on
no solid foundations - no foundations at all.”
“But think of all the people in India and China! They are all aiming to have a car
each, and computers. That’s a huge market!”
“Markets are all about people buying things, and you can’t make things without
materials. The shortages will not only be in energy sources like oil and uranium, but
also in basic materials like copper and lithium. Copper is used for electrical wires
and lithium in batteries for computers, phones, the new electric cars. Millions,
perhaps billions, of people think they need things containing copper and lithium.
And there will be shortages of things people hardly know about, like rare earths,
which are used in the manufacture of computers.
“During the decline, market forces will lead to terrible behaviour. I read recently
about a politician in another country influencing a law so that water pollution
criteria would be relaxed - that way, industries will make more money by spending
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less on cleaning their discharges. And because of the new law there will be more
carcinogenic substances in the water supply, so the cancer clinics will make more
money too! That’s evil, don’t you think?
“We need to find a way forward that stops treating market forces as if they are
good forces for us to follow.”
She paused for a while and sighed.
“I may not be right about this ‘great change’, but part of me - my purple wisdom is absolutely sure that I am right. I was looking at the book, ‘Limits to Growth’
recently. That book was written in 1972, about a computer simulation of the
exponential growth of economies and population against a background of finite
supplies. If the economy grows by even a small percentage year-on-year, the
growth is exponential. The study back then and all the updates show the same thing
- it can’t go on, there will be a crash soon.”
“If you are right, Gloria, all this would be on the news, surely? Wouldn’t other
people have noticed what you have noticed? Wouldn’t all the papers be full of the
news about an imminent crash?”
“Most people are like frogs, being boiled in cold water.”
“What is that supposed to mean?” asked Adrian.
“If you throw a frog into hot water, it is shocked by the heat and jumps straight out
of the saucepan. But if you put the frog in a saucepan of cold water, and heat it up
slowly, the frog doesn’t notice the gradual change, and is cooked before it notices
the danger. You may think that books like ‘Limits to Growth’ and people like me
are wrong, but all I will say is that, if there is any chance that I am right, it is safer to
go along with my theory.
“If you go along with the views expounded by the politicians and the media, and
they are wrong and I am right, then you have a lot to lose. Most people have a lot
to lose. Possibly their lives, like boiled frogs not noticing the danger. Possibly
everything they own - and rich people have much more to lose than poor people.
You’ve seen films of disasters, I am sure, in which a flood, tsunami or hurricane
removes the yachts and cars of rich people, and demolishes million pound houses,
whereas poor people lose their simple shacks, that they can rebuild in a month.
This is why the rich grip hold of their power so tightly: they don’t want to lose all
their wealth.
“I say to you, if you don’t want to lose, then choose your way forward in life
wisely. You can choose to plan your life so as to make sure you live in a place with
local food and energy supplies, surrounded by friendly people; then, if I am wrong,
you will be happy anyway. Make your choices with as much knowledge as you can
gather together, with wise judgements about the validity of the information. We, in
the information age, are living on shifting sands of information. We don’t know
what is true, and there is so much information, it is hard to find out what really is
true.”
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“You are very challenging!” he exclaimed. “You tell me things that I don’t want to
hear, then you tell me they might not be true, then you tell me it is up to me to
find out!”
“It is up to you! You are responsible! Here, listen to this.”
Bad Weather
The Russians have a saying: “There’s no such thing as bad weather, only bad clothing”.
You personally need to be responsible for having good clothing, no matter what is forecast,
because if you have inadequate clothing and the outside temperature drops to minus
twenty degrees centigrade, you might die. No good blaming the Government if the
weather forecast was wrong, as you draw your last frosty breath.
In the same way, you are responsible for making your own preparations for an uncertain
future. As you look towards the future now, what are you going to do? Nothing? Wait and
see? That’s not being prepared. That’s not taking responsibility for your own warm clothing
so you don’t die. You might regret doing nothing to the tips of your toes.
The best decisions about your own future are going to be those based on resilience. Winwin. If one thing happens you win. If a completely different thing happens you win too.
You want the kids to have fun, don’t you? You could build a decent pond in your back
garden. If we have an icy future, they can skate on it. If we have a warm future, they can
swim in it. If there are water shortages you can drink it. If there are food shortages, you
can breed fish in it. That’s resilience.
Then whatever the future serves up, the weather won’t be “bad”.
“I am sorry, I don’t know why I chose that one, it just fell open on that page,” she
said. “That wasn’t so much a story, it was more advice - sometimes I get days when
all I want to do is to write advice notes to people.”
“It’s OK,” he replied, “and the cake was delicious.”
She gave him a poem, let him out of the door and watched him walking away into
the wood, into the distance.
Web of Life
Threads of silver hung with dew-drops,
Orb-web splendour, orb-web beauty.
Spider patiently there waiting
For some tiny flying creature,
Waits to catch it, wants to eat it,
Heedless of the lovely insect;
Heedless of exquisite beauty.
Spider runs when bird approaches
Quickly up his thread so slender,
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Runs for cover out of danger;
Bird eats spider when she finds him,
Quite oblivious to the beauty
Of the spider and the orb-web.
Bird will lay her eggs in spring time,
In her nest with warmth and safety;
Eggs so lovely, blue and speckled,
Full of beauty, full of new life.
Squirrel needs to feed her kittens;
Finds the nest with eggs resplendent,
Eats the eggs, just shells remaining.
Such is life out in the woodland;
Web of life, all things dependent,
Living dying in a pattern;
God’s creations ever dying:
But the pattern stays forever.
Bird can never threaten orb-webs;
Eats some spiders, leaves some others,
Others to spin all the orb-webs,
Silver patterns hung with dew-drops.
Squirrel only eats a nestful,
Many other nests remaining;
Full of blue and speckled beauty,
Full of new life just beginning.

Only people heed the beauty
Of the wildlife all around them;
People who have soul to worship
Can appreciate the wonder,
Hear the birdsong, see the splendour,
Paint in colours, sing in poems.
But they fail to understand life;
Fail to see the complex pattern;
Web of life so finely woven:
So they thoughtlessly destroy it.
Only people have the power
To destroy the web completely,
Power to destroy all orb-webs,
Webs of wonder gone forever.
Power to remove the safety
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So all life will die forever;
Safety nets and food all dying,
People dying, no new babies,
No more beauty, no more birdsong;
Planet dead, no life, no wonder.
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Chapter 3 Live in the Moment
Mid April
The next week, Adrian didn’t come. Gloria was disappointed, but then smiled at
the thought that the lemon drizzle cake would be all for her. There was always a
silver lining! Although too much cake and she would get fat. Just a small slice each
day, then. Or perhaps she would take it to the WI for their cake-stall, to raise
money for charity.
The following week, she made a coffee and walnut cake, just in case he came, and
she put her figure-hugging black top on again, because she had rather enjoyed the
looks he had given her when she had worn it two weeks ago. She was far too old
to be flirting with a young man, that she knew, but the part of her that still felt
eighteen years old chose the top, just in case he turned up.
And he did turn up.
Having made the cake and set out the tea things in the kitchen, she was in the front
garden tending her tubs of flowers - or rather, small plants that would grow and
flower in the summer - when she heard the sound of a bicycle, and turned to see
Adrian speeding along the lane. He grinned and waved, then skidded to a halt and
dismounted. He leant his bicycle carefully against the low wall, then walked boldly
over to her, took her in his arms and kissed her on the lips, quite passionately.
Even her eighteen-year-old inner being took exception to this, and she wriggled out
of his hold.
“Hello Adrian, I am really pleased to see you, but I am sorry, I don’t think it is
appropriate to kiss me like that! Put me down and come in.”
Adrian was laughing happily and blushing at the same time.
“You are funny, Gloria! You try to act all wise - and you think you are wise. Then
several times when I have been here before, you have looked at me with such a
flirty sort of look. I don’t know what to make of you. I was thinking about you quite
a lot over the last fortnight, and I had a few fantasies, about what it might be like to
have sex with you. Nothing wrong with that, is there?”
She didn’t reply, but went out into the kitchen.
“Have you made me some chocolate cake, Gloria?” he said, as he followed her into
the kitchen.
Gloria was aware of the sexual frisson between them, and unsure how to cope
with it. She wished she hadn’t put on the tight black jumper. She thought she would
try to sound a little grumpy, but she was really pleased to see him, so she turned
and beamed at him as she said, “Coffee and walnut cake!” She poured her own tea
and went into the sitting room with her slice of cake and mug of tea, then settled
herself down until he was settled too.
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“So young man, you didn’t come last week, then you turn up tonight all loveydovey. What’s going on?”
Adrian sat in his chair and ate several mouthfuls of the delicious cake, saying
nothing. In this house, it seemed OK to say nothing for many minutes at a time. He
looked round the room, gazing at the small vases of wild flowers, the knick-knacks
that had been moved to new niches and casting quite a large number of sidelong
glances at Gloria and her sexy black clothing.
Then he spoke.
“I am sorry Gloria, about last week. I meant to come, then I meant to ring you and
tell you I wasn’t coming.” He didn’t proffer any reason why he hadn’t come.
“Anyway, I am here now.”
She put her head on one side. “So how has your fortnight been?”
“Very strange. I told you before, I was feeling all confused inside, and it has just got
worse. I have a girlfriend - did I tell you about her? She is called Jennifer. I really
love her, but sometimes I don’t like her at all. She doesn’t listen and she doesn’t
seem to have any real understanding.”
“Understanding about what?”
“Well, about life, the universe and everything!”
“That’s OK, most people don’t. Even you, the deep-thinker, the seeker of wisdom,
you said you are confused. Maybe Jennifer isn’t such a deep thinker as you, so
perhaps that’s why she doesn’t understand? Or perhaps she is a deeper thinker
than you know.”
“She says she loves me, but she doesn’t seem to do much for me. She won’t talk to
me about how we might plan our future, and she won’t let me have sex with her
either. I mean, what’s that all about?”
“Why won’t she let you have sex with her?”
“She says the world has gone to pot because people are so selfish, all they do is
think of themselves, and that sex is selfish if it’s just for pleasure. She goes on and
on about bonding and commitment. Bonding, not bondage, ha ha. Anyway, it’s
driving me nuts having a girlfriend and no sex, so I have come up with a brilliant
idea! I thought, if I ask you nicely, that maybe you’d like to have sex with me?”
“Me? But I’m an old lady!”
“Well, I don’t know, I thought you might still like sex at your age, and obviously
you haven’t got a man, so perhaps you’d like it? No harm in asking is there? I mean,
you have a lovely-shaped body, I can see all your curves, and you understand me
too. In fact, you are just like I wish Jennifer would be.”
“I must say, young man, that I am quite flattered by your offer. It is lovely to be
thought sexy at my age. But no good would come of it, so the answer is no.”
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“Come on, Gloria, you haven’t had time to think about it yet! It would just be a bit
of fun. Just a lovely bit of pleasure. Nothing to lose.”
“Adrian, I have said no, and I mean it. I promise I shall come back to this question
and explain why later. But first, would you like to hear some stories?”
Adrian was a bit red in the face and Gloria realised he was not happy about her
point blank refusal. He looked like he was about to speak, then he turned to his
cake and ate some more of that. Suddenly he stood up and said, “Please can I have
some more cake, and then yes, I shall listen to some stories.” He marched off to
the kitchen and helped himself to another large slice, came back and sat down and
waited.
Gloria waited too, until he was calm and looked less ill-at-ease.
“Well, Adrian, the theme I thought of for this week was ‘living in the moment’. By
that I mean that the only reality is in the here and now. Yesterday has gone, it is
just a memory. Tomorrow hasn’t come yet, and for some people who will die this
very day, it will never come. So today is all there is. This moment, right now, is all
there is. There! It has gone, it has floated off into the past. Did you miss it? It will
never come again.
“So I live my life trying to remember to savour each moment - or at least, to
savour many of the moments. I sit still and drink in the experience of sitting still. I
look at a crystal or smell a flower. I look at you, and listen when you speak. I hear a
bird singing, the tap dripping.
“This way of approaching life means that the stories I am telling you, about big
changes ahead, don’t need to give rise to any worries, because all you or anyone
else has to do is to live the moment they are living.”
Adrian was still holding on to his previous thoughts about sex.
“It seems to me that you are contradicting yourself! Sexual pleasure would be in
the moment, wouldn’t it? Just pleasure in the here and now?”
“Ah yes, but behaviour has consequences. We may think we are free to do what
we like in the here and now, but that is not so. We are free to choose our
behaviour, but we are not free to choose the consequences. They follow us around
like a pack of dogs! So there is no contradiction. I am saying that each person has a
responsibility to think about the consequences that will result from their chosen
behaviour, but also that real life only exists in the present moment.”
She looked over to him and saw he was more relaxed.
“In this next story, the people are living through a set of problems because there
are power cuts, but they find that each moment can be happy and fun. It depends
on the attitude. Being faced with a set of problems can be awful, but if they are
looked at as challenges, as if they are part of a game, then finding solutions can be
rewarding and good fun.”
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Bean and Potato Stew
The three young mothers sat on the posh sofas in the gathering gloom, reluctant to light a
candle. Sue was breast-feeding her baby, listening to the others chatting. Abi’s baby,
James, was asleep in his pushchair. Jo’s toddler was sitting on the carpet between them,
turning the pages of her book, sucking her thumb and cuddling her dolly. Jo’s new baby
was lying on her lap.
“I was determined to buy as many disposable nappies as I could, “ said Abi, “So I fed
James and wrapped him up really warm and wrapped myself up too and went down to
the supermarket and stood in the queue. It was miles long! I was in that queue for over
two hours.”
“Was everyone well-behaved?” asked Jo.
“Well, yes, they had to be, there were lots of police around. Well eventually I was let into
the shop and I rushed straight to the nappy shelves and - would you believe it - they were
as bare as a baby’s bottom. So then I realised that most of the shelves were bare. It isn’t
on the news, is it? But people were saying there had been no deliveries for several days.”
“We can’t get the news, can we, silly, when there is no electricity.”
“Let me tell you the rest of my story about the supermarket first, then we can discuss
electricity! There was electricity on at the supermarket when I went in. So after looking for
nappies I went to get some cereal for breakfast, and there weren’t many kinds but I
grabbed a few boxes; then the lights went out! I found myself in an aisle and I felt along
the shelf and there were tins of things, but I couldn’t see what. Anyway, I loaded as many
tins as I could into the bottom of the pushchair and headed off back to the checkout. But
of course, the tills weren’t working because there was an electricity cut, so the police told
me to move on out of the shop - I think they were trying to get it closed as quickly as
possible - so I did and I came round here straight away.”
“So you didn’t pay for them! You shop-lifter, you!”
Abi made a face at Jo and they both giggled.
Sue lifted her head up from gazing at her suckling baby, “So what are you going to do
about nappies?” The others thought she had tears in her eyes.
Jo was the jolly, practical one. “We’re going to improvise, that is what we are going to do!
And it’s going to be fun, Sue. Cheer up. The power cuts will be over in next to no time,
then the supply trucks will start delivering again and then we shall be back to normal by
the end of the month.”
Sue looked even closer to tears. “Two more weeks?”
Abi had a suggestion to make. “How about the three of us agree to stick together through
these difficulties? I mean, I am happy to share what I’ve got with you if you help and
support me?”
Jo nodded enthusiastically, and Sue gave a little sigh. “You two are so good and kind. I
don’t know why I feel so worried and miserable when I’ve got friends like you.”
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“Hormones!” answered Jo and Abi in chorus.
“So let’s find out how many nappies we have between us,” Jo said.
They were in Jo’s house, so she went upstairs to count her supplies, with little Mandy
following her, trailing her dolly along behind her.
Sue had finished feeding Holly and she asked Abi to hold her while she went along the
road to her house. Abi knew how many she had - only three left, which is why she had
been determined to buy some from the supermarket.
Soon they had the answer - twenty-three nappies between them, of various sizes, and four
babies in nappies. Not even enough for two days.
It was getting too dark to see as they reassembled in the lounge, so Jo lit a small candle.
“Shall we count our candle supplies now?” she asked, then said, almost to herself, “No,
one thing at a time! Let’s sort the nappies problem first.” She disappeared and came back
with a pile of towels. “Look, I have plenty of spare towels. These are old ones from when
my Granny died and Mum cleared out her house. We can cut them up and make very
good nappies.”
“We need to make waterproof pants too, otherwise we’ll have wee on the babies’ clothes
and even more washing.” Abi suddenly frowned. “And just how do we think we’re going to
do the washing, with no electricity for the washing machines?”
Sue tended to sit quietly and listen most of the time, but now she became quite animated.
“When I was a little girl, I remember my Nan had a great big copper, and she heated the
water and all the clothes in that. It was only like a saucepan really. I’ve got a great big
catering saucepan and a gas ring from camping, so you could all come round to me, and I
could heat the water, and we could dunk the clothes in and stir with a wooden spoon. We
could heat it up to warm first and do all the clothes, then take them out and rinse them in
the sink, then heat the water up more for the towelling nappies. Maybe we shall have to
boil them to kill the germs.”
Jo was impressed. “Wow! What a plan! We’ll be round for a clothes washing party to your
house Sue, the day after tomorrow, if the electricity hasn’t come back on by then, that is.
Tomorrow morning I’d like to invite you both to come back here and we’ll make the
nappies and do our best to conjure up some waterproof pants out of old plastic bags.”
“Now for something far more important!” said Abi. “Food! I’m starting to feel hungry and
my husband will be home in an hour. Are we going to club together for meals too?”
“It makes sense,” said Jo. “I gave Ben cheese salad and bread the last two evenings. It
was OK with a bottle of wine, but it would be nice to have a hot meal. I hadn’t thought
about the camping stove - we have one in the attic, too.”
“Where is the best place to meet and eat then?” asked Abi. “James will go to sleep
anywhere and I can carry him home afterwards.”
“Holly is already asleep in her pram, so I’m just as flexible,” said Sue.
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“It will be great for me if we make a meal here,” said Jo. “I need to give Mandy her tea
and put her in her cot soon, then it will be time to feed Tommie again. If you two don’t
mind, you can go out to the kitchen and get started. You can use anything you can find in
any of the cupboards. One thing I’m pleased about: we had that room really well insulated
when we had the new kitchen fitted. Dry-lining to the walls as well as double-glazing to
the windows! So we’ll be quite warm even though it’s getting cold outside, and the gas
central heating doesn’t work. ”
“Good old practical Jo! Now, can I go up into the loft and get your camping stove, please?”
asked Abi. “Oooh, I’ve got all those exciting tins in the bottom of my pushchair. This seems
like fun!”
The three men came home at slightly different times, worried about how their wives would
be coping. Ben came in and was delighted to find three happy women in his house. Phil,
Sue’s husband, arrived at the house having found a note half stuffed into his letter-box.
John saw Abi waving furiously at him as he came round the corner. He stopped and she
jumped into the car, smiling and happy. “Hi darling, I’ve come to get you, because my
mobile phone has run out of charge. Drive us round to Jo’s house, please. We’re having a
party!”
“Can’t drive!” he said, “I’ve almost run out of petrol. Didn’t know if I’d make it home.
C’mon, let’s walk.” He parked the car and they ran, hand in hand, back to Jo and Ben’s
house.
By the end of the evening the six young people felt closer to each other than ever before.
They had giggled together over the bean and potato stew, with a few meatballs that
tasted as if they were made of sawdust. They had made solemn vows to each other for
support through thick and thin. They had told jokes and laughed until the tears ran down
their cheeks. And now they were singing songs together. There was no wine tonight, but
somehow they felt intoxicated with happiness.
“Hey John, you can’t go to work tomorrow, can you, if there’s no petrol?” Jo said, “So
come and join another party here tomorrow. We’re going to have a nappy-making party!”
By the end of this story, Adrian had lost his embarrassed, emotional look, and had
relaxed into his chair.
“I liked that story, Gloria, even though it was about nappies! I enjoy the way you
choose stories that are not at all suitable for a young man. You think of what you
want to tell me, and you just go ahead and tell me. And I do get the point: big
changes could be fun.”
“I told you my stories were going to be full of fun and full of hope!”
They chatted for a while about the weather and about the power cuts they had
experienced last winter.
“Now I want to tell you about a course I went on last year,” she said. “It was
called, ‘The work that reconnects’. We did very simple things that made us feel
wonderful. For example, I had a buddy and she held my hand and led me round the
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garden, then, when she had found something interesting, she asked me to open my
eyes, and to take a mental photograph of what I saw. It is amazing; I still have that
store of photographs in my mind! The stones of the wall and the patterns of their
shade. A flower, close-up. The blue sky through the branches of the cherry tree.
And I felt such a sense of love and trust towards this stranger who was holding my
hand, because I knew that she had no other aim, no other motive, other than
helping me to connect to two or three visions in the garden. How can we develop
this way of being, Adrian? How can we help everyone to find out that the present
moment holds all the joy there is?”
“That’s a hard question. I dunno. I mean, my life seems to be really busy. I go out to
my job, go home to supper. When I am at home I always try to do some chores to
help my Mum. I meet up with my mates, I come round here, watch TV, look at the
internet - there’s never a spare moment!”
“And do you feel stressed, over-busy, overwhelmed, unable to fit it all in?”
“Yes, I do, there are some days when I feel in a bit of a state. Especially when I have
had trouble with Jennifer and I just don’t know what to do.”
“So what you really need is to find a way to develop peace at heart?”
“Yes, that’s it, that would be good.”
“Well, I can give you some ideas to think about. I want you to sit there and close
your eyes and think about the following question. Who are you?”
He sat there, quietly and then smiled. “I am Adrian!”
“So, you are Adrian and you like cake.”
“Yes: yum, yum!”
“So you can observe Adrian and check him out and know that he likes cake.”
“Yes.”
“So who is the observer?”
“That’s me.”
“Can you see that the observer that has the awareness, is a different entity to the
person who likes cake?”
“Not really.”
“Well, what if I said ‘Have some more cake!’ and you said “No, I have had enough,
eating too much cake is bad for me, I am choosing to look after myself.” Who is
the ‘I’ who is choosing? Who is the self that is being looked after?”
He sat quietly for several minutes.
“Oh, I get it. There really is a sort of high-up ‘me’ that can talk about ‘Adrian’ as if
he is a separate person. Yes!”
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“Oh good, that didn’t take you long to understand! Some people take ages to get
to that point of self-development. Well, my advice is, to stay with the observer
whenever you feel stressed. Become nothing more than that point of awareness.
‘Adrian is doing the washing up to help his Mum, and is late for meeting up with his
friends and he needs to download that film too, before he goes out and . . .’ You
the observer are just observing. You think. ‘How interesting!’ I am observing
Adrian and his stresses. I am not that man and his stresses. I am me, looking at him,
simply aware.
“To remind you of this awareness, during any part of your day-to-day life, you can
fold your hands, holding them palms together in front of your chest - as you may
have seen monks in prayer - and you say to yourself ‘Just this’. You let go of all
thoughts - well thoughts will come, but it doesn’t matter - and you say ‘Just this’.”
Adrian sat there quietly for a long time, with his hands folded as if in prayer, trying
to experience what she was describing.
Then he opened he eyes and grinned.
“Come on, let’s have another story!”
She smiled back.
“OK. This one is about a woman who is associating too much with her
expectations of how the future might be. This could be me! Acting as if my stories
are about to come true! It is important to live in the present moment as it really is,
not flooded with imaginary ideas of what might be happening, leading to a spiral of
negative thinking.”
Where’s Auntie Susan?
Before she left, Susan packed a few things in her car, sensing trouble ahead. It was just
before Christmas and she was going to visit her cousin Jeremy, who lived about sixty miles
away. She had promised to take him Christmas shopping because he didn’t have a car
and lived several miles from the nearest town. She had had a strange sense of uneasiness
lately, even since the worldwide troubles with the banks. She looked at what she had put
into the boot: walking boots and waterproof jacket and trousers; a bottle of water; a
packet of biscuits; a first-aid kit; a wind-up torch; an old blanket. She found herself smiling
as the image of a parachute came into her mind. Her friend Bob, a walking companion of
some years, would joke with her as they prepared to set off on a long walk. Susan would
be agonising over what to put into her rucksack, and he would say “Don’t forget the
parachute, in case you fall out of a plane!” His philosophy was to carry as little as
possible, on the basis that if a crisis arose, the items you had so carefully packed “in case
something went wrong” would most certainly not be the ones needed. So best to travel
light and enjoy the walk.
Susan considered putting a heavy walking stick in the boot of her car, in case a criminal
attached her on her journey, but she smiled at that too. Rightly or wrongly, she was not
frightened of people. What was she frightened of? Her own incompetence, really. She
liked to feel that she was tough, and would be able to cope, whatever happened. That was
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why she liked being up on the top of the bleak Welsh mountains, struggling over rough
rocks underfoot, swirling mist hiding the path from view. She liked to pit her body and her
wits against the elements, and feel that sense of personal empowerment when she won
through.
But today she was only driving down to visit her cousin, so she closed the boot, threw her
shopping bag and purse onto the front seat, and set off.
The shopping expedition was uneventful. Susan noticed that the shops were not so busy as
she had expected, but then thought to herself that it was just a sign that the recession was
kicking in. Everything seemed very normal in the town, no sign of the world collapsing just
yet. Jeremy and she had a pleasant lunch in a little restaurant that had a spectacular view
over the surrounding countryside, and she asked him his thoughts about the future. He
gazed out across the view with a far-reaching look in his eyes. “I have been thinking this
morning that perhaps this will be the last time. I mean the last time that Christmas will be
like this. We have been in this pattern for some years now. You come and take me
shopping and we have lunch together. And very nice it is too. Then I pack up my parcels
for my sons abroad, and for the neighbours down the road, and go home to write my
cards. But now I sense that the world is changing so fast that this will be the last time.”
“Are you worried about what will happen when the world runs out of oil?” asked Susan.
Jeremy smiled. “What, no petrol you mean? I don’t have a car, so that won’t affect me
much. Maybe I just have a premonition of my own death.”
“Oh Jeremy, you’re not going to die for years. But the end of cheap oil will affect
everyone!” Susan replied, excited by her favourite soapbox theme. “Everything in the
western world depends on a continuing supply of cheap oil. I don’t think we shall get to
the last barrel of oil for many decades, but I really do believe that the world has reached
the end of all the cheap oil. That is why we are entering a recession.”
“Well, if you are right, it is not going to be a temporary recession. If that’s the underlying
cause, we are all going to be on a downhill slope for the rest of this century.”
“Exactly,” said Susan, “Even though the politicians can’t or won’t accept it. It’s not going to
be a case of expensive petrol! More like a complete end of manufactured goods; no more
private cars; no foreign holidays; no imported food.”
“What, no more coffee! Let’s go and buy a few jars while it is still available.”
“Don’t just laugh it all off, Jeremy. You yourself have this sense that everything is changing.
It could all change very soon. The writing has been on the wall for some time now. This
oh-so-cosy sense of permanence could evaporate overnight!”
“Well, as I say, let’s enjoy the rest of the afternoon in the world as it is now, then go home
and have a cup of tea, then you had better set off if you are going to get to your home
before bedtime tonight.”
Susan was often annoyed about the fact that people did not take her predictions about
the effect of declining oil resources seriously enough, but Jeremy was good company and
she relaxed and enjoyed the rest of the afternoon with him. It was nearly six o’clock when
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she left his bungalow and began her homeward journey. As her little car wended her way
back towards the main road, she noticed the “petrol empty” light was on, and made a
mental note to stop and get some petrol. Then she turned on the radio to hear the six
o’clock news.
The radio came on just as the chimes announcing the news began. Suddenly there was a
crackling noise and the radio went dead. “Oh blow,” thought Susan, “I must have driven
behind a hill just as the news was coming on.” The car emerged from a wood into the
open and she realised she was in a very flat area. “Maybe the radio just happened to die
as I was in the wood,” she thought. But a nasty nagging feeling was starting to build up in
the pit of her stomach. She had had the idea of the world collapsing in her thoughts for
some time now, and had convinced herself that the first sign would be that TV and radio
news broadcasts would be stopped, so that the general population wouldn’t know what
was happening. Saturday evening. Mid-December. That’s just when they would choose to
stop the news. Oh god. What would happen now? She wished she was at home and not in
the middle of no-where. She had gone almost thirty miles and she had still not reached the
main road leading towards her home town. She would run out of petrol soon!
A few miles further on she saw lights ahead, and realised she was driving into a small
town. Oh, there was a petrol station! The car made a little cough as she steered it towards
the pumps, then coughed and spluttered; the engine died before she could turn the
ignition key off. Very bad! She told herself. Running out of petrol sucks up all the grunge in
the bottom of the tank and reduces the life of the engine! She was annoyed that she had
not been more efficient in keeping her tank filled. But at least she had arrived at a petrol
station in the nick of time.
It was a small petrol station, one of the remaining independent ones, attached to a tiny
convenience store that also looked independent; not one of the usual chains. Her car had
parked itself towards the end of the approach road, so she walked over to the pumps, and
then into the shop. She would have to ask the attendant to help her push it the last few
yards. As she entered the shop, she was confronted by a large man with black hair and
enormous black eyebrows. His face looked as if it had never smiled. He almost snarled at
her, “There’s no petrol, if that’s what you want!”
Susan stepped backwards, alarmed. “Why not?” she asked. “Because they haven’t
delivered any, that’s why not!” She was about to back out of the shop, when she realised
the position she was in. No petrol! She might not be able to drive home tonight. She’d
better buy some food. She picked up a basket and hurried round the shop, grabbing a few
plastic bottles of milk, some pasties and a bag of apples. As she dithered by the shelves,
trying to decide what else she might need, the main with the black eyebrows called out.
“Hurry up please, madam. I’ve had enough. Not going to bother to open tomorrow, what
with no petrol to sell. Bloody petrol companies. Can you pay for what you want so I can
cash up please?” Susan hurried over and paid for her purchases then went back over to
her car as he turned out the lights, locked up and went off grumbling down the road.
She sat in her car for a few minutes, trying to take in the turn of events. She must be
about thirty miles from home, although she thought she had taken a wrong turning since
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she had left Jeremy’s, so it might be more like forty miles. She sat and thought about her
home and her friends back there, and longed to be back home.
She lived in a small eco-village on a farm. She and a group of friends had pooled their
money a few years ago and had bought the farm with the idea of growing their own food.
They lived in the cottages that a previous owner had created by converting the old stone
farm buildings, making his farm into a holiday business. The cottages made a perfect ecovillage, and the friends lived independently yet with a greater sense of togetherness than
Susan had ever experienced in her life. It was not too far for one of them to come out and
rescue her. She needed to figure out exactly where she was on the map, then phone them
and tell them she needed help.
Her road atlas was under the passenger seat. She opened it and focussed the wind-up
torch on it. Better not run the car batteries down. The place were Jeremy lived was quite
easy to locate, then Susan traced her finger along the road which she had travelled along.
Aha! That must have been the place where she should have turned right, at that fork.
Instead she had gone straight on, she now she must be here. OK. This little town is called
Widham. Perhaps she had better go to check, before she phoned? She got out of the car
and realised that the wind was getting up and that there were spots of rain in the wind.
Quite unpleasant really. She would have to kit herself out in her waterproofs before
walking down to see the rest of the town. Getting back into the car, she closed the door on
the bleak weather. As she sat there, peering into the gloom towards the houses further
down the hill, all the lights went out. Oh no, a power cut. That would make it difficult to
get any information. It’s quite hard to go and bang on an unknown door in the complete
dark and ask what the name of the town is, she thought.
Perhaps she’d just phone her friends, without checking where she was. She was almost
sure it was Widham. She rummaged in her bag for her mobile phone. She couldn’t find it.
She felt that familiar sense of being cross with herself rising in her breast. She didn’t want
a parachute, only a mobile phone! She always had it with her, and now she had probably
left it at Jeremy’s. Calming herself down, she emptied her bag methodically, and convinced
herself it was true. Her mobile phone was not there. She had lost it. Oh, come on! Once
the truth had sunk in, she wanted to scream with indignation. Idiot!
So now she had to decide what to do. There was no point in getting cold and wet just
going out investigating. She’d sit in the car and eat a cold pasty and an apple, then decide.
As she ate, a growing realisation came upon her. This was it! This was the end of
civilisation as she and her generation had known it! The authorities had closed down the
news broadcasts, there was no more petrol being delivered and the national grid had
closed down. As the pieces of the jigsaw puzzle fell into place, she was gripped with a
sense of foreboding. If only she were back home with her friends!
After a few more minutes, she made a decision. She would walk home. She didn’t want to
go and get embroiled with any of the local people. Who knows, they might be panicking.
She wouldn’t be able to help, beyond saying, “I told you so” which would probably just
annoy them. But she had been telling everyone for years that one day the oil would run
out and civilisation would collapse. She HAD told them so! Anyway, her mind was made
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up. She’d sleep the night in the car, then set off to walk home early in the morning. She
would probably be able to make it in two days.
By the light of her torch, she carefully arranged the belongings in her car. She folded down
the back seat so she could lie down, put on all the clothes she had, including a new hat
she had just bought as a Christmas present for her friend and her waterproofs to conserve
heat, and covered herself with the blanket. She fell fast asleep and woke up feeling stiff
and cramped in the early hours. She had to creep out of the car and relieve herself in the
hedge, and was surprised how comforted she felt to return to her poor little bed in the
back of the car. The rest of the night she slept fitfully, with her mind filled full of strange
dreams: fleeting thoughts of grief at losing the old ways of the world; odd flashes of
triumph that she was right; an underlying sense of gratitude that she was OK; and a
strange sense of thrill, that the future was unknown and beckoning.
She woke up properly just before seven. There was a suggestion of daylight beginning to
grow. By now Susan was convinced that the whole world as she knew it had changed, so
she was certain that she did not want to go down into the little town. Her brain had made
a list of more parachutes in the night, things she wished she had, to make her walking
journey easier. She wished she had a rucksack and a large-scale map and she almost
considered breaking into the convenience store. She could leave money for a rucksack and
map. But the thought of the man with the black eyebrows deterred her. The thing to do
was to make a start, make use of what she did have, and go forward with courage in
every step. She packed all her food into her shopping bag, tore out just the page of the
road atlas that she needed and put it into the polythene bag from the apples for
protection from the rain. She laced up her walking boots, got out of the car and searched
it for anything else that was useful. She added the torch and the first aid kit to the
shopping bag, then decided to take the blanket along by draping it round her shoulders.
Locking the car doors, she set off.
It was early Sunday morning, and she thought she would have to sleep somewhere for the
night and be home by Monday evening. She was sure she could manage twenty miles
each day. The challenge would be to keep walking in the right direction, and not waste
miles by walking round in circles. She went back along the road a little way, away from the
town, then took a footpath across the fields. After a while, the country became wilder and
she trudged up and up, towards a ridge where she had a good view of the surrounding
land. She sat there for a while, comparing the road atlas to the real world, until she had
developed a sense of confidence about her position. She could see a main road in the
distance, which seemed to be quite busy with cars. This surprised her. The man with the
black eyebrows had told her that petrol supplies had failed. That meant private cars were
a thing of the past, so why was the road apparently busy? Well, she reasoned, most car
owners had cars with tanks full of petrol, so they were bound to use them to go
somewhere to get themselves into a safe position. At first she reasoned that they would all
be heading west, away from London and the big cities, then she thought that perhaps they
were not so much in escape mode as trying to use the cars to secure food from some local
source. That would explain the two-way traffic. After a short stop, another apple and some
biscuits, washed down by more milk, she pressed onwards. The sun came out and raised
her spirits, but it was quite windy again and soon the clouds had been blown over to cover
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the sun, and the weather became grey and dull again. But still she pressed on, delighting
in the comfort of her walking boots, slightly angry about the discomfort of carrying a
shopping bag when a rucksack would have been so much more comfortable.
The scale of the map was too small to show footpaths, so she used it to give her a general
direction, and kept heading towards home while avoiding habitation. The thought of
finding a bed and breakfast for tonight’s rest crossed her mind fleetingly, but she was
afraid that people would be upset, frightened and angry by the awful changes descending
up on them, so she decided the only safe and sensible thing to do would be to avoid
human beings altogether.
Being December, the nights were short, and it seemed no time at all that dusk began to
descend. Susan felt happy and uplifted from her long walk and this carried her over her
uncertainty about where she was or how far she had gone. It had seemed like twenty
miles, but she had nothing to confirm that she was nearly halfway home. She decided that
considering questions that had no answers was too unprofitable, and that she needed to
put her energy into finding a suitable place to spend the night. She went down into the
ditch beside the track and crouched there for a while, imagining sleeping there. The ditch
was wet at the bottom and the wind seemed bitterly cold as the night fell; she shivered at
the thought of sleeping out in the open.
A couple of miles further on, as the darkness was beginning to gather like a cloak around
her and her surroundings, she spotted the outline of a building beside the path. At first she
was afraid. It might be a house or a building containing people. But as she approached,
she found it was an old tumbledown barn. Cautiously she crept up and peered through the
door. The roof had fallen in one side, but in the opposite corner, the stone walls looked
sound. She found her torch and wound it up to give a brighter light. The building had a
number of old bales of straw scattered around, which she could make into a bed. Best of
all, the corner was sheltered from the wind and the rain. For one moment she stood back
and looked at herself, horrified at the old tramp she had become, thinking of sleeping
rough in a broken building. But then she let an unrealistic gratitude flood over her. Straw
and shelter, so much better than the open ditch!
Soon she had built a straw bed, moulded a place to fit her body, and formed a pile of
loose straw to cover herself for warmth. She sat and ate the last cold pasty, another apple
and more milk. She crept outside and went back down the path to go to the toilet, washed
her hands by wiping them in wet grass and longed for a dry towel. Back in her barn, she
spent twenty minutes or so picking her teeth with straw to try to clean them, then looked
at her watch. It was till only five thirty, but there was absolutely nothing to do except go to
sleep. Susan wondered if people in the long-ago past had slept for twelve hours in the
winter months? Well, she was going to. She rolled herself in the blanket, which was a bit
damp but comforting to have around her, pulled the mound of straw over her, wished with
all her heart for a soft pillow, and went to sleep. And indeed, that night she did sleep
deeply for over twelve hours.
When she awoke just before six it was pitch dark, but she could hear a dog barking in the
distance. She lay there quietly, hidden by the straw, wondering what to do next. Then, a
foot or so away from her, she heard a rodent. Perhaps it was a mouse, after some grains
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of corn fallen from the straw, but Susan was convinced it was a rat. She leapt to her feet.
It might be after her biscuits! She struggled to find her torch, disentangle herself from the
blanket, and to find her shopping bag. Now she had the bag. There was evidence that the
rodents had found it in the night: gnawed wrappers, droppings, and crumbs where the
biscuits had been. Susan found she was shaking from a mixture of anger with the rats and
disappointment. All she had left now was two apples and the last litre of milk. Despite the
cool weather the milk tasted slightly sour, but she was pleased to have it to drink. Then a
memory dawned. When she had been putting her purchases from the petrol station away,
she had packed a couple of bars of chocolate in her pockets. She felt the pockets of her
waterproofs and yes, two squashed lumps where she had lain on them. Something to keep
for lunch.
She imagined the dog’s barking was coming closer, and Susan couldn’t decide what to do.
Should she hide here and hope that the dog would not find her? Should she start walking,
even though it was still quite dark? She decided she wanted a stick to fend the dog off if it
proved to be unfriendly, so went out along the lane until she found a stout stick. Then she
went back, draped the blanket round her shoulders again, picked up her almost empty
shopping bag and set off. Soon the lane came to a T-junction. The dog sounded from the
right, so she turned left and strode quickly down the lane. It turned from a track to a
made-up road before long, then joined a wider road. Eventually, after a few hundred more
steps, she could hear the sound of traffic.
Susan was desperate to get home now, feeling aching and dirty, with not much food to
keep her energy levels up. She thought for a moment about walking until she reached the
road, then thumbing a lift in the right direction. But no. These people might all be
desperate. If the end of the world had come, if civilisation was crashing down round their
shoulders, they were unlikely to be kind and helpful. They would all be overwhelmed with
their own problems; unkind and unfriendly. She’d better keep walking.
Stopping by a tree at the side of the road, Susan tried to make out where she was on the
piece of road atlas. There was only one main road across that part of the map, so she felt
fairly certain about where she must be. If she was right, there was a side road along to the
right continuing over the other side of the main road, which led in the direction she wanted
to go. She decided to climb over into the field and follow along inside the hedge by the
main road, keeping out of sight. The way across the first field was easy, then she came to
a ten-foot high hedge and wasted twenty minutes making a detour up to a gate to enable
her to get into the next field and then onto the side road she was expecting. She spotted a
signpost to a village along the road she intended to follow. Good! Confirmation that she
was where she thought she was on the map.
Drivers travelling along the main road might have seen the figure of a lone woman
huddled under a blanket, with a shopping bag in one hand and a staff in the other,
pausing by the side of the road for a few minutes. Then there was a space in the traffic
and Susan hurried safely to the other side of the road.
According to her reckoning she was now only about eight miles from home, so she thought
she’d be able to make it in another three hours, which would mean she would arrive just
about dusk. The going was easier now. She was walking along a metalled road, a small
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side road that wound between hedges, and then branched and forked exactly according to
the small white lines on the map. In the next two hours, she was only overtaken by three
solitary cars. As she walked, her spirits were as volatile as the price of petrol had been
lately. Up one minute as scarcity hit the markets, down the next as the demand dropped.
Susan felt elated at the thought of accomplishing her difficult journey, and her heart
thrilled to the idea of resuming life on the farm. She had recently ordered the seeds for
the vegetable patch and she thought of the deep beds and what she would plant in each
one. Then she was suddenly terrified at the thought of what she might find when she got
back to their little farm. Attractive smallholdings such as the one she partly owned would
make desirable residences. Perhaps people would have moved in and imprisoned - or even
killed - all her friends by now?
She imagined the scene. The day after the crash, people would be really scared, emotions
running high. No petrol, no TV, no radio, no electricity. Sunday they might have sat there,
perhaps, wondering what to do, what would happen. They would probably have had some
candles and enough food to get them through Sunday, But today was Monday. They would
try to go to the shops and find nothing on the shelves by lunchtime. People wouldn’t just sit
there, would they? By mid-afternoon, they’d be out, looking for somewhere to take over.
She imagined a gang of them arriving at Pebble Farm, all armed with guns. They’d creep
up the drive, checking out the chickens and pigs as they went past. Yes, an ideal place to
live! The armed gang would approach with no intent to kill. But then her friends would see
them, someone would raise the alarm and they would all run out menacingly. The gang
would be so scared that they would fire their guns. . . Susan was almost sobbing at the
thought of her dear friends lying on the drive in pools of blood.
She was within five miles of home now, and at last the territory was familiar. She stuffed
the little bit of map in her bag, no longer needed, and ate the last bar of chocolate as she
walked. Her body felt quite strong and she was pleased with her level of fitness, but she
felt very tired from two nights of poor sleep and from the emotional stress. Not far to go
now. How she longed to get to the end of her journey!
She was in sight of the farm when she twisted her ankle. She had come up the back road,
and climbed over the stile into the top field. As she swung her leg over the stile she lost
her balance and fell to the ground, falling with all her weight on her sideways foot. She sat
there ruefully in the mud, looking at the stupid little first aid kit in the bottom of her
shopping bag. Another useless parachute! There was nothing to strap her ankle to help
reduce the pain. So she half hopped, half staggered across the remaining two fields, using
the staff to support her weight as best she could, almost crying with pain, almost crying
out with joy at the sight of the lighted window of the communal kitchen. There was no
power cut here, then - or had they set the generator going?
She moved herself the last few yards with difficulty, until she was by the window. Who was
in there? Had the farm been taken over? The curtains were drawn, so she couldn’t see at
first. She stood absolutely still, holding her breath, listening. Then she managed to see
through a crack in the curtains.
Oh joy! The people in there were her friends! No gang, no aliens! She was about to cry out
a loud hello, when she stopped and listened again. They were talking about her.
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Dick was speaking in rather bossy, authoritarian tones. “OK. I’m taking charge of the
search party to look for Susan. We’ve had it confirmed that the police have found her car,
abandoned in a town called Widham, about thirty-five miles from here.”
Kevin broke in, “Just to tell you all. I’ve spoken to Jeremy, her cousin. He answered her
mobile phone when I called this morning. It was down the back of his settee. He
confirmed that she left his house before six on Saturday evening.”
“Oh no,” said Jo, in a faint voice. “She’s been missing for two nights then! I had assumed
that she’d stayed on with her cousin. Oh, I hope she’s OK.”
“Where’s Auntie Susan?” piped up the voice of little Georgina.
“Shhh!” replied her mother, “all the grown-ups are going out to find her, now.”
It was Dick who led the way out of the front door, turning round and calling out
instructions over his shoulder as he did so. He walked straight into Susan, turned his head
and caught her as she almost slumped to the ground. “Hello! I’ve found her already!”
Several strong arms lifted her and carried her to the settee in front of the wood-stove, and
then they were all surrounding her, all talking at once. “You’re covered in mud!” “Why
have you got bits of straw in your hair?” “Where have you been?” Do you want any
dinner?” “Have you hurt yourself?” “Why is your car in Widham?”
Susan sat up, wincing slightly with the pain in her ankle. “Can I ask you a few questions
first, please? Has the world come to an end? Has the economic system collapsed, just as I
said it would?” She was looking straight at Jo, who smiled back into her eyes. “No Susan, it
hasn’t. Everything is perfectly normal. You’re going to have to wait some years yet before
the decline of resources changes anything at all. Now, would you like a cup of tea first,
before all the other questions and answers?”
When she had finished the story, the silence went on for a long time until Gloria
sighed deeply, and opened her eyes.
“More tea?” she asked.
They refilled their tea cups, and chatted about her story for a while.
“That story had a few more ideas about cohousing, how I imagine it might be,” she
explained. “Cohousing communities can be in the country, for example on farms
using the farmhouse and old stone barns; in a terrace of houses in a city; in
purpose-built architect-designed settlements. Cohousing is a different way of living,
more like old villages used to be: not like communes. Such great possibilities for the
future . . . . . .” she tailed off.
After a few more minutes, she sat up straight in her chair and looked straight at
Adrian.
“Adrian,” she said. “Now I shall tell you what I think of sex. I believe in the Divine,
call it God if you will. If you are interested in my spiritual journey, I can tell you that
I am a Quaker, and that I try to live by the Quaker testimonies of peace, equality,
truth and simplicity. And sustainability.
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“It seems to me that God is a huge spiritual force, multi-dimensional, more
complex than we can understand. God is good and good is God - same words,
really. Whatever the culture we are born into, whether we are Christian, Hindu,
Muslim, attached to one of the many other faiths, or agnostic, most people spend
some time thinking about God, wondering about God, or feeling moments of
spiritual awakening, often unexpectedly. But thinking about God is very difficult and
our minds slide off and away from the challenge. There’s a lovely word, ‘ineffable’
that means we can’t put words to it. God is ineffable. Anyway, my own experience
is that God is in me, around me, part of me and of my world and of the whole
world. Everything is divine.
“And particularly, sex is divine. For me, sex is the most wonderful human
experience there is. The feeling of an orgasm pulsating through my body is so
marvellous, that nothing can compare with it. Beautiful music, delicious food, any
delight I can think of - nothing, absolutely nothing, compares with sexual pleasure.
My experience has been to think the most uplifting thoughts about goodness and
spiritual ecstasy as I experience orgasm, so that the experience is a truly divine
experience.”
Adrian was looking uncomfortable; he was thinking it was out of order for her to
be talking about sex in such detail with him. It was all very well to have fantasies
about doing it, but listening to her talk about it seemed really difficult. He’d never
talked to any woman about sex before. He found he was clenching his fists, willing
her to stop. But she went on.
“I cannot see that any good can possibly come from sharing that experience with
anyone who is not in that divine space themselves. This is why I think Jennifer
sounds so wise, for such a young woman. If you two can get to know each other at
a soul level, and your divine loving part can meet her divine loving part, then, when
you do have sex together, you will travel to the realms of heaven and back again in
your combined rhapsody.
“Whereas if you and I had sex, for sure we would experience some moments of
bodily pleasure, but it would be very poor, without the touch of the divine.”
Adrian was sitting there, still looking very uncomfortable.
“I don’t like you siding with Jennifer against me. That’s just the sort of stuff she
says. She’s only trying to put me off, that’s what Gavin tells me. He says all women
go on and on about romance and that sort of stuff, just to deprive the man. Men
need to have sex, don’t you understand? It’s a strong urge in us, and women let us
do it if they are really loving!”
“That’s why men are made bigger and stronger than women, I suppose, so you can
force us to give way? It’s not true, Adrian. The urge for sex is as strong in a
woman, perhaps much stronger in many women than it is in most men. In our
species, it takes twenty years to raise a child, so biologically speaking, a woman
needs to ensure her man is around for support for a very long time. I think this is
why women are so soft, sexy and attractive, to ensure that they and their man
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maintain the bonding, having sex time and again. I think it is also why young women
can seem so cold and unsexy; again, there is a biological reason for them to avoid
sex with a man, until that man has proved themselves to be a suitable father and
husband. Of course, not all modern women think that way, but deep inside, most
do. The biological part of ourselves is very strong.”
“What do you mean, the urge for sex can be really strong in a woman?” he asked
curiously. “Don’t they just push men away all the time?”
“Ha ha, haven’t you seen cows when they are bulling? When a cow comes on heat,
if there isn’t a bull in the field, she calls incessantly, tries to mount other cows to
give them the idea of what she wants - she is desperate for sex. That’s female
animals for you. No, your woman isn’t likely to push you away very often if at all.
Not if you find a wonderfully suitable mate for you, who truly loves you. Then you
could find you have a life-long high quality sexual relationship, with joy and loyalty
built in.
“Women are capable of much more frequent sex than men, of course they are.
They don’t lose fluids that take time to build up. They can have many, many
orgasms. There is this great myth built up in the media that men are the sexy
demanding ones and that women can’t keep up, but it is just not true. Think about
it, Adrian, it can’t be true. It depends on the individuals of course, some people like
to have sex much more often than others. The amount of joy and happiness
depends largely on the attitude of loving kindness brought by both people, not the
frequency. Coming together when both are in the divine loving zone, giving and
receiving love - both people are so happy, why would one ever be unkind to the
other? Sex is called ‘making love’ and it really can make more and more love.
“So, if you are lucky, you will find a wonderful life partner, who will be your soulmate, your companion, the mother of your children, the person who shares mutual
reassurance and understanding with you - and at the same time, gives you the most
amazing sex life, hardly ever refusing an invitation to come together, always there,
ready to pleasure you. It is worth waiting for, Adrian.
“And as for me, I don’t want to be the one who spoils it all for you, who comes
between you and Jennifer. I don’t want to encourage you to think that sexual
pleasure is the point of sex, before you have learnt that the real point is divine
sexual bonding. As I have said, behaviour has consequences. If I chose to behave as
you suggested, I feel sure that I would regret the consequences. I might find an
unwelcome pack of dogs following me around for a long time.”
She had been leaning towards him intently, but having delivered her opinion, she
relaxed and sat back with a smile.
“Blimey! You have very strong views on sex, don’t you? But then, you seem to have
very strong views on pretty much everything. I can’t help admitting that I find you
very interesting, very fascinating.”
He went to the door to let himself out. “Bye.”
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“Wait, here is a poem to take. Well, it is not really a poem, it is a short burst of
right-brain words.”
He took it and thanked her, letting himself out of the door and saving his questions
about what she might mean about the right-brain for another time.
The Future Will Carry on Without Me
What I do today is as illuminating as the moon. It is all in the mind, the plans are illusions.
What I say is in the crack of the wax, an impression. It is the blue sky yonder, over the hill.
Never can I make the sun shine or the moon set. The future will be; it is carrying on
without me. All things are interwoven; I am a thread. I can smile and make everything
bright, but my voice is like gravel in the stream.
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Chapter 4 Progress to the Best
End of April
It was Easter weekend when Adrian next visited, and he brought his mate Gavin
with him. Gloria didn’t like the look of Gavin and almost refused to let the two
young men into her house. He was a thin and wiry young man with spiky hair and
deep-set eyes. A few minutes thought gave her the understanding that the twinge
of fear she felt when she looked at Gavin was simply a mirror reflecting the fear he
felt when he looked at her. Fear of her? She almost laughed. But then young men
often did fear wise old women.
She invited them to sit down in the front garden, because the evenings were lighter
now, the honeysuckle was just beginning to smell sweet and the evening sun shone
right into her little patch of garden with the wicker chairs. She left them to fetch a
tray with the tea things she had prepared, then went back to get the cake and an
extra mug and plate.
While she was in the kitchen, Gavin sat down with Adrian in the garden and looked
round suspiciously.
“She just looks like an old granny to me. She doesn’t look like a magical witch or a
wise woman or anything. Just like an old fart of a granny.”
Adrian glared at Gavin. “Now I don’t want you to be rude. I told you, just listen to
her stories and then tell me what you think.”
“But you told me the other evening when you were pissed that you had the hots
for her, and that’s why I invited myself along, to see if I can persuade her to let you
have your way with her.”
“Oh hell, I didn’t know I had said anything like that to you. Well, I take it all back. I
respect her, she is wise. Now you listen to her, and don’t interrupt! You’ll soon
see why I think she is so interesting.”
Gloria came back and placed a marvellous chocolate cake on the wicker table, with
a gesture of triumph. “There! That’s a lovely cake!”
Adrian couldn’t help grinning, reflecting her delight, as he took a large slice. Gavin
had a mean look on his face and took some cake without looking at either of them.
Gloria tried to talk to Gavin while they ate their cake, asking him his name and
about his family and interests. He seemed reluctant to talk much, so after a while
she launched into a story.
The Magic Stone
The man went out into the woods to chop wood. There had been a storm, so several old
trees had fallen, and he simply had to take off some of the branches and chop them up.
But it wasn’t simple! He wielded his huge axe stroke after stroke until his arms and back
ached. After several hours he had produced a pile of logs, ready to haul all the way back
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to his cottage up at the top of the field. He had no horse, so he would have to haul the
heavy logs himself. He had brought some rope, so he lashed some poles together to make
a sledge, and loaded a quarter of the logs onto it. Then he flung the rope over his shoulder
and began to pull steadily, moving slowly and achingly up the long hill. He knew that back
at his cottage, his wife and small children would be waiting for him and the logs to help
them get through another bitterly cold night, and the thought of caring for his family
brought a smile to his face.
As he struggled up the hill, he saw an old woman approaching him. She looked just like a
witch! “Hello,” she said, “I have come to offer you a magic stone.”
“A magic stone?” he replied. “What can it do?”
“If you put it on your fire,” the witch explained, “it will give out heat and energy for the
rest of your life. You will never have to chop logs again! Look, I am offering it to you. You
can have it!”
“What’s the catch?” asked the man.
“There is a catch, oh yes,” answered the witch. “The stone will leave behind a poisonous
ash, and your children, grandchildren and great grandchildren for at least seven
generations will have to carefully look after this ash to keep it safe, otherwise they will die.
Your descendants will have years and years of caring for this ash, even though they will
have no energy from it; but they will be OK, they will be young and strong; they won’t even
know it was you that caused them their problems. Go on, man, just think, a whole life-time
with no more of this tedious, tiring, log-chopping labour. No more of the effort of hauling
the logs up the hill. Free energy for life . . . Look at the stone! Here it is! It’s yours!”
The man was sorely tempted by the witch’s offer, but the faces of his little children glowed
in his mind, and sadly he shook his head.
“No. The answer’s no. How could I condemn my children and their children to such a
terrible, negative legacy? I can’t choose to take an easy life for me and leave trouble for
them in the future! The answer is no.” And, turning his back on the witch, he shouldered
his burden and continued to struggle up the hill.
“That’s ridiculous!” Gavin blurted out. “That’s a child’s story!”
Adrian turned to him patiently.
“It’s Gloria’s ideas about the unkindness of people who use nuclear power; about
their thoughtlessness to future generations. Nuclear power is real, and it is really
causing problems in the world, so it isn’t a child’s story.”
“Nuclear bombs? There’re great, they’re so powerful. Sometimes I wish I had a
nuclear bomb so I could nuke all my enemies in one go.”
Adrian rolled his eyes and turned his back on Gavin.
“I think your story is a bit simplistic, Gloria,” Adrian said. “Nuclear power is a great
way to generate electricity, producing no carbon dioxide or global warming, and
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the care of the toxic waste - the ‘poisonous ash’ - is done with such high
technology, I don’t think there can ever be a problem in the future.”
Gloria sat up straight and started to explain what she knew about nuclear waste
storage.
Gavin listened to the two of them discussing what seemed to him to be a truly
boring topic, then suddenly he jumped to his feet.
“Shut up the two of you! You’re nuts! Your just a brain-washing charlatan, you old
bat. There’s no problems with the world, and making up pretend stories about
nuclear waste is just silly. Well, there is a problem, and that is the likes of you not
doing what you’re told. My mate here, Ady, he told me he asked you for sex and
you refused. Well that ain’t done, do you hear me? No-one refuses a polite request
like that, not when it comes from a member of my gang. See? Do you hear?”
He turned to Adrian. “Do you want me to drag her indoors and hold her down
while you do the business?”
Adrian looked flushed with embarrassment, but was also calm and peaceful,
reflecting the peace he picked up from Gloria’s presence.
Gavin was angry and impatient.
“Come on Ady, get on with it mate. I’ll hold her down, I’ll pull her knickers off.”
He stepped towards Gloria, and Adrian stepped forwards between them, holding
up his hands.
“Aw thanks, Gavin, you do look out for me, but no, not right now mate. I’m OK,
really I am. If you’ve had enough of all this chit-chat, why don’t you head off to the
pub now, and I’ll come along later?”
Gavin felt he had not lost any face, so he sauntered down the path, taking a huge
extra slice of cake with him. He tossed a final remark over his shoulder. “Yeah, the
pub’s better than this dump. You come along soon, Ady, right mate?”
When he’d disappeared down the lane, Adrian sat there for a while with his head in
his hands.
“I’m sorry, Gloria,” he whispered, “He took me for a ride, said he was interested in
what you had to say.”
“I am not sure you have very wise judgement when it comes to picking friends,
young man! He didn’t seem a very nice man to me, and he certainly wasn’t
interested in my story! Anyway, he’s gone now, so I shall tell you about my theme
for this week. I want to talk to you about engineering and the ways in which I think
engineers could make such a big difference to our futures.
“I think I have told you before, I am an engineer, a chartered engineer.”
Adria gave up worrying about Gavin and turned his mind to Gloria’s advice session,
her planned training course for this week.
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“What does chartered mean?” he asked.
“It means I am qualified as a professional engineer, qualified to take on
responsibility - just as a lawyer or doctor has a professional qualification. I had a
marvellous career working on water treatment plants in third world countries. In
those places, you have to use your brain to solve problems using simple materials
that you can get locally. It was often very challenging and very rewarding.
“Back in this country, I was always astonished how technology and manufacturing
was marching forward, often in completely inappropriate ways. I remember when I
was a young wife buying a new tin opener - the latest model - and it just didn’t
open tins effectively. The old tin-openers my mother had always used to work, so
why was someone inventing a new kind that didn’t work so well? Was this
progress?
“But I soon realised that, in the western world, new things are invented, not to
make life better, but to make money. And human beings - all human beings - have
this fundamental craving for collecting new things. I think it is part of our animal
instinct of looking for food. If you ever find yourself in the position of foraging for
food - say you are collecting blackberries or wild mushrooms - you get into an
additive state of needing to find one more berry, finding it very difficult to stop.
Millennia ago, that was good, because one more berry might stop you from
starving. That’s my theory as to why people buy more and more stuff, but these
days collecting up extra stuff they don’t need does them no good at all.”
Adrian was ready to argue.
“But if you don’t buy new up-to-date stuff, you feel a bit hard done by, don’t you?
And everyone likes wonderful new high-tech pieces of equipment - they’re good
fun.”
“As an engineer, I like the simplest most elegant solution, and as a Quaker, I aim
for my life to be as simple as possible. So my ideal is to have very few things in my
home, but each one appropriate and well-designed. I’d like humanity to progress to
the point where we all have the best that can be designed. If a thing is supposed to
do something it must do it well. Otherwise, things can be in a home because they
are beautiful . . . or nostalgic, stirring important memories.”
“So you are suggesting we have much less stuff, so not so much manufacturing. But
if young people qualify as engineers, they need to get jobs,” he argued. “What are
they going to do?”
“Many qualified engineers get to work in jobs that they haven’t chosen,” she
answered. “For example, many engineers work in the defence industry. There are
high-paid jobs in the defence industry. But can you imagine? You are born with a
clever brain, and then you end up using it to design things to kill other people? I
know that many of them will argue that their products are not designed to kill
people; they are designed as deterrents to stop the other people from killing them.
But there is no way I would have chosen to spend my life on such soul-destroying
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work. Imagine how the engineer feels when ‘they’ use the deterrent developed by
the engineer to go and kill children in a hospital - for example. I think the engineer
is partly responsible for those deaths.”
“So you are talking about persuading people - engineers - to act in an ethical
manner?” he asked.
“Yes, I am. And why shouldn’t we insist upon it? We, the elders, have the
knowledge that we then pass to the young people as we educate them. We say to
the young aspiring doctors, ‘We shall teach you. We shall give you all the
knowledge and understanding of how the human body works. We shall do this,
however, on condition that you agree to the ethics of the Hippocratic oath: to use
treatment to help the sick, but never with a view to injury and wrong-doing.’ We
wouldn’t train up doctors so they could go round killing people, would we?”
She paused dramatically.
“I would like to see professional engineers sign up to similar ethical standards,” she
explained. “If the engineers agreed to this, there is nothing bad that the politicians,
big businessmen or generals could do to make the world bad! They just couldn’t
wage war without the technology to do so. I love the engineering profession, and
my dream is that engineers could be all-powerful for good.”
“You are being very unrealistic again, Gloria. Do you really mean you’d like to see
all the huge companies that form the defence industry shut down? What would
happen to all the people they employ?”
“All the engineers would be employed to use their brains to make the world a
better place. Can you imagine how much fun we could all have? Call me unrealistic
if you like, but the deal is that you come round here to listen to my ideas - you
don’t have to agree with them!
“And engineering ethics is something I feel very strongly about. I’d love to make the
world a better place. I’d love to find a way to stop all wars, because wars cause so
much human misery. People lose their loves ones, suffer injuries, have their homes
destroyed, have their hearts filled with bitterness and resentment - and those
feelings are carried on for generations. That does no good to anyone, including the
people who ‘win’ the wars. In fact, a war can never be won. Both sides always lose.
“So yes, I am a dreamy old pacifist, but please let me read out my idea of a sort of
Hippocratic Oath for engineers. If I had my way, we would only teach young people
engineering if they signed up to this. I have written it down - let me find it in my
folder.”
Ethical Oath for Engineers
I solemnly vow to:
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Use the engineering skills with which I am endowed to help humanity; and never
to use them with a view to injury, harm or wrong-doing.
Strive for engineering excellence.
Work in harmony with Nature.
Treat renewable and non-renewable resources with great respect, recycling,
reducing the use of and reusing material resources.
Design useful items that are robust, resilient and long-lasting.
Aim for the most appropriate technology, as simple and human-friendly as
possible.
Share ideas freely to encourage inventions and creativity: give up the idea of
patents.
Accept full individual responsibility: give up the idea of limited liability companies.
Eliminate engineering jobs that are boring and repetitive.
Adrian grinned at Gloria. “You are such an idealist, but I can’t help loving your
unrealistic visions.”
“They wouldn’t be unreal if everyone followed the same ideas of goodness as I do,
would they?” she laughed.
“Have you written any stories of the world going down the slope to a different
engineering future?” he asked.
“Yes, of course I have! Here is one about the end of the motorways”.
Land Yachts
The planning committee gathered in the Council chamber. They sat round in thick coats,
hats and scarves, because there was no heating. The lighting was working from the battery
supplies, but the microphones were disused and covered with dust. It was cheaper on
energy just to speak loudly.
The Chairman, Councillor Young, rose to his feet.
“Ladies and gentlemen thank you for attending this special planning meeting. We have an
unusual application to consider and I think we need the time for a long and thoughtful
debate, which is why I have called a special meeting. What we decide tonight will set a
precedent for the future. Tonight’s decision will be nothing less than an historic decision!”
He cleared his throat and paused for effect, looking round the Council chamber at each
Councillor present.
“You will remember a previous historic occasion when we decided to mothball the
motorways and dual carriageways that run through our county. That was back in the early
twenties, when private car use had declined so dramatically. Back then, people were still
using cars that ran on petrol and diesel, and as the supplies dropped and the fuel price
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increased, fewer and fewer people could afford to run a car. That put the Council in a
difficult position. There was simply no money to keep all the roads in a state of good
repair. Some of you here will remember the long debate we had, after the mothballing
idea had come up.”
Councillor Cooper rose to his feet.
“If I may be allowed to speak, Mr Chairman, I would just like to say that I didn’t approve
of the mothballing plan then, and I don’t now! The whole argument for mothballing was
based on the idea that new fuels would be invented and that cars would come back into
use for a fortunate few. How does that satisfy anyone’s sense of social well-being and
equity! I ask you!!! Those few cars back then belonged to rich people and rich people only,
and it was an unjust idea to save the motorways just for them and their pleasure. As a
member of the Social Justice Party, I would like to say that there was no social justice in
the previous decision at all! No social justice! A crime against humanity!!!”
He sat down, and Councillor Young resumed his speech.
“Councillor Cooper, you remember that part of the debate correctly. We debated whether
to keep all the roads and motorways open, or just the smaller, older roads. It didn’t take
long to decide to keep only the smaller roads open for day-to-day use. We considered that
by keeping road repairs simple, sending out just one man to repair each pot-hole as it
developed, we could continue to keep those old roads in an adequate state of repair. The
part of the debate that took so long was the question of what to do with the motorways
and dual carriageways, other than close them to traffic. We all agreed to close them.
“Some Councillors argued, as you did, that they were useless while elephants, which would
never be of use to anyone. You pleaded for a budget to remove them slowly and steadily
over time, sending out small gangs with hand tools to remove a little of the road surface
each year. But, to report the facts to the Councillors here who were not at that historic
meeting, you and your colleagues were defeated. After a long debate, the Council decided
to keep all our large roads just as they were, in a state of readiness for a time when
private transport returned, for the good of all.”
Councillor Braithwaite rose to her feet.
“Mr Chairman, I was not at the debate to which you refer. But I have studied the result
and would like to comment as follows. As you all know, I was a member of Greenpeace
when I was a teenager back in the nineties, and I scaled the Houses of Parliament in that
memorable demonstration to tell the Government in London that preventing global
warming and saving the environment were the most urgent issues of all time!” Councillor
Braithwaite paused, overcome with emotion at the memory of her youthful courage, and
wiped a tear from her eye. “In my opinion, in the debate to which you refer, the
honourable Councillors were influenced by a totally unrealistic hope, nay, an expectation,
that ‘normality’ would resume. Normality! There was nothing normal about human
behaviour at the end of the twentieth century. And to think it would return was a
psychological aberration. Yes sir, a psychological aberrrrration!” She rolled the ‘r’
dramatically and then paused with her hand help up, daring anyone to interrupt her
pause. “Now, as a member of the Living Green Party, I say that this time we must be
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wiser! We must accept that we are an animal species, like the rest of our fellow creatures
that inhabit this planet, that we have not used our intelligence wisely in the past, that we
must plan a way forward in harmony with nature. Yes, sir, in harmony with nature!”
Councillor Young was about to reply, when Councillor Hawkins rose to his feet. “As a
member of the Technology Party, I would like to give a brief report, if now is a good time
to do so please, Mr Chairman?”
The Chairman felt that he had not had time to explain all the issues underlying the
debate, but he decided to allow Councillor Hawkins to speak next.
“You have the floor, Councillor Hawkins,” he said graciously. After all, he himself was a
member of the Technology Party, too. He sat down to listen.
“Good evening, fellow Councillors. I would like to report that, over the last few weeks, I
have been carrying out extensive research on the current status of transport technology.
Councillor Braithwaite is right is stating that we had high expectations of new fuels back at
the beginning of this century. Hydrogen was an important candidate. Let me explain
briefly that hydrogen is not in itself a fuel, but an energy carrier. It is quite simple to make
it by the process of electrolysis of water using electricity from wind turbines or electricity
from some other renewable technology. But the development of hydrogen cars was held
back by the terrible recession that hit the whole world. I myself was a development
engineer, working on a most promising hydrogen project, when the funds were withdrawn.
Withdrawn!”
He too paused in mid-speech and wiped a tear from the corner of his eye. “And the fact
is, the research has never been resumed. I can tell you, as a member of the Technology
Party, that the technology is real and viable, but it seems to me, despite my optimistic
nature, that we shall never come to a time when every person owns a hydrogen car. The
barriers are too great. The mines containing the limited supplies of metal ores that remain
are far away. The logistics to create such a large new industry out of nothing do not stack
up. In short, I believe I can safely say that there will never be a hydrogen car era.” He
stopped again, and sniffed loudly.
“However, my research has shown that some areas of private transport are developing
very well, very well indeed. The most widely owned vehicle is the electric bicycle, owned by
some 37% of the population. There are now many small local factories making and
repairing bicycles, batteries and electric motors, connected to small steel works that largely
rely on recycled metals, or metals mined from old dumps.
“Secondly, there is a new and exciting development in the form of hover travel. Some new
vehicles have been constructed using bio-plastics from plants, with skirts made of a
particularly novel form of bio-plastic. These vehicles are powered by fans which use
compressed air, compressed by renewable energy of course. They are small, able to carry
one or two people, but the most interesting thing is that they don’t need roads.”
Councillor Cooper sprang to his feet, waving his papers. “Mr Chairman! Allow me to
interrupt! These new-fangled hover travel vehicles will never be available to everyone! Not
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to the working man and working woman. Therefore the very idea is unfair and unjust.
Against Social Justice!”
Councillor Hawkins turned round, enraged. “How do you know? You’re just a Luddite! . . .”
“Excuse me, Councillor Hawkins, through the chair please, through the Chair!”
admonished Councillor Young.
“Sorry, sir,” Councillor Hawkins said meekly. “I would like to mention that, in my opinion,
Councillor Cooper is mistaken. This is very promising technology. Very promising indeed. It
is as if we are at the beginning of a new era, like the Victorians looking at the new-fangled
cars at the beginning of last century. If we are successful, soon everyone will own one.
Everyone!”
Councillor Braithwaite stood up. “Will the ownership of a hover-car by every single person
be in harmony with nature? Do we want to repeat the mistakes of the last hundred
years?” she asked passionately, holding both hands up above her head in a dramatic
gesture.
Councillor Young took charge.
He looked round at the other Councillors who had not spoken, as if in a silent appeal for
them to support his next proposal.
“Fellow Councillors, I propose that we do not talk about possible new forms of transport,
except insofar as they impinge upon our deliberation about the motorways. Councillor
Hawkins, please continue your report on the current status of transport technology, but
relate the facts you have assembled directly to the question of the roads which are the
subject of our debate.”
Councillor Hawkins stood up and spoke briefly. “Neither bicycles nor hover-cars are suited
to motorways nor dual carriageways, sir. As far as I can determine, there will be no call for
such roads again, not now, nor in the future. They are entirely redundant.”
As he sat down, there was silence in the Council Chamber. Each Councillor sat and
considered the huge roads running through their county, built with the use of so much
energy and so many materials, never to be of use again.
Councillor Young stood up slowly. “We are not here to decide tonight the future of all the
roads for all time; we simply have to determine the planning application before us. Allow
me to elucidate. We have here a planning application for a land-yacht club. They are
proposing to take over a five-mile stretch of motorway, in an elevated and windy position,
and establish an area where people can have fun, racing land-yachts up and down.
Furthermore, they are applying for permission to remove the central reservation and its
barriers, to enable the land-yachts to travel across all eight lanes of the motorway if they
wish to do so. They are proposing to build a fence across each end of the five-mile stretch,
with gates so they can allow only club members to enter. They say this is for the safety of
the general public. They go on to say that this is an exciting sport, in line with the Council’s
policy of encouraging fun and outdoor activities.
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“But, Councillors, the point of which I am sure you are aware is that this application
cannot be granted in the current state of our Byelaws. If we are to grant permission, we
must repeal the old law mothballing motorways. If we allow this one application to
succeed, then we shall see the end of the motorways forever. Our dream a dozen years
ago of keeping them as they are, ready for the return of the private motor-car, will be
finished. The end will have come! This one precedent will open the floodgates for other
applications. Soon the motorways will be covered with clubs of all kinds, buildings . . . God
knows what!”
He sat down and his eyes dropped. He seemed to be in a daze. Councillor Hawkins
nudged his elbow, and he came back to the present. He rose to his feet again. “Well
Councillors? Do you require more debate? Or shall we have an initial vote and then a
debate if the vote shows a narrow margin? Yes, let’s have an initial show of hands. Those
in favour of giving permission to the land-yacht club, and repealing the Motorway Mothball
Byelaw for this County, raise your hands!”
All hands were raised.
The death knell sounded for the motorway system.
“That was fun!” said Adrian. “I liked the silly voices you used! Some of your stories
are quite funny, even if they are not likely to come true.”
“I’m glad you liked that one.” Gloria looked pleased. “I don’t write stories in order
to say what the future will be like, not even what I think the future will be like. One
thing certain about the future is that we don’t know what will happen - no-one has
a crystal ball, not even an old lady like me. I like to write stories that challenge
people’s ideas, which often seem stuck-in-the mud to me. We know we are in a
period of very rapid change, so the future will be very different to yesterday - but
most people seem to be unable to imagine a future that is much different to what
they are used to, now, in the present.”
“Tell me more what you think about the new energy technologies,” he said. “You
said the time I first came round that there are no other energy sources. What
about fusion and zero point energy? Surely we are likely to be heading towards a
very different energy future?”
“Energy is an interesting subject. You’ve probably learnt in physics at school that
energy can’t be created or destroyed. It just changes form, floats on through the
universe. Except for nuclear energy, when matter is turned into energy. I’ve never
been very happy about nuclear energy from the point of view that God created
matter, and then we humans choose to destroy it - what is that all about? Is it
morally OK to take an atom of creation and break it up?
“Anyway, clever scientists and engineers discovered how to split the atom, and that
if an atom is split, it becomes two smaller atoms with a huge amount of energy
released. Splitting the atom is called fission. Nuclear engineering is marvellous.
People have found out how to contain this enormous amount of energy safely,
without releasing toxic pollution out into the environment. If you examine a
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nuclear power plant, you can see the best, most excellent engineering that people
have ever come up with. But that doesn’t mean it is good. The potential for human
error is always there; the left-overs are a terrible legacy for future generations.
Myself, I think the engineers should never have gone down that path, even though
they all must have had a huge ego buzz and made lots of money. Just think what is
left from all that work and investment in the nuclear industry! Nothing but a heap
of waste, a negative legacy for the children of the future. All the energy that came
out of it has literally gone up like a puff of smoke. I think the nuclear industry is
possibly the most unkind industry that people have set up yet.
“Now people are working on fusion,” she went on. “Fusion is a different kind of
nuclear engineering. Two small atoms are fused together and as the new, larger
atom is created, there is a huge release of energy. Trouble is, they can’t do it on a
large scale. They have been trying for decades and always they think they will
succeed in forty years’ time. And if they do succeed? If you read about it, you will
probably find statements that energy will be very, very cheap. The small atoms that
they fuse come from sea-water, and are in very plentiful supply. The economics
look good - until you take into account the way the world works, the way people
like to have power and control. Fusion plants will have to be big, much bigger than
nuclear fission plants, so of course they will be owned by big companies, who won’t
be at all inclined to give the energy away practically free. They will have the power
to change high prices and make huge profits, so ordinary people won’t benefit at all.
“As for other energy sources, I don’t believe there are any. So many theories about
zero point energy, energy from water, magnetic energy . . . . . . . “People, clever
people, have been looking for energy sources for decades. They have had financial
backing and high technology and they have found nothing new. Well, that’s not
quite true, they have found the tar sands, and how to do fracking, but they are
scraping the barrel for fossil fuel dregs: expensive to extract, and damaging to the
environment. It is only money that persuades people to try to get this energy out;
common sense would tell people to leave it and to find a way to live without the
dirty stuff.
“The only long-term energy source is the sun. The sun is in fact a fusion energy
power station, part of creation, combining small atoms into bigger atoms and giving
out huge amounts of energy, as you can feel when you lay in the sunshine - even
though we are ninety-three million miles away. Surely that is the safe way to use
nuclear energy? Why not let the reactions take place in the sun, and use what
arrives at the earth?”
Adrian interrupted. “But solar panels aren’t much good, especially here, when
every other day is a cloudy day. We’d never get enough energy from the sun to run
cars and factories, would we?”
“The energy from the sun isn’t just the energy in sunshine. The sun causes the
winds and the tides (I know the moon helps with that!), and is the energy that
drives hydropower too. The weather system is full of energy, all from the sun. The
sun evaporates water, which falls as rain, which flows downhill and can drive
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hydropower turbines. The sun also provides the energy for plants to grow, so the
energy in wood and biomass is solar energy. And so is the energy in food. All food
is renewable energy. And we can collect energy from the sun using heat pumps,
solar panels, wind turbines - there are so many possibilities!”
“Is there enough energy from the sun?”
“Yes, there is plenty of energy beaming over to the Earth from the sun to supply all
the needs of human beings, but not necessarily all our wants. And not much of a
money-earner. But we could have an amazing future based on renewable energy.”
Adrian was looking enthusiastic.
“So we, the younger generation, can have cars and factories if we want to?”
“Yes, you can, but only if people pull together and go through a huge mind-change.
Renewable energy is diffuse, thinly spread. It doesn’t come in concentrated pieces,
like lumps of coal. I sometime think that finding fossil fuels was like winning the
lottery, and for a couple of hundred years we were really rich. But we have nearly
spent our fortune, and going back to relying on energy from the sun is like going
back to a normal job, in which you steadily earn money a little at a time.”
She sighed.
“If only we had used some of that wealth to build the infrastructure ready for a
sustainable future,” she said. “But we didn’t! We used vast amounts of wealth
building weapons to fight wars to try and secure some of the last few dregs of oil so unwise! Once we are on the great slope of our decline, it may be too late to set
up a really good renewable energy future. I think it is already too late to build a
well-designed linked infrastructure supported by renewable energy, as we could
have done if we had been more far-sighted. We shall continue to build renewable
energy devices at the local level, I’m sure, and that may well be the best and most
robust solution anyway.”
“There was a firm that proposed some wind turbines quite near our village,” said
Adrian, “but there were many people who opposed them, so the firm didn’t get
permission. Do you think we should have local wind turbines?”
“Yes I do,” she responded, “and a local grid system too, so we, the local people,
can get the benefit. We could develop a permaculture-designed future for the
whole area round here, and you, the new generation, could have cars running on
hydrogen fuel cells if you wanted to. I think that would work well in the country.
Theoretically, people could come up with permaculture-designed cities too. That
would be a big challenge!”
“That all sounds interesting,” grinned Adrian. “More ideas for me to look up!”
“My next story is about a simple need - lubricating oil. Can you imagine machines
running without lubricating oil? We have high-tech oils at present, mostly made
from fossil fuels with a variety of additives. What will future oils be like, and where
will they come from?”
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Lubricating Oil or Rubber?
Dominic was riding his bicycle along the winding country lane. He noticed that Nature was
slowly but steadily reclaiming the road. Couch grass was growing out across the tarmac
from either side, and here and there a huge thistle plant had established itself in the
roadway. He imagined a tiny seed on its feathery parachute alighting by chance onto a
tiny crack in the tarmac a few months ago, and now look! A giant prickly plant, like a
fearsome dragon. He steered carefully round a thistle, then abruptly brought the bike to a
halt. He had found what he was looking for.
It was a beautiful sunny day with a mild breeze and the smell of high summer on the air.
As he stopped, he listened. The sound of quiet peacefulness stretched as far as he could
hear. Not a sound of any machine or vehicle, nothing but the drone of bees and other
insects, busy collecting pollen from the multitude of flowers along the wayside hedge. His
soul soared with an acknowledgement of the beauty and peace of the new world, but at
the same time he felt that familiar twinge of annoyance at the thought of all those vehicles
and machines lying idle. He had ridden past a yard where several fine tractors were
parked carefully under the cover of a barn roof, no longer working because there was no
lubricating oil. His work was vitally important! And there was no time to lose!
He slung his collecting basket over his shoulder, and began to pick the seedpods he had
found at a feverish rate. But gradually he slowed down and the peace in his heart reestablished itself. He stopped to watch a butterfly sunning itself on a purple knapweed
flower. He felt the familiar surge of thanks and gratitude for the fact that, decades ago
now, seeds from the fields of rape-seed oil, grown mostly for margarine, had established
themselves as weeds all along the hedgerows. His eyes fell into a softer, dreamy focus, and
he worked at a gentle steady rhythm, until his basket was full. He went back and tipped
the seedpods into one of the panniers on his bicycle, and soon he had filled both the other
pannier and his back pack and was ready to cycle back the way he had come.
As he approached the village, he was tempted to go home to visit his wife, but he turned
instead into the drive of the four-bedroomed house that had become his laboratory. It had
been one of the many empty houses after the population drop in the twenties, and the
Parish Authority had allocated it to him for his work. He went into the room that had been
the lounge, now his material storeroom, and put the panniers and his back pack down on
the floor. Dominic was just filling a mug with water for a drink when he heard a cheery
call and the sound of another bicycle being parked against the wall. A teenager, Lenny
burst into the room with a smile on his face and a stream of chatter on his lips.
“Hello professor, I’ve had a great morning at school. Our first lesson was on the beach,
how to catch mackerel. We had to find feathers and make lures, then we went out in the
boats and caught some fish. Then we were taught to make a smoker, and collected dry
driftwood to get it going, so now our fish are hung up in there, smoking. Smoked mackerel
pâté, here we come!”
Dominic smiled, “That sounds like proper education! In my day we just sat in classrooms,
doing computer projects.”
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“We were in the classroom for the second half of the morning. Beach from eight until tenthirty, then we had two lessons. The first one was a meditation on gratitude and a short
study on the history of gratitude in the different religions and philosophies of the world.
Then we had forty minutes of calculus.”
“Calculus, eh? But you’re only fifteen years old. Nobody studied calculus in our day until
they were in the A level class, until they were at least seventeen. Don’t some of the kids
hate it? Isn’t it really abstract and difficult?”
“Well you know, Professor Dominic, I always tell you, there is a choice. Most of us love the
intellectual challenge of something difficult, especially when we have been doing something
physical earlier like fishing. It’s a balance. But some of the kids went off and baked bread
instead of doing the calculus. That was a great idea, as the rest of us had fresh bread for
lunch.”
Lenny had helped himself to a mug of water too, and now he drained the mug. He led the
way into the storeroom. “Wow, you’ve managed to get lots of seedpods this morning! Shall
I mince and filter them?”
Dominic smiled again, “You are always so full of energy, Lenny! Yes please, you can have
the thrill of turning those old brown dried-up bits of plant into the beautiful golden oil.
You’re a very good apprentice, you know!”
“And I’ve had an idea, which came to me when we were working on preserving the
mackerel. Perhaps we could use fish oil for an additive?”
The professor almost jumped for joy.
“Yes! Yes! Let’s try that!”
Lenny set up the electric mincer in the workshop room, that used to be the kitchen. He
checked the batteries and the inverter that were connected to the small wind turbine out
in the garden, and plugged the mincer in. He fetched a bucket, set up a plastic funnel
over a large jug, and lined it with some filter material. “There’s not much of this filter
material left, Dominic”, he called out. “Is it a relic material? What do you call it?”
“Oh yes, it’s tights, nylon ladies tights. Nylon was made by spinning chemicals from the
fossil oil, and women don’t wear things like that anymore. But when we run out, we shall
have to develop new filter material. I am sure other people have figured the answer out, if
only I could get in touch with them.”
Dominic went upstairs. He left Lenny shucking the small black seeds from their pods, and
pouring them into the mincing machine. Once minced, the substance of the seeds would
extrude into long black worm-like mincings that would fall into the bucket. Lenny would
take those home as food for his chickens. The oil would drip down, through the filter, into
the jug. By the end of the afternoon, he would have produced several litres of oil, which he
would then warm up on the stove to reduce its viscosity, filter again, and then pour into
clay pots, adding the pots to the rows already on the shelves in the storeroom. They used
to use glass bottles, but when they had run out of relics they found they were too
expensive to make, so now they used clay pots made at the local pottery.
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Most of the upstairs rooms were filled with books. Dominic had made one aspect of his
lifework to collect books on all aspects of chemistry and chemical engineering. He still
remembered the day, several decades ago now, when he had been at the university and
had realised with horror that the riots were leading to a systematic setting of the buildings
on fire. He and some friends had rushed up and down the back stairs, filling a van with
books, trying desperately to save the knowledge of the past to take forward to an
uncertain future. Those textbooks had formed the basis of his library, and since then he
had swapped books, bought books, travelled long distances on his bicycle to town markets
to find books. He searched for a book now, to find out something about the species and
sub-species of the crucifer family, to see if he could understand how the old escaped
plants from the rape-seed fields of the past were hybridising with the native charlock and
other species in the hedgerow. And then he went on to research the possibilities of fish oil.
The fourth room upstairs was his laboratory, which he kept as clean as possible, where he
experimented on the development of oils. The oil from the rape-seed hybrids that Lenny
was producing downstairs was just a raw material. People used to use plant oil as a fuel in
converted diesel engines, but all the machines had literally ground to a halt after they had
run out of the relic lubricating oil. It was the dream of a new plant-based lubricating oil
that kept Dominic’s brain buzzing. What additives are needed to get the viscosity right; to
give a high resistance to oxidation; to give hydraulic stability?
He went out onto the balcony and noticed the plants in the large south-facing
conservatory below. He could see that the oranges were beginning to ripen and his heart
glowed with satisfaction. He intended to extract the minute quantities of oil from the
orange zest; he believed this would be a key ingredient to the synthetic oil he was trying to
make.
He lifted his eyes to the horizon and took in the broad sweep of the countryside. The
fields were full of food; vegetables, orchards and the ripening grain harvest. Here and
there he could see the other houses of the village nestling in the hollows or standing out
boldly on the hills. In some ways, life was really frustrating, especially as his lubricating oil
project was making such slow progress, but in other ways, it felt as if he were living in
paradise. Sunny weather, a wonderful view from the balcony, plenty of food, kind
neighbours, and so many enthusiastic, energetic young people, full of ideas about how to
construct new projects and improve the village. He was a great deal happier than he had
thought it possible to be before the old days had come to an end.
There were sounds of another person arriving, and Dominic’s face broke out into his
happiest smile yet. He called out and blew a kiss from the balcony to his wife, Laura, then
turned and ran down the stairs to meet her. As she came in the front door, he caught her
up in his arms and kissed her lovingly. They stood there breathless in the hall for a few
minutes, looking into each other’s eyes, feeling the communion of their spirits. Decades of
marriage, but they still had this wonderful effect on each other, the two greater than the
sum of the parts.
Then Laura burst into her animated talking, “There’s going to be a Wisdom Council of the
Commonwealth of Villages, and because I am the Mayor of the Parish Authority, I am
going to represent us!” She was like a child, filled with excitement. Dominic caught the
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feeling of her excitement, and did a loud whoop. Lenny ran out to see what was
happening.
Laura turned to Lenny and explained, “I am going to a central Council meeting!”
“Central? Where? It won’t be London,” Lenny commented, “It’s been flooded by the rising
sea, hasn’t it?”
“One of the benefits of this Council is that we shall all get more accurate information
about what has happened to London and what is happening around the country,” said
Laura. “Do you remember when we had telephones and emails and communication was
so easy?”
“Yes,” said Dominic, “And then after everything changed so much, we were glad not to
know about distant places, we just wanted to set up our own local livelihood, and be as
insular as possible. But now, one of the things I long for is better communication again.”
“A long letter came by pony post, sent out by a small group of people in Winchester, who
are acting to call this Wisdom Council. They acknowledge that there is a widespread fear
of centralisation and that every group they have contacted is dead set against any form of
central government, based on the disasters of the past. But they are suggesting that we
meet together and discuss the idea of regulating ourselves as a Commonwealth of Villages
- apparently Winchester has sub-divided itself into several dozen villages - and that we set
up some lightly controlled central services, such as post and telephone. If Bell set up a
telephone system in the eighteen-seventies, we can surely do it too. And our pony post
could work so much better if we organised a sorting office system. So that’s the aim. A
central communication system, without a central government. Their first initiative is to set
up a pigeon post, to organise this Council meeting!”
“Pigeons?” asked Lenny.
“Yes, we need to find a book about homing pigeons, how they used to breed them and
train them. Then we need to breed some for our village, and send up a crate of homing
pigeons by pony post to Winchester. As the date of the Council meeting approaches, they
will send us pigeons with the latest information. They have really worked hard to organise
themselves to do this. If there are going to be several thousand delegates and we each
send twenty pigeons, they will need to feed and care for perhaps a hundred thousand
pigeons. Apparently they have already stock-piled enough grain for the pigeons.”
“So can I come to this meeting with you, please Laura?” Dominic smiled down into her
eyes.
“Of course you can, I wouldn’t be happy without you. And anyway, it will be invaluable for
you. As well as the Wisdom Council for the Authority representatives, there are going to be
numerous side-meetings. Will you set up a chemical engineering side-meeting?”
“Oh darling, how exciting! It is just what I was thinking about when I was standing on the
balcony, as I saw you arriving. There must be many other workers who have found out a
great deal about my subject, and are frustrated for want of discussion with other
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researchers. How to meet them? That’s what I was thinking. And now my wish is being
granted. Hooray! You and I are going on an adventure!”
“One thing, though,” she smiled back at him. “You might have to give up your work on
lubricating oil, and start working on rubber instead. I was thinking, you could perhaps get
some rubber trees from the Eden Project, and grow them in your conservatory? Or invent
an organic artificial rubber?” Her eyes were twinkling at his puzzled look. “We don’t have
any relic rubber bands left, and we need rubber bands to fix the messages to the pigeons’
legs!”
“Oh yes!” chimed in Lenny, “Can I work on rubber too, and make some tennis balls for
the people of the village?”
“That’s a good story too. I am beginning to see what you mean about massive
changes in the future with the result that everyone is happier. I certainly had never
thought about anything like that before I came round here!”
“It’s going to be hard to get there though, Adrian. People are so hooked up on
money that I am not sure how or whether their minds will be able to change. A
summary of my ideas could be that we go forward to a wonderful technical future
by taking all the best ideas of the dim and distant past, all the best ideas of the
current high-tech present, and choose with wise judgement which technologies we
take forward. But I don’t really think people are capable of that sort of wisdom, not
in large groups. It’s going to be very interesting to see what happens!”
“What I don’t understand is how you think we are going to have any things,” said
Adrian. “I mean manufactured stuff, if big industry closes down and everything
becomes local. All our stuff is made in big factories, isn’t it? We might be able to
grow food here in the village, but we won’t be able to make computers or even
simple machines like bicycles, will we?”
“We shall be able to make many things, if we have the time and enthusiasm,” she
replied. “It is amazing what can be made at a craft level. Think about Swiss watches
- the most wonderful, detailed, precision little machines, made by hand. I think it
would be possible to make a car - a quality car like a Rolls Royce - by hand if there
were enough people with enough determination. Then think how people would
care for it, and maintain it - it would last for several generations, not just get
thrown on the rubbish heap after a few short years.
“To make such an asset, we would need materials of course, and our output would
be limited by the materials we could find or obtain by trade, but we would also
need knowledge. I wish people would start collecting together some basic technical
knowledge and publishing it in good quality books. Information like how to wind an
electric motor; how to make a light bulb; how to make simple things like soap.”
“Why are you talking about books? Surely the place to put information is on the
internet?” he asked.
“The internet is a wonderful invention, and it may be the very thing we need to
enable the development of local economies at the same time as ensuring
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international co-operation. But I don’t think it is very robust; I don’t think it will
still exist in the time of your children’s children. Do you?”
“I’ve never thought about life without the internet. What, no iPhones?”
She laughed.
“Here is a poem for you to take home,” she said. “I wonder if we can turn the
corner so engineering is judged on really important values, not on the rather
simplistic notion of making money?”
Economic Sense
A man thought of a good idea,
A cut above the rest.
“But has it economic sense?
That is the acid test.
Of course you cannot do the work,
Unless there’s profit there!
No matter how it helps the world,
We really cannot bear
To see a bad financial loss,
A project losing money.
Do something for our children’s sake?
That really would be funny.”
“But did you know the present way
Is damaging the Earth?
This new idea gives off no fumes:
It really has a worth.”
“But can that worth be seen as cash?
If not there is no hope.
Maybe it’s good and green and nice But where’s the profit, dope?
For profit is our yardstick here,
We have no other way
Of measuring a project’s worth.
Why don’t you go away?
Net Present Value’s less than nought:
Your idea’s failed the test.
Don’t keep on saying, “Good and clean”.
You really are a pest.
Why can’t you see things as they are?
You can’t do things for love.
The real world’s “Economic Sense”.
I’m crazy? Lord above!”
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Chapter 5 Love is All that Matters
Mid May
As they rounded the corner, Adrian caught his breath with the wonderful shock of
the blue. The woodland floor was covered with bluebells, shimmering with beauty,
as if a fairy-tale pool of water had collected there. They were following a very
narrow path down the hill towards the river where they could only walk one
abreast, and Gloria had motioned for him to go first. They both stood still for a
while, drinking in the ecstasy of the sight, the gentle fragrant smell and the sound of
the birds singing.
This week, Gloria had invited him to go with her into the woods for a cake picnic
and short meditation, before she began her stories.
As they walked along, she told him a little about her childhood, and about the
attitude of her mother.
“My mother was a strong, opinionated woman,” she said, “A bit like me only
worse! She had been born early in the twentieth century, before women had much
in the way of rights or equality, but she brought me up to think that women are
special. I had a younger brother, and one day I told her I wished I could be a boy. I
wanted to wear shorts and climb trees, and not have to be careful when I had a
pretty skirt on. I remember what she said. ‘You CAN wear shorts and climb trees.
But you can also choose to wear pretty dresses if you like. Because you are a
woman, you can have babies, and snuggle them up as they suckle from your breast.
That’s what I used to do when you were a baby, and it was the best experience I
ever had. A man can’t do that. A man can cuddle his baby, but he can’t ever know
what it is like to grow a baby inside his body; to willingly give up his body to the
growth of a completely different person; to give the baby warmth, food, drink and
love, all in one, as the baby suckles his breast. Can’t be done. But you have a
choice! You don’t have to be a mother. You can be or do anything a boy can do and you can be a mother instead or as well. So girls are really lucky.’ “
Gloria looked sad for a moment or two, then said softly, “I chose not to have
babies. No point in being sad about it, though. It was my choice.”
They walked along mindfully and her face became happy again as she came back
fully to the present moment.
“Because of my mother’s words, I have always felt there is a special privilege about
being a woman. And later, when we go back to my cottage, I have picked out some
stories connected to ideas about women.”
They sat down on a log and ate cake, washed down with water. She showed him
how to drink the water mindfully; how to take a mouthful, bless it, sense its
essence, feel it run down the throat. Feel the coolness, the life-giving properties. Be
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aware of the spirit of the water merging with the spirit of the person. Feel gratitude
and love. Feel such love for the water!
Then she spoke to him about meditation, and reminded him what she had said
about being the observer last week. She explained that the mind is full of thoughts,
most not really worth thinking.
“That’s OK, let them come. That’s what the mind does, generate thoughts. But
today, now, just for the meditation, don’t follow the thought. Let a thought come
like a train along a railway line. Let the thought go with the train, out of the station,
but don’t go with it. Stay standing on the station. Allow your mind to be still and
empty. If your mind starts thinking again (wonder what’s for breakfast tomorrow?)
smile gently at this new thought and don’t follow it. Let the thought go off on the
train; you stay behind on the station. Let it go. Oh! Here’s comes another thought.
Let that one go too.
“Look inside your mind’s eye and see the colours. Turn your eyes up to heaven
inside your skull and experience the divine, just for a second or two. You won’t
stay in heaven for very long - that’s for when you die. But for now, go there for a
second or two. Even one single second with the divine seems a very long time,
because of course, the divine is eternal. When you touch the divine, there is no
time. That is why it is so refreshing to visit the world of spiritual ecstasy. You can
go there every day if you like. Or more often. One second an hour, perhaps, all the
rest of your life. Why not?”
They sat there for a perhaps twenty minutes, side by side on the log, breathing in
the bluebells and the birdsong. Then Gloria stood up, and Adrian stood a few
minutes later.
“Beautiful!” he said. “It’s a million times better than the pub here. Why does
everyone go to the pub?”
They started walking up the track back to Gloria’s cottage.
“Why does everyone go to the pub?” she repeated. “Why do you go to the pub?
You know the answer. It’s because it is normal. It is what is expected. You find out
how to behave with others, how to talk, how to copy what they say, what you are
supposed to think. A common language. Then you know and understand others
and they know and understand you and you are all normal.”
“Yes, but. It smells horrible in the pub, and it smells wonderful here. It costs a lot
to go to the pub and it costs nothing to come here. Me and my mates, we could all
come to the woods, and meditate and get to know each other and learn a common
language just as well here!”
“You won’t though, will you? You’d never get Gavin to meditate in the woods.”
“No, but I might get Jennifer to come here with me one day. She’d understand, yes,
I’m sure she would.”
“So how is it going with Jennifer?”
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“Oh, not very good, not much hope there really.”
“What’s going on then?”
“Well, Gavin is always winding me up, going on and on about witches and crazy old
women and how I’m turning into a crazy old woman. And he tells Jennifer that I
couldn’t have sex even if she said yes, because I’d not a real man. He tells her I’ve
got hormone deficiency. He’s a horrible bloke really.”
“So why is Gavin your friend? Why are you a member of his gang?”
“It’s because Gavin is the boss. He tells everyone what to do, and if they don’t do
it, they get punished or they get really scared that they will get punished.”
“So why is Gavin the boss? Who made him the boss? Did you have an election or
something?”
Adrian laughed. “No, of course not. Gavin’s the boss because HE says so. He has
always been the boss, since infants’ school.”
“Did something terrible happen to him as a small child?”
Adrian raised his eyebrows in surprise. “How did you know that? Yes, it was
terrible. Just before he came and joined our school, his father committed suicide.
He had a gun and he blew his own brains out, in front of Gavin. Gavin says how he
saw the brains running out onto the floor. He talks about it as though it was a great
event, like.”
“So I guess poor Gavin is full of fear, and puts on his ‘boss’ act to make himself feel
stronger. What I want to know is, how does he keep it up? How does he punish
people, for example?”
“Everyone in the village is in his gang. There’s only the one gang, and either you are
in it or you are an outsider. If someone breaks Gavin’s rules, he tells all the others
to carry out a punishment on that person, and they have to, otherwise they get
punished.”
Adrian thought Gloria, with her rather ‘goody-goody’ trait would be shocked, but
he looked at her to see her smiling.
“How strange human beings are, so easily led. Rather like the story of Hitler!” she
whispered, partly to herself. Then she turned to Adrian.
“So what do you choose to do?”
“I just keep quiet. I don’t join in with punishment gangs, ever, but I don’t stand up
to Gavin either. I sort of go along with him.”
“And what about Jennifer?”
“She seems to be one of his favourite girls, in fact sometimes I think he has the
hots for her, but she is cool towards him. She almost ignores him. She’s only
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eighteen, she probably hasn’t made her mind up what to think yet. I’m twenty, I
know my own mind much more.”
If he could have seen Gloria’s face at that moment, he would have seen that she
was amused at the thought of a twenty-year old man being mature.
When they arrived at her cottage, Gloria gave Adrian a poem to read while she put
the kettle on for a cup of tea.
Grinding the Mothers’ Bones
The women give their body to the night
And stand the pain and bear the children’s bones
A new-born baby’s such extreme delight
So all is given, all are precious wounds.
The men don’t have a need to tear the flesh
Or set aside their essence for a child
They love, and care; they give - but not their breast
And not their self, their ego, their inside.
The women lose their rights to go their way
Not to the men, but to the children’s toil
For years the young ones hold back spirit’s play
And grind the mothers’ bones into the soil.
The men are not subjected to this force
They try, they help, they strive, but not the same
They go beside, not in the river’s course
Their greed, their selfish itches stay aflame.
Their free wills go unfettered, lead to hell
They live and die without their souls set free
The women, unencumbered, stripped so well
So torn, so used, so freed, have purity.
The only chance a man has is great love:
Perhaps a woman he can so adore
That he will be not eagle but a dove;
Give up, let go, find spirit at his core.
Or follow Jesus, or inspired goal,
Be gentle, meek and mild; inside on fire;
No longer macho, stupid, in a hole,
But climbing toward heaven, ever higher.
Coming back with the mugs of tea, Gloria sat down and started to read the story
she had chosen.
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Overcoming Mitch
Gloucester is a city on the River Severn, the largest river in England. The city sits at the old
lowest bridging point of the mighty river; it was the lowest crossing point before the two
great Bristol bridges were built. Wales and the Welsh mountains lie to the north and west,
the Cotswolds to the south. Or at least, that’s how it used to be, before the sea level rose.
A few years ago the river meandered across the Severn plain in huge loops towards the
sea, until it merged with the sea and became the Bristol Channel. From time to time, the
Severn bore surged up the river, roaring up the river like a surf wave, one of the wonders
of the world.
Climate change had caused heavier rainfall in Gloucestershire at the beginning of the
twenty-first century, and the rivers crossing the Severn Vale and the Vale of Evesham, and
the flooding in the Somerset Levels, started to threaten people’s homes. There were bad
floods in 2014; flood barrier work was carried out; there were further home-threatening
floods from the rivers. But before a greater investment programme could even be
designed, and certainly before anyone had begun to think how to raise the money for such
a programme, the sea became a far greater menace than the rivers. The ice near the
Poles and over Greenland was melting almost faster than the scientists could measure it.
The sea had been rising a centimetre or so a year. Then the new larger volume of seawater began to expand, and it was rising several centimetres a year, then several
centimetres a month, then, in one awesome month, it rose three metres. The sea level rise
was not like a tide, or a tsunami, coming in then going away. It fell back each tide, of
course, but each new tide was higher than before. The sea rose another metre the next
month, then still more.
Future people will be able to stand on the Cotswold escarpment and see a huge new sea
where the river Severn and the Severn Vale used to be. And rising from the sea, far from
the shores, the tower of Gloucester cathedral, a sight that will make people shiver.
The summer of the great rise was a crazy, paradoxical time. The previous summer and
the winter had seen fights against flooding with sandbags and hastily constructed walls.
Then gradually, people began to accept that the floods were not going to go away. The
water had won. The people had to move.
The great exodus from Gloucester began at the end of July, the month of the three metre
sea level rise. No-one planned it; there was just a coming together of a great universal
acceptance that they had to move. It was after the time that petrol shortages had kicked
in, so most people had no chance of moving in vehicles. There was no choice but to walk.
Eva had been wondering what to do; she had packed her rucksack with a few meagre
belongings; she saw a stream of people going past her gate; she joined them. Suddenly
this colourful stream of refugees emerged from the sodden city, and began wending their
way to pastures new. There were thousands of them, some say tens of thousands. A group
moving towards the south and west coalesced; rather than dispersing, they kept together,
following whoever was in the lead as if they knew where they were going. This procession
of refugees struggled along with wheelbarrows and pushchairs, carrying what they could.
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The weather turned hot. It was another global warming phenomenon; scorching hot days,
with no rain, so soon the vegetation was burnt like parchment. The people who had
escaped from so much water soon had no water to drink. There was a plague of flies,
buzzing round their heads and in their mouths. As they crawled along through South
Gloucestershire and then Wiltshire, local people came out and gave them what water and
food they could spare. It wasn’t much, and some refugees began to die. Those that didn’t
die fell into a kind of stupor. Not enough water or food, no proper beds to sleep in,
weather unlike anything they had known before in England. It was as if they had fallen
into one of those old TV films of refugees in Africa. It couldn’t be like that here!
There was a sense of having arrived when they reached the Plain, and instead of staying in
a long caravan, stretching back along the road as far as the eye could see, the people
pitched camp in a large and compact area. Slowly, a great camp unfolded, with more and
more tents, tarpaulins and shelters being put up, constructed, spread out, like flowers in
the desert, as though they had come to stay. They pitched their homes on the plain and it
began to rain. They collected water to drink, quenched their thirst and some of them
laughed ruefully about the old days when they had pitched camp in the mud in
Glastonbury.
Over the next few weeks, people went out foraging for food. They were not clear in their
minds about what was foraging and what was stealing. They found masses of wild food as
the autumn harvest ripened: blackberries and nuts were abundant. They also found grain
around the edges of harvested fields, and cauliflowers in the fields, and they took one or
two sheep and cows and dried the meat over the bonfires. The winter that year was mild
and not very wet, so although some people died, most of the refugees who had pitched
camp survived. But matters became worse as the New Year dawned. They had very little
food left, and it seemed a long time until the spring. Relationships with local people were
not as good as they had been: the locals were scared of these unkempt people from the
camp.
Communications with London were not good, but word did reach London about this
desperate camp of humanity, and soldiers were dispatched to maintain law and order. As
a second thought, army lorries with food supplies were also dispatched. The soldiers and
the food lorries found the camp on the edge of Salisbury Plain, set up their own tents,
inspected the people and then told them they had to wait.
The soldiers thought it was rather fun to make them wait. The people were hungry, some
of them were desperate for food, and the soldiers found it amusing to hear them whine
and plead. These refugees used to be decent human beings, English too, and now look at
them! Pitiful remnants of humanity, with no dignity, no pride left. If a soldier told them to
grovel on the ground, they would!
After a day or two, slowly, more slowly than was humanly kind, the soldiers unlocked a
food lorry and began to give out small amounts of food. They made the people stand in
queues, and gave a little food to each one. By nightfall that day, the pitiful charade was
over, the food lorry was locked up, and the people were told to go away and go to sleep.
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And each day was worse. The soldiers began to terrorise the people in many different
ways. Not only did they taunt and torture them with the food, but they ridiculed them;
bullied them; beat them; interfered with some of the women; then, about two weeks after
they had arrived, after a long evening of drinking, the leader raped several of the young
women, so that their screams floated over the camp into the early hours of the morning.
The people groaned quietly out of ear-shot of the soldiers, complaining bitterly about them;
about the films and influences that had put ideas into their heads; about army training;
about the Government which had sent these evil men who were tormenting them instead
of helping them.
Eva watched the happenings unfold with amazement and felt her heart fill with righteous
anger. What was happening? Six soldiers with rifles were terrorising a thousand people. It
was happening because the thousand people were allowing it to happen. Why did they
allow it? They were not all weak and near death. It was because their collective energy
was dissipated, so that individually and collectively they were utterly weak. On their long
hopeless walk from Gloucester, during their pitiful struggles to survive the winter, they had
lost faith in themselves and their future.
As she lay in her sleeping bag that night, she came to a conclusion. Eva held a deep
discussion with herself, into the early hours. These people needed a leader. She was a
natural born leader, even though she had quietly tried to resist leadership for most of her
life. Now she had better take up her role, reluctant as she felt.
The following day, she noticed a stronger sense of superiority in the soldiers, and a deeper
sense of servility among most of the people. One old man stood up to the soldiers in the
food queue, saying in a strong and assertive voice that he wished to be treated politely and
with respect, please, and he would like some more food too. He was pushed to the ground
by one solder and kicked by two or three of the others. The lead soldier shouted out to the
crowd, “Let that be a lesson to you! We’re not going to stand for any insolence!”
Eva just watched. When it was her turn to go and collect her ration of food, she walked
up quietly, head bowed, and took the meagre amount she was given without a word. She
observed each soldier very carefully as she came near to them, and watched them from a
distance through the day. And the next day. And every day.
The soldiers who had been sent from London to care for them, feed them, protect them
and help them had rapidly turned into their enemies and she was making a plan for the
people to rise up and take their own power into their own hands.
Gradually she came to realise that the way to overpower them was simply through
strength of numbers. The men in the camp wouldn’t be able to do it, because the soldiers
had subconscious postures of fear when the men came near them in groups. They were
on their guard against the men. But they had little respect for the women. So, Eva
reasoned, it would be the women who could overpower them. She had to think of a plan
based on the strength of the women.
There were two young women who were pregnant, and Eva managed to make her way
through the camp to find them. She spoke to them in low tones, but even that was
enough to make the soldiers suspicious. The lead solder came up to her and poked her
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with his gun. “Enough talk, old lady,” he said. “Go back to your own tent!” Eva stood up
quietly and bowed her head to the man. “These young women are about to give birth. I
would like to ask you, please sir, if a group of women can set up a birthing area and help
them in their labour.”
The lead soldier, Mitch, was taken aback. Eva stood quite still saying nothing. He waited
for her to plead with him, but she didn’t. Eventually he threw back his head and laughed.
“Yes! You can set up a birthing area, as far away from us men as possible. Giving birth is
a filthy thing to have to do, so good luck to those poor women. Take them away from us,
so we can’t hear their screams!”
“Yes, sir,” said Eva, quietly.
As the evening fell, and the soldiers could see less well what she was doing, Eva moved
quietly about the camp. She went up to each of the women who she had already picked
out as being strong: strong in body and in temperament too. She invited them to help her
set up the birthing area. Slowly and steadily that evening, they moved what materials they
could muster to an area of grassland between a few poor hawthorn bushes, well away
from the soldiers’ food lorries. They managed to assemble a few towels, some bowls of
water. They built a shelter with tent poles and a large tarpaulin. Then the pregnant
women were invited to the birthing place. But meanwhile, Eva had accomplished her
purpose. She had told each of the women the same thing.
“I am your servant leader,” she said. “This means that I will lead you to break free from
the soldiers, and that I am doing it as a servant of the group. You must do exactly as I say.
You must be prepared to give up your life for the group, as I am prepared to give up my
life for the group. In two days’ time, at noon, we women are going to overpower the
soldiers. You must recruit more women - choose the strongest women you can find. We
need at least twenty women to each soldier. When I give the screaming signal, you are to
jump on each soldier, hang round his neck, bite him, hit him with sticks, pull him to the
ground by your sheer weight. If he shoots anyone, re-double your efforts. Maybe one or
two of us will die, but without overpowering the soldiers, we shall probably all die anyway.
Once you have targeted a soldier, you must get his gun away from him. Several women
are to sit on him, then put his gun along his shoulders from behind and tie his arms to his
gun. Then tie his legs together. Prepare some material for tying tonight, and over the next
two days. You can tear strips from your clothing if you can’t find any rope or string. Those
are my instructions. Tell none of the men; not a word, even to men you trust. Take heed.”
Eva went back to the birthing area to spend the night there, but the young women’s time
had not come, and there were no labour pains or screams. She was worried that the
soldiers would be suspicious.
The next two days were tense days for the women refugees, but the soldiers were
becoming more relaxed, as it seemed clear to them that everyone respected their power.
The food queues were orderly, no-one complained. The men refugees and the children
were beginning to have a look of dull hopelessness in their eyes. Only the eyes of certain
women burned with fire.
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On the appointed day, Eva started to walk quietly through the camp, over to the birthing
area. As she went, Mitch called her over to him. “What’s happening with those pregnant
women?” he asked.
“Nothing yet, sir,” Eva said gently. “They are unsure of their dates. I shall go and check
and report back to you as soon as there is any news.”
She was there, in the birthing area at mid-day, when the time came for her to give the
signal. She had hidden a very large stick under the clothing there, and suddenly she raised
it high above her head and screamed like a demonic woman. No words, just a scream.
All six of the soldiers spun round to see what was happening, and each was attacked by
dozens of frenzied women from behind. There was no time for gunshots; in only a few
minutes, each solder was overpowered exactly according to Eva’s instructions. Their rifles
were laid across their shoulders and bound tightly to their arms. The triumphant women
tied their feet loosely so they could walk but not run away, then made them get to their
feet and lined them up. The soldiers stood there, crucified.
Eva walked slowly over to them. There was no sense of triumph about her, only a certain
sadness. She stood close to Mitch and looked him in the eye. “Give me the keys to the
food lorries,” she said in a quiet voice. Mitch was angry, angrier than he had ever been in
his life. He kicked out at this horrible grey-haired old lady, hopping towards her on one leg,
and his big boot made a cracking sound as it contacted her leg. She fell over, as the other
women leapt forward to restrain the man.
“Tie his legs tighter,” she commanded quietly.
“Are you hurt?” one of the women asked Eva. “Yes, but it doesn’t matter. We have work
to do.” She turned back to Mitch. “The keys please!”
He was unable to acquiesce with his legs and arms tied, so Eva told one of the women to
search his pockets and soon the woman had the keys in her hands. Several refugees, men
and women, rushed forward to grab the keys, in their desperation for food.
“No!” Eva said in her quiet commanding voice. “This is the beginning of the time when we
shall behave well. Everyone is going to be kind and unselfish, so that we eliminate the fear
from this camp. We are even going to eliminate the fear from the soldiers themselves.”
She was afraid that her leg was broken where Mitch had kicked it, and for a few minutes
she felt sick and helpless. She sat on the dusty ground, her head bowed, silent and still.
Then she looked up, and the women closest to her could see the strength in her eyes.
They remembered her words, “I am your servant leader. Take heed!”
Janet, the woman with the keys, knelt in front of her. Alice and Carol knelt too. Eva smiled
at them. “I am relying on you two to take charge of the food today, and to do it well!” she
said to Janet and Alice. Then as an aside she said to Carol, “My leg is injured, please stay
with me and help me to bind it.”
She turned back to the first two.
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“We need to treat the food with respect. We can’t let our people pull it out of the lorry
chaotically. But at the same time, we must eat plenty tonight and enjoy ourselves. We
need hope and happiness today more that we need food saved carefully for the future.
You two, please recruit a dozen strong men and tell them what I have said. They will
unlock a lorry and organise the food to be given out in a civilised and respectful way.”
Janet and Alice went towards the food lorries. They walked slowly and steadily, trying to
copy the quiet and respectful demeanour given off by Eva. As they went, some of the
strongest men in the refugee camp came up to them, asking what they could do to help.
Before long, the feast was arranged. Everyone understood that it was to be a celebration
feast, that they were not to grab as much food as they could, but to wait until it was
served. Everyone helped, sitting the children in groups. The first lorry was unlocked. It
contained the dry rusks and crackers that the soldier had been giving out in such small
quantities since the lorries had arrived. The second and third lorries were unlocked, too.
One contained sacks of potatoes, onions and carrots, not very appetising without cooking,
but joy for the future. The other was full of tins of fish, beans, beef, tomatoes.
Unbelievable to their hungry eyes!
Carol had examined Eva’s leg. There was an ugly wound, but she thought it was unlikely
that the leg bone was cracked. She washed it in rainwater collected from the tarpaulins,
bound it up with strips of cloth interspersed with herbs, and laid her hands of love on it to
help it heal. She began to help Eva over to enjoy the feast. But Eva had not forgotten the
soldiers. Mitch and the other five soldiers were sitting together under a tree. They had
hobbled over there, and six refugees had taken on a self-appointed task of guards,
standing over the soldiers, making sure they did not help each other untie their bonds.
Eva limped over to them and looked into the eyes of each soldier, with her own grey,
fearless eyes. “We’d like to invite you to be part of our celebration feast,” she said, smiling
at them. “We’d like you to become one with us. We’d like to invite you to forgive us for
overpowering you and hurting you. I know, in my heart, that it will take several days for
you to forgive us, but I trust you will be able to do it, and that we shall untie the ropes that
bind you and take off the rifles that form your cross. When you have felt that forgiveness
in your hearts, then I shall give the signal to the others to take off your bonds. But for
tonight, please join us, as you are, bound. Please feel the gratitude. Please enjoy the feast.”
The minders guided the soldiers over to join the throng and wondered what they were
thinking and feeling. How the tables had turned!
Carefully the food was laid out so that there was enough for each person to have a
reasonable meal, then Janet, speaking quietly and clearly to the whole throng, said words
of gratitude, thanks for the food, forgiveness to the soldiers, joy at the way their fortunes
had changed. They ate, and the guards spoon-fed the soldiers. That night, each soldier
was tied separately to a tree. If it rained, they would be OK. The winter was unseasonably
mild.
The following morning, Eva called an assembly and told them the plan for the way
forward. Her leg was hurting even more than yesterday, she hadn’t slept much and the
weight of the responsibility of leadership sat heavily on her shoulders. There was a voice
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screaming in her ears saying that she shouldn’t be taking charge; that was the old way;
they should be holding sharing circles with consensus decision-making. She listened to that
inner voice and replied to herself, saying, yes, that will be the new way. But desperate
circumstances sometimes needed a single benign leader; someone who could quietly and
sensibly make the urgent decisions, with good careful judgement, with no arguing or
fighting. She knew with a ferocious certainty that she alone must lead until they had
passed through the crisis.
So she told them what must be done. She appointed a tall man to be the leader of the
guards, and asked him to arrange a rota, so that each soldier was always bound and
guarded.
She asked two women to remove the guns from the soldiers so that they were no longer
crucified; to take out all the ammunition and to deliver the guns and ammunition to her.
She explained to the people that, in their state of being, guns were a threat to all of them,
not an asset, and that she would burn the guns. While the guns were there, in amongst
them, they emanated negative energy; reminded people of threats and terror; filled people
with fear. What if the soldiers escaped and got hold of the guns again? What if one of
their own people went mad? She told them that she would keep one gun only, so that
trusted members of the tribe could go out hunting for rabbits and deer for meat.
She organised a group to set up a camp kitchen and two couples stepped forward,
volunteering to take charge of organising a rota of cooks.
Later that day both babies were born, a boy and a girl. The births were easy, no
complications, and there was an even greater sense of joy amongst the people. The spring
equinox came, and they celebrated the beginning of the time in which the day was longer
than the night. They felt a strong rapport with the ancient people who had lived on
Salisbury plain many centuries ago, the people who had built Stonehenge, not so many
miles away.
People went out on foraging expeditions, seeking seeds to plant for food. Others started
clearing an area where they could grow crops. There was a sense of new hope, of settling
here, of making a go of things.
Eva’s leg began to heal, and she began to relax a little. She spent quite some time talking
to the soldiers, the ones who were developing into nice guys. They were still not to be
trusted, still had their hands and feet tied, but she felt the time was coming when they
could be released. She talked to them about what they wanted to do. Did they want to go
back to London? Would they like to become part of this new Salisbury Plain tribe? Did
they have families to go back to? Some of the soldiers were very young, and really had no
idea about the world and what might be happening. They had joined the army for various
reasons, and had been taught to follow orders. Being asked what they thought about
things and to decide what they wanted to do was not easy. But these young soldiers and
the two older soldiers were beginning to show signs of compassion, kindness, forgiveness
and understanding. Despite their rigorous army training, their natural humanity was
starting to show through.
Not so with Mitch.
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Eva spent many hours on many days talking to him, or trying to talk to him. He was kept
separately, away from the other soldiers, because he was becoming more aggressive, more
unpleasant and more difficult to deal with as time went on. When Eva tried to talk to him,
his usual response was a string of obscenities. He threatened to deal out the most horrific
punishments when the army came to rescue him. He would rape her like hell for hours on
end, rape her to within one inch of her life, all the time laughing at her. He would shoot
her fingers off, one finger at a time. He would think of a worse torture every day.
Eva smiled gently at him, showing no fear when she heard this sort of talking. She tried to
catch him off his guard, asking him about his childhood, trying to find a moment when he
would admit to a memory of being a small and frightened boy. What had frightened him
so much? She felt that only a huge unnameable fear could cause him to act this way,
trying to create fear in others. Actually creating fear in others, and enjoying seeing them
frightened. But she couldn’t find a chink in his armour.
So then she tried to lecture him, informing him in quite high-handed manner that his way
was silly, childish and wrong; that a real man is full of love and kindness, not hatred and
threats. She told him that the world is ruled with love, and that only idiots follow any other
path. He sneered at this, uttered a few more profanities, then yawned and closed his eyes,
pretending to be asleep, engaging with her no more. Eva sighed and went away. She
wouldn’t give up hope. There must be a way to win him round.
Some of the other women also visited Mitch and tried to persuade him to think differently.
Like Eva, they soon found it was hopeless. Two of them, Angela and Sally, began to discuss
an idea. They felt quite sure that Mitch was suffering from an excess of testosterone. One
evening Angela said in exasperation, as they left him and went back to their tent, “What
he needs is to be castrated!” Sally smiled at her and said softly, “Yes, he does. What a
good idea! And I know just how to do it. I used to help the vet castrate our calves on our
farm back near Gloucester!” This is what they discussed, just the two of them. And they
collected up equipment and worked out a plan.
Somehow they knew that Eva wouldn’t give their plan her blessing, and they were a little
worried about this. But they consoled themselves by saying that she would come round to
being pleased when she found Mitch acting politely, as gentle as a lamb, with all the
aggression and fight gone out of him. So their plan included making sure that Eva was well
away. They found out that she was to lead a celebration giving thanks for the birth of the
two babies, on the far side of the camp, so they planned the operation for that evening.
It was middle evening and dusk was falling as Angela and Sally approached Mitch. He was
sitting, back to his tree, tied to his tree, under a tarpaulin that has been rigged up to
shelter him. Angela went over to the guard and told him they wanted to chat with Mitch
for a while, and he asked if he could go off duty, leaving them to check the prisoners
bonds and settle him down for the night. They agreed. As soon as the guard was gone,
they went to work.
Angela stuffed a cloth into Mitch’s mouth before he could cry out and tied it firmly in
place, binding his head and the gag to the tree, and Sally put an extra rope round his
shoulders and tied this very securely to the tree too. Angela banged four stakes into the
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ground, two at knee level and two at ankle level. Deftly she cut the cords that bound his
feet and pulled one leg towards her as Sally pulled the other in the opposite direction. The
two women tied the knees and ankles to the stakes, so that Mitch was sitting against the
tree with his legs splayed widely.
He struggled against his bonds as furiously as he could, and the look in his eyes was
terrible to see. It made it worse when first Angela, then Sally, put their face close to his
face and leered at him. “Who’s been a bad boy then?” “Who’s going to lose his balls
then?”
Sally had a sharp knife and used it to slit his trousers from ankle to waist so that, between
them, they could pull them right off. His y-fronts could scarcely conceal his giant erection.
The two women were startled; they hadn’t expected this.
“He must be aroused by fear and violence, even when it is his fear and the violence is
towards himself. Strange man.”
“It’s sad really”, said Angela quietly. “This may be the last erection he ever has. I don’t
think castrated men have erections, do they?”
“No time to ponder on such questions! We need to act fast,” replied Sally, as she cut and
tugged at his y-fronts, until their shreds were removed and he was naked from the waist
down. “Now, you have the cloth and the whisky. Such a pity to waste the last drop of
whisky on this, but it is an antiseptic and an astringent. You need to use it on the cloth to
stop the flow of blood.”
Angela squirmed into position, with her whisky-soaked cloth close to his testicles. “As I’ve
told you before, I’ve done this many-a-time with the male calves. It’s just a little snick into
the scrotum; then I squeeze each testicle out of the slit. Each is joined to somewhere
inside him by a long tube. I have to tie the tube off, then cut the tube this side of the knot.
Then the two testicles will be on the ground, and you will need to poke the knots inside
the slit and attend to the cuts with your cloth. I will take the offending articles away to
bury them.”
“OK, I’m ready,” replied Angela. “But before we go past the point of no return, let’s go
through this one more time. Are we really acting wisely? Are we following the path of love,
as Eva would say? We’ve decided that this operation really is for his own good, right?”
“Yes, it’s a good and loving act.” Sally nodded her head wisely. “We are reducing his bad
behaviour by taking away his aggressive male hormones, so he will be more kindly and
therefore more loved. We are eliminating his ability to father children, because for sure,
such an evil man would make a very bad father. And as a side-line, we are helping
ourselves and every other woman he comes in contact with in the future, to protect us and
them from a possible appalling rape experience with this man.”
“It all makes sense,” breathed Angela quietly, as she felt his leg muscles tensing and
unclenching and sensed his head and face trying to make a noise other than a desperate
gurgle. “We are truly doing good. Let’s do it.”
Sally lent forwards with the sharp knife . . .
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There was a rustle in the trees, and Eva stepped into the clearing.
She spoke very quietly indeed.
“No! You are not doing good. Stop!”
The two younger women obeyed her without question. What was it about Eva that made
them feel so full of respect, perhaps even awe? They stood up and stood back.
“The violation of another human being is not love and never can be love. Rape can never
be love. Rape is not just about the domination of one person by another. It is about
disrespect and violation of the very being of the person who is being attacked. And it is the
same with your castration idea. If you had castrated that man, you would have violated his
deepest soul. You cannot dominate and carry out damage on another human being and
call it love. It is not love. And non-love breeds non-love: that is a fact.”
She stood there, her long wispy hair blowing round her face in the bright moon-light, and
then she smiled at Angela and Sally, with a beautiful loving smile.
“Oh go on with you. Your hearts are in the right place, but you haven’t developed enough
deep wisdom yet. We shall have more long chats about this and about the philosophy of
love before many more moons have waxed and waned.”
She went over to each of them in turn, and hugged them gently.
“I think you will be feeling very emotional now. Frustrated that you did not succeed with
your plan. Frightened of Mitch and the revenge he might be planning. Angry with me
because I foiled your evening’s work. Perhaps you feel silly or ashamed or annoyed. Well, I
suggest you go and sit quietly and get in touch with your emotions, and feel them to their
depths. Then sleep. We shall meet in the morning.”
The two women walked quietly away, with a strange feeling that they were acting out a
part in a play, as though Eva’s intervention had been pre-ordained.
Eva went back to Mitch with Sally’s sharp knife in her hands.
She cut the extra bonds that the women had tied, and saw that some of them had chafed
so deeply into his skin as he had struggled that he was bleeding in several places. She
picked up the whisky-soaked cloth from the ground, and bathed the wounds gently. Then
she cut the strip of cloth they had used to bind the gag into his mouth, and released the
gag. She wondered what he would say, what profanities he would utter. But he said
nothing. A cloud had gone over the moon, so she couldn’t see him very clearly, but he
seemed to be shaking. Then she realised he was weeping. She went away and fetched one
of her own blankets to cover his nakedness.
When she returned with the blanket, he tried to speak to her, but she realised he was still
too emotional to produce any coherent words. She was very tired and longed for her bed,
but she sat with him for a long while, listening, ready to listen, waiting patiently, giving him
her rapt attention. After a while, he managed to whisper a few words, and she just caught
the meaning. “So, so grateful. I was so frightened! You saved me! But why? Why? Why?”
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She patted his hand. “Oh Mitch, you know why. I give love, unconditional love, to all. It’s
the only way to live, in my humble opinion.”
“But not me!!! You can’t love me? You really, truly can only hate me. I am hateful!!!”
“Yes, you are hateful, you are full of hate. But I’m not. I am full of love. Think about it.
Perhaps you will understand.”
She went round the prisoner efficiently, checking that his remaining bonds were totally
secure, but that he could sleep close to the tree in a position that was quite comfortable.
Then she left him and went back to her own tent.
It was only a matter of weeks before the food lorries were empty and the soldiers were
ready to leave, all except one who had formed a loving relationship with a young lady and
who had decided to stay and become a farmer on Salisbury Plain. He felt sure the current
army was too disorganised to find him and accuse him of being a deserter. The other four
soldiers had been free of their bonds for enough time to become friendly with the people,
and for there to be a reasonable air of forgiveness to develop. People came to realise that
the soldier’s initial bravado had been just an act; they had been taught to behave like that;
they were decent human beings deep down. Many people hoped that this assignment had
taught them a thing or two about how to behave well.
But as for Mitch, the transformation was miraculous. It was as though that evening with
the sharp knife had cut an evil spirit out of him. He had not lost his balls, instead he had
gained access to his angel soul. No-one could believe it, except of course Eva, because she
did believe in miracles. He was quite a senior figure in the army, and he went back with a
mission to transform the army into an exemplar showing that the world ran on kindness
and love. He talked to those that would listen of that moment when his many fears were
channelled into one giant all-encompassing fear; of how he was rescued by the God-given
love of the person who had reason to hate him the most; of his intense gratitude; and of
how he had woken the next morning clear and clean inside; cleansed of his fears and free
of the grip of hatred that he had felt towards all people all his life, as far back as he could
remember.
Adrian’s eyes were blazing. “Blimey! That’s a bit of a horrible, violent, sexist story! I
wouldn’t have thought that YOU would have written a story about castration!”
Gloria looked a bit defensive. “It wasn’t about castration, it was about not carrying
out castration!”
“Yes, but your two young ladies there were going to do it, in all its graphic detail.
You shouldn’t be writing things like that! Might put ideas into people’s heads!”
“Sorry if I have offended you, but I thought it was quite a good set of ideas about
what love really is.”
“What is love then? How do you define it?” Adrian asked. “I know what I think love
is, but what do you say?”
Gloria sat quietly and thought.
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“I define love as non-violence.”
“What does that mean?” he asked.
“You can only show love - non-violence - by listening, studying, finding out, caring.
In order to love a baby girl, for example, you don’t just cuddle her and say ‘goo,
goo’. You need to understand her needs, give her milk at the right temperature, at
the right time; find out how warm she needs to be, how much sleep she needs.
True love is not a warm and fuzzy feeling; it is an effort; it is hard work.
“I used to think that violence meant shouting and swearing and hitting people.
Assaulting and injuring people. Raping and murdering people. But I have come to
understand that it means violating another person’s soul. In order to be non-violent
you need to understand the other person’s soul, and take great care not to violate
it.”
“Is smacking a naughty child a violent act?” he wondered.
“It can be,” she replied, “if the adult is venting his or her own anger, or using
smacking as a punishment. I personally don’t think it is violence if it is giving clear
information about boundaries. If a hot stove burns a child, the stove is not being
violent, is it? The pain sensation is simply clear information to the child not to
touch. A smack to make it clear to a child that they must not step off the pavement
into the road can be non-violent information.
“In contrast, people often violate the souls of other people in a very gentle sort of
way – but it is still violence. It is still the opposite of love. They know what the
other person wants; it opposes what they want; they think up plans to get what
they want anyway. That is violence. Some people may come up with a plan to
attack and rob the other person using obvious violence; others may try to get what
they want by bribery or false promises. Some people master the art of being really
nice all the time, and they find ways to get round other people, to manipulate them,
to persuade them to give in to their wishes. Some simply ignore the other people
in their lives and get on and do what they themselves want without asking or even
thinking about whether they are violating the souls or the wishes of those other
people. Passive aggressive people commit violent acts all the time, and yet they
persuade themselves - and others - that they are not violent at all. Being passive is
not non-violent and loving. You can’t give out love without some work, some
effort, putting in the work of care and attention.”
“So do you have to give in to other people all the time? Never get what you want
at all?”
“Oh no, that’s violence towards your own soul. You need to be the guardian of
your own soul, make sure no-one ever violates your soul. Stand up for yourself!
Speak truth to power! That’s what I was trying to show when I wrote about Eva in
the story. She didn’t want to hurt anyone, but she was certain that she was not
going to let herself and the other people be violated. That was a story. In real life,
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there is always a win-win way, where you get what you want and the other person
gets what they want as well. You just have to work to find it.”
“I asked you, ‘What is love’ and you have said lots of words, but I still don’t
understand. I have a dog at home, a black Labrador called Prince. I really love my
dog. How does that compare with what you’ve told me?”
“Think about how you love your dog. You feel warm and loving towards Prince,
and love the way he lays his head on your knee, and gazes soulfully into your eyes.
You see that he loves you, unconditionally, and you feel love for him too. But love
is not the feeling you have, it is the work you put in to care for the dog. If you act
in an unloving way, for example if you shut your dog up in the garage for several
days, and don’t bother to feed him, let alone take him for a walk, when you
eventually go to see him, he might bite you!
“Generally speaking, being unloving has no reward, and you can get bitten. And
being loving may or may not have a reward. You can put lots of effort into loving a
dog or courting a young lady or bringing up a child, and still find they go away and
leave you.”
Adrian looked annoyed. “If there is a person you want to love you, and they don’t,
you get this horrible feeling inside you, don’t you? It’s a sort of screwed up feeling
in my guts, that I get when I think about Jennifer, when I try to think of ways to
make her love me. I get to feel like the unfed dog, that I want to bite someone!”
“Yes, that’s what happens emotionally when you can’t control another person.
They don’t do what you want - they won’t do what you want! So the loving thing to
do is, as I said, to give up the controlling self. Stop trying to pull their strings. Focus
only on your own behaviour. Give love to them by listening carefully, understanding
their needs and wishes, trying to make their life better.
“You don’t have to agree with their wishes; just understand them and work to
make them come true. You don’t have to agree with your dog that chewing a bone
is the most marvellous thing - you just have to give your dog a bone from time to
time.
“If you give as much love as you possibly can to the other person, you know what?
You feel happier, your resentment subsides, life becomes sweet. You don’t even
have to tell the other person that you are giving them love. You might choose to
give love to your mother, or to the old man down the road, or to the bees or the
flowers in the woods. You choose a love object and give it your time and attention,
and you will feel lovely. That is my experience.”
“Thank you, Gloria. You really are a wise woman, even though you talk too much
and have such strong ideas.”
“And if you love someone,” she added, “and observe that they do not return your
love, you have to find the right time to let go. Work on evaporating your
resentment; don’t become hateful. Keep on loving them from a distance, but give
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up the idea that they will love you. Open your mind to the possibility of a new love
object. OK?”
She sat still and quiet for a while.
“Living with someone in a state of love is indescribable. My husband Bertie and I
were deeply in love throughout our marriage. I’d like to show you my favourite
love letter from him.”
My darling Gloria,
On this our twenty-fifth wedding anniversary lovely thoughts come crowding to my mind,
our wedding day, outings on the old bikes, picnics, tramps in the woods, camp fires,
enjoying the country scene, a sunset or a tiny flower together.
The simple, the good things in life are so grandly satisfying when shared with you my
darling. You have given me a spiritual richness and a world of our own which soars beyond
material values. If I am ever gloomy, just the thought of you can flood my mind with
sunshine.
I am thinking now of all the adventures we have had at home and abroad - and you my
darling, the centre of it all, the strength, the courage and buoyancy of spirit that carries us
through our little troubles.
Thank you darling for a wonderful twenty-five years and thank God for joining us.
I am in love with you always, Bertie x
Gloria sat there, dewy-eyed, for some time, then she looked through her folder for
another piece of paper.
“Here is your poem for this week. With love from me!”
Seeking Love
Sometimes I have the feeling of wanting something more,
But I don’t know what it is, said the woman,
So I go on looking for that something;
Meanwhile life goes on and is quite ordinary and boring.
I know what it is, said the angel,
Flying lovingly near the woman’s soft hair.
I’ll tell you if you ask me!
I’m OK, said the man, I’m doing rather well in life.
Everything has worked out fine, except relationships.
I’m quite rich and own a lovely property,
So it’s OK, I can buy companionship.
But what is your heart crying out for?
Cried the angel, Tell me the truth!
What do you really want?
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When I was a little girl, said the woman,
What I wanted was to be loved, really loved.
But my mother loved my Dad, and my sisters,
And there was not enough love left for me.
So you wanted to be loved? said the angel,
And when did you stop wanting to be loved?
Are you seeking something different now?
In my experience, said the man, it is impossible to find love.
All the girl-friends I have had have let me down.
I have worked hard, and earned lots of money to impress them;
I am successful, with lots to offer, but they won’t give me their love.
Oh, said the angel, you have sought money and success.
That’s funny. Why did you seek those instead of love?
How much time have you spent on learning about love?

Well, said the woman, I haven’t spent time on earning money.
I don’t have much money because I spend it all on clothes
And hairstyles and make-up, so I am attractive to attract a man,
Who will give me the happiness and love I crave.
Goodness me, said the angel, make-up and fashion?
What do they have to do with love?
Have you spent any time and energy on love itself?
Time and energy? said the man, as if he’d heard the angel. I am very busy.
I work hard, earning money and doing business,
So when I have time off, I need to relax and enjoy myself.
Are you saying I should put extra time and energy on looking for love?
Yes, time and energy, said the angel, and attitude;
To earn money, you must take it seriously; work hard at skills.
What serious effort have you made to get love skills?
I don’t need skills to deserve love! cried the woman,
I just want a wonderful man to come along and give love to me.
Can’t you see that I am attractive and loveable? A luscious prize?
You’d like to love me, wouldn’t you? she asked the man.
The angel smiled to herself.
She could see the woman had no love to give;
She just wanted to receive love.
The man spoke to the woman. Would you like to love me? he said.
I can offer you a lovely home, a fantastic car,
Holidays in the sun and even a swimming pool in the garden.
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You can share all this in exchange for loving me.
Oho, so you want love too, thought the angel
What dear little children you both are,
Both still craving the love that humans are born to crave.
Oh no, said the woman. You’ve misunderstood, she told the man.
I don’t want to love you. I want you to love me! Look how lovely I am!
You can have me to love and care for, to worship and adore,
And to make your life complete, for ever.
The angel fluttered past their passionate faces.
Listen to me! She pleaded silently.
Love is the most important thing in life. You must learn!
The sun came out and shone on the dewdrops in the grass,
Which flashed brilliantly like diamonds. The two human beings gasped.
They had both had an insight at the same time. Seeking love was nonsense.
They both had to learn how to give love. Then life would make sense.
The angel with her gossamer wings looked beautiful.
They saw through her into a heavenly realm;
They each saw their own hearts full of love.
So I can stop earning money, and leave the rat-race and just love you?
He asked the woman. But I don’t know what love is, what you want.
I can feel the longing and craving in my own heart. How do I make love?
How do I find something worthy to give to you? And everyone else too?
Luckily, whispered the angel, you already have love!
It is deep in your heart. It comes from the Universal Spirit.
It is the energy of the universe, and it is limitless.
Amazing, said the woman. I didn’t know how to find love to give to you,
But here it is in my heart all along. Help! I don’t know how to use it.
It is like having an unused lip-stick and powder-puff in the drawer,
But it is more complicated. I have to find out more about love!
You darling, said the angel, you are so sweet,
Your face doesn’t need make-up, it is so lovely.
Never forget to learn about love every day!
I always knew money could not buy love, said the man,
But I had no idea what else to do. I just followed the rules of the world.
It was so hard, wanting and seeking something unknown, without success.
Now I can feel the hope of joy starting to grow in my heart.
Goodnight, dear children, sang the angel
I am going back to God in Heaven, and will play my harp,
To celebrate two more people who have understood about love.
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Chapter 6 Co-operation, not
Competition
Third week of May
He visited again the following week. It was raining again, so he parked his bike and
came in dripping, taking off his waterproof coat as he came in the door.
She looked at his face and saw that he looked as gloomy as the weather.
He hung his wet coat up in the kitchen, and came into the sitting room with a mug
of tea. He had looked all around the kitchen, searching for the comfort of one of
her delicious cakes, but there was no sign of any baking.
“No cake, then,” he said dolefully, “That just about sums it up. Life is utterly
miserable.”
He sat down and tried to compose himself, to feel the peace he usually felt when
he came here. But as he relaxed and felt more calm, a big tear oozed out of his eye
and formed a drip on the end of his nose. He had to put down his mug and find a
handkerchief.
Gloria just watched, patiently, without saying anything.
Then, after a while, she said, “There’s an ice-cream cake in the freezer. It was really
warm weather today, before the rain came, so I made an ice-cream cake.”
His eyes lit up, despite himself.
“So there you see, when your expectations are dashed and you think all hope is
lost, sometimes all it means is that there is something better just round the corner.
Or is this case, in the freezer.”
He followed her out into the kitchen and watched her get the cake out.
It
looked absolutely wonderful, with a crunchy biscuit base and swirls of ice-cream
smothered with toffee sauce and curls of chocolate.
“Henry - do you know Henry, from the Manor? - Henry brought me some eggs,
and I made the ice-cream myself out of a sort of egg custard.”
She went to the dresser and brought over some dinner-plates ‘so we can have
some really big slices’ and soon they were sitting down in the sitting room tackling
their huge portions with tiny tea-spoons.
In between spoonfuls, Adrian began to tell her why he was so miserable. Jennifer
had dumped him. He had lost his job. He had been badly ridiculed by Gavin. He was
a sad and lonely man.
Adrian was surprised at the quality of listening that Gloria was able to give to him.
He had reached the conclusion that she was good at talking, at expressing her own
strongly held views, and that she expected her audience to listen to those views
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rather than doing any listening herself. Although the silences that she introduced in
their session together always helped. The ear listens to words, but the heart listens
to silences.
He told her about his recent encounter with Jennifer.
Jennifer had bumped into Adrian down by the river, and they had sat on a bench on
the tow-path, throwing sticks into the river. When they ‘went out’ as girl-friend
and boy-friend it was usually to have an evening meal at one of the pubs or cafes,
or sometimes to watch a film at the cinema. They had started going out about six
months ago, when Adrian had plucked up courage and asked her if she would go
out on a date with him. Afterwards, he had walked her back to the gate of her
parents’ bungalow and had given her a fleeting kiss on the lips. And to his joy, at the
White Hart the next evening, the pub where the gang met every night, she had
sidled up to him and put her arm round his shoulders and had announced to the
whole gang, ‘Ady and I are going out.’
So she had officially been his girlfriend for weeks now, but there hadn’t seemed to
be any forward movement, no sense of ‘getting anywhere’. Adrian had found it all
rather emotional and unsatisfactory, as if he couldn’t do anything right and didn’t
know what he was doing wrong. And in truth, they didn’t talk very much on their
‘dates’, so he didn’t really know what she was thinking and feeling.
But last Saturday afternoon it had been different. They had just sat on the bench by
the river in an unhurried way, throwing sticks in and giggling when one of the sticks
was caught in the weed and the other ‘won’, only to find the next time a different
fate befell the sticks. Then they had run about like children, looking for more and
‘better’ sticks, then back to sitting quietly on the bench, side by side, not opposite
as they did in cafés.
Jennifer had begun to talk to him about things deep inside her. She told him she had
been very good at IT at school, better than most of the boys. She was keen to tell
Adrian that technical subjects were not anything to do with being male or female,
and she didn’t like people pointing out that it was strange that she was good at IT.
She was just pleased to find a subject in which she excelled effortlessly, and had
planned to go on to study it.
But now she didn’t know what to do. She had an offer of a place at university, right
down south in Plymouth, but it seemed so far to go! Her mother was ill, and last
week the diagnosis had come through: cancer, with maybe only two more years to
live. So Jennifer thought she’d give up the university place and stay with her
mother. But if she did that, what job would she do? Perhaps she could teach herself
something simple like bookkeeping, do a course on the internet, then get a job with
a local firm? But all the local firms seemed to be struggling, quite a few closing
down.
Adrian listened to her, quietly and carefully. He understood the great blessing of
good quality listening. He had read an article recently, saying that some people
spend the time someone else is speaking simply waiting for their turn; composing
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sentences to say; trying to gauge whether it is time to jump in or not. People often
spend time half listening to the problem and thinking up a good solution, so as to
tell the speaker what to do. Whereas good listening means listening with the heart,
not the ears and mind.
Adrian thought of himself as a good listener and down there by the river, he set his
own self aside, listened to Jennifer’s words, and tried to understand the feelings in
her heart.
“So really, I’d like to stay here and not go off to university. Mum doesn’t seem ill at
all yet, so she doesn’t need me to look after her or anything, but I’d like to be
around; give her a flower or a little kiss each day; sometimes cook simple meals for
her and Dad. And also support Dad, because he has a difficult journey ahead of him.
I’d just like the last couple of years of Mum’s life to be good quality years. Dying
young isn’t a tragedy at all really; it’s dying without happiness and quality of life that
is a tragedy.”
She looked intense and passionate as she said this, but quite clear and almost
happy. But then she steered her words to something that she obviously felt very
strongly about in a confused sort of way.
“Yes, I’d really like to stay here and stay living with my parents, but there is one
thing I am finding hard to stand. You know what it is - it’s Gavin!”
Adrian had been shocked to hear the strength of her bitterness, and had drawn his
breath in sharply.
She had stopped talking and looked at him.
“Well, what do you think about Gavin?”
Adrian had been listening deeply to her, almost trembling at the recognition of the
emotions within her, of the suffering she had to bear because of her mother’s
illness, of the sacrifice she was willing to make by giving up university. But he had
been knocked off centre by this sudden question about Gavin.
“Will you tell me what you think about Gavin, first?” he had replied.
Suddenly her whole demeanour was changed, as if she herself had been destabilised
by her own thoughts about Gavin.
“You know I can’t stand him! He’s so creepy! The way he looks me up and down as
though my clothes were transparent! And all his power and control stuff, acting like
he is the leader of a gang. There is no gang! Except all the other weak so-and-sos
seem to get caught up in his fantasies.”
To Adrian’s surprise, she had turned to him and taken both his hands in hers.
“Adrian, I want you to topple him. I want you to go up to him and tell him there is
no gang, he is not the leader of anything, and ask him to stop behaving like he does
and leave the rest of us in peace!”
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“But he would fight me.”
“Well, fight him then!” She was almost screaming with emotion.
Adrian bit his lip.
“Jennifer, you asked me how I feel about Gavin. Well, the truth is, I feel sorry for
him. He had such a bad start in life, losing his father to suicide. Can you just imagine
it? How could a person ever overcome that? So no, I can’t fight him. And to tell
you the truth, I am a little bit scared of him. He doesn’t seem to have a normal
conscience or normal boundaries. So if I do as you ask, it might provoke him to do
something we would all regret. I think we have just got to live with him, just
tolerate him, go along with him. Not face up to him, no.”
At that point Jennifer had almost screamed into Adrian’s face.
“Well I can’t stand him, do you hear me? Either I shall go to university to escape,
or I shall find a new boyfriend who cares enough about me to stand up to Gavin!
As for you and me, we are finished, do you hear?”
And she had run away crying along the towpath.
Adrian looked up at Gloria as he finished telling the story.
“As I tell the story to you, I can see where I went wrong. When Jennifer explained
how worried she was about Gavin and his behaviour, it would have been better for
me to have agreed with her, comforted her. Whereas what I did was go against
her. Basically I was telling her to feel sorry for Gavin, when she wanted me to feel
sorry for her.”
Gloria smiled at him.
“You are a wise young man, sometimes,” she said.
They sat quietly, thinking about Jennifer, meditating about Jennifer, for some
minutes.
“Now tell me about your job, and what went wrong with that?” enquired Gloria.
“Nothing much to tell. I told you before, I have always wanted to be a vet, but I
didn’t get good enough grades. So a couple of years ago I went along to the vets
and asked them if I could do some job or another there and they said I could train
to be a vet nurse. They said they like men as vet nurses, because often the nurse
has to be quite strong when it comes to restraining an animal. So that’s what I was
doing, but they dismissed me on Friday, because they don’t have enough money to
pay me. They do a lot of work for local farmers, but as you know, the farmers are
not being paid enough for the food they produce, so many of the vet’s bills are
going unpaid.”
Gloria looked at him with his head hung on his chest, disconsolate.
“So, what are you going to do?”
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“I don’t know. I think I’ll just come and listen to your stories each week until some
great idea hits me. Although it doesn’t seem fair, really. You give me stories, ideas,
new ways of looking at things AND cake, whereas I give you nothing in return.”
“You give me a lot, Adrian! You give me something to look forward to, a reason to
make cake, real-life stories to listen to.
“I told you, I don’t have any children,” she went on, “so it is lovely to have a
friendship with a young man, young enough to be my grandchild. When I was
working, helping poor people with water projects in other countries, my life was
amazing. I was travelling for several weeks a year, sometimes several months, then
back home with my darling Bertie, then off again. I didn’t want to stop that way of
life and settle down as a housewife and mother. It was a conscious decision, but
one I have regretted from time to time. If I had had children, what would they have
been like, now, as adults? What would it have been like to be a granny? I don’t feel
a huge regret, because the life I had was so good, and I feel filled with gratitude for
what I did and what I learnt. But it is interesting to find out that most people have
regrets about what they didn’t do. Rarely do people regret taking courage and
doing something. So remember that! Be brave, and take bold steps in your life!”
He asked her a few questions about what she had done, where she had been. Then
he asked her how she saw her future.
“One of the things I keep thinking about is what I am going to do with the rest of
my life. My husband, Bertie, died here in this cottage just over eight years ago, and
after that I thought I’d live out my days here, just writing stories and looking after
my plants. It is absolutely lovely here, peaceful, full of joy - but many of my stories
are about community, and I wonder if my destiny is to leave this place and launch
myself into mainstream life again, being concerned with and concerned about other
people? I wondered what would happen when I put that postcard in the fish and
chip shop. Not much, you are the only person who has come to listen to my
stories. Not much, but a great deal.”
They had finished their slices of ice-cream cake and were feeling comfortable and
companionable. Sharing stories of their difficulties was bringing them closer
together.
“I have chosen a story for this week,” said Gloria. “I chose it before you came, and
I hope it is OK with you if I go ahead with it?”
He nodded assent. Sometimes the stories she read seemed oddly inappropriate,
but one of the aspects he enjoyed about these visits and stories was the
strangeness of Gloria; her views were quite original and different from his mates
and the TV.
“Last week,” she said, “I was talking about the female attitude and how it can be
more loving than a man’s, based on the idea that a woman is the bearer of babies,
and that encourages real unselfish love. Another attribute of women is that they
seem naturally more co-operative than men. I am not saying that men are never co113

operative, but many men seem ready to compete and fight much of the time. It
seems to be their natural way of being. Of course, they can learn to overcome
their competitive nature once they are on the path to self-development, personal
growth and understanding, but many men don’t want to learn. And some women
fight for power too! They like being competitive, and especially they love the buzz
of winning.
“Anyway, this week my stories are about co-operation.”
“Hey, Gloria, I was reading something about human co-operation at the weekend. I
have been following up on some of the things you have been telling me, so I was
reading about the history of the human species and how they used to live before
people had oil. And I found a book that went right back to the beginnings of human
culture, and it said that people were on this Earth, living as tribes, for the first 100
000 or maybe 200 000 years of human history. They don’t know how many years,
because there was no written history back then. And for all that time, people lived
co-operatively, just as troupes of monkeys or prides of lions live co-operatively.
“They didn’t act as if they were separate or superior to nature,” Adrian continued.
“Each tribe was responsible; each tribe took care of itself. Because the people in
the tribe shared everything, there was no need for money. If they had a quarrel
with another tribe they might have a fight but it would be more of a posturing fight,
showing who was the strongest, not actually killing each other. There were no
wars, because lands were considered sacred and everyone respected the animals
and other people who lived in different places. The most amazing thing I found out
was that these people only needed to spend about two hours a day looking for
food! The rest of the time they could play with the children, or paint pictures, or
tell stories. No stress!
“Then, about seven thousand years ago, some people discovered the ideas of
agriculture, and growing and storing food, and that’s when the ideas of greed and
laziness kicked in. If a man had a big barn full of corn, he needn’t do any work: he
could make other people do his work because he had the wealth; he had the
power; he had the food that would keep them alive or not. So after that the people
with power gradually took over almost the whole world from the sustainable
tribes. Today there are a few powerful people who call the shots, and everyone
else is a sort of slave, working eight or more hours a day and being miserable.
“It got me thinking. Maybe when people say it is human nature to be greedy and
lazy, maybe that isn’t true? I know I like working if I am doing something rewarding
that makes me feel good. Maybe people - including men - are naturally kind and cooperative, and the greedy, lazy people who seek power, or the men who want to
fight and compete, have a sort of mental illness?”
Gloria was looking enthused and excited.
“Oh, please give me that book to read. It sounds very interesting.”
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“OK, I shall lend it to you, but it might not be true!” He smiled. “You know
Darwin’s Natural Selection says people will inevitably develop - and have developed
- a selfish gene. Perhaps 100 000 years of happy humans is nothing but a rosy
dream?”
“I like the first book best - it fits with my theories!” exclaimed Gloria. “I see inside
each modern person a sort of little demon that says, ‘I want other people to do
what I want to do!’ And they try to make people do things. But I don’t think a
person can have any legitimate authority over others, whatever their natural
selection past might be. Whether you have money; whether you are a king or born
into the nobility; whether you are clever and have degrees and qualifications;
whether you have an elected position or have gradually worked your way up to
become senior in an organisation; whether you are taller or older or from a
different race that you think is superior: nothing gives you legitimate authority to
tell others what to do - except with their agreement, for their own good.”
“It’s OK for parents and teachers to have authority over their children, I think,”
replied Adrian, “because they want to be good to the children. They have a kindly
sort of power. It’s the unkind sort of power that is bad. Is there a way to stop
people having unkind power?”
“Say you are in charge of something and you are trying to make people do what
you want, what you think is right. How do you do this well?” asked Gloria. “It’s
about giving up following the little voice inside you, the selfish I, the ego, the selfcentred space of fear. Instead, learn to trust in the flow - the marvellous flow of
universal energy and love. You mustn’t give up and do nothing! That is not why
human beings are on this Earth. You must be diligent, work hard, be the hands of
God. Once you are in the flow, you feel so energised and happy - it’s quite amazing!
You feel the energy flowing, the power of good actually rushing through you. Once
you are in the flow, you want nothing more than for the flow to increase, so you
add your individual energy and power to the universal flow. You feel great,
energised, joyful, alive.
“The energy is picked up by the people who are working with you or living with
you, and you all flow along together; you don’t have to make people do what you
want; they do what they want and it is the same thing that you want. It feels like
some otherworldly power. Yet it is the opposite of power - you feel the
marvellous co-operation that comes from giving up power. This is the most
important lesson we have to teach the children. To give up their selfishness and
self-centredness and find their way into the flow of universal love.”
“You may be right Gloria, but it’s very difficult, because I DO want to do what I
want to do. I don’t want anyone else telling me what to do! When Gavin says he is
the chief and I have to do what he says or I shall be punished, I hate that.”
“Of course,” replied Gloria. ”You want your freedom, your autonomy - quite
rightly - but that doesn’t mean you can choose an individual path forwards in life,
because there are so many other people, and they want their autonomy too. They
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keep bumping into you, crossing you, preventing the flow. If you choose to go your
own, individual, selfish way, you keep banging into brick walls, and you get a
headache. There are just so many problems and people in the way. You think you
have to get control of them to get them out of your way. It doesn’t work. You get
depressed.
“So, you need to find a way forward that suits you and suits them too. My model is
to give up control and leave it all to the Divine. I sometimes think of myself as the
hands and brain of God. I don’t ‘decide’ what is going to happen - I wait in silence,
and listen to the answer. Once the Path is discovered, I have always found it to be
a wonderful, joyful path. Life unfolds and delivers what I want. I experience
serendipity, synchronicity - and so do the other people around me!”
They both sat in silence or a few minutes. Then she spoke again.
“I tell you what, I have thought of an analogy. I rode an elephant once in India. I was
wearing just a swimming costume, and I sat on the elephant’s neck, and held her
ears. We went down to the river, where we were going for a swim. The elephant
was huge and had her own ideas of where she was going; I had no power or
control over the elephant. She just walked steadily and firmly in the direction she
was going. But at the same time, she was sensitive and intelligent, and so I was able
to steer her a little by gentle tugs to her ears. This is how I think free will and
destiny work. Destiny, the way the world is going, is huge, and it just goes forward,
carrying us with it. The fate of Britain and Europe and the world is not under the
control of human beings. The world is just going forward, like the elephant did. But
each of us, gently and carefully, can do our little bit to help steer the world in a
different and better direction.”
Adrian was interested in this. “I have told you before, I don’t believe in God,
because I had too much of the Bible stuffed into me as a child. Put me right off! And
so many wars seem to be about religion. But I quite like this idea of giving up my
power. The Lord’s prayer says ‘Thy will be done, not my will’. Is that what you
mean?”
She nodded.
“But the key thing,” he went on, “is the others would have to do it too. There
would have to be a pact between us. Then we could stop fighting and being mean
to each other; then we could be co-operative.”
“Yes, you’ve got it. I choose to give up my autonomy, and you give yours up too.
That’s the deal. I used to try to get my colleagues to do this back in the days when I
was working. ‘Let’s all give up control’ I would cry. But then they would think I was
inviting them to give up their power so I would have control over them. Most
people didn’t understand the idea of us all, together, submitting to the will of the
universal spirit. When you are in a competitive mind-set, you daren’t give up your
autonomy, because you think you are giving it TO another person. They will have
won! That wouldn’t do, everyone needs to be cautious, it is not right for someone
to be under the thumb of another person. Yes, the way is for you and the other
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person to give up their autonomy together, in a pact. No power to me, no power
to you and no gurus.”
“So when I find a passion in me, and want to make a dream come true, do I have to
give it up? Do I just become a passive person, going with the flow?” asked Adrian.
“Oh no, human passion is the greatest thing. It is part of the flow. What you have
to give up is personal power, personal autonomy. Give them up! They are the
enemy! Listen to those little selfish voices inside your head, then smile at them and
shake your head. Be self-disciplined - the greatest form of love. When you find
yourself going head to head in an argument with someone, you know the bad
energy is rising up, your selfish self. You can feel it rising, you start to feel screwed
up inside. Observe it, then give it up. Give up your Self. Succumb to God, to the
flow. You will find, against all your expectations, that your real spiritual Self will
blossom.”
“Sounds great, Gloria, and I must say my own thoughts about self-discipline being
important as I mature into being a man, those thoughts agree with what you say.”
“For me,” she said, “it helps that I believe in this sort of God that is one universal
spirit, like an ocean; each of us is a drop of water in the ocean. If I am one with the
ocean, how can I compete with the ocean?
“Now for a story about co-operation. Are you sitting comfortably?”
Banished to the Underworld
Long, long ago, Rhea (daughter of the earth goddess Gaia and the sky god Uranus), and
Kronos, the god of time, had three sons called Zeus, Hades and Poseidon. After he had
grown up, Zeus defeated his father, Kronos to become supreme, and then he divided the
universe between himself and his brothers. Zeus became god of the sky, Hades the god of
the underworld and Poseidon the god of the sea. The ancient Earth, Gaia, could not be
claimed; she was left to all three.
That was long ago; in my story, each of these male gods still rules a space inside each
person.
Zeus rules the love and light inside us, the openness and honesty, the care for others and
for nature. Zeus represents our link to the spirit in the sky, to time and timelessness, to
infinity. Zeus is our most powerful spirit; light, airy, full of sunlight and joy. He encourages
altruism, kindness, truth, acts of loving kindness. Zeus is the god of the sky and the ruler
of all the other gods.
Hades rules our secret selves, our deep fears, our subconscious worries. Hades is always
looking out for number one, guarding the ego, making sure our Self is not exploited by
others. Hades is moaning and miserable, saying (or often feeling silently), “It’s not fair!
He’s got more than me! She’s prettier than me! They live in a nicer house than me! He’s
got an easier life than me! She’s not working as hard as me!” Hades leads each of us
towards selfishness, greed and laziness and thus along the road to hell, encouraging us to
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collude with each other in making this behaviour seem normal. Hades thrives on secrecy,
conspiracy and unvoiced fears. He is the god of darkness, the god of the underworld.
Poseidon is the god of the sea, of earthquakes and of wild horses; he rules the anger inside
us. Poseidon is the god of violent, unpredictable movement; when he stamps his foot or
hits his trident on the ground, the earth trembles. He is the god of the sea: moody, violent,
raging, uncaring. Poseidon rules our inner rage and leads us towards becoming blind and
uncaring towards the world, other people and ultimately ourselves. He is bad tempered
and tempestuous, saying “I’m going to do what I want to do! I hate the lot of you! I don’t
care!” Poseidon encourages swearing, violence and wanton destruction. We are under the
influence of Poseidon when we ride along on our own violent feelings as if we are out of
control, as if we are riding a wild horse.
The three gods had three sisters, Hera, Hestia and Demeter. The three women were
more outward looking than their brothers; more concerned with the way mortals interact
with each other than with the inner turmoil within each person.
Hera, the most powerful of the three women, queen of the gods, and goddess of women,
looks after marriage, family, birth and home. For millions of years she has protected
women, deterred men from having affairs out of wedlock, helped with childbirth and
encouraged strong family ties.
Hestia is the goddess of the hearth and fireside, family life, domesticity, the extended
family, architecture, and the state. She cares for the functioning of the family and the upbringing of children as they gather round the fire at the centre of the home, so is
responsible for the warm love between parents and their children. She oversees the
interaction between the state and local communities. Over recent years, as she cares for
the warmth of the home and the long-term energy needs of the state, she has embraced
renewable energy into her realm.
Demeter is the goddess of agriculture, growth, fertility of the soil, corn, grain and the
harvest, the seasons, divine order, unwritten law (as a mark of the civilised existence of
agricultural society) and the cycle of life and death. Recently she has taken on the
development of local sustainable communities and local food.
Long ago, Hera married her brother Zeus, the king of the gods. These days, he was still a
tall handsome guy and had ruled the sky for millions of years now, but Hera felt the whole
thing was not working out as well as it could. She felt that he had not had enough
empathy with his brothers when he shared out the universe. So one day, she called all six
gods and goddesses together.
“I mean!” she said to the gathering, “How would you like to be king of the underworld?
No-one wants to be in a dark hell-hole all the time. I think you should just abolish the
underworld, Zeus.”
Hades immediately withdrew inside himself. His face took on an expression of deep fear
and everyone felt that he was silently sending bitter curses towards Hera. She turned and
smiled at him with her radiant smile. “I don’t mean we are going to take your kingdom
away from you and give you nothing! Come on, you’re a member of the family too. Don’t
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be so suspicious. I am trying to think of a new way forward that will be good for
everyone.”
Hera turned to Poseidon. He had risen to his feet with a look of wild anger in his eyes,
and had his triton held above his head ready to bring it crashing down and cause an
earthquake at a moment’s notice. “Oh come on, Possy,” she said, “You must have had
enough of all these tempests by now! Wouldn’t you like to be smiling and happy, with
peace in your heart? Can’t you imagine beautiful calm seas, lapping gently at the shores,
with no more fear of shipwrecks?”
Poseidon was almost too angry to speak. “You stupid, weak woman!” he cursed. “Stop
interfering!”
Hestia spoke briefly. “I have been in charge of the hearths, fire and family life all these
many thousands of years, and I agree with Hera, it is not as good as it could be. So much
fear and anger has developed through you three men, that we have reached the point
where family life is no longer as important as it once was. People are less and less happy.
There’s not enough wood for their fires or oil for their cars, the TV has taken over from
the hearth as the centre of attraction, the electricity supply is no longer secure and
everything is looking quite bleak, as far as family life is concerned. I would like to see us go
forward to a renewable energy future, with family homes supplied by local renewable
energy. I’d like the TV programmes to move towards stories full of love and happiness, not
fear and anger. You know what I think: emotion grows where the attention goes. So if the
family watches murder films or soaps in which people are nasty to each other, then
everyone becomes more nasty! There, I’ve had my say. I hope you come up with a good
plan, sister Hera.”
Demeter spoke even more briefly. “I have been in charge of the corn, grain and the
harvest all these many thousands of years, and I agree with Hera, it is not as good as it
could be. In fact, it’s quite ridiculous. The big companies have invented genetically modified
crops so that poor farmers can no longer save their own seed; people in England import
apples from New Zealand; no-one seems to know how to make their own bread or cheese
anymore. My idea is that everyone should return to the idea of growing and processing
their own food locally. I hope you come up with a good plan, sister Hera.”
Hera turned towards the three men. “What I think has gone wrong is this. You three took
over a separate part of the universe to rule over, and that meant you have been in
competition with each other. We three sisters are not in competition. We work cooperatively. If the food harvest is good, that makes the family life better. If the marriage is
good, and the hearth is good, then everyone is happy. If the people are happy and strong,
they work well and the harvest is likely to be good. But if the weather is bad and the food
harvest is poor one year, then they are able to help each other survive the difficulties. Our
spheres of influence overlap, and help and support each other’s sphere. We don’t have
clear lines of demarcation, but we do have a common aim - for people and families to live
in abundance and happiness.”
“I’m sick of these stupid mortals,” said Zeus. “Don’t forget, it took me two million years to
get my lovely sphere of air clean and well-balanced enough for life to exist. All that work! I
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came up with such an amazing plan to grow thick forests and then to bury them all as
coal. That got the carbon dioxide underground, didn’t it! Brilliant! And then all that oil and
gas buried underground too! But, if I do say it myself, I thought my best idea of all was to
get those countless billions of tiny shellfish in the sea to make their shells out of calcium,
taking carbonate out of the water, so that huge amounts of carbon dioxide were trapped
in vast chalk deposits. Trapped for ever, I thought. The air clean and pure for the mortals
for ever, I thought. But what did the stupid creatures do! Dig up the coal and burn it!
Extract oil and gas and use it up in cars and planes! Dig up the chalk and make it into
concrete! In two hundred years, half my work of two million years is undone!”
Hera went over and gave him a kiss on the cheek. “There, there, dear. I think most of
them have realised the error of their ways. They are going to stop all that nonsense soon.”
Hades growled. “No they are not! There are secret meetings going on to ensure the
money from the fossil fuels keeps increasing. The leaders tell all the mortals it is a good
thing, this economic growth. The plans are all undercover; dishonesty abounds; the
underworld is full of evil. I know; it is where I live.”
“Well there you are then!” replied Hera. “It is just as I said. You three brothers shared
your domains out very unwisely. Even you, Zeus, who thought you had the best part of the
universe, have ended up very unhappy, with all your lovely air so polluted”.
Poseidon butted in. “My oceans are worse! There are some nuclear submarines beginning
to leak plutonium! Fukushima is sending plumes of radioactivity right across my oceans!
There are huge islands of plastic waste drifting in the currentless areas, millions of tiny
plastic microbeads, and in some places, there are hardly any fish at all!”
“So are you agreeing or quarrelling?” Hera, even with her regal beautiful face, was looking
slightly peeved. “It is all plain to me. You three men need to get together and redistribute
your domains. Go and work it out so you find a co-operative way forward.”
She sat down with her sisters and they made themselves a cup of ambrosia while they
waited for their brothers to come up with a plan.
Soon the boys were back. Zeus spoke.
“We are going to have one day each on each domain. I’m going to do air on Mondays and
Thursdays, sea on Tuesdays and Fridays and the underworld on Wednesdays and
Saturdays. And we are all going to have Sundays off.”
Hera laughed. “Well, that’s no good! You’ll all lose track of what you are doing. There will
be major communication errors. You’ll forget where you’ve got to with the tides, and what
do you think will happen to the weather if no-one’s looking out for it on Sundays? It’s a
good try, but dividing everything up into small chunks like that is not really co-operative
management, it’s more like abrogating responsibility. Go away and have another think,
please.”
Soon they were back again. This time Hades spoke.
“We are going to do it like this. I am going to have air for a year, then sea the second
year, then the underworld the third year. So after a year, we are going to swapsey around.
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Each of us is going to have a fair crack of the whip at each domain. I must say I am
looking forward to it. I am going to do a far better job of air than Zeus ever did, and as
for the sea, old Possy is past it, I am going to do it really well.”
Zeus and Poseidon roared at him, and they almost came to blows. Hestia and Demeter
intervened and pulled them apart.
Hera looked very stern indeed.
“I don’t think you boys know what co-operation means. And as for love, I am sure you
don’t know the meaning of that word, Zeus, you weak male creature, always chasing
nymphs for sex. I can feel a new power coming on me, and I have decided to banish all
three of you to the underworld for the next million years.”
And ‘poof’ they were gone.
She smiled at her sisters.
“Well then girls, let’s see how well we can run the world for a few thousand centuries. The
air: warm sun, gentle breezes and light rain with no typhoons or anything else that causes
damage. The sea: calm waters, enough surf at the edges to provide fun for the mortals,
but no tsunamis or raging storms. Happy families, renewable energy, local food and love
and co-operation between everyone. And new inspiration to all the mortals to care for their
children and their lovely world, repair the damage; act with kindness and compassion.”
“The mortal men as well as the women?” asked Hestia.
“Of course!” replied Hera. “Now the mortal men are no longer influenced by the bad
examples of our brothers, they will start behaving like noble heroes. Their greed and
selfishness with be things of the past. They will forget they ever thought that earning lots
of money at the expense of others was ‘successful’. You, Demeter, will ensure that they
harvest all they need close to home and you, Hestia, will ensure they feel utterly joyful at
their own hearth. Let’s usher in a new era of happiness, for mortal men as well as mortal
women!”
She winked. “But never forget I am the goddess of women. Women power!”
“Hey, you are a bit of feminist, aren’t you?” Adrian said.
“Perhaps I am, Adrian, just a little bit! I love the female energy, the spirit of being
good and kind and co-operative. All people have this energy, men as well as
women. The other type of good energy, the good male energy, is the spirit of being
strong, diligent and determined. That is a wonderful spirit too, and so
complementary to the female spirit. We all need to nurture both spirits within us.
“My story about the Greek goddesses was really trying to say that in our current
era, the energies are out of balance. The male energy is not working to keep
humanity in harmony with nature, and we are going along a path which is putting us
in peril!
“It would be good if the women of the world could rise up and lead us to a more
gentle and compassionate era, don’t you think? The age of Aquarius, perhaps. You
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know the song: ‘This is the dawning of the Age of Aquarius: When the Moon is in the
seventh house and Jupiter aligns with Mars then peace will guide the planets and love will
steer the stars’?”
“Not sure about the Age of Aquarius! That was a musical long ago, in the sixties.
But maybe you are right about male energy being out of balance. I have told you
before that I think the aggressive sort of energy in Gavin is a really bad sort of
energy: bad for him and bad for the village. But I don’t know how to deal with it. If I
fight it, it grows. If I ignore it, it grows. So how to overcome it?”
“Maybe you can think about that over the week to come. But here’s a little story
about another aspect of humanity. Some people say we all have a light side and a
dark side. I am not aware of anything dark inside me, so I am not sure that is true,
unless people see the little voices of selfishness and temptation as dark spirits inside
them? But I do know that many people see problems as unbearable difficulties,
rather than interesting challenges that can easily be overcome. Why this is I don’t
know, but I was thinking about this when the following story came to me.”
The People in the Pits
Melissa skipped across the beautiful meadow. What a glorious day!
The meadow was full of lush green grass, with thousands of flowers waving in the breeze.
Buttercups, meadowsweet, cranesbill; oh what a riot of colour! How Melissa’s heart
danced, as she skipped along. She burst into a happy song and wanted to jump and clap
like a child, because the world was so beautiful and everything in it was so wonderful.
Look, a butterfly! She chased it, scampering along through the tall grass as if she were an
animal, and soon there were four butterflies dancing ahead of her. And bees, listen to the
humming of the bees! Looking further into the distance, she smiled at the waving lines of
trees at the edge of the field, then at the woodlands stretching beyond, and in the distance
the sparkling sea.
Then suddenly she came to a halt.
She paused at the edge of a deep pit. It was so deep that the sun did not penetrate to the
bottom, and it was so dull and dismal down there that at first she could see nothing. The
sides were made of slippery grey clay, and the pit smelt dank, sour, unpleasant. As her
eyes grew accustomed to the dull light at the bottom of the pit, she suddenly realised that
there was a person down there, a woman sitting on a stool.
“Oh no!” Melissa thought, “Poor soul! I must help her to escape!”
She looked around to see if she could find a way down to the bottom of the pit, and to her
surprise, saw there was a ladder leaning against the side.
“That’s strange!” she thought, “I wonder why she doesn’t climb up herself?”
She sat on the edge of the pit, her legs swinging against the side and thought about this
for a while. The old woman had her head hanging down on her chest and did not seem to
have noticed Melissa at all. She was dressed in old grey rags and her hair looked as
though it had not been washed for years. Melissa decided to try calling her.
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“Hello!” she yelled, and the woman looked up. To Melissa’s surprise she was not old at all,
but her face was grey and lined, full of sadness, anxiety and disappointment.
“Go away!” she replied.
“But I would like to come down and help you. Would you like me to lead you up the
ladder, so you can come up here into the sunshine? The field and the flowers are so
beautiful. You’d love it up here!”
“I can’t come up. I’m ill.”
“Oh, no! What’s wrong with you?”
“The doctors are no good. They can’t find out what is wrong with me. Nobody
understands how awful it is. No-one cares for me. If only they could see how ill I am, then
they might take pity on me. I feel so awful! But there’s no escape.”
“Yes there is! Come up the ladder and see how lovely it is up here. All the beauty and
fresh air will make you feel wonderful. Come on up, I’ll help you.”
“You don’t understand. I’m ill. I don’t want to come up. Go away!”
Melissa sat on the edge of the pit for some time, her heart aching for the poor woman.
But after a while she realised that there was nothing she could do if the woman didn’t
want help. So feeling rather sad, she stood up and went on her way. Soon the sadness
dispersed and she began to dance and sing again, as she made her way through the
meadow.
Then suddenly, she found another pit, with a man sitting at the bottom.
Once again, Melissa sat on the edge of the pit and stared down at this poor person. He
was not old-looking like the woman; he seemed to be quite young and handsome. But he
was wringing his hands and sighing in despair.
After a while, she began singing sweetly and very quietly to attract his attention. Sure
enough, his expression altered to wistfulness, and he stopped his hand-wringing. He took
on an attitude of intense listening and his face looked full of longing. Melissa imagined he
was dreaming of a beautiful young girl, and of love and happiness. She sang louder and
louder until suddenly, he looked up. At the sight of Melissa, a look of horror crossed his
face.
“Go away!” he shouted. “I hate women. I don’t want anything to do with you!”
“I’m not horrible!” Melissa was indignant. “I’m coming down to talk to you.”
The pit had a ladder against the side, as before, and Melissa approached it boldly, and
soon was climbing down. She stepped off the bottom rung onto the cold sticky grey clay,
and the putrid smell of the pit hit her. She moved over in the direction of the young man,
and he cringed and tried to retreat further back into the shadows.
“Hello.” She smiled at him as sweetly as she could. “I’m just a friendly person coming
down here for a chat with you.”
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He looked at her suspiciously for a few minutes, then he appeared to relax. Eventually he
even smiled.
“You look like a truly beautiful young lady, so I shall give you the benefit of the doubt. Will
you fall in love with me and rescue me from this hell?”
“Well, I’m not sure I shall fall in love with you quite that quickly, I need to get to know you
a bit first. But you never know what life has in store! Let’s climb up the ladder into the
sunshine and flowers, then I can find out more about what you are like, and you can find
out more about me.”
“Climb up the ladder! Oh no, I’m not going up there. I feel safe down here. I want you to
come and live with me here, and make it all seem not so bad.”
“But what’s the point? Why live at the bottom of a hell-hole, when there is beauty and life
and sunshine in abundance up there?”
“It’s dangerous! Don’t you see? If I go up there, and run about in the meadow, I might fall
down one of these pits! I can’t risk it. All I want is a beautiful young lady to come down
here with me and cuddle me so I am not so cold.”
Melissa felt dreadful, as if she had raised his hopes only to dash them. Part of her loving,
caring self longed to cuddle this poor young man, and warm his heart just a little. But she
could see that he had nothing to offer her, and that trying to get him out of the pit was
hopeless. So before he could touch her, she ran back to the ladder and climbed back up
into the sunshine. As she reached the top and disappeared out of his sight, she heard the
most heart-rending wail come from the lips of the young man, and she almost went back
to him.
But soon she was skipping amongst the flowers and butterflies again.
Not far ahead, she saw something going on. A man in a wheelchair had had an accident,
and was lying on his side. As she ran to help him, she saw that he had an expression of
intense determination on his face, and before she had got there, he had squirmed out of
the wheelchair, pushed it upright from a sitting position, and then with a great burst of
energy, had sprung back into it. She couldn’t understand how he had done it, considering
he had no legs from the knees down. He spun the wheelchair round using his hands on
the wheels, and suddenly saw she was there. Immediately his face lit up.
“Hello! How lovely to see you! Isn’t it a lovely day? I hope you don’t mind but I am
practising forward rolls. I think I might manage to do one this time, now you are here to
watch me.”
Before Melissa had time to reply, he had applied a great deal of energy from his strong
brown arms and driven the wheel chair to the top of a little hill. Then he spun it round
and gave the wheels a flick, and the wheelchair came hurtling down the slope. Suddenly,
he pushed two sticks into his wheels and the wheelchair flew into the air and turned a
perfect somersault, landing precisely on all four wheels at the bottom of the slope.
“Hurrah! Hurrah! I’ve done it!!!” he cried.
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Melissa ran up to him and took his hands, and they did a little jig of delight, with tears
running down the cheeks of both of them.
“You’re wonderful,” she cried.
“So are you!” he replied, “And the world is wonderful, and the sense of joy and
achievement I have is absolutely breath-taking!”
They looked at each other, she standing, he sitting, their cheeks pink, their eyes glowing
with excitement. Suddenly he yelled out, “Race you across the meadow!” but before he
could start off, she shouted back to him, “Stop! We’d better be careful. Didn’t you know
that there are horrible pits here and there in the meadow?”
He smiled at her. “Yes, I know. But what’s the worst that could happen? I could fall down
one, but I’d easily climb back up the ladder with my arms, and you could help to get the
wheelchair up. Yes, I know! We could tie a rope round it and then haul it up out of the
pit. There’s always a way out you know."
He spun his wheelchair round again and cried, “Race you!” and off they went, wind in
their hair, clouds of butterflies fluttering in amazement, flowers, beauty and love all around
and the blue sea sparkling in the distance.
“Is that a story about depressed people?” Adrian asked.
“I don’t know. I have read lots about depression but I have never been depressed
myself, so I can’t say. The story just popped into my head one day. I think it is
about the attitude that some people have of the glass being half full, while others
see the glass half empty. I would like to think that everyone can choose to develop
a positive attitude like Melissa and the man in the wheelchair, but I know it is hard
for people to change their attitudes.
“And sometimes I think most people are mentally ill,” she went on. “That sounds
horrible and judgemental at first, but what I mean is that everyone, or almost
everyone, has some physical illness or imperfection. Maybe a mole on their skin, or
hay fever, or poor eyesight. We are all imperfect and we are all wonderful at the
same time. And similarly, it seems to me that everyone has some mental
imperfection; some way of thinking that is a bit screwed up, maybe as a result of
bad experiences in their life, or maybe just because there is a little wart on one of
their brain cells. So people have problems in the way they think, but they can’t see
it and can’t stand to be told about it, because the brain has a convoluted way of
protecting itself.
“If you see a woman in a wheelchair, you can talk to her quite sensibly about her
bad legs, maybe offer to help her and so on, but if you come across a woman who
has problems in her mind, it is hard to even talk about it. ‘What! She will cry. ‘Are
you telling me I’m insane? Of course I’m not - it is you who are insane!’ And if you
offer to help her, maybe take her to a psychiatrist, you are likely to get no cooperation whatsoever. I think one of the definitions of an insane person is that they
don’t know they are insane. If your thought patterns are such that you can examine
your own mental health and work to improve it, then you certainly are not insane.”
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“Yesterday I read in the news about a quiet, gentle man who committed a murder,”
said Adrian. “He went crazy and shot and stabbed a woman in the street. How can
a quiet, well-behaved person suddenly go insane?”
“Perhaps the answer can be explained by considering co-operation at the soul
level,” she replied. “I went to Hawaii many years ago, to study the Huna
philosophy. The people of Hawaii were very wise and lived in peaceful co-operation
until their land was invaded. In their philosophy, each human body is occupied by a
number of souls. We each have not one but quite a few souls inside us and each
one had a different personality and a different experience of past lives. Each soul is
separate, and when the person dies, the souls move on into other different bodies.
I know these are only words, used to describe something we don’t understand, but
the idea appeals to me. Perhaps really lovely people have a bunch of souls who are
very good at co-operation, whereas people like the man who committed murder
have some good souls but one soul that doesn’t co-operate. Perhaps that is what
stories of ‘evil sprits’ are about. What do you think?”
“No that’s just bizarre, thinking about several souls with different personalities in
the same person. Don’t like that idea. But I do like the idea of promoting cooperation. I would love to live with a bunch of other people, in a spirit of kindness
and co-operation, Gloria.”
She looked over to him kindly.
“You came round here full of distress, and all I have done is read you stories about
things that have nothing to do with your real life. How are you feeling?” she asked.
“You did listen to me a bit!” he responded. “But then you did what I expected you
to do - you read me some of your purple stories. I find your stories help my mind
move to a different place of thinking, so when I leave here, I shall no longer have
my mind whirling round my own life’s worries. So you’ve been helpful, thanks.”
“Oh good,” she replied. “I like to think I can offer some sort of support to you. I
wish I could think of a way forward for your job, for your work as a vet. I shall put
my mind to it and see if I can come up with any ideas.
“Here’s an idea that has popped into my mind! You could learn to be a beekeeper!
That fits in with this week’s theme of co-operation.”
Bees Do It
Co-operation
Between billions
Of intelligent people;
Is it an aspiration
Of naively silly
Utopian people?
Admiration
For bees who achieve it:
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Are they better than people?
Salvation (honey)
For bee grubs:
It’s so sweet, people.
Imagination:
We could do it . . .
Love, joy, peace, people!
Determination:
Overcome barriers
Of disbelief - you stupid people!
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Chapter 7 Materialism or God?
End of May
A week later, Adrian came round with six other young people. He had called
Gloria the day before, to make sure it was OK, and, as he put it, to make sure she
baked a bigger cake. The evening was fine and balmy and Gloria had made a circle
of logs in the garden, each with a cushion on top. In the centre was her garden
table with the tea things jumbled up together one end, and not one but two
glorious cakes the other end.
Adrian sat next to her and introduced her.
“Thanks to you all for coming to Gloria’s this evening. Gloria is an old woman who
lives in this cottage in the woods. I come here most Tuesdays and have a slice of
delicious cake and listen to her stories. She is really good at telling stories, I find
them very unusual, a different way of thinking, so I thought you’d like to join me.
But feel free to go if you find it boring or she starts going on about things you don’t
want to hear about. At least I hope you like the cake!”
Gloria introduced herself and explained that she set herself a theme each week,
and that this week’s theme was going to be about the false promise of making
yourself happy by buying things. Then she sat still and silent, as she often did. She
looked round at the young people and could see the looks of thinly-veiled cynicism
on some of their faces. Some were looking around quite curiously, but didn’t look
as though they were likely to pay much attention to the story. Adrian was looking a
bit embarrassed, as though he was thinking maybe this wasn’t such a good idea
after all.
She thought perhaps she should talk more about herself and her stories, why she
had written them, but decided not to. She simply read the story she had chosen.
Tamarisk Roots
Robert left the office one Friday evening with a frown on his face. What an unpleasant
and argumentative day! Never mind, he had held his own, he was doing brilliantly as
always. Let them say what they like, it made no difference to him. Still, he felt out of sorts,
as if life was somehow not as satisfactory as it should be. He plunged into the sea of
people in central London, being almost carried down the steps into the tube station, leapt
into the crush of a tube train, and felt his annoyance rise as other people pushed and
shoved him, breathed bad breath into his face, and the brakes made that awful metal
upon metal sound. It was not his stop yet, but something made him elbow his way out as
the train slowed for the next station. He surfaced at Trafalgar Square, made his way
across the road between the big red buses and streams of traffic, and almost ran along
the road to Regents Park.
He slowed down once he was inside the park boundary. The greenness; the grass and the
trees; there was something here that his soul craved. Not that he believed in soul. He just
wanted a walk in the park before going back to his flat; what was so strange about that?
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He looked over to the lake and caught sight of some pelicans, and he smiled at them,
despite his strange annoyed mood. He came to a park bench, and stopped to watch the
wildlife on the lake from a distance.
He had not been there long when a man came and sat next to him. Robert cast a
sideways glance towards him and saw an unkempt old man with a beard and, as a reflex
action, he moved several inches away from him. There was a pause of several minutes,
then the old man said, “Are you OK?” If Robert had been a teenager he would have
snapped, “Of course I’m OK!” but he was nearly forty, a mature man, so he decided that
the best thing was to ignore this old tramp. That was why he had moved away, he didn’t
want to be near a dirty, smelly, unpleasant tramp. He sat there, his elbows on his knees
and his head in his hands. And he thought, despite himself, “This old man, he has a lovely
rich, brown voice”. Then he realised that, far from an unpleasant smell, there was a very
wonderful welcoming aroma coming from him. He smelt of honey and sunshine. And in a
strange, unexpected movement, Robert moved back the few inches, as though his first
movement had been a mistake. Slowly he sat up until his back was upright, then he
turned slightly to the man and said, “No, actually I’m not OK”. The man was not as old as
he had thought. He was wearing a waterproof hat with a brim all round; his beard was
really quite majestic; but it was his eyes that were remarkable. Shining eyes, awash with
kindness, nestled in amongst numerous smile wrinkles. Kindly eyes. He spoke. “Go back to
your roots, then.”
The advice wormed its way into Robert’s brain. He closed his eyes to help him concentrate
on what this meant. He opened them again to speak to the not-so-old man, but he was
gone. He could see him striding away along the path that went along by the lake towards
the pelicans and he wondered whether to run after him, but he didn’t.
He walked back to Trafalgar Square and caught a tube home.
His home was part of a steel and glass apartment block on the embankment. He entered
the foyer, caught the lift to the sixteenth floor and let himself into his very expensive
apartment. It was decorated throughout in white, grey and black, and everything was new
and wonderful. He sent an order on his phone and half an hour later, his supper was
delivered. Meanwhile he had had a shower and changed from his office suit into some
equally expensive leisure clothes. And as he ate his supper, he thought about what the
man with the rich, brown voice had said. Go back to his roots, eh?
It was an amusing idea, because he had no roots. He had been born in Andover but his
Dad was a travelling salesman and had moved Mum, Peter (his big brother) and himself
from place to place and town to town as he had tried to make a living. It had been
stressful and in the end Mum couldn’t stand it and his parents had split up. Then she had
died suddenly, and he had gone to live with one grandma and Peter with the other one.
Never-ending change, more like a tumble-weed blowing across the desert than any sign of
roots.
But it had all come right in the end. Look at him now! At one of the schools he had
attended as a teenager, a teacher had noticed how good he was at maths, and had
encouraged him to go to university. He had done brilliantly there; even his grandma, who
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loved him very much and thought he was amazing anyway, had been astonished. Then a
job with a prestigious firm, training, success, seniority. Now he was really rich. He could go
anywhere he wanted, have any woman he wanted. There were two ridiculously fast cars in
the basement garage. He was a success!
That night he sat on the edge of his bed and thought again about the meaning of the
phrase hammering round inside his head. “Go back to your roots!” Robert didn’t have any
roots, didn’t need any roots, was simply the most successful man he knew. But something
had stirred inside him and he found himself planning to go on an adventure.
When he woke up the next morning he felt excited, like a small boy. An adventure! What
would he pack? Where would he go? He went to his wardrobe and tried to find an old
pair of jeans and a scruffy tee-shirt, but there were only new and immaculate clothes
gleaming out at him. He had an idea and went out into town to find what he needed. He
had to travel quite a distance on the tube before he found the place he was thinking of,
and sure enough, the road had several charity shops. He soon found clothes to fit him,
was delighted with a dilapidated rucksack, and even found a worn pair of hiking boots
that were the right size.
Coming out of the changing room, all kitted up in an amazing array of second-hand
clothes, on a sudden impulse he gave the expensive smart clothes he had been wearing to
the bemused shop assistant. He had realised that he wasn’t far from Paddington station,
and he was going to go straight off on his adventure now! He walked up the road to the
back entrance of the station, and stopped in the newsagent on the way in. His intention
was to buy a magazine to read on the train, but his eye was caught by a rack of ordnance
survey maps. Cornwall! The map almost leapt out into his hands.
He went to the ticket office and bought a first-class ticket, smiling to himself as the
assistant looked down her nose at his scruffy clothes. Once on the train to Exeter, he
pored over the map. Could he find the place that had popped into his head? It was a
memory that had suddenly come to him when he saw the map. He felt sure that he had
been on holiday to Cornwall with Mum, Dad and Peter when he was about five. But
where?
The following morning, Sunday, he woke up in a slightly run-down hotel in Newquay. A
taxi-driver had brought him here from Exeter and dumped him on the doorstep. Robert
was beginning to feel that he was being rather unwise, pretending that he wasn’t rich. He
ought to be in the best hotel; that was what he was used to!
But at the same time, he still had the little-boy-on-an-adventure feeling, so he ate the
rather sad egg on toast and asked about catching a bus along the coast. The receptionist
was helpful and even arranged for the kitchen to make him sandwiches and a flask of
coffee, making sure it was ready in time for him to catch the bus.
He had no idea where he was going; he just knew that he was following his instincts. It
was what he did in his profession, why he was so successful. Back there in the corporate
world he knew what he was doing, he was on very familiar ground, but here it was
different. Still, they were the same instincts, and he was determined to follow them.
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As they rounded a corner in the bus, he felt this was it. He had to get off here. Did he
recognise something from his childhood? He rang the bell, climbed down from the bus and
stood on the pavement as the bus rumbled away. Nothing like a memory came to his
conscious mind, but he surefootedly crossed the road, climbed a stile and followed a
footpath. After a couple of miles, he reached the coastal footpath. How his heart thrilled
at the sight of the Cornish cliff scenery, the wonderful sea with its ribbon of surf, the
golden sands! He felt he was a boy again, back in that holiday when life had been so
blissful. Sun, sand and sea; his well-meaning Dad; his adorable Mum.
At the cliff path he turned left, and now everything did seem to feel familiar. Time was
timeless here. Nothing much would have changed in thirty-five years. This wall was exactly
as it had been. Look, the hole in the wall. Yes! And along on the left, the tamarisk bush.
His tamarisk bush! He glanced around over his shoulder and along the path to check noone was watching, then he sank to his knees under the bush. He crawled in and almost
hugged the tamarisk roots. “Oh my,” he thought, “I’ve come back to my roots!”
He couldn’t remember any fact or details about the holiday. A five-year-old doesn’t know
facts that can be remembered. But his subconscious mind had stored every detail about
what had mattered to that small boy. Robert’s hand felt about in amongst the roots, and
found a large, flat stone. He pulled it out from between the roots with some difficulty,
because the roots had grown quite considerably. Under the stone was a small plastic box,
his box! He remembered it so well, yet he couldn’t remember it. What was in it? What
had he put here for his future self to find, one day when he had lost his way?
He opened the box and found a goat. A small plastic goat from his farm set. To his
intense surprise, Robert found himself weeping. Why was he so moved?
He knew very well why he was moved. It was because the goat represented his dream. He
had sat here and said to himself, “When I am a man I am going to live in Cornwall and
keep goats.”
His brother Peter had laughed at him for liking the goat in the farm set. Peter had liked
the bull and the big shire horse. But little Robert had been sure. “Goats are best.”
Now, as a man, he wasn’t sure he was remembering or imagining, but he thought about
the last day of that wonderful, magic holiday, and how he had taken the precious toy goat,
and decided to bury it as a magic spell to make his dream come true. He had crept here
by himself and struggled to lift the stone, and had gone back to find that Mum was cross
because he was lost. So many years ago. He wept again, then laughed aloud.
Taking out his phone, he sent a message to his office. “Sorry guys, I am resigning and will
not be returning.”
Because now my dream is going to come true.
Gloria put down the purple folder and smiled round at them.
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She had been aware that Gavin had been fidgeting while she had been reading. He
jumped up as soon as she had finished and said, “That’s another children’s story,
about a plastic goat. I don’t get why you write all this rubbish.
“Your cakes are good though,” he added, rather begrudgingly.
He picked up the empty cake plate and began to lick the crumbs off it.
Another youth spoke up.
“That’s quite a confusing story. The man was really rich, and we’d all like to be
really rich, so we could have what we like, feel self-confident and powerful. But the
man in your story wanted to give up being rich. I don’t think that’s likely, that’s not
what it says in magazines, the truth is everyone wants to become richer.”
“I think it’s true that people do wish they could go back to their childhood, more
than they admit,” said one of the young women. “I have soft and fuzzy memories of
my childhood. It was full of sunshine and sweets and never-ending playing. I didn’t
have to worry about getting a job, and what to do about clothes and things like
that.”
“As Gavin said, children’s stories are rubbish,” said another young man. “We’re
grown-up now, you can’t go backwards, and we have to find a way to get money,
and as much as possible.”
Gloria listened carefully to the discussion about her story. Then, after a while, she
interjected.
“So it seems you are all sold on the money culture. Haven’t you heard the
expression, ‘Money is the root of all evil’? Or actually, the correct saying is, ‘The
love of money is the root of all evil’. What do you think about the idea that people
can choose to follow a path towards money, riches, materialism - the devil - or,
they can choose to follow a path towards love, kindness, happiness, simplicity - the
path towards God?”
“Ha, ha!” snorted Gavin. “God? God??? God doesn’t exist. It’s another childish
fantasy. C’mon Gloria, I know you’re old and half-stupid, but you can’t really
believe in a big man in the sky, who dishes out favours if you pray to him?”
Gloria smiled at him, even though he was looking so hostile.
“No, I don’t do that, Gavin. I don’t pray to a big man in the sky. I think God is
Nature, quietly and gently putting the world to rights, producing beautiful
vegetation and flowers to cover up the scars on the Earth. God is love, helping
each of us to see the best way to live.”
None of the young people agreed with her, not even Adrian. “You’re wrong,
Gloria.” “You live in the dark ages.” “Only old people believe in God, not young
people.” “People don’t need God any more, we’ve got science and technology
now.”
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Gloria listened patiently. Then she said, “You’ve all heard of Dr Livingstone, the
explorer who went to Africa?” Most of them nodded. “Well, imagine he came back
and you heard him say, ‘I have seen a hippopotamus.’ This would have been a long
time ago, when you hadn’t heard of a hippopotamus. He would have described it, in
great detail, and you would have laughed and said, ‘I don’t believe you! I have never
seen one, so it can’t be true!’ I say the man describing the hippopotamus is more
likely to be right than the person who hasn’t seen one. Do you agree?”
Most of them nodded.
“So if I tell you I know God exists, I have seen and understood God, is it true that I
am more likely to be right than you who haven’t seen God?”
“No!” said Gavin aggressively. “God’s a lie, there’s no such thing. Stop trying to
brainwash my friends!” He was much more angry than she expected, and she
almost thought he was going to rush over and attack her.
Gloria relaxed back into her cushions and waited to see what would happen. After
a few minutes Gavin stood up, and said, “We’re going”, then marched purposefully
out of the gate and the gang followed him, all except Adrian.
Adrian and Gloria decided to go into the cottage as it was getting chilly. They
chatted for quite a long time about the gang and each individual who had chosen to
come on the story-listening visit, then they settled down for one more story.
Letting Go of the Gun of Fear
The Quaker meeting was held in a large room, part of the village hall building. They sat in
a circle, on simple chairs, nearly two dozen people. Pamela had just arrived and settled
down, when a stranger came in. He was dressed in an expensive suit with the jacket
unbuttoned, and around his waist, clear to see, was a holster containing a gun.
The man hung his coat on the back of his chair, sat down and looked around in a manner
that was both arrogant and furtive.
One of the elders stood up.
“Welcome, friend,” he said. “Welcome to our meeting for worship. You are very welcome
here. However, I would like to point out to you that we Quakers support a testimony for
peace, so we would be very pleased if you would kindly take off your gun and leave it
outside the door.”
“No!” said the man. “Where I go, the gun goes. I am not going to leave it outside!”
Pamela wondered what would happen next. There were no leaders in the Quaker group.
Everything was decided by the whole group. The elder had sat down, and a woman rose to
her feet.
“Welcome, friend”, she said to the man with the gun. Then addressing the whole meeting
she said, “I feel that this man has a sense of insecurity and that we need to respect his
feelings. I think it would be acceptable to me if he took off the holster and the gun and
laid it under his chair, covered by his coat. That way, we would respect his need to have
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the gun with him, and he would respect our wish not to have the gun on show during our
meeting.”
She sat down.
The group sat in silence for perhaps five minutes. Then the clerk stood up and said, “I
believe the sense of the meeting is to agree with Joan’s suggestion.”
He looked round the room and each person in turn said, “I hope so”.
The man with the gun looked at them all, and to his own surprise, he took off his holster,
laid it under his chair and covered it with his coat. It seemed to him that a powerful
decision had been made with very little discussion and no argument. This is not what he
was used to!
Then the meeting for worship began. There was no announcement; nobody said anything.
They all sat there in silence. Some people closed their eyes. Some were looking round the
room. Most had a gentle half-smile playing on their lips.
The man with the gun sat there, fidgeting. He didn’t know what to do. This was so boring,
just sitting, doing nothing! He bit his nails for a while, then starting thinking about
messages and computer games. He wanted to look at his smart-phone. Someone might
have messaged him! It could be important? And what about the game he was playing with
his on-line mates? They might have played by now - it would be his turn! Perhaps he would
go out and look at his phone? But something held him glued to his seat. It had been his
choice to come here. He was determined to stick to what he had decided and see it
through.
He looked round at the Quakers. Many were old, but there were one or two younger
people, the youngest perhaps only twenty-five. What were they doing? What were they
thinking? How could they sit so still for so long?
He waited for something to happen, but nothing did happen. Nobody said anything. There
were no sermons or hymns. Just this never-ending sitting in silence.
He closed his eyes and tried to find calm. After all, that was what he had come here for.
To find calmness and peace. After a while, managing to keep his eyes closed, he did
something he was not aware of ever having done before. He thought about himself. He
thought about his body, and the feelings he was experiencing. He could feel a tight feeling,
almost a pain across both shoulders, from his neck to the tops of his arms. Was that a
new pain, or was it always there? Then he noticed the turbulent feelings in his belly,
everything churning round and round. For a few minutes, these thoughts about his own
inner landscape held his attention, before his mind wandered off into thinking about his
usual worries. Then, towards the end of the hour, he noticed something marvellous. There
was a definite lessening of the churning. And when he leant onto the shoulder pain, he
couldn’t feel it anymore. He’d come here to be surprised, but these surprises were not
what he had expected.
He opened his eyes and looked round the circle. Such peace! But why was it peaceful?
Where did the peace come from? He closed his eyes again and tried to breathe slowly.
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Then someone touched him! He almost jumped out of his skin! His hand rushed to the
position of his holster - no gun! He twitched his eyes open to find the people both sides of
him holding out hands for him to hold. He calmed down and joined hands with them, so
the whole group was joined into a circle. He noticed that each person was looking at
another person; holding eye contact with that person for a second or two; smiling that
enigmatic half-smile; looking at another person, then another.
They let go of each other’s hands, but still sat in silence. Then the clerk said, “Does
anyone have any after-thoughts? Anything you would like to share?”
There was no rush. People didn’t all jump in, over-talking, trying to compete for who would
speak first. After a few minutes, Pamela stood up. She spoke directly to the man with the
gun. “Hello, dear friend,” she began. “I am Pamela. During the meeting for worship, I was
aware of you, of your agitation. I tried to beam calming thoughts over to you. I would like
you to know that you are welcome here and that I hope you find peace.” She sat down.
The man stood up. “Hello Pamela. Thank you. Yes, I was feeling agitated and I still feel
agitated. But I am very grateful for your welcome and the feeling of peace in this room. I
would like to tell you all my story. Is it appropriate?”
The clerk spoke. “Yes, dear friend. And you don’t need to stand. Some people may leave if
they have other engagements, so please don’t be offended by that. But I would like to
listen.”
One or two people rose quietly and left the room, but most stayed sitting quietly in the
circle. The man sat down.
“My name is Stan, and the reason I am agitated is because of the huge changes going on
in the stock market. The value of my stocks is fluctuating wildly and my heart is beating
wildly too. I can’t sleep or think; I don’t know what to do. I can’t do anything! I can shout
and swear about China, or about our politicians, but it makes no difference. I am
powerless! No peace, no way out of the mess, no guarantee that I won’t suffer complete
financial ruin. Last week I was worth over seven million pounds. For a short while, a few
hours, that went up to over nine million pounds. But before my agent could sell anything, it
all started to come crashing down. Yesterday it was less than a million pounds. This
morning, only six hundred thousand.”
He stopped and looked round, hoping or expecting a dramatic reaction from his audience.
But they were all looking at him in quiet, expectant silence.
“Well, I was feeling so ill and shaky last night, that I thought, I need to do something
before I have a heart attack. No good getting drunk; that makes me feel even more ill
now I am older. So suddenly I thought about praying for peace. The thought just came to
me, really strongly, powering into my mind. But then I thought, I don’t believe in God and I
hate churches. But, last evening, as I was walking into town, I saw your notice stuck up in
the window there.”
He pointed over to the poster in the window, inviting people to join the Quaker meeting.
‘True peace begins within us all.’
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“What was that about? Chance? Serendipity? A message from the angels? Anyway, that is
why I came here.”
When he paused, there was more still silence. After few minutes, he began again, “You
are all very nice people, so gentle and peaceful. Aren’t you worried about the world going
to hell in a hand-cart? You seemed to be unhappy about my gun, but aren’t you frightened
of me, seeing I am obviously a bit wild and desperate?”
Pamela spoke. “We see ‘that of God’ in everyone.”
A young man spoke, “Ah, but Stan has said he doesn’t believe in God. Please let me
explain what God means to me.” He paused. “When I sit quietly, close my eyes and let go
of thoughts, I am aware of a deep and beautiful stillness inside me. It is very still, very
deep, under and in and around everything. It can’t be described by words, but it has
qualities of compassion, forgiveness, beauty - pure goodness, pure love. That is what I call
God. It is my spirit. My spirit is God and God is my spirit, so I love the chant ‘Be still and
know that I am God’. God! That means me! Really! I am God - and so are you. I feel that
my spirit is linked to all spirits and the whole pool of spirits is what some people choose to
call the Almighty God.”
He paused again. “I have been reading recently about a nun who thought of Christ as her
bridegroom. I understood that. When I contemplate the beauty of God inside me, and I
am filled with such love, then I can see why someone may choose to call the God within
the Christ, why she would think herself wedded to Christ. As for me, I tend to think that
the story of Christ is a myth; a myth full of wonder and wisdom, but a myth from the past.
I like to worship my own experience of the spirit, inside me, in the present. So for me, God
isn’t a person of any kind - more of an ‘it’. Not a judge, not a parental kind of thing that
makes decisions for me. I know I am responsible for my own decisions. But the marvellous
thing that happens for me is that, when my mind and ego are still, amazing glimpses of
the truth well up inside me: advice and guidance. I try to listen well, and listen to the ideas
that arise as advice, for I know I am the one who makes decisions, that I am responsible.
But when we sit in a circle in silence, I concentrate on stilling my thoughts and listening,
listening.”
He paused again for several minutes, but did not sit down.
Then he spoke once more. “Is the spirit that I describe ‘God’? I don’t know. Some Quakers
say no, that’s not God, and they call themselves atheist Quakers. But I think all Quakers
listen to the light within, whether they call it God or not.”
He sat down and the clerk stood up.
“This meeting has overrun its usual time, so we can close this discussion if everyone wishes
to. Stan, when we have a difficult issue that we find hard to deal with, we will sometimes
call a ‘meeting for clearness’. We could do this with you, if you wish? Perhaps you can
start coming to Meeting and join us for worship once a week at our usual time, then, after
a few weeks, you can ask us to set up a ‘meeting for clearness’ in which we explore your
issues with you.
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“For now, to help you understand Quakers a little more I am proposing that I read out our
testimonies. Then, to close this discussion, I feel it is appropriate to have another ten
minutes of silent worship before we make ourselves a cup of tea. Please leave, anyone, if
you don’t have time to join us for this.”
He went and picked out a book from the library shelf, opened it and read:
“We believe our faith should translate into action. To help guide and challenge
us to live this way, Quakers have a number of 'testimonies'.
These testimonies have changed over the years as we want them to reflect
current society and its issues. Today their focus is on peace, equality, truth and
simplicity.
Our testimonies encourage us to work locally and globally for social justice,
support peacemakers and care for the environment. It's not always easy to live
this way, but as Quakers we try to help, support and encourage each other to
keep trying.
Peace
Quakers are perhaps best known for our peace testimony, which comes from
our belief that love is at the centre of existence and all humans are equal in
God's eyes. It has led Quakers to refuse military service and become involved in
a variety of peace activities. These range from practical work in areas affected
by violent conflict to developing alternatives to violence at all levels - from the
personal to the international.
Equality
Quakers believe everyone is equal. This means working to change the systems
that cause injustice and hinder true community. It also means working with
people who suffer injustice, such as prisoners and asylum seekers. Our
fundamental commitment to inclusion means we welcome the lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgendered (LGBT) community.
Truth and integrity
Quakers try to live according to the deepest truth we know, which we believe
comes from God. This means speaking the truth to all, including people in
positions of power. As we are guided by integrity, so we expect to see it in public
life.
Simplicity and sustainability
Quakers are concerned about the excesses and unfairness of our consumer
society and the unsustainable use of natural resources. We try to live simply and
to find space for the things that really matter: the people around us, the natural
world, our experience of God.”
The clerk finished reading then sat back down in the circle and closed his eyes. Ten
minutes later, the silent worship was concluded with everyone holding hands once more.
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This time, they all jumped to their feet and within a few minutes, they were all talking and
laughing; putting the kettle on; laying out biscuits on a plate; giving each other books and
magazines. A room full of happy, noisy people.
Stan sat still for a few more minutes. He was slightly stunned. He had listened to the
testimonies and then, during the silence, he had tried to commune with God, to listen to
the light. And suddenly, everything inside him had come clear. It was a loud and insistent
clearness, similar to last night when he had had the inspiration to come to a Quaker
meeting.
The thoughts that had risen up in him were new and fresh; nothing like a rehash of his
usual constant thoughts, his constant set of anxieties. How to build up wealth. How to
become rich and powerful. How to make sure he had a way of getting everything he
wanted. How to make sure he bought the best things, the latest models. How to save his
money, to prevent this awful crash. How to fight off thieves. How to shoot someone who
was threatening him or his money and then use his wealth to avoid any punishment.
The new thoughts that came in during that ten minutes were short, simple and very clear.
Money is not wealth. Peace and love are wealth.
Pamela came over to him with a cup of tea and the plate of biscuits.
“Well, Stan, how has this experience been for you? Surprising? A bit full on? Boring and
meaningless?”
“I would say life-changing!”
He ignored the biscuits and reached under his chair, pulling out the gun holster with the
gun. Pamela stepped back in alarm. But Stan quickly emptied the bullets from the gun
and handed the gun to Pamela.
“Here, an empty gun as a symbol of peace.”
Pamela put the plate of biscuits on the chair next to Stan, took the gun and gave him his
tea. Carrying the gun in both hands like a sort of trophy, she took it over to the group of
people round the tea table.
“Here we have an empty gun as a symbol of peace!”
Each person went slowly and quietly over to Stan and held his hand. “Thank you, Friend,
for the symbol of peace.”
Pamela wrote a sign on a piece of paper, “This empty gun is our symbol of peace” and
put it with the gun in the cupboard.
Stan was still sitting in the same chair, revelling in receiving the love and approbation of
these diverse and strange new friends. Strange? It was his business colleagues who were
strange. These people were normal. He put his hand into his inner pocket and pulled out
a very thick wad of bank notes, placing them next to the small collecting bowl.
He turned to Pam and the clerk.
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“I don’t think I need a meeting for clearness, thanks. The message from the god inside me
was very clear, and do you know, I think I have known it all along. All these years and
decades of chasing money and material possessions, getting more and more anxious and
fearful. From time to time I have had a vivid dream, always the same dream, showing me
the opposite of my daily life. I have woken up and remembered a dream of utter
simplicity: of lying on my back in the country, watching the clouds. Each time I have
shrugged and rushed out to that awful world of vehicles, computers, hateful colleagues,
fast food, noise, struggle - and I have called it the real world. Now I feel I’ve had an
amazing conversion. Thank you, oh thank you. I shall be here next week!”
Adrian grinned at Gloria. “If I didn’t know you better, I would agree with my mate
Gavin - that was almost like brain-washing!”
“A bit too evangelical for you, was it?” she laughed. “Don’t you like the idea of the
light within, the glow of your own spirit, being God?”
Adrian didn’t feel pressured to agree. All he would say was, “I don’t believe in
God.”
“I respect your right to believe what you choose to believe. For me, ideas about
God are perhaps the most important ideas of all.”
“Why are they so important?” Adrian asked. “I’ve never had thoughts of God, and
it doesn’t affect my daily life.”
“It might do soon, as humanity goes through big changes, and you find yourself in
an unstable world. Many people will die, and death is OK if you understand and
embrace it. Many people will find that their old aim of getting money and riches
makes no sense, or is unachievable. Perhaps people will become more aware of the
true and eternal part of themselves, their soul or spirit? The idea of salvation has
been with people for eons. Salvation is about healing. A salve is a healing ointment,
but salvation is more about healing the eternal part of your own self. The last
words of the Buddha were, ‘Work out your salvation with diligence’, so it is said.
“As a different future comes upon us, I expect that many more people will start to
ask questions about the spirit, about the light within, about God.
“Anyway, here is a poem for you to take home.”
God’s Not a Big Man
God’s not a big man who sits on a throne
With beard and a toupee beneath his gold crown.
He’s not a magician who waves his big wand;
Who makes prayers come true by a flick of his hand.
God is that gut-feel that tugs at your heart,
That tells you to make a responsible start.
He is the magic you feel in the air
When babies and flowers are suddenly there.
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God is that smile that appears on your face
When gratitude fills your whole being with grace.
Paintings are funny that show God on high,
With angels and cherubims up in the sky.
But artists could never paint God as he is:
As love that’s so thrilling it makes your heart fizz.
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Chapter 8 Life is an Adventure
Early June
“Just you this week then, Adrian?”
He grinned at her.
“Yes, just me. The others thought you were a bit strange.”
“Pity Jennifer didn’t come with you all last week; I have a feeling she wouldn’t have
found me strange.”
“Funnily enough, I thought the same thing. She has been cold and distant towards
me, but I did pluck up courage to ask her to come. Her answer was that she had to
go to hospital with her mother that day, and wouldn’t be back in time. So it wasn’t
an outright no. Perhaps she will come round and meet you one day.”
“Yes, perhaps she will. As for this evening, I thought we might go out for a small
adventure, now the evenings are so long and light. Shall we go to the top of the hill
and tell stories until the sun goes down and the full moon rises? There is an old
meditation hut there, built by people who seem to have left no other mark. It is a
deeply spiritual place.”
Adrian readily agreed, so they set off, carrying this week’s cake and a bottle of
home-made lemon squash.
As they left the cottage, there were some rustling noises in the bushes and the
sound of a half-stifled cough.
“Aha!” said Gloria, very quietly. “So some of your friends have come this week!”
Adrian and Gloria walked out of the cottage garden and turned right along the path
down through the woods, walking single file, Gloria first, saying nothing. When they
reached the path along the river bank they turned right, away from the village, and
Gloria suddenly picked up her skirts and ran fast along the bank, then darted in
behind a huge old oak tree. Adrian was there with her, slightly breathless, as they
watched the small group of young people go past, then stop just the other side of
their tree.
One of them was Gavin.
“That old woman gives me the heeby jeebies,” he was saying. “She’s got her claws
into our Adrian! He wanted sex with her, he told me when he was drunk, but she
wasn’t having nothing of that. So what is it about her? Why does Adrian keep
coming here? Where were they going when they set off down this track? Where
have they got to now?”
“Give it a rest, Gavin,” said one of the others. “I came here to listen to her stories
last week, and she was OK. It was a stupid story, all about not wanting to be rich
and nonsense like that, but she gave us some lovely cake.”
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“No, I’m not giving it rest. I am sure she is the Enemy. She is out to get us! Look at
what she has done to Jennifer. Jennifer won’t have nothing to do with me the last
couple of weeks.”
“That’s got nothing to do with the old woman - that’s Adrian, he’s the one who
upset her.”
“Only because of what the old woman told him to do. I reckon he’s her Agent. She
tells him things to carry out and then he does. I think she is a witch, a really evil
black-magic witch.”
“She’s not a witch, Gavin! Just give it a rest mate, let’s go back to the pub.”
“Don’t you turn against me, Tom lad. You don’t want me to set the punishment
squad on you, do you? I know she’s a witch for sure, because when I was hiding
behind the honeysuckle back there by the cottage, I heard her talking to Ady about
the full moon. So that proves it! Anyway, it’s boring out here, let’s go back to the
pub. Come on!”
They turned and disappeared back along the river path. Gloria and Adrian emerged
from their hiding place, both looking ready to giggle.
“Poor old Gavin,” said Adrian. “Sometimes he seems nothing more than a child,
caught up in childish stories.”
“But you are afraid of him?”
“Yes, part of me is afraid. Because he is not a child, he is a strong man driven by a
distorted childish mind, and there’s no knowing what he could do. Anyway, he and
the gang are not following us now, so let’s carry on and have our adventure.”
Gloria led the way a little further along the river path, then took a sharp turn to
the right and led the way up a stony footpath that became steeper and steeper. She
stopped regularly and often to catch her breath, and at each stop she looked
around and took delight in whatever her gaze fell upon. The red leaf of a wild
geranium, herb robert. The evening sun shining on a bramble stem, accentuating
the prickles. A buzzard soaring in the sky in the distance.
Eventually the path came to a stile, which they climbed over, then a short distance
further along the edge of a field, and the hut she had described came into view. It
was a small roundhouse with a round-wood frame; cordwood and lime forming the
walls; and windows all around. There was a strange hat-like structure on the top of
the grass roof: a covering for the smoke-hole in the centre. Gloria pushed open the
door and led the way in. There was nothing inside except a bench round the wall,
and some cold ashes in the central fire-pit. She put the bag with the cake on the
floor and Adrian put down the bottle and glasses. Then they both sat down and
gazed at the view, admiring the river valley full of trees with the river glinting here
and there as it snaked away into the distance. Far along to the left they could catch
glimpses of the village through the trees, and make out the tower of the village
church rising almost to the top of the hill. Beyond that, the bulk of the Manor
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House could be seen, its ancient parklands sweeping down to the river, dotted with
wonderful mature trees.
They both fell into a meditative trance for a while, then they came back to the
present moment and the reality of the cake and lemonade.
As they sat there, she said she would tell him a secret. Henry, the Lord of the
Manor, was becoming more friendly with her! Gloria had known Henry for many
years, and once or twice she and her husband had been invited up to the Manor for
tea. Henry was a very nice, kind, well-mannered man, but she had always thought of
him somehow as someone ‘different’. Perhaps, although she genuinely thought of all
people as equal, there was a lingering of class ideas in her mind? She had been born
and brought up in a tiny cottage, whereas Henry had been born in the grand manor
house. Was it OK for them to be friends?
Anyway, he had bumped into her in the village last week, and invited her into a café
for coffee, and they had sat there and chatted for ages. He had mentioned that he
had been lonely since his wife died and was now becoming more and more lonely.
He had hoped his children would move into the Manor with their families one day,
but had now given up hope of that.
They had talked about nature and sunsets and the beauty of the dew on the
spiders’ webs, and she had felt an unexpected closeness to this man she had known
for so long, yet didn’t know at all. She had a sense that shared human feelings can
easily transcend all class and race distinctions.
“I wonder if anything will come if it?” she asked Adrian, and Adrian replied, “Well,
life is an adventure!”
“An adventure, yes! That’s my theme for the stories this week, as it happens.”
She took the purple folder out of her rucksack with her glasses and a torch, and
began to read.
What does the Computer Say about America?
They had heard so much about America, read so much, seen so many films.
Those old films seemed so strange, so garish and out-moded, but there was something
magnetic that drew them towards them, so they spent many hours searching through the
archives, looking for more Hollywood Greats to watch and watch again. Billy was a
modern historian and had spent a great part of his young life studying America and its role
in the world during the twentieth and early twenty-first centuries. Lynda was also an
historian of a sort, but her studies had been further back, about indigenous people: about
Eskimos and Red Indians and all the more culturally acceptable names they are known by.
Both had studied at London University, and both now worked in the University Library.
Their job, with their many colleagues, was to rebuild the library since it was devastated by
the great flood of London, when the Thames Barrier had been unable to hold back the sea
surge for the first time. Since the flood, several years ago now, everything in London had
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been redesigned with flooding in mind, and indeed, the barrier had been over-topped more
than a dozen times since, though less spectacularly.
There was little money for rebuilding anything, or course, so “rebuilding the library”
referred to the books and the archived materials, not to the building. Everything was being
stored and recatalogued on the second floor up. As their team worked on the material
there, they also identified and sought, from far and wide, additional books, tapes, videos,
CDs and DVDs to fill gaps left by the damaged flood material, and to fill gaps that had
not previously been filled.
Both Billy and Lynda loved their work. They loved the very idea of finding, sorting and
cataloguing all the knowledge that ever could be found in the areas of their specialities.
They were interested in the past, but they were also interested in the future, and felt that
they were personally contributing to the store of human knowledge, leaving a legacy for
the future.
One aspect of their work that particularly delighted them was their expeditions far and
wide to find new material. They had decided to go to the small town on the edge of
Wales, Hay-on-Wye, to search through the numerous small bookshops there, so the
following week they set off. Book-lovers though they were, they were also imbued with a
strong sense of adventure. They were young and fit, and the world was a wonderful place
to explore.
Getting from London to Wales presented them with more than a few challenges, of
course. Petrol-powered transport was a distant memory, a vague sense in their
subconscious that the world used to be very different. They set off walking, with their
rucksacks on their backs, and managed to pick up lifts from a motley selection of
transportation. First they travelled along the River Thames upstream on a barge, then on a
canal boat, then various farm-carts, electric buses and buggies, eventually the loan of some
bicycles in Gloucester, overnight camping, and then they were there!
The little shops were like jewel-cases to the young couple. How they thrilled when they
found a new book or CD for the collection! They thought they would be limited by the
amount they could carry in their rucksacks: not many, as well as their camping gear; but a
friendly bookseller sold them a wheeled trolley into which they could pack more and more
treasures.
After several days they were ready to return to London and they found themselves on a
barge on the Stroud Canal, heading towards the Thames.
Billy sat on the roof of the barge with the precious trolley of books between his knees and
Lynda sat behind him, hugging his shoulders. He caressed her fingertips with his spare
hand. The sunlight was reflecting from the calm water of the canal, and they both drew in
breath as a bright blue kingfisher flashed by. Billy was in a state of contented happiness,
and his mind was empty and contemplative, when suddenly its peace was disturbed by a
giant thought erupting.
He turned to Lynda with a huge grin.
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“Let’s go to America!” he said. He whispered it because, of course, it was important that
no-one else should hear such a thought.
“But we can’t!” Lynda said.
“Well, I know it’s impossible on one level, but on another, it’s just another adventure. We
made it to Hay-on-Wye, didn’t we? So let’s go!”
Lynda’s look of dubious anxiety, was soon replaced with a little smile playing at the corners
of her mouth, and soon she was the perfect co-conspirator, whispering ideas into Billy’s
ear, with both of them giggling and becoming increasingly excited.
A couple of days later, after some camps in the rain which might have dampened their
spirits but didn’t, they were back at their flat near the University Library. The next few
days were spent sorting, numbering and storing their new books, but there was one find
which they did not add to the library. It was a map of the east coast of America, and they
had decided to keep it for themselves.
Before long they had agreed a plan. They would continue to work for the library for six
months, live frugally and save hard. Then they would hand in their notices and go.
Meanwhile, they sought more films about America and watched them even more avidly.
It was several months into this period before they told anyone their plans, but a few weeks
before the date of their departure, circled on their calendar with a large exclamation
mark, they set off to visit their parents. Both sets of parents lived near Slough, and they
had sent them letters by horse-post, asking Lynda’s parent to prepare a meal for them all,
and inviting Billy’s parents to come round and visit.
Billy and Lynda had booked tickets on the slow but reliable electric bus that took them out
of London in a westerly direction, along the old A4. At the bus stop in Slough, they were
met by a pony and trap that Billy’s Dad, Rupert, had brought out to collect them. And
soon they were there! Surrounded by happy laughing members of their family, hugs and
jokes; such a welcome. Rupert was full of news about his latest vehicle: how he had made
the trap himself; where he had bought the pony, what he fed him on; and how much
money he was making hiring it out as a local form of transport. His wife, Julie, tried to get
a word in edgeways, telling them how she was keeping chickens and making cakes with
the eggs, but they turned to listen to her when she produced the most delicious looking
cake ever, proudly placing it in the centre of the table. Lynda’s mum, April, was running in
to listen to the conversation, and running out again to the kitchen to look after the
cooking, and her husband Tom was hunting for the knife sharpener, organising the chairs
and offering home-brewed beer to everyone.
Before long they were sitting round the table, with Lynda’s two younger brothers there too.
The roast chicken dinner occupied the attention of them all, and it was only after the cake
had been eaten that Billy looked at Lynda, then stood up.
“I have an announcement to make,” he said. There was a pause while all the family
looked at him expectantly. They had all wondered if there was anything behind this visit.
“Lynda and I are going to America!”
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There was a shocked silence.
“But you can’t!” said April.
“No, no!” wailed Julie. “It’s impossible!”
Another pause.
Then Tom laughed. “Come on you two young things! We all know you are adventurous,
but surely you know as much as we do about the recent history of America? It’s just not
there anymore. Something happened and they wiped themselves off the face of the
Earth.”
“Yes!” interjected Craig, Lynda’s teenage brother. “I know all about that! America
disappeared from our communication systems several decades ago, and no-one’s been in
touch since. Quite a few expeditions have set off to find out what happened, but none has
returned.”
Her younger brother spoke up.
“North America might be inhabited by aliens from outer space!”
Lynda and Billy looked at each other. This was just the reaction they had been expecting.
They realised that it was going to take considerable effort to turn the attitude of their
family members around.
Billy decided to lighten the conversation up, rather than sinking into gloom and doom and
conspiracy theories, so he said, “Before we tell you our plans, why we want to go and what
we intend to do, we’d like to make another announcement.” He held Lynda’s hand. “We’d
like to get married before we go!”
At this, there was a great cheer from the family. Tom ran out into the kitchen to fetch the
bottle of champagne that he had secreted just in case this was what they had come to
announce; glasses were filled; speeches about future happiness were made; everyone was
laughing and happy again.
Before the evening was over, it was agreed by everyone that the wedding would take place
in three weeks’ time, and the mothers got together with lists and ideas, as happy as could
be. But Rupert, who had not said much since the announcements, took Billy aside and
spoke to him seriously.
“This trip to America: you’re going, aren’t you?”
“Yes, Dad, it wasn’t a joke or an idle thought. Lynda and I both believe that life is to be
lived, and this is where our hearts’ dreams lie. We may find out nothing, or we may find
something horrific. We may never get there or we may never return. But we want to try!”
“Well, Billy, you go with my blessing. The big expeditions that were mounted always failed,
but who knows what a keen young couple can do. Which way will you go?”
“We plan to get a ferry across to France, then work our way down through France to
Spain. We have heard, quite reliably we think, that there are now Spanish galleons trading
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with South America, just like in the old days, so that is how we are looking to cross the
Atlantic. Then, from South America, we shall work our way north.”
.........
The large fishing vessel, rigged up with one large brown sail, slowly entered Bristol docks
and came aside, with young men throwing ropes and jumping ashore to tie them to the
capstans. The hooter of the vessel gave three short blasts, an exuberant sound, as though
it were full of joy to have come to land.
Before long, Billy and Lynda appeared and organised their disembarkation. They recruited
a couple of the young men to help them get two large crates ashore, then encouraged two
young boys to jump the gap before following themselves. They left the crates where they
were, shouldered their threadbare rucksacks, and set off along the quay. One of the boys
ran on ahead, stopping and looking and touching everything he saw. “Hello England! Hello
England!” he was calling out. The younger one held his mum’s hand and simply gazed
about in wonder.
Billy laughed. “Look Lynda, that pub, it’s still here!” He pointed to an old building further
along, and they laughed together and headed towards it.
Inside, sitting on leather chairs, the family ordered food and a couple of English beers. The
landlord wasn’t busy, so he stopped to chat to them.
“Where are you in from, then?” he asked. “Been over the channel?”
“We’re just back from America!” announced Lynda.
“Nah! You can’t have! America doesn’t exist anymore!”
“We set off twelve years ago, just after we were married. We had our two lovely babies
over there, and now we’ve returned! So, tell us what has been happening in England these
past twelve years?”
“Not sure I believe you, mate, but I can tell you the tales of England, and see if you believe
those. First thing you need to know is that London’s sunk. I expect it had started before
you went; the tide coming up higher and higher and the flooding. Then there were sort of
earthquakes and tremors for a year or two; they said it was the country tipping up under
the weight of the water, don’t know if that were true or not. Anyway, London’s a tourist
attraction now. You can go out over the city in a glass-bottomed boat and look down on
them old buildings, and see the spires and the tops sticking out the water.”
Lynda looked at Billy. “Hope they rescued our books!”
But the landlord continued as if he had not been interrupted.
“So the result of all that, and I’m not sure if it’s a good thing or not, is that Bristol is now
the capital of England! You said you’ve been here before - do you remember that this pub
was up the hill from the docks? Well, the sea level rose quite a bit here too, so they’ve rebuilt the docks up a bit higher. The sea level seems to have settled down OK now, just the
regular tides which they cope with. We have the English parliament that meets here, not
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that they have much power or do much, because mostly people look after themselves
these days, you know, self-organise, that’s the catch-phrase.”
Billy and Lynda found it hard to take it all in, and were full of questions. But their boys,
Sam and Joe, had finished eating their food and were looking around for something to do.
They had spied a screen over in the corner and had run over to it, followed by Billy and
the landlord.
“What’s this, Dad?” asking Sam curiously.
“Well,” said Billy, “It sure looks like a computer screen, but I haven’t seen a computer
screen for many a long year. I thought we had seen the end of computers quite a few
years before I left!”
The landlord beamed. “Have a go, boys! Touch the screen and see what happens! Go on,
you can’t harm it.”
He turned to Billy. “That’s why Bristol became the capital, you know. Apart from being the
best city in the world, of course. But we had a set of boffins in the University who set up a
local internet, after the world-wide web had crashed.”
“Really?” Billy was fascinated. “Is it like the old internet used to be?”
“Oh yes,” said the landlord, “It’s better in some respects. There is no advertising - because
advertising is against the law throughout the land - and it’s all editable by anyone. All the
information you want at the touch of a screen! They are having problems with the
hardware though, because it is all relic technology. The latest generation of computers has
all been put together with parts from old ones, and there isn’t a limitless supply. Come on
now, what do you want to know?”
The boys were touching and poking the screen, and laughing with delight as words and
pictures came and went.
The landlord stepped forward and said, “’Scuse me, boys, my turn now,” then turned and
looked enquiringly at Billy and Lynda.
“What is the population of England now?” asked Lynda, “Here we are, just returning to
the land of our birth, and we have no idea how many people there might be.”
“Here you go. It says 20 173 289, that’s just over twenty million. That’s just for England
of course; Scotland, Wales and Cornwall are separate countries these days.”
“That’s amazing! So it has declined by about thirty million since I was born? How did that
happen? Was there a terrible plague or something?”
“No,” said the man. “Nothing dramatic, apart from the initial deaths in London, and many
people going up to live in Scotland. There has been a significant decline in the birth rate
and a decline in the life expectancy too. So over a couple of decades, many people died
and few were born.”
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She was about to ask if it was still declining when a graph appeared on the screen. “Oh
look, it has been stable, more or less, for the last two years. Hmm. A stable population of
twenty million with Bristol as the capital. Who would have thought it?”
“So now, here is my question,” said Billy. “What does the computer say about America?”
The landlord looked at him and grinned. “It will say what I said. That all contact with
America has been lost; that America no longer exists. Look.” Sure enough the screen came
up with almost those very words.
“So the next question then,” said Billy, looking at Lynda, “Is, how do we edit this to tell the
world the truth as we found it in our travels?”
The landlord looked at them and realised they were serious.
“You been there? Really? Go on then, tell us what it was like. Then I’ll tell you where you
can get a computer and how to do the editing. Here you are boys, you have another go
with mine.”
Lynda began.
“We went by sailing ship from Spain to South America. The landing was our worst
experience. The people in Rio de Janeiro took us prisoner and made us understand they
were going to kill us. We think that is why no expeditions ever return. The people living in
South America don’t ever want to be dominated by white settlers again. There aren’t
many people there at all, but those that are there have a huge fear of what happened.
But with us, they seemed to take pity. We were young, naïve, nothing more than
adventurous young people. So they let us go.
“We walked from there and headed north. We walked miles, for months. We had a map
with countries marked, but we didn’t know which country we were in. Almost everywhere,
there were no people. We couldn’t find out why. There was no-one to tell us why, or what
happened. We walked up through Mexico and eventually came to the border with the
United States. The border posts were there, but no people at all. So on we walked.”
“What did you eat? Where did you sleep?”
Billy took up the tale. “There was plenty of food to be had. We weren’t in any rush, so we
wandered about where there were any signs of old human habitation. We found
vegetables growing, chickens laying eggs. Sometimes we came across old shops stacked up
with out-of-date tins and jars, with wrappers where the rats had eaten the bread. And of
course, we found human skeletons.”
Sam pricked up his ears at this. “Have you told him about New York, Dad? There were
millions of skeletons there, weren’t there?”
“Yes, eventually we did make our way to a few big cities, including New York. But first we
stopped off in Alabama. We came across a small community of people, who welcomed us
with open arms. They were mostly black people but there were a few white people too,
and they were living all together in a “new village” they had built. They were so excited to
see us; they had thought they were the only people left in the world. They persuaded us to
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stay for a bit; then they built a new house, especially for us. They were so friendly and
nice.”
“So did they tell you what had happened to America, when it went off-screen?”
“No, they didn’t know. They told us that before everything went funny there was no money
because the hole-in-the-wall bank machines didn’t work and no food in the shops either.
After that, there was an information black-out: no newspapers; TV and radio didn’t work
because there was no electricity; no more gas so no cars going past. That was all they
could say. The group had gathered together in a peanut plantation, a long way from any
towns, and had settled down eating peanuts. Gradually they had ventured out and
acquired some animals, and a greater variety of vegetables, and had set themselves to
work, learning how to grow food. They had found a very large empty house, and had all
lived in that; then, over the years, they had built a circle of tiny houses and used the big
house for a central community house.”
“They were a very friendly, jolly group of people!” said Lynda. “I think their happy attitude
had helped them to survive. But neither they nor we could figure out why everyone else
had died. Was it an illness that just happened to miss this group? We simply don’t know.”
“We stayed there for nearly a year,” continued Billy. “We got through our first winter
there. Then we decided to set off travelling again. Lynda really wanted to seek out some of
the indigenous American people, and we thought they would be further north.”
“Yes, I had studied the tribes of North America for my professional work, and I was so
keen to see if we could find them. So off we went. And for about two years we walked
north, roaming over wide areas of North America, looking for signs of human beings.
Some of the time we travelled in an old mule-cart we found. There was a mule nearby we thought it amazing that he had stayed not far from his cart for years, and it was easy
to catch him. The mule-cart was fun, we thought of Billy’s Dad and how he had built a
pony and trap back in Slough. We had to sort out food for us and food for our mule, and
it was OK, just steady work, making sure we collected enough of what we found growing,
and that we kept to places where there was food and water.”
“No people!” Billy said. “Can you imagine? But eventually we did find a group of Native
Americans. We heard drumming, just like in a film, and we followed it, and there they
were. Of course, Lynda had quite a good idea of how to greet them, and we were relieved
to find that they too were friendly. Very friendly! Like the other group, they were delighted
to have some human contact. Human beings are like that, aren’t they? Pleased to meet
others; pleased to share; but always a little fearful that the visitors will take advantage.
“Of course, we didn’t take advantage. In fact we had seeds of food plants that they didn’t
have, and we worked as hard as any of them on chores. In the end, we stopped there for
several years. Lynda found she was pregnant, so we became part of the tribe for a while.
Both our sons were born there, and we lived a very happy life.”
“Yes, we were very happy,” said Lynda. “I couldn’t believe it, that I was living life as a
Native American, because it had always been my childhood dream, to live in a tepee, and
to move on across the land. We did it all, and it was amazing! I learnt so much too. My
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academic knowledge of the tribes was fleshed out with real understanding. They learnt
things from me too, about the other tribes that may exist, and the chiefs began to flesh
out a plan for uniting the tribes to become one nation. They had the wisdom of the
ancient elders, and were determined to found a sustainable America.”
“Did they know what had happened?” asked the landlord.
Lynda shook her head. “No, not a clue. They told us that the white people had had the
wrong attitude to Nature ever since the time they arrived in the fifteenth century, and that
they, the wise ones, had always known that Nature would overcome the people who were
destroying the Earth, but they didn’t know how Nature had done it!”
“Nearly at the end of our story now!” said Billy. “When our boys were five and six years
old, we decided to say goodbye to our amazing tribal friends, and to go and look at some
of the huge cities. They gave us two of their best horses and we made a really good horsedrawn vehicle between us, so we set off with our little family, travelling in an amazing
vehicle. It was very strange, bowling along the highways with no other vehicle anywhere.
“We headed towards the old built-up areas, and as Sam has said, we found lots of
skeletons. We were careful about approaching the cities, in case there were crazy people
with guns, or radioactivity, or deadly disease, but we found none of these and no people
either. We came across a small pack of dogs once, but they were scared, and ran away.
New York was a stunning place to visit, because we were able to make out many of the
buildings and areas we knew from films or books, but it was sad and eerie with no people.
So we didn’t stay long.
“After that we travelled south for months and months, until we came to Rio de Janeiro
again, then persuaded a ship there to bring us home. And here we are.”
“What an amazing tale!” said the landlord. “Another couple of beers on the house! And
here’s some lemonade for you boys!
“Now, you mentioned your parents in Slough - can I show you how to call them up using
the internet video phone system we have now?”
“You said several weeks ago that you were going to tell me positive ideas, to give
me hope. That’s an awful death and destruction story! As if America would
disintegrate like that!”
“It’s only a story; I don’t think America will really disintegrate, but the question is,
what will happen? It can’t keep growing bigger, more powerful, more destructive.
Stories often help people to think differently; to see things from a different
perspective. The human world, economies, our population can’t just keep getting
larger and larger. That’s silly! As Gavin would say, that’s a children’s story! Have
you seen the little film about the hamster?”
“Yes, I have. It’s a little hamster that eats a lot and doubles his size every day. And
after a bit he is as big as Planet Earth, then he eats the Earth and doubles in size
once more! It is a silly film, but it stuck in my mind, and it makes the point that, as
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you say, everything can’t grow for ever. We can’t have permanent growth, that’s
true. So, Gloria, do you think the world will disintegrate or not?”
“I look at evidence, and observe the world, especially the natural world, and see
how things work.” She pointed out to the trees. “I see the trees. A tree starts with
a small seed, then it begins to grow; it becomes bigger and bigger; it becomes great
and mighty. Unlike us it may live for centuries. Then it dies and disintegrates. That’s
what happens. It is the way of the world.”
A long silence.
“I was cooking pasta last night,” Gloria said. “When pasta comes to the boil, it can
easily boil over, then there’s sticky pasta water all over the stove. To stop that
happening, I poured a little sunflower oil on the surface of the hot water, to break
the surface tension, so it wouldn’t boil over. Then instead of putting the lid on and
leaving it to cook, as I usually do, I found myself standing there, watching the oil. As
I poured it on, several quite large globules formed. But they weren’t static; energy
was being added by the heat of the stove, so they jostled and shook a bit, then the
boundary between two of the globules burst and they joined to form one much
larger globule. And as I watched, another boundary burst, then another, and for a
few seconds, there was single very large globule of oil, almost covering the surface
of the almost boiling water. But as I watched, and as I was aware of more and more
energy being added, suddenly the globule shattered into a hundred tiny globules.
Then the process began again, of them gradually joining back together.
“I often see examples of growth followed by returning to small things. I mentioned
the oak tree, growing huge then disintegrating. Think about computers. After they
were invented they grew larger and larger, until when I was at university, we had a
mainframe computer that was bigger than my cottage! Then the force of nature
quite suddenly went in the opposite direction, and they became smaller and
smaller, until we have iPhones that are more powerful than that mainframe.
“I visited Scotland last year and they told me about the little salmon farms that used
to be in the lochs, run by local men, cared for carefully, making them a small
income. Then people and companies started to buy up the salmon farms, bringing
savings in marketing and distribution costs, so the farms became bigger and bigger,
and more and more profitable until . . . a terrible disease took over, the salmon all
died, the big farms were closed down. They were considering starting up small
farms again, with local care and healthy fish.”
“Yes, everything in Nature is in a cycle,” Adrian agreed. “The leaves on a tree:
spring, summer, autumn, winter. The cells in a body. Things grow, amalgamate,
disintegrate. Yes. I see.”
“You know there is a saying - in fact a book - ‘Small is beautiful’?” Gloria continued.
“I think small things are often beautiful and big things are quite often bad. Think of a
tsunami - a tidal wave with such power that it ruins everything in its path. A huge
amount of water, bringing death and destruction. Then think of another form of the
same water: a trillion raindrops. The same quantity of water, but because each
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raindrop is so small, it can do no harm. Small can be a power for good; big can be a
power for harm.”
Adrian asked another question. “So although you said you don’t really think
America will disintegrate, in a way you think all the countries and big institutions
will disintegrate?”
“I just don’t know Adrian. People are intelligent and sensible, and when faced with
crises, they pull together and come up with amazing solutions. But yes, if I am
honest, I think the future will be a huge complex of small, successful, beautiful
solutions - like Nature. I am personally convinced too, that the future solutions will
much better for all - for the people in power too - if they are based on ethical and
moral principles, which are much easier to follow in small-scale groups of people.”
“What do you mean by ‘ethical and moral’?”
“Ethics are principles of right conduct, and are generally uniform throughout
humanity. For example, truth is a fundamental ethic. It is very difficult to imagine a
human society functioning well if it is considered acceptable for people tell to lies.
Ethics are abstract ideas. Morals are the beliefs of the individual or group as to
what is right or wrong and can be expressed as statements or rules, such as ‘you
mustn’t steal’. In some societies this particular rule would make no sense, if there
were common ownership of everything for example, so morals are specific to a
group.
“Life is a big adventure, and I think ethics are guiding principles, like the compass
you take when you set out to sea in a small boat.
“Or you can follow your goblins. Here, I have a story about goblins!”
Goblins
Inside each of us there lives a group of goblins. Did you know that? Can you feel them?
Can you observe them and what they are trying to do? Or do they live in your subconscious, pulling your puppet strings without you even knowing?
The first one is a little red goblin. It is full of energy, always jumping up and down. It says,
“I want to do what I want to do!” It yells at you, “I want to get my own way!” It jumps up
and down, shouting and screaming like a three-year-old. Maybe you didn’t like the feel of
it jumping up and down when you were a child, so you always give it its own way, all the
time, so much so that you don’t notice it anymore? It is greedy and determined and wants
YOU to work hard to get wealth, status and material possessions so that IT will feel ok. It
loves you to own things so it feels all-powerful in making decisions about the things. It
revels in its own little kingdom, where it can be god-like. If it doesn’t get its own way, it can
make you go red in the face, with steam coming out of your ears, getting angrier and
angrier, as if you are going to explode. It can be full of hate and resentment, and likes to
go off on a rant about how awful other people are. It hates them getting their own way! If
a decision has to be made with other people, the red goblin doesn’t want to listen to them;
it just wants to fight competitively to make sure you do what IT wants to do. It whispers in
your ear that if you don’t do things its way, you will be a loser; you will fade away to
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nothingness. In its worst state, it can so dominate a person that they can become a
murderer, rapist, war-monger, destroyer of the beauty of the world.
The second is a little green goblin. It is a sad little thing, always moaning. Its most frequent
cry is, “It’s not fair!” It is full of envy, jealousy and spite. The green goblin always feels
sapped of energy and just can’t get on and do anything. It will make you into a lazy
person, doing far less than your potential, so you always feel unfulfilled. “It’s not fair!” the
goblin cries. Everyone else has more energy than it does, more money, more friends. It is
not very clever, has no confidence, is pessimistic and sees the bad side of everything and
everyone. It likes to look at the TV and sigh with envy at all the beautiful people with
beautiful things, sometimes until you literally go green with envy. It is secretive and
dishonest, quite likely to steal a little here and there, because it’s so unfair that others
have more. In its worst state, it can make you physically ill, or obese, or painfully thin. It
can turn you into a clinging parasite, manipulating others, attaching yourself to stronger
people to suck energy and worldly goods from them. Or it can so dominate you that you
become a thief, a fraudster, a person who takes from others and the world on a grand
scale.
The third is a little blue goblin. It is a shaking, trembling little thing, full of fear and terror.
When it pulls your strings and takes over your thinking, then you go into a blue funk. It
can become your voice of caution, preventing you from going out into the world and
tasting experiences. It can make you avoid all risks, even small risks. Its cry is, “What if . .
. ?” It makes small scary things, like a spider in the bath, seem huge. The whole world and
the experience of living is frightening, and it wants to go and hide behind a person who is
not so scared. People who are dominated by their blue goblin buy big cars as suits of
armour. You can often see them, like little jelly-babies, hiding inside their powerful
machines. They might in the worst case take up roles like chiefs in the armed forces,
convinced that by building up a big defence force of weapons and scary machines their
own fears and terrors will subside. Being in thrall to their blue goblins, these people make
the world a much more terrifying place for us all. But talk to a person who is in the grip of
their blue goblin and they will just say you are stupid for not being scared. Goblins make
you blind to reality.
These little goblins, once you have seen them, are very small and powerless. They are false
spirits, who can only bring unhappiness throughout your life. They cannot possibly damage
you or even influence your behaviour, unless you are unconscious of them, and give your
power away to them. Why do you have them? Are there any other goblins inside you? Is it
your parents’ fault? They may well be remnants of your childhood, but the presence of
your goblins is the fault of no-one. They are just there and can do no harm at all - unless
you allow them to.
But some people do let their goblins take charge. The goblins reside deep in the
subconscious mind of the person, and from there, they pull the strings as if the human
being is just a stupid, great, big puppet.
Can you see that politician talking about the war against terrorists? His red goblin has
such a strong hold, it is almost as if the man has turned into a red goblin! Look, the man
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is desperate that he won’t get his own way, and he is going redder and redder, and you
can almost see the steam coming out of his ears!
And there is a film-star, whining on about her problems, off to have cosmetic surgery
because she is so worried about losing her good looks, green with envy of younger women,
firmly in the grip of her green goblin.
But there is another spirit inside you, the Wise Counsellor, which has a glorious yellow
glow. This angel spirit is mature, sensible and peaceful. It is so strong and magnanimous
that it banishes all fear, gives a sense of never-ending patience and a permanent, secure,
glow of happiness. Under its influence, your heart swells with gratitude, praise, love and
blessing. When faced with a difficult situation, a challenge, a problem, your Wise
Counsellor supports you to rise up and find the best possible positive solution; one that will
make everyone happy. It will encourage you to step outside yourself and see a wide
picture that encompasses the well-being of all, other people and you too, and to realise
that the highest good includes the good of others as well as (not instead of) the good of
yourself.
You will find that your Wise Counsellor is infinitely large, high in intelligence, and powerful.
It is your true spirit, your angel, who can bring you unlimited happiness and love
throughout your life. When you work with it, it gives you surprising little gifts and
serendipity moments all the time. It makes sure you reach out to your destiny so that you
feel fulfilled. It makes your deepest loving dreams come true (not the false materialistic
ones!), and manifests what you need for your soul to expand and grow. The sad thing is
that many people never get to meet their own angel spirit. They are too busy and stressed
with their external life to spend the time to look within. The only way to find it is through
quiet prayer and meditation. The only way.
Maybe the red, green and blue goblins are little devils, I don’t know. And perhaps the
Wise Counsellor is an aspect of God - whatever and whoever you perceive God to be. I
think this spirit resides quietly in your heart, waiting to be called forth to bring blessings
into your life. It’s funny, the goblins are pushy little things, but the Wise Counsellor just sits
quietly in your heart, waiting to be asked to participate in your life.
The goblins won’t like it if you summon the Wise Counsellor! But it is kind to the goblins; it
lets them have their say, it lets them rant a little, or cry a little. They are a part of you, and
it is good to be loving and gentle towards them. Then it says, “Thanks for putting forward
your point of view, but this human being is not going to let you pull their strings. You can
go back to sleep now. This person is going to follow the path of loving wisdom.”
Once you know your Wise Counsellor, your life will start to get better than you thought
possible.
After a respectful but short pause, Adrian jumped to his feet.
“Look at the time, Gloria! It’s late! We need to find our way back in the dark.”
“It’s OK, we have the moonlight to help us,” she replied.
They went back following a different route, along the edge of a field to the road,
then down the lane to the cottage in the woods. As they walked slowly they each
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allowed their spirits to expand, breathing in the moonlight and the beauty. Adrian
wondered if this was why Gloria was so beautiful in her being: she had absorbed
more moonbeams than most women her age. He saw her safely back to the gap in
her garden wall.
“Have you looked out a poem for me this week, please?”
“Yes, it’s about the difficulty of knowing what you are doing in this adventure called
life. You may think you are fighting for goodness and acting as the hands of God but take care . . . “
The Figure in the Hood
All night he wrestled: the force was so great,
His muscles were stretched ‘til they ached;
His nerve and his sinews were sorely displayed;
Determined, he fought hell and fate.
He’d known that the struggle was brewing for long;
His head and his heart were alert;
The moral endeavour, so deep in his soul,
Had wracked him for long years of hurt.
His ego was twisted; he’d struggled and groaned
With prayer and beseeching of breath;
The world was in turmoil; he’d promised himself,
Teeth gritted, to fight to the death.
Then last night he met, in an alley so dark,
A threatening figure in hood!
His blood ran so coldly, his fear rose in waves;
In terror he held out for good.
The devil incarnate was there in his hands;
The powerful being stood tall.
Feet planted like anchors, not moving, held firm,
Resisting: no effort at all.
He’d never give in! He struggled and fought
All night, for so long, how he pressed!
The figure, all shrouded, gave way not an inch;
So confident, close to his chest.
He looked up in horror, as daybreak crept on;
His antagonist drew back and smiled.
Then she rolled back her cloak, and he saw it at last:
He’d wrestled an angel beguiled.
His ideas were false; deluded he’d been;
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His ego had led him astray;
He’d thought good was bad, and bad was his dream.
God! He asked for a blessing that day.
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Chapter 9 Death is OK
Mid June
When Adrian arrived the next week, there was someone at the cottage, visiting
Gloria. It was Henry from the Manor, bringing her some eggs. Gloria introduced
them, with a wink at Adrian. Henry was a tall and handsome man, with a short grey
beard and a smiling face.
“Adrian, this is Henry. Henry is in fact a nobleman, seeing that his grandfather was
a Duke, but now he lives as a struggling farmer, having inherited a manor house and
a large estate which both need a huge amount of upkeep, but no money to go with
them. Henry is my very good friend; he keeps organic chickens and provides all the
eggs I need to make cakes. Henry, this is Adrian, a young friend of mine who loves
to eat cake. He is an aspiring vet.”
Henry raised his eyebrows. “A vet, eh? That must mean you like animals. Would
you like to come and see round the Manor, Adrian?”
“Yes please! I am ‘between jobs’ at the moment, so I have plenty of time. I don’t
think I have what it takes to become a vet, I just find the maths too difficult, but
you are right, I really do love animals.”
“Would you like to give me a hand with my sheep and cows? I would like to think I
could retire one day, but there is no-one to help me so I just keep struggling on by
myself. I feel a duty to maintain the stock in order to care for the pasture, which is
hundreds of years old. If I gave up keeping the animals, the whole estate would
soon be overgrown with brambles and docks.”
“I’d love to come and look round the Manor, thank you. I’d certainly like to help
with the chickens. For some reason I am really fond of chickens, I love their
clucking sounds, I like being around chickens. But I wouldn’t know how to look
after them, so I’d really like to learn. As for the cows and sheep, I’d like to help
with them too. Although I am a vegetarian, so I am rather unsure about how I’d
react when they were taken to slaughter.”
“You’re an honest young man,” said Henry. “It’s a dilemma. People who love
animals often find the idea of killing them for meat repugnant. We shall have to
discuss it in more depth.”
So it was arranged for Adrian to visit the Manor.
Henry joined them for some cake and tea, sitting round the wicker table in the
garden, then left looking happier than he had for some time.
As he walked away, Adrian noticed a rather long and fond look that Henry cast
over his shoulder in the direction of Gloria. He was about to ask Gloria more
questions about Henry, when Gloria began talking about her husband, out of the
blue.
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“My husband was called Bertie, I think I told you before. Albert really, but we called
him Bertie. He died eight years ago, of cancer.”
Adrian didn’t know what to say. He never did know what to say when people
mentioned death.
Gloria smiled in an indulgent sort of way.
“Sorry, you are young, you will find talking about death difficult. But it’s OK, death
really is OK. I loved Bertie more than I can say, but he died, and here I am, smiling
and happy at this moment. I have written a story about his death. It is in my purple
folder, and I think I shall read it to you one day. But not today.
“I am talking to you about death today, because knowing how to deal with death is
part of developing a positive attitude to the journey ahead. I’d like people to come
to terms with the idea of dying well, full of spiritual love. Bertie died like that; you
will hear the story one day, as I have said, and I hope you will find it inspiring.
“Many people are going to die in the years and decades to come, during the
transition. Of course, everyone is born and everyone dies. The only sure fact of
your life is that you are heading towards death. So if the world is in turmoil, and
many people die, what that really means is that more people die at a younger age
than perhaps they might have. Many people will have shorter lives: all the more
reason to have joyful, good lives. The important thing is that people are not filled
with the fear of death, and that they don’t suffer. We all need to come to terms
with the idea of dying.”
She stopped speaking for a while and looked up at the trees. Then she was
suddenly rather bouncy.
“But now I am thinking about Henry!” she exclaimed.
“When Bertie died, I was absolutely sure that that was the end of my romantic life.
I didn’t want to look at another man, ever again. But this year, just as the spring
flowers are coming out, everything seems opening up. First you, saying I am
attractive and lovely. Me! An old woman! As I have said, I am flattered, more than
you know. And now there is dear Henry, who seems to be becoming rather fond
of me!”
Oh, so she had noticed. Adrian hadn’t seen her so much as look Henry’s way.
She giggled. “I rather like Henry, and he is such a gentleman. I have known him for
years, so I always feel very comfortable around him, but it had never occurred to
me, until recently, that he might take a liking to me. His wife died some years ago
too, so perhaps he is just feeling lonely and nothing will come of it. Perhaps he will
have enough company if you go and help him with the chickens; perhaps he will
forget all about me. But, do you know, dear Adrian, that I am feeling quite excited;
a bit buzzy inside.”
Adrian smiled fondly at her.
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“I must say it is scary, though, thinking about starting a new relationship at my age,”
she went on. “For one thing, it is quite likely that I will put myself through the pain
of bereavement again. Henry is not a spring chicken and he might die quite soon and then where would I be?”
Adrian plucked up courage to talk a little more about her husband’s death.
“You did say you survived your husband’s death OK?”
“Yes, I did, but it was very painful. Death is, at the same time, inevitable and
wonderful and painful, all rolled into one.”
“Why is it wonderful?”
“Because it is necessary to face up to death in order to truly live. Because death
show that nothing matters - nothing matters. We are all born to die. Being born is
like falling off a cliff. You see things, you live, on the way down, but all the time you
know that at the end of the ride there is one fate - you will die. Whatever you do
on the way down, however you choose to spend your life, you will end up dying. I
used to think that was terrible, but now I have the understanding that it is OK. Not
only is death OK, but the awareness of your death to come enables you to live
better. When you are fully aware of death, then you can really live in the moment,
and be full of joy. Once you fully understand that nothing matters, then everything
matters so much more.”
“Some people think death is really awful,” Adrian exclaimed. “Most people do. I do!
Why are you so different?”
“I remember being a small child. I was a really curious little child, full of questions,
wanting to know the answer to everything. And one day I said to my mother,
‘What is it like to die?’ and she said, ‘No-one knows, because people who die don’t
come alive again to tell us what it was like. The only way to find out what death is
like, is to die.’ Well,’ I said, ‘I want to die now then! I really want to find out!’ And
my mother explained to me that I can’t just die and find out right now, I shall have
to wait. And do you know, that curiosity I had as a five-year-old is still with me? If I
knew I was going to die tomorrow, I would feel a little ripple of excitement.
Whoooo! At last I am going to find out!”
“Oh Gloria, you are a bit crazy! I accept you can think what you like about your
own death, but what about the death of other people, and the death of animals? I
have told you, I want to be a vet (or at least I wanted to, but not sure I can ever
pass the exams). The reason is that I love animals, and I really can’t bear the
thought of eating them. If I look after them, it would be like eating my own pets! I
think killing an animal is morally unacceptable. What do you think?”
“I hate the idea of cruelty to any living thing: animal, plant, fish, insect. They are all
part of Nature, and so are we, and Nature is bigger than us. But, in my opinion,
killing for food is fine as long as we do it with compassion. I love farm animals. I
think the world would be a poorer place without them. If we didn’t eat cows, pigs
and sheep, there would be no cows, pigs and sheep. I love the calves and the little
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lambs, with life renewing every spring. I really hate factory farms, though, all about
profit, with no love and care for the animals. But with small-scale farming, such as
you will see up at the Manor, each animal is loved and cared for. Farmers like
Henry will sit with ill animals all night - more than most people would do for
another person. You’ll soon know, you will be doing it once you get involved with
Henry and his way of life. He is the most compassionate farmer I know.”
“Hey, Gloria, you are missing the point. All this love and care you talk about - it’s
not really love, is it, if we are going to kill the animal! Animals don’t want to die!
And Buddhists tell us to do no harm to any living thing - not to even the smallest
insect.”
Gloria grinned teasingly.
“Plants are alive too! We have to eat something you know!”
“Yes, but plants are not sentient beings. They are not intelligent and conscious.”
“That’s true, but they are alive and we do take their aliveness away when we eat
them. And of course, every single animal that ever lives will die and, unless it is
consumed by fire, it will then be eaten: by predators, people, worms or bacteria.
The animal will be eaten - the only other option is for it to have never existed; do
we wish to aim for a world with fewer animals? And if an animal dies and is going to
be eaten, why not enjoy it as a lovely piece of steak?”
“Oh, come on, Gloria, you are teasing me now!”
“Yes, I am, and I think your choice not to eat meat is a marvellous decision. But I
would say, don’t impose your beliefs on others.”
Adrian sat up, “You are always trying to impose your beliefs on me! Your purple
folder is full of your beliefs that you want me to agree with!”
Gloria didn’t turn defensive. “Ah yes, but remember our deal. I have asked you to
listen to my beliefs, but I have also asked you challenge them. I am not demanding
that you agree with them, only that you listen to them.
“I believe it is OK to eat meat, but I shall not attempt to impose that thought on
you nor on anyone else. I believe that is my own choice.
“However, I think I have the right to try to impose the idea of not hurting animals,
because it seems to me that hurting animals breaks a deep ethical rule. It is not
acceptable to cause fear or suffering; we must stand up to people who are cruel to
animals so they can make a profit. It is putting money before love. If you, Adrian,
care for animals, and give them a life as good as it can be, with much love and no
pain or fear, then you will be making the world a better place - as long as you are
not unkind to the people who do choose to eat the animals. If one of your farm
animals died and you buried it and it was eaten by worms, you wouldn’t be unkind
to the worms now, would you? So I think it is important that you are not unkind to
the human beings who do choose to eat meat. Tell them your opinions, for sure,
but don’t judge them.”
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“I think that is good advice,” said Adrian. “Ever since I decided to try to become a
vet looking after farm animals, I have been in a dilemma, about the thought of
caring for animals that would then be eaten. It was putting me off agreeing to help
Henry. But I shall give it a go, and see how I feel.”
“As it happens, I have written a story about a vegetarian and her attitude to
animals. The evening is very pleasant, and it is lovely sitting out here with the birds
singing in the trees around. Shall I fetch my folder and read you this story out
here?”
He nodded and soon they were seated on the garden chairs, reader and listener,
both waiting in silence for their minds to settle before she began.
The Golden Chicken
Judith awoke in a large cold bed, in a small silent room. She slipped out of bed and
gathered a soft blanket round her shoulders, because it was so cold. At the window, she
could see the country scene bathed in silvery moonlight, but there was not a single pinpoint of light. She wondered if the power cut was still with them, but before she went over
to the light switch to test, she couldn’t help stopping for a few moments to gaze at the
beauty of the world. She shivered, then tested the light. Nothing. No power. No heating
then. Her mobile phone told her it was only six o’clock, so she slid back into bed and tried
to find the warm patch where her body had been.
She couldn’t get back to sleep so she lay and thought about the last couple of days. She
lived in a flat in Nottingham, which was always warm; it was full of labour-saving
appliances, too. How different it was here! Yet she was pleased to be here. She had come
to visit her brother Rupert, and she was very fond of him. She had travelled by train from
Nottingham to Exeter, and Rupert had been at the station to pick her up in the old Landy
from the farm. Rupert lived in a cohousing community.
“A what?” she had asked four or five years ago, when he had first told her about it.
“What does cohousing mean?”
“It’s quite a new term in the UK,” he had told her, “although there have been cohousing
communities in Denmark and America for years. It means that several families, couples
and individuals live together, rather like an old-fashioned village. You remember I told you I
had sold my house; well, a group of friends including me clubbed together and we have
bought this lovely little farm in North Devon. It has a central farmhouse and eight holiday
cottages, so we have a cottage each and share the farmhouse.”
She laughed teasingly. “What? Have you joined a commune? Or is it cult?”
“Of course not, silly. We each have our own cottage, I just told you, and we don’t pool our
money or even have shared belief systems. We are very diverse people. But we do share
the central “cohouse” and we have all agreed with the others that we shall try to live more
lightly on the earth. We have a covenant, a promise which is all about caring and sharing.
I really do think it is the way to live. In a few decades time there will be hundreds of
communities like this all over the place.”
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Since then, Judith had visited several times, and each time the people were really lovely
and welcoming. Each cottage was self-contained, but the community members seemed to
spend more time together in the farmhouse than in their own cottages, with most of them
sharing a meal each evening. They worked together, looked after the polytunnel and
vegetable patch together and had a rota for animal care. In the winter, they shared the
splendid, cosy, log-heated living room more often than not, to save them heating their own
cottages.
Now it was November and really quite cold outside, so when she and her brother had
come in from the station, the log-stove had been burning brightly and the warmth of the
room and the people’s spirits had made her glow all over.
That evening, there had been a meal spread out in the old farmhouse kitchen, and she
was invited to join them. The first thing she saw was a plate of tender roast lamb, which
had made her involuntarily wrinkle up her nose in disgust. Rupert knew she was a
vegetarian of course, and quickly steered her past that plate, pointing out the spiced bean
stew that was the vegetarian option, and the fresh kale and mashed parsnip from the
community vegetable patch. Then pudding: a delicious-looking flan with an egg custard
filling covered with stewed raspberries that they told her proudly had also been collected
from the garden that day. Their bushes were still fruiting into November! Judith enjoyed
the main course but graciously refused the pudding.
Later that evening, when they were chatting and laughing as they sat on the sofas by the
fire, Judith introduced them to a subject that was close to her heart.
“I’ve discovered a new diet: the Paleo diet!”
They sounded very interested, so she expanded.
“Paleo is short for paleolithic, and it means a diet based on theories of human evolution.
It’s about eating the sorts of things that our hunter-gather ancestors used to eat.”
“Stone-age people you mean?” said Ryan with a grin. “Surely they ate steaks of the woolly
mammoth - and you are a vegetarian!”
Judith was not put off.
“Even though there are many variations on the Paleo diet, they all agree on a few key
principles: only eat foods that can be picked or hunted in nature, avoid foods that cannot
be eaten raw, and prefer meat products from animals fed their natural food. In practice,
this means avoiding all the types of food that go through factories, like sugar and refined
oils; also grains, beans and potatoes because they can’t be eaten raw. As for meat, I don’t
want to eat meat anyway, because as you know I can’t stand the cruelty of killing. I can’t
bear to think about killing any sort of animal.”
Rupert leant forward. “So, my dear sister, what exactly are you going to eat? I saw you
avoided the pudding this evening, and guessed you were not prepared to eat the sugar or
the wheat. We have many people visiting the community who avoid those foods. But you
don’t eat meat or fish; you avoid dairy altogether because it is not possible to get milk
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without killing calves; eggs are out because they might have hatched into chicks; now you
are avoiding grains, beans and potatoes; so what’s left?”
“Lots of amazing delicious food! And what’s more, most of it is free, because I can forage
for it! I eat all sorts of leaves, and am becoming very good at identifying wild plants,
because I don’t want to go eating hemlock or anything else poisonous. There are
toadstools, which I also need to learn more about. Seeds. All kinds of seeds and nuts. And
fruit of course.”
Scott chuckled. “You will find it hard to forage for things around here. We have eaten
nearly all the fruit that our orchard provided, and a handful of raspberries won’t keep you
alive. You can go and search for seeds all day, but I don’t think you will find many in
November.”
Rupert butted in. “You can eat the leaves in the veggie patch: cabbage, kale and Swiss
chard. But I can’t help teasing you a bit, my dear little sister, because there wouldn’t be
many of the cabbages left if we had relied on you to do the slug patrol last summer!”
Judith lay there in bed and thought back to that conversation. Yes, it was true that she
hadn’t done well with getting rid of the slugs. She had refused to kill them, and had
collected them all up into a bucket and tipped them over in the hedge, away from the
cabbage patch. And the others had told her they had all crawled back to the cabbages
that very day.
The people in this community were really nice, though. They teased her a bit about the
Paleo diet, but the next evening they had prepared a wonderful meal, having really
listened to what she said. Not only listened but joined in with enthusiasm, preparing a
Paleo meal for everyone. Two of them had gone down to the beach and collected
seaweed, which they had prepared for the first course. Then there had been a feast of
leaves, grated carrot, chopped raw onion and hazel nuts. And the pudding had consisted
of the last of the apples finely chopped, mixed with a few raspberries gleaned from the
soft fruit patch and a spoonful of local honey. Delicious!
She decided it was time to get up, so she dressed quickly in the cold and dark, pulled on
her thick boots and ran over to the farmhouse.
The clock on the wall said nearly six thirty, and there seemed to be no-one about, so she
set to and lit the fire in the log-stove. She thought about a cup of tea, but there was still
no electricity, so she filled a saucepan with water and perched it on top of the stove.
As the water in the saucepan started to hiss, Judith heard the sound of other people
coming in. Scott came in with Lettie and their baby, Jenny. The two sisters, Emily and Joyce
came in next. Judith didn’t know them very well - they had been away or out working on
her previous visits. Then Rupert came in yawning, and praised Judith for the fire and the
tea. Within half an hour, most members of the community had arrived and were clustered
round the fire.
Rupert had brought his laptop and was fuming as he fiddled about with it. “I can’t get the
BBC News website!” he announced.
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“What do you want the news for?” asked Scott jokingly. “Want to know the football
results?”
Rupert relaxed. “I suppose I want to know about this power cut.”
“We’ve had lots of power cuts so far this winter, and the power always comes back on,”
Lettie replied.
“Yes, but one day it might not.”
“Rupert, can you look up the trains on the Great Western website for me, please, there’s
a dear?” asked Judith.
Rupert went back to the computer and soon the puzzled frown returned to his face. “No,
I can’t get Great Western either.” He relaxed again. “Oh well, I shall try again later. Now,
who’s for fried eggs on fried bread for breakfast?”
Judith pulled a face, and he smiled at her. “I shall get something special for you in a
minute.”
He came back with a large frying pan and a bottle of olive oil, and put it on the stove.
Emily and Joyce brought in the home-made bread, the bread-board and the bread-knife.
Others fetched candles, eggs, plates, knives and forks, a bottle of ketchup, and more mugs
for tea. Before long they were all sitting round the large community table tucking in to
their breakfast, with Judith happily eating some raw nuts.
Andrew spoke as the meal ended. “As one of the elders, I’d like to propose that we have a
Management Meeting here and now. I shall chair if you like.”
Everyone nodded approval.
“I shall take notes if I can use your lap-top, please Rupert,” said Scott.
“Well . . . . if we are short of electricity, this lap-top’s battery might be worth saving, so
how about taking notes on paper with a biro?”
Scott thought this was funny. “Ha ha! Paper and pen like the old days!” But he went and
found a notebook and a biro.
“Yes mate, we may be heading back to the old days, sooner than ever we thought.”
Judith sat and listened. She was impressed with how well they worked together, how they
thought co-operatively. All of them considered how to share what they had and how to
support each other through whatever there was to come.
They made notes under headings. Basically they were making a plan about what to do if
the electricity didn’t come back on. They were laughing and happy as they worked
together. There was no sense of worry or panic. Scott jokingly said that they could use his
notes to light the fire if the electricity came on soon.
But the electricity didn’t come back on.
They suffered from lack of information, some suffering more than others. Rupert in
particular spent many hours trying to contact “the outside world” as he called it, first by
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lap-top until the battery ran out, then by radio after he had rigged up a car battery that
he could charge from their PV panels, with a three-pin plug on the end of an inverter that
he found in the barn. But he couldn’t get any information at all, and that annoyed him
greatly. “We lived in the age of information,” he hissed. “Surely the authorities could think
of some way of informing us about what is going on? It’s far worse than it was in World
War II. I’ve recently read a book about the war, and even back in those days, with the
black-out and everything, they did seem to have some sort of clue about what was going
on.”
Judith didn’t want to leave on her journey back home without any information. It would be
like going out into a black hole. The other community members didn’t want her to go
either. “You stay here with us, love,” said Mandy. Mandy was an older woman, and she
had been appointed to take charge of the food store.
They thought they had a lot of food at first. They had two sacks of lentils, six sacks of flour
and plenty of yeast, a sack of oats and two sacks of rice. In their food barn, there were
several strings of onions hanging up, four sacks of potatoes, a few butternut squashes, and
a freezer with quite a good quantity of meat in it. Out in the garden there were parsnips,
leeks, cabbages and much more besides. Lettie went up to the polytunnel and planted
onion, carrot and lettuce seeds, so something would come through by the early spring.
For the first couple of weeks, they feasted on the meat. The weather was quite cold, and
the electricity-less freezer insulated the meat enough to stop it going bad. After that, they
saved what was left for the dogs, and went onto an almost totally vegetarian diet, although
some of the lads had some success with trapping rabbits.
Judith went out foraging every day, but soon found the truth about foraging in modern-day
England, even in rural Devon. The land was like a desert; there were very few wild things
to eat. She always found something, but nothing like the quantity needed to keep herself
fed, let alone the twelve people in the community. If she came back with little, Mandy
would insist that she have some of the raw oats to go with it.
Groups of community members went out seeking wood most days when it wasn’t raining.
They looked for fallen logs and trees in their own woods first, sawing them up laboriously
with bow-saws, and dragging their harvest up the hill on the trolley. Then they went further
afield, seeking wood on land that was not theirs. The wood was needed for cooking; they
continued to cook on top of the communal log-stove and slept in their own unheated
houses, with all the duvets they had piled high on their beds.
The winter solstice came and went, and they felt better once the days started to creep
towards lightness. Spring would be here soon; they would plant food and have a plentiful
harvest. They just had to get through this cold and wet winter.
They had Management Meetings often.
There was a security sub-group, that met to think through what they would do if other
human beings came down their drive to attack them; to steal their food; perhaps even to
murder them. They were glad there were plenty of dogs around, and they spent some
time trying to get the dogs to charge to the gate as a pack, barking furiously and looking
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fierce. The dogs thought this was a lovely game and wagged their tails enthusiastically. The
security sub-group’s best idea was to invite any invaders in for a meal, and to work on
befriending them. They would teach them how to grow food, then send them on their way,
full of knowledge about survival.
There was a social activities sub-group, of course, that organised a never-ending
programme of parties and card games, dances and silly hat games.
As time went on, Judith thought more and more about death. She hated the thought of
death, and as far as she could remember, she always had done. She remembered her visit
here last summer, when she had been deeply affected by three deaths in one week.
There was a black plastic pond on the farm, left behind by the previous owner. It was in
place in the ground, but its base had been punctured, so it held no water. It was a
problem waiting to be resolved, one day. Dig up the broken plastic liner, she thought, and
throw it in the landfill. Then decide what to do with the hole. Fill it in or use it. I don’t
know. Leave it until another day.
She went past the punctured pond, on the way to the vegetable patch and a movement
caught her eye. There was a shrew in the pond. No, wait, there were three shrews! A
mother and her two babies. They were trying to scale the walls of the plastic pond liner
with increasing desperation. She had been bitten by a shrew when she was a small child,
and could still remember the shock and pain, so she didn’t want to scoop them out with
her bare hands. She found a piece of wood, and made an escape ramp, and instantly, one
of the little ones ran up, and was free! It made her happy to rescue a small animal. But
she could not persuade the other two to use the ramp, so she set off for a pair of gloves.
When she arrived back at the pond, a sight of carnage met her eyes. It was horrible. The
mother was eating her own baby! She had killed it and was gnawing it frantically, as if she
had not had a meal for days. All the love and interest Judith had had for these dear little
mammals turned to pure disgust. How unspeakable! The thought of cannibalism, of eating
an animal that is the same species as yourself, is appalling. But to cannibalise your own
baby! She was nearly sick with the horror of it.
She went past the Linhay on the way back, and stopped to watch the swallows feeding
their babies. Now there were some model parents! Absolutely dedicated, they were on the
wing from dawn to dusk, never mind the showers, flying between the raindrops. She tried
to imagine how many insects they had caught and brought back for each baby. At least
thousands, probably tens of thousands. What dedication! What unselfishness! No time to
collect much food for themselves; no time to sit around with their legs up (or do I mean
wings?) she thought. Their parental work was relentless. And now the babies were nearly
ready to fledge. She could see them up there, giving a tentative flap of the wings. Good
luck, little birds!
Then she glanced down to the ground, and there was a dead baby swallow. It must have
fallen out of the nest a day or two too soon. There was nothing Judith could do to save it.
It was well and truly dead. Judith felt the tears welling up. After all that work! To lose such
a beautiful young bird! Life, or rather death, was unbearable.
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The last of the three deaths that day was even worse. Rupert had a very old cat. Judith
had been staying with her brother in his flat that time, and each evening the cat had
asked to sit on her knee. He was too old to jump up, so she had picked him up carefully,
and he had purred as he had settled down against her warmth. That evening, the cat had
asked to go out. He slept most of the time these days and rarely went out, not even for a
wee; he used his litter tray. Rupert said, “Well if he wants to go out, let him go out”.
The evening drew on, and there was no sign of the cat wanting to come back in. It had
started to rain. Judith had gone to the door time and again, then, just before bed time, she
went out to look for him. She found him, a few yards from the house, lying on his side in
the pouring rain. His eyes were closed and he looked unconscious. Judith picked him up
and cradled him in her arms, walking carefully back to the flat. Rupert jumped up to open
the door when he saw her coming. He fetched some old towels and helped Judith lay the
poor old cat down comfortably. Yes, Rupert had been kind and gentle and concerned, but
she remembered how matter-of-fact he had been about the cat’s death. “There’s nothing
else to do Judith. He will be dead in the morning. Just leave him in peace. No need to sit
with him. His soul will float away in the night.” And Rupert had gone off to bed.
Judith had sat with the cat for hours, and had fallen asleep in the chair. When she woke
up, the cat was no longer breathing. She had been too frightened to touch the body. A
cat’s dead body! She just could not stand the thought of a dead body. She had gone to
bed shivering and crying. In the morning, the body had been stiff and unnatural, and
Rupert had taken it away and buried it.
That was last summer. Now, only eight months later, she was starting to think about her
own death. When she had come to the farm at the beginning of November, it had been
for a weekend visit. The power cut had seemed almost fun at first, foraging for food and
eating by candlelight. Now the candles were used up and they had only wind-up torches.
And at the Management Meetings, they were talking seriously about what they would do
when they ran out of food. They were only eating two small meals a day now; the freezer
was long empty; there was nothing left in the vegetable patch. Judith had given up the
idea of avoiding bread and rice, and couldn’t remember the logic of the Paleo diet that she
had been so keen on. Mind you, her enthusiasm for foraging was celebrated by the group.
There was still a full sack of rice and a sack of lentils, and they were doing very well with
foraging on the seashore, finding seaweed and mussels every day. But there was just not
the quantity of wild food that they needed. So what would they do when the sacks ran
out? It would be another four months before they were able to gather any quantity of food
from the garden.
The first discussion was about the chickens.
The chickens were not laying much in the winter. They were very thin, because there was
no supplementary food to feed to them, and so they pecked around finding their own
food. Foxes were a great fear, and even their own dogs were a threat, now that the dogs
went hungry much of the time. The dogs were encouraged to go out hunting for rabbits
and mice, but the community members had to stop them from catching the chickens. So
they had developed a rota for guarding the chickens, putting them back in their wirecovered run when the guard-duty time ended. The chickens were seen by all to be
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precious! But what was the best thing to do with them? Should they keep a few for
breeding and eat the rest now? There was still a very small amount of oil left in the bottle,
and the thought of fried or roasted chicken made most of the community members
dribble in ecstasy. But perhaps it would be more responsible to see the chickens through
the winter, and wait until they began laying again? A steady supply of eggs seemed almost
too good to be true too.
In the end, they decided to kill two birds and eat them for Sunday lunch, and to try to
keep all the others alive until spring. But that would only be one meal, and not much then.
They had a tool that looked like a pair of pliers that would be used to kill the chickens
quickly and painlessly, and Rupert told Judith that she could go and hide and not know
anything about the deaths. But whether she chose to join in with the chicken meal was up
to her.
They were having a similar problem with the potatoes. They had set aside two of the four
sacks to be seed potatoes to plant in the spring, but now the other two sacks had been
eaten and it was very tempting to eat the seed potatoes.
Their regular Management Meetings kept them on the path of responsibility. Each person
was now so hungry that they could easily have decided to eat up all the chickens and
potatoes there and then, but together they realised that, with care, they would get through
the winter, and then life would be sweet again.
Judith was thinking more and more about her own death. She had eaten less than the
others since she had arrived in November, partly because she had been determined to
keep to her new-found diet at first, and partly because she felt rather guilty about being
there at all, being an extra mouth to feed. Lately she had noticed that her hip bones were
sticking out alarmingly, and several times she had come over feeling faint. Mandy had
noticed one of these moments, and had taken her aside.
“Listen here, Judith! We all love you, and it would be absolutely terrible if you died. You’ve
told us the story of Rupert’s old cat, and how awful you felt when he died. Can you
imagine how we’d feel? I know you are responsible for yourself, but I feel all motherly
towards you, and want to say, ‘Come on young lady, eat up your chicken!’ I do hope you
are going to join in with the Sunday lunch?”
Judith lay in bed that night, thinking about her moral stance about not eating things that
had been killed, and the other side of the coin, bringing on her own death through
starvation. She tried to imagine what it would be like to be a chicken, to see those pliers
coming, to kick your legs and breathe your last. Then she tried to imagine her own death.
Already her bones and stomach ached from lack of food. Would the pain get worse?
Would she struggle and suffer as death came upon her? She forced herself to think about
it, but it was awful, she couldn’t bear it. Nothing could be worse than the chickens’ death,
yet her own death would be a million times worse.
She fell asleep and had a dream. The moon was full and it crept around and shone
through the window onto the young woman, so thin, in her cold bed. Judith dreamt that
she was a chicken. She was walking along a path, which became a very narrow path high
up on the cliffs, above the sea. The path was very difficult, covered with broken stones,
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and it went on and on. It became narrower and more dangerous, hanging over the cliff.
Judith the chicken was very frightened at first, running along, desperate to get away from
something. Then gradually she became calmer and somehow she was growing bigger. She
looked at her feathers, and they had turned from a dull brown to glorious golden feathers.
She came to a ledge at the end of the path, and stood there, feeling absolutely wonderful.
Calm and majestic. Slowly she leaned forward and glided off over the sea. The air rushed
past her and she felt she was in paradise. She glided round and looked back at the cliff
and there, at the end of the path she could see a little dead chicken. Then she awoke.
It was strange, laying there in that cold bed after her dream, because she was no longer
aware of the cold. That sense of a glowing, warm, paradise was still with her. She felt
wonderful, as though something had changed, deep inside her. After she had relived that
wonderful flight sensation several times, she tried to puzzle out the meaning of the dream.
And suddenly she knew. That moment of take-off had represented death. And was it
horrible? No! Quite the contrary.
But this went against everything she believed. ‘My thought underlying that dream must be
wrong,’ she thought. ‘Death is the most horrible thing there is, the final, last unbearable
thing, that destroys life.’ But as she lay there in the dark, the realisation dawned that it is
only the fear of death that is horrible. Once the moment of death had passed, then either
there is nothing (and that can’t be horrible) or there is a soul which floats away to
paradise. So if there is no fear before death, and no suffering during the moment of death,
then death is OK. Really, she thought? Yes, really.
She went back to sleep, but then got up early and went over to the farmhouse. She wasn’t
sure she wanted to share her dream with anyone else yet. Then she thought that if she
did, it probably wouldn’t be too new an idea for the others: it was probably what they
knew anyway. She thought about Rupert and how matter-of-fact he had been when the
cat had died.
Later that week, yet another meeting was called. The roast chicken dinner had been a
spectacular success, and they had all felt that lovely full feeling for an hour or so
afterwards. Even Judith had eaten some, to their surprise and pleasure. But the food
supplies were continuing to dwindle, and there was still a total news blackout. They had
visited the local shops weeks ago and had found them to be empty of food, with no people
around. When they went down to the beach foraging, they had seen people in the
distance several times, but always they had disappeared or ‘run away’ when they were
approached. So the community had had no news from near or far.
This meeting was about their larger animals. They had three sheep, who were pregnant
(they hoped) because they had been taken to the ram in October, and two cows who were
also pregnant. They all agreed that there was something obscene about killing a pregnant
animal, and wasteful too when there would soon be two or more animals instead of one.
The animals were hardy breeds that could survive on grass alone, so feeding them over
the winter had been no trouble. When the cows gave birth, there was the glorious
prospect of milk and dairy food. But to overcome their own food problem now, there were
two other animals. There was the calf that had been born in the autumn, just over a year
ago, called Thunderbird, and the younger calf called Dandelion. They were both males, so
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had always been destined to become meat. But now the meeting was discussing if they
should perhaps keep one to sire more calves from the cow that was not his mother. And
maybe even from his mother, risking deformities from in-breeding in these difficult times.
The one to keep would be Dandelion, keeping him until he was full-grown. Thunderbird
would be the one they would slaughter now, for his meat. In the past, they had taken
animals from their small-holding to the local slaughterhouse to be killed and butchered,
but now there seemed little choice but to do it themselves.
Judith remembered her horror at the thought of the calves’ destiny each time one had
been born. Such sweet little calves, and the community members were talking about
raising them for meat! Giving them life only to give them death! She had spoken out
against the idea of killing them when she had first visited. The community members had
tried to explain their philosophy to her: that they were giving these little creatures life, a
wonderful life. If they hadn’t brought the bull in, they would never have been born. But
here they were, bringing joy to the community, living happily in the beautiful surroundings
of their farm, well-cared for and loved. And next spring the cycle would continue: more
beautiful new life. Without the plan to eat the meat, this life would not exist. She had
shaken her head. “No! You can’t kill them!” So they had said to her, “What did she
propose? That their fields be full of dangerous bulls that just ate grass for years until they
suffered from old age and then died of natural causes?” And she had said, “Yes, better
than be killed”.
Now she was sitting with the others, meticulously planning Thunderbird’s death and the
aftermath.
Before discussing how they would do the killing, they went through all the other aspects.
Where to do it. How to catch the blood, so they could make black pudding. How they
would save the fat for cooking and perhaps to make candles too. How to collect salt from
the sea so they could salt some of the meat, and how to smoke some to preserve it. How
to save a good amount of the scrappier meat for the dogs, and where to store that.
They worked hard on these aspects, spending a few days on the beach with a cauldron
boiling over a driftwood fire, adding buckets of sea water so that the cauldron was full of
salt crystals when all the water had evaporated. They made a smoker out of an old fridge,
and read old books about preserving meat.
Then they came to the point of discussing how to kill Thunderbird. How do you take the
life away from a healthy young animal? When he has run along to the end of the stony
path, how do you encourage his soul to fly out over the ocean? It wasn’t going to be as
easy as the chicken pliers.
They all agreed that they needed to think it through very carefully so that he suffered from
fear or pain as little as possible, so that none of them were injured if the animal struggled.
Judith was listening carefully, thinking about how to do it well, actively participating. The
others noticed this with respect, and no-one asked her what she was doing, talking about
Thunderbird’s death as if it were the most natural thing in the world.
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They talked about bringing him in to a small pen, then tying his legs together so he
couldn’t kick. But some people thought that there would be a kicking injury from even
trying to do this. They had guns but had run out of ammunition weeks ago, from shooting
rabbits. They talked about building a frame, like a gibbet, and hanging him up there with
a rope around his neck to strangle him. They talked about cutting his throat, but as Scott
said, he himself could hold his breathe for about four minutes, so the animal wouldn’t die
of lack of oxygen for quite a while.
Then Judith put an idea forward. “Could we stun him with something like chloroform?”
They were instantly impressed with Judith’s idea. They turned to Andrew, who had been a
professional chemist. “Well, luckily I have a chemistry text-book so I can look it up, even
though the internet has gone down. And yes, I do believe we could make chloroform.”
So the plan was hatched.
On the appointed day, Thunderbird trotted over to the slaughter area with no trouble,
tempted by a handful of sheep-nuts from the bottom of a sack in the barn. He stood still
while his legs were tied together, as if he had no notion that anything was about to
happen. It was Judith who held the chloroform-soaked cloth to his face, as he looked up
from eating, and Rupert and Andrew held his weight and helped him to the ground as he
sank down to his knees. Judith kissed the half-unconscious animal on his forehead and
whispered something about his feathers turning gold. The tears were streaming down her
face, but she looked very calm, almost full of joy. Scott slipped the sharpest kitchen knife
into Thunderbird’s throat, and Mandy held out the bowl to catch the blood. Thunderbird’s
eyes closed and he snorted and coughed a couple of times, then he slipped over onto his
side and was still. He was dead.
Judith sat on the ground next to him for a short while, with her hand on his shoulder, and
felt the transformation. Perhaps she could sense his soul leaving his body? Was he floating
in paradise now? His living presence faded. He was no longer an animal but a wonderful
pile of delicious, life-saving meat. He had lived a good and happy life, had known no fear,
had died with no pain. He had, by his life, succeeded in turning the inedible grass that
surrounded them into this marvellous store of nutrition for the community.
And he had helped Judith overcome her terrible fear of death.
Adrian was looking thoughtful. “That was an interesting story. It’s all about a
cohousing group again. Very interesting. But I don’t think you have really addressed
the issues that concern me, as a vegetarian. You yourself think death is OK, and I
am beginning to understand why, but the reason I don’t eat meat is not just about
my feelings about death. It is more about the exploitation of animals. The way
people have power over animals. We can kill and eat them, because we are
cleverer and stronger and so on, but that doesn’t make it alright to do so! I’d like
people to honour and respect animals, because they are beings, equal to us.”
“But we and they are part of a very complex ecological cycle. I honour your beliefs,
but I’d like you to honour mine too. Wait, here is a favourite quote of mine, from J
G Bennett:
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‘All life is one and everything that lives is holy. Plants, animals and man, all must eat to live
and nourish one another. We bless the lives that have died to give us food. Let us eat
consciously resolving by our work to pay the debt of our existence.’
“So rather than thinking of each animal as holy, I think of the whole wonderful
ecological system as holy - and how I wish all people did too! When the Bible says
that ‘Man will have dominion over the animals’ I think it means stewardship - that
we have limited rights but huge responsibilities. We certainly don’t have the right
to . . . “
Suddenly, they were surrounded by people, noise, mayhem. Adrian and Gloria had
been engrossed in their discussion, not looking beyond the garden hedge, so it
came as a complete shock when Gavin and six other strapping young men jumped
out of nowhere and grabbed Gloria. They picked her up bodily and, under the
direction of Gavin, began to march with her down through the woods towards the
river.
Adrian was speechless at first, then he ran after them and shouted at Gavin.
“Put her down, she’s harmless I tell you!”
“Don’t antagonise Gavin, Adrian, I expect it’s only a bit of fun, let’s just go along
with it,” Gloria called over her shoulder to him.
“Yes, that’s right Ady, it’s a bit of fun. We are going to punish the old witch like
they used to do. We are going to duck her on a ducking stool!”
Adrian was horrified. He was struggling to keep up with the gang as they ran down
the hill then along the river path, each of bearing the weight of part of her body or
an arm or a leg.
“Gloria, shall I run for help?”
“No, it’s OK, Adrian. I am quite OK about having a dunk in the river.”
Adrian thought to himself, ‘She is doing what I do, being cool, not antagonising this
strange, mad young man and his gang of supporters.’
A short way along the river path in the direction of the village, there was a pond
where the river flowed out of its bed into a small circular area, full of mud,
surrounded by beautiful yellow flags. The water swirled round gently, then back
into the river. Gavin and the gang had set up a ducking stool there, with a large log
for the fulcrum, and a long heavy branch extending out over the pond.
The boys who had been carrying Gloria by her arms and legs set her down and
Gavin sneered at her.
“Get on the branch, old woman! We’re going to teach you a lesson. NO-ONE
crosses Gavin and his gang!”
Gloria hitched up her purple skirt and waded through the mud, then with rather an
ungainly action, she threw her leg over so she was astride the branch. She held
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onto two small branches that were just above the place she sat. When Adrian
thought back over the scene that was unfolding before his eyes, he wondered if she
was too keen, too confident, not frightened and cowering as Gavin liked his victims
to be. She almost had a small smile on her face, as though it really was a game and
she was determined to enjoy it.
The branch was hanging down into the pond from the fulcrum, so that Gloria was
sitting in the water. On orders from Gavin, the six young men in the gang all leant
with their full weight on the other end of the branch, and Gloria lurched high into
the air, then crashed down into the pond as they let go. They let out whoops of
laughter, Gavin louder than the rest, and Adrian, standing there like a helpless
bystander, thought he heard a small laugh escaping from Gloria’s lips.
“Again!” roared Gavin.
This time the branch slipped towards the pond when they let go, so Gloria all but
disappeared below the water, into the slimy mud. Before Gavin could call out again,
the six young men leaned on their end of the log and Gloria rose up, to be dunked
once more. Again and again they dunked her, and Adrian thought he could see the
white of her knuckles as she gripped with all the strength of her determination to
those small branches.
Gavin was roaring with a sort of animalistic delight, and the gang addicted to their
task, showed no signs of stopping.
“Drown the witch!” Gavin shouted. “Drown the scum! Drown her, drown her!”
The next part of what happened seemed to be a horror film in slow motion. As
they let go the large branch for it to crash down into the slimy mud, Gloria’s grip
faltered, her head and upper body lurched forward, and she gave a little scream as
her face made contact with the branch.
Her other hand lost its grip, and she seemed to bounce off the branch, flying
through the air like a rag doll, her face looking pale except for the blood running
down. She landed in a lifeless heap in the pond.
It had all happened so slowly and yet so quickly.
And now, there she was, floating on the pond, in amongst the stirred-up mud and
the beautiful yellow flag flowers, her purple skirt in ripples all around. Floating face
down.
“You’ve killed her!” Adrian screamed.
The blood drained from Gavin’s face.
“Scarper, gang! Run! Say nothing”. His commands were forceful, even though his
voice sounded rather like that of a small child, and they all ran as fast as they could
along the path back towards the village.
Then one of the gang stopped, one of the younger ones, and he pointed at the
heels of Gavin disappearing along the path over the fields.
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“It was him that did it! He’s a murderer! Chase the murderer! Chase him!”
Adrian ran as fast as he could too, out of sheer panic, but he ran in the opposite
direction; he took the turn into the woods, up towards Gloria’s cottage, and after a
short distance he sat down on a rock trying to get a hold of his body, his thoughts,
his emotions. His breath was ragged, his heart was beating wildly, his emotions
raged wildly, he couldn’t think.
Gloria dead!
And he had stood there like a helpless bystander!
He was shaken to the very core of his being.
No wonder Jennifer had dumped him! He was a spineless, weak character, too
weak to challenge Gavin, that wicked being. And now it was too late.
Gradually he calmed down and started to realise that he had to decide what to do.
Obviously the first thing to do - the first thing he should have done - was to call the
emergency services. He took his mobile phone out of his pocket and gazed at it.
No signal. Should he run for help? Or perhaps he should go back to help Gloria?
Help her, no, she was dead, he was sure she was dead, he knew she was dead. The
ghastly vision of her floating face-down on the pond came back to him, and he sunk
down, his head in his hands. He was still like that when he heard a strange sound
filtering through to his consciousness. A gentle, humming singing. Someone was
coming up the path towards Gloria’s cottage.
He opened his eyes and watched in amazement. Here she was, walking along, head
held high, singing to herself. She was in a terrible mess, purple skirt torn and
trailing, mud all over, face covered with mud, weeds in her hair. As she came closer
he could also see a great scratch the length of her arm, oozing with blood, and a
sort of purple lump on the side of her face where the branch had hit her, also
oozing blood. But she was singing!
He stood up quietly and said, “Hello, dear, dear Gloria” and she stepped forward
and sank into his arms, totally relaxed and quiet, like a wet rag-doll.
Then she stood up, business-like again, and said, “Sorry, now you have mud on
your clothes too! Let’s go back to the cottage and clean ourselves up.”
She hooked her arm into his bent elbow just as couples used to do years ago, and
he helped her along the path. Well, he liked to think he was helping her, but
actually she walked with no help needed.
Then she realised Adrian needed help. He needed support in coming to terms with
what had happened.
“You really thought I was dead, didn’t you? I tried hard to look dead. I thought it
was the only way to scare them off, before they really injured me. I lay there facedown for as long as I could hold my breath. Sorry if I scared you. Sorry if I scared
the others too. Poor Gavin, he’s probably as scared as he was when he saw his
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father die. I had to think quickly, to get myself out of an impossible situation. And
as for you, you were the one who called out that I was dead - just what I wanted,
to make them run away! That was because we had spent the evening talking about
death. So it wasn’t surprising that that was what you thought.”
“I think you are absolutely marvellous, Gloria. What a strong, resilient, amazing
person you are! I only wish I could acquire half your wisdom and strength.”
“You’ll do fine, Adrian. Everything that happens to you is a step up the ladder of
growth, unless you repress it and try to pretend it didn’t happen. You are probably
feeling ashamed because you didn’t leap into the muddy pool and rescue me. If so,
feel ashamed! Examine the feeling, taste the feeling. Or perhaps you feel silly,
because you misjudged what had happened, and thought I was dead when I wasn’t
even badly injured. If so, feel silly! Most likely you are feeling such a complex set of
emotions, that you don’t know what you are feeling. That’s OK. Rest quietly, and
slowly, everything will come clear.
“Now here we are, here’s my cottage, time for a shower. Would you mind waiting
for a few minutes, please?”
He sat down and looked at the remains of the cake that they had eaten with
Henry, seemingly hours ago, and ate some more while he waited. He drank the
rest of the milk from the jug. He had listened to her advice, and he tried to rest
quietly, waiting for his internal turmoil to subside. Slowly, he felt his energy return
and he recognised that he felt changed. Very shaky, but changed in a way he
couldn’t describe.
Not much later, Gloria came out with her silver hair loose and wet. She was
wearing a flowing green skirt and a white short-sleeved blouse. The bump on the
side of her head had reduced already, although the purple bruise was getting
stronger. She had stuck a small plaster next to the bump, where the skin had
broken. She held out a bandage to Adrian. “Here, wrap this round my arm please!
It is only a little scratch, but I’d like to keep it covered up over-night.”
He carefully bandaged her arm, keeping in place the comfrey leaves that she had
picked from the garden and put over the wound.
“Don’t you think you should go to hospital for a check-over?”
“What do you think is going to be my answer to that question?” She put her head
on one side and looked at him.
He laughed.
“No, you won’t want to go to hospital.”
“If I were badly injured, I wouldn’t hesitate to go, and to be grateful for the skills of
the people there, but clever though they are, they are not magicians. They can’t
heal up injuries. Only time and my own body will do that. I know for sure that the
force of my head hitting the branch was not much - enough for a good piece of
drama, but not enough to cause concussion. My other injuries are really quite
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insignificant. Of course, I am in shock, but that can be sorted with a sweet cup of
tea. Please will you make me a sweet cup of tea?”
He wanted to hug her again, but his T-short and shorts were damp and muddy
from the previous hug and she looked so clean, so he didn’t.
He went and made the tea, and brought it back for her.
“How do you feel?” he asked her.
“I feel a little stupid. You warned me that Gavin had the capacity to be bad, but I
can’t see any bad in people. I think I provoked him. I should have been more
careful. But as for my health, I feel absolutely fine. In a funny sort of way, I really
enjoyed the dunking. I have an inner child that loves games like that, even wild,
crazy games! I feel quite exhilarated, but at the same time, I know I need some
recovery time, to allow my bumps and bruises and scratches to heal. So while you
were making the tea, I had an idea. I think I shall go to visit my sister for a little
holiday. So now I am feeling excited about that too. How do you feel, Adrian?”
“I feel much more shaken up than you seem to. But I do feel full of love for you.
Full of love and of admiration. Sometimes I wish you were fifty years younger, so
you could be my girl-friend. I understand what you said about sex a few weeks ago.
The love I feel for you is nothing to do with sex; it is a real sort of love.”
“I’m so glad you understand. There is a strong connection between sex and love,
and it is hard for young men to learn about it, to really understand it. So I am very
glad I have helped you. You and I are people-of-a-kind, and we may well have been
a couple but for the fifty years. You are very like my husband was Bertie, yes, very
similar. You will find a woman befitting you and have a long and happy life with her,
I feel sure of it. Talking of Bertie, and having had a brush with death, even if it
wasn’t in truth a very close brush, I’d really like to read you the story I wrote
about his death, right now. Do you wish to hear it?”
“I may not be able to concentrate much but yes, I am ready.”
“I shall fetch my purple folder then, and a large handkerchief, because I won’t be
able to read it without weeping. And weeping will be good for me, it will help to
remove the shock energy of this evening’s adventure.”
She stood up and swayed a little - and wondered for a second if her own bravado
was too much, if she should be acting more like an injured person - but recovered
her steadiness and walked in to fetch her story folder and handkerchief.
She returned, sat down and was still.
Then He Breathed No More
As he lay there dying, we had no idea when he would die. Afterwards, it seems obvious.
You can tell the story with hindsight. But at the time, you just don’t know. You can’t plan
anything. The future stops coming at you. Life stops. Life stops because of death - what a
strange thought!
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And yet life goes on, just the same. It seemed irreverent that it should do so. The children
went past on the path outside our front door, on the way to school, chattering and
laughing. I wanted to go out and shout at them, “Stop acting as if everything is the same
as usual! Don’t you know that Bertie’s dying?” But it was no good shouting at the children.
The birds were singing normally too. Listen to the robin, trilling its heart out. And the clock
ticked as if time was going on normally, and even my body carried on needing food, and
sleep, and to go to the toilet.
Bertie didn’t need these things any longer. He had stopped eating a couple of weeks ago,
and I had fed him on liquid food for a few days, then tea, sucked up out of a straw. He
loved the tea. He closed his eyes in ecstasy as the tea ran down his throat, and smiled at
me and whispered, “Thank you!” Then, a couple of days later, he forgot how to suck. I
accepted that. He didn’t need liquids any more. So then he didn’t need to go to the toilet
any more, either.
He just lay there, not moving. He was very thin, like a skeleton with papery yellow skin
stretched across the bones. The cancer had eaten him all up, and the skin was yellow
because the cancer was in the liver too. He lay there, in a strange state of consciousness,
neither awake nor asleep, neither alive nor . . . no, he certainly wasn’t dead yet. The light
was shining strongly in his eyes. People came to visit him, dozens of them: family, friends,
distant acquaintances, and they took away some of his spiritual strength. They cried, not
because his death was sad, but because it was so moving. It was not happening in
hospital, with tubes and bright lights, and doctors and nurses carrying out routines, with a
sense that they could help in some technical way. No, it was happening in a warm, dim
room, in an old stone cottage, with Bertie’s soul and pain showing naked to the visitors. No
pretence.
Sometimes, when I went in to see him, he was lying in a strange position, his arms all
akimbo, his eyes rolled back in their sockets. This half-dead person would have looked
shocking, scary, horrible, if it had not come upon me all so slowly, Bertie dying so slowly,
taking nine months to die from when they said the cancer was terminal, mirroring the nine
months of being born. His death came from the future gradually, minute by minute, and
the slowness had given me time to prepare, time to get used to the look of him. So when I
went in, I was not horrified at the sight of his eyes rolling back, it was what I expected, it
just seemed normal.
Dying is a normal event, after all. Whatever else is happening around the world, people
are dying every day, thousands of them, millions. Every day. Whether there is a war or not,
an environmental crisis or not. Whether times are prosperous or poor. So many people
dying, all the time. Death. Death of the man I love so very much. What does it matter
about the deaths of all the others? Their deaths are normal. It is only the death of my
Bertie which is not normal. It can’t be true! It is like a waking dream. Nothing I have ever
experienced has prepared me for this.
Once he had taken to his bed, in our little cottage in the woods, I wanted to be with him
all the time. I was desperate at the thought of leaving him, even for a minute. I thought of
going out into the garden to pick some flowers, but what if he died while I was out? I
couldn’t go. I couldn’t do anything. But then I realised I could go out. I came to accept that
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what would happen would happen. I was in a set of events over which I had no control
whatsoever, and gradually I welcomed it, welcoming everything just as it was. He was
going away from me each minute, and I felt acceptance. The moment he left the body
was not important, and I accepted that perhaps I would be out in the garden as his soul
winged past.
He had gripped hold of the idea of dying very soon after the doctors had told him he was
going to die. He was such a wise man. “I’m only going to die once,” he said, “So I am
going to die as well as possible.” We had cried bitterly, more than once in each other’s
arms. “Why us? It’s not fair!” But then we had agreed that we would work through the
bitterness and resentment, and live with our positive emotions. So he had filled his last few
months with love, kindness, forgiveness. He was a joy to be with. He was always a joy to
be with, but as death approached he became even more wonderful. More loving, more
kind. His ego died long ago. He stopped worrying about his own self, because he knew
that self was mortal. It didn’t matter. His body was made of matter, and it mattered not.
I asked him if he had any pain, during one of those last few days, and he smiled at me,
indulgently, as if explaining to a small child something that was hard to understand. “I am
leaving my body behind. If there is pain in the body, I am leaving that behind too.
Therefore the pain doesn’t matter.” I asked him if he would like music, flowers in the
room. He said no. “I am leaving my senses behind too darling. I don’t want anything
coming in through my senses. Not even beauty to the eyes or the ears. I need no more
earthly beauty. Everything around me is totally beautiful. Your love is the last thing I can
receive from the earth. Your love and my love are eternal. They will never die.” His smile
was glorious. As his bodily health declined, the spirit shining through his eyes seemed to
grow and magnify. His body was ill, but he was not ill. He was the most well he had ever
been.
A week or so before he died, he asked me to arrange to have a coffin made. I found a
local craftsman who had served an apprenticeship long ago as a coffin-maker. Initially he
was rather unsure about measuring a live person for a coffin, but he did it (with much
joking from Bertie) and made a beautiful coffin from recycled wood, old floorboards from
a demolished house. Bertie didn’t want a living tree to have to die because of his death. I
kept the coffin in the lounge. It looked strange there on the table, so I put a throw over it,
and a vase of flowers on top. I had to remember to warn visitors, as they came into the
lounge. Bertie and I were full of laughter, but others visited us with the cultural fear of
death strongly affecting them. One visitor said to Bertie, “Fight! Fight! You have to fight!”
When she had gone, Bertie said to me, “What am I supposed to fight? I am on a journey
towards death, and it is a wonderful journey.”
He had had a fear of cancer, because his parents had died of it. For years he had washed
fresh fruit very thoroughly indeed, in case there were microscopic radioactive particles on
the skin, that might settle in a cell and cause the start of a cancer. But during his nine
months of dying, he had faced his cancers, not ignored them. There were hundreds of
secondary cancers in his lungs, too many to cut out, and the doctors said there was no
treatment for the type of cancer that was growing inside him. So he faced these growths,
this unspeakable disease, and came to realise that the cancer was a blessing. It was time
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for him to die, and the cancer was his path to death. His life and his death were all as
they were meant to be.
On his last day, he lay there as if in a trance, not moving, hardly breathing. I sat and
spoke quietly to him, telling him of my love, for some minutes at a time, but not for hours.
He had said, in such a loving gentle way, that he wanted to be alone, mostly alone. My
love was there to ease him out of life, but he had to die alone. We all have to die alone. I
stroked his face and he smiled at me with such light in his eyes. We were both filled with
joy and love.
Earth, water, fire, air. He had let go of the earth element several days ago. He had no
food in him; he could not move his heavy arms and legs. His power over gravity was gone.
He had let go of the first barrier. Then he let go of his control over water. He couldn’t
suck. His bladder was empty. On that last day, he slowly let go of fire. The heat in his
body drew inwards until it was only in his heart and head. No heat in his limbs. They were
cold as ice. They were dead as though they had never been alive. That last night, I lay in
bed and cuddled him, but I knew it was beyond human hope that I could warm him up. I
rolled over and listened to his breathing, fast shallow little pantings, nothing but a tenuous
link to life. I slept for eight hours, and when I awoke, that breathing sound was still there.
Alive! He was still alive! I couldn’t believe it. Then, in the pale light of dawn, he took a last
deep breath, let it out in shuddering sigh, and breathed no more. He had let go of the last
element, air.
What next? It was so interesting. Where was his soul now? Was it stuck on the ceiling?
Was it staying around this body it had known so intimately for so many years? Was it
already flying out of the window on its way to heaven? Was it in another dimension - had
it always been in another dimension? Where was Bertie’s love, that great huge passionate
feeling of love he had had for me, for his family, for all mankind? I did not feel sad. It felt
right, as though it was meant to be. The death was meant to be. The love was huge,
glorious, surrounding me, the body, the man Bertie once was, the whole world.
I didn’t call in a funeral director. The idea of other people, people who didn’t love him as I
loved him, dealing with the body didn’t seem very nice. The body was interesting, not
unpleasant as in stories, not horrific. It was normal. It was just a dead body that looked a
bit like Bertie. It wasn’t Bertie, it was absolutely nothing like Bertie. But it had been his
most precious possession, so I treated it lovingly and with a great deal of respect and with
a certain quirky sense of humour. Lovely people helped me to put it in the coffin, which we
lined with a bed of hay and a soft white sheet, then we screwed the lid down and covered
it with the throw and put the vase of flowers back on top. The grave in the churchyard
was dug by Bertie’s friends, and the service was perfect because Bertie and I had written it
ourselves.
A few weeks later I had a dream, in which Bertie and I were walking along a path. We
were so happy, laughing as we always did, holding hands, our eyes full of love for each
other. Then the path divided, and I suddenly realised that there was a fence between us.
“I have to go that way,” Bertie said, smiling at me so sweetly, “And you have to go that
way.” I wanted to kiss him goodbye, but the fence was in the way. Bertie pulled the boards
apart and made a small hole so that he could just about reach through to kiss me by
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pursing his lips. We kissed, then I watched him marching away along the path to the right
with his rucksack on his back and a happy spring in his step.
I felt free, light-hearted, full of joy and love, as I set off along my own path in the dream.
When I woke up, I realised that the grief of loss could be held in my heart at the same
time as feeling happy and carefree. All was well.
During the reading, her tears had been flowing freely, running down Gloria’s
cheeks, being mopped up from time to time. Adrian was impressed with the sheer
uninhibition of the tears. There was no barrier, no holding back. Gloria was there,
naked in the power of her own emotions. Now she had reached the end, she blew
her nose gently, and looked at him, red-eyed.
After a long pause, she spoke.
“So you see, death is OK. It is OK for the person dying, and it is OK for their
bereaved loved ones. But to have a good death, you really do need to have done
your work on the steps towards personal growth, and that is the responsibility of
each person. There is no magic route, no short-cut to the goal of personal growth.
It is a long, hard slog, just as life is a long hard slog. But what rewards if you
succeed! What love! Imagine dying into a great and glorious cloud of love, as Bertie
died! That is the aim of life, in my opinion, yet it is so rarely expressed or
discussed.”
“All I ever hear about death says that death is the evil one, to be avoided at all
costs!” replied Adrian. “I don’t think I agree with you. Surely the aim of life is to
have a good life, not a good death? I think of my own aim as to find a way towards
a lovely house to live in, a nice garden, a wife and children. I don’t think I want to
aim my life towards death - that would be so pointless!”
Gloria replied with a small smile on her lips. “Maybe this life isn’t what we think it
is. I sometimes wonder if we are here on Earth, suffering all our difficulties, and the
pains and agonies, as a sort of punishment. I thought as a child that I could
remember heaven, the place I came from, and in a way I still can. So maybe we live
in heaven all the rest of time, but are sent down here to Earth to learn lessons.
And if we don’t learn well, we have to come back here again!”
“You are talking about reincarnation - surely you don’t believe in reincarnation!”
“I don’t know, Adrian. I don’t know anything. Some people say we are born again
and again, into different bodies or different experiences. How do I know? There is
no scientific proof that that happens, but there is also no scientific proof that it
doesn’t happen. Remember what my mother said to me as a child - we won’t know
until we die, and even then, we may not know. We may never know. But I still
think that dying well is a wonderful aim. I don’t mean stop living and wait until the
time when you death comes. I mean that if you are ready to die - ‘sorted’ as you
young people would say - then you are in a better state to live a happy life.
“I’d like to read a poem out loud Adrian, if you don’t mind.”
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Writhing in Agony on Your Deathbed
Imagine your death. Imagine dying.
Play a video in your mind of how it will be.
Not just any death, but YOUR death.
Imagine yourself lying there,
Dying, on your deathbed.
How will it feel? How will you be?
Will you be full of resentment and hatred?
Will you be bitter, unable to let go of bad thoughts?
Will you resent your parents, children, partner, friends?
Will you hold onto the hate you have of them?
Hatred of their behaviour, the injustice, the
Bitter disappointment in things going badly?
Will you resent the pain, the cancer, the disease?
Will you writhe in agony on your deathbed,
Full of bile and hateful thoughts?
Will you find yourself full of guilt?
Will you torment yourself about what might have been?
Will you see your own behaviour in its true light?
Were you an egotistical megalomaniac?
Were you a weak, pathetic, wimp?
Did you screw up the environment,
Damage the beauty of the ecstatic creation?
Will you feel guilty for being so greedy, lazy, selfish?
Were you an important person, making wrong decisions?
Sending troops to war, being unfair to the poor?
Were you an unimportant person making wrong decisions,
Sending rubbish to landfill, polluting your children’s future?
It’s like the judgement by St Peter at the pearly gates,
Except you will be judge and jury of your own life.
Will you writhe in agony on your deathbed,
Full of the anguish of guilty, rotten thoughts?
You won’t feel pleased about your belongings,
As you lay there dying, that’s certain sure.
They will mean nothing to you, as you leave them in your will,
(And your money), maybe to a person you don’t like.
You won’t care about your good looks,
Or your fashionable clothes and possessions,
Or even your fit strong muscles or radiant health;
Your health is going, your body will soon be decaying, eaten by worms;
Will you writhe in agony on your deathbed
Full of the too-late understanding
That materialistic values are misguided,
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That money-valued things are worthless?
Writhing in agony on your deathbed
Is not something to be trivialised.
It is possible that as you approach death
You go into a zone of timelessness;
The people hovering round your deathbed
Might see you lying there for a few hours,
But the agony of torment that you feel
Might last, for you, a thousand years;
A thousand years of agony on that one day!
Perhaps that is what they mean by purgatory.
I hope in the imaginary video you are playing today,
You see yourself calm,
Laying there in perfect peace, welcoming death.
Will you feel full of love and contentment?
Will you feel at peace, letting go of old pain,
Or feeling it, really feeling it and not minding?
Evaporating those old resentments from the past?
Will you breathe forgiveness to others and your Self?
Will you let go of guilt, realising that it was all meant to be?
Will you hold onto the true values of a calm soul,
Feeling magnanimous love for all people and the whole Earth?
Will you feel ecstasy as your soul unites with the oneness?
No writhing, no agony, no suffering at all,
Just a peaceful, beautiful death?
Death is not so far away, it is near to each one of us: Prepare now.
The preparation for death is more important than life itself.
For you. For YOUR death.
A few minutes after Gloria had finished reading the poem, before Adrian had said
anything, a police car drew up outside the cottage. The young policeman parked his
car and walked over, his peaked hat under his arm.
“Hello, we are investigating reports that an old lady who lives in this cottage has
been attacked. Some of the young lads who came to the station say she was
murdered. Do you know who lives here, please?”
Gloria smiled at him. “I live here and yes, I was attacked. But I don’t want to press
charges.”
The policeman looked surprised, but he took out his notebook and asked Gloria
lots of questions and wrote the answers down.
When he had finished, Adrian looked up at the policeman. “I’d like to say one thing
please sir. There is a young man involved called Gavin. I don’t want there to be any
charges against him, or for him to be punished. But I do want him to be helped.
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Can you arrange for him to see a mental health officer please? A caring kindly
person who will help to sort him out? Please?”
“Not sure it is part of my duty to do that son, but I shall bear in mind what you say.
We might need to come and see you two again, do interviews, take more notes
and so on.”
“Really?” said Gloria. “Even though there is no body?”
The police officer did manage a smile as he put his hat on and said, “Goodnight.”
When he had gone, Gloria turned to Adrian.
“It’s time I phoned my sister! I need to make sure she will be there to welcome
me, and if so, I plan to go and visit her for a fortnight or so, so I shall see you in
July, after I am back. Thanks for being such a good friend. I know you say I am
strong, and it is true, I would have been alright alone this evening, but it was so
much better having you here; so nice having company and telling stories. Now, you
go home, get out of those muddy clothes, and have a shower!”
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Chapter 10 Democracy Can’t Help Us
Early July
Three weeks later, on the Tuesday, Adrian was sitting in the same chair out in the
garden with Gloria, her head swelling gone, her arm healed, and with a radiant
smile.
“Oh, it’s great to be home again! And so lovely to be sitting here with you, my dear
boy! Now, while we eat our scones with clotted cream, please tell me all the
news.”
Gloria’s sister lived in Cornwall, and she had brought back a huge tub of clotted
cream, to share with Adrian.
“And we must save some for Henry.”
She looked coy and blushed a little.
“I shall tell you all about Henry in a minute,” she added.
“No now! Don’t forget, I know Henry quite well now, because I work for him
three days a week. So be careful what you tell me!”
“While I was away he wrote me a love letter! A real, romantic, old-fashioned love
letter!”
“Are you going to show it to me?”
“No, of course not!”
Adrian paused as strange visions floated through his mind. It was odd to think
about people in their seventies having sex! He banished the visions.
“Well, if that’s that, if that’s all you are going to tell me, then let me tell you all the
other news, in order.”
She laughed and asked him to carry on.
“First of all, I am courting Jennifer again. That’s the most important thing - maybe
the most important thing that has ever happened to me!
“After you had gone to your sister’s, the evening after the ducking stool, I plucked
up courage and went to the White Hart. I didn’t really want to. I felt such a
mixture of strange emotions: horror about Gavin’s attitude, shame for my own
part in it, concern about the other boys and whatever was going to happen next.
But I had a fascination and a curiosity that made me go. I went in, and the first thing
that happened was that Jennifer came running over to me, her face glowing. She
looked like she was going to fling her arms round me and hug me! But she stopped
short and went rather shy, and she said,
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‘The other boys told me you are a hero, that you stood up to Gavin like I hoped
you would!’
I bit my lip and couldn’t really look at her. Then I said,
‘I’d like to tell you what really happened but not here. Let’s go and throw sticks in
the water from the bench by the river? Tomorrow evening, about eight?’
“She agreed, so I’ll tell you what happened then in a minute.
“But in the pub, it was all confusing that evening, all gossip and surmise. Some were
saying that a lady who lived in the woods had been killed. Some were saying she
was so upset she had gone crazy. Others were saying Gavin had been taken away
by the cops and put into prison. It was true that Gavin wasn’t there. After a bit I
spotted the young lad who had called out, ‘Murderer!’; his name is Tom, and I went
over and bought him a shandy. He was a bit full of being a hero himself. His story
had turned into how he had come across Gavin having a go at an old lady, and had
rescued her and chased Gavin, who had tried to be a murderer. He told me some
of the truth though. How he and the others had chased Gavin right up to the gate
of the house where he lived with his mum and step-dad, and Gavin had run in and
not been seen since. Then how he and the other gang members had hung around in
a group as it got dark, and had faithfully promised each other that they were no
longer part of Gavin’s gang, and that they would never do any more punishments to
anybody else ever.
“So there you see, Gloria, you single-handedly disbanded the punishment squad,
just by sitting out and surviving the ducking stool attack! I felt so proud of you.
“Anyway, later on that evening, when I had gone over to talk to another friend,
Tom came over with two or three others and asked me to be the leader of the
gang, instead of Gavin.
“I immediately thought, ‘no way’ but I didn’t say that, I said I was very pleased to be
asked, and I’d give it some thought, and how about meeting up in a few days’ time?
“So the next evening I met up with Jennifer. She’s such a lovely girl, I don’t know
what I’ve done to deserve having her in my life. We sat on the bench and threw
sticks like children again, but I felt different, sort of older as if I’d come through an
initiation ceremony.
“After a bit I told her the story of the ducking stool. I tried not to embellish it in
any way, I just told her like it was. When I got to the bit about you lying face down
on the water and I thought you were dead, I broke down and cried, and she sat
there quietly and held my hand. And when I told her about how I sat there in the
woods and didn’t know what to do, she didn’t sneer at me as if she thought I was
weak and stupid, she just said, ‘You are strong and wise in a gentle sort of way,
aren’t you?’
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“At the end of the evening, she asked me if we could walk out together again,
please. And I grinned like I had just won the lottery, and I said, ‘No sex?’ and she
said, firmly, ‘No sex yet.’
“So for the last week or so, we have gone for summer evening walks, no more
cinema or cafés, just quiet meditative walks. It has been blissful.”
He sat there smiling for a while, and Gloria smiled too.
“The next news is about my job at Henry’s. The deal at the start was that I would
go there three days a week and help with the animals for no pay. It was quite hard
at the beginning because Henry is not very good at explaining what to do. Also, it is
hard to find anything, because everything is so disorganised! Then we were having
problems with the lambs escaping because the fences were no good.
“Anyway, I still had to go down to the job centre every week, to get benefits and
talk about job-hunting, and one day I had an amazing idea. So I asked the people at
the job centre if I could set up my own business and take on some of the out-ofwork local people to help. Well, there are all sorts of hoops of fire and forms to fill
in, but the lady at the job centre got quite excited and said she saw it as an
opportunity for this rural area. She is helping me to get some sort of grant. So what
I am going to do is to become the boss of a small group of people and together we
are going to start doing local repair work. We’re hoping to get some training in
building skills too. If we get the grant it is going to be a real business and I shall get
paid!
“And luckily it all tied in with Tom and the other lads, because when we met up to
talk about the ‘gang’ I explained how it was going to become a different sort of
gang, and we are going to go round to do up places in the village, tidy things up,
make everywhere better - for no pay at first. We’d have fun, people would be
pleased with us, and we’d get work experience to help us all get jobs. One or two
of the lads, who were still thinking a bit like Gavin used to think, took the piss out
of us of course, but they were astonished to find that, even when they did, most of
the lads ignored them and chose to come along with me.
“I told Henry all about this, and asked him if my new business could do jobs at the
Manor, and first he said no, very sternly. He said he had been really upset about the
ducking stool; he said that he couldn’t bear to think of those wicked young men
hurting the beautiful Gloria. Actually, and I hope I am not breaking any confidences
here, he said that, in his opinion, you are the most beautiful lady in the world, more
beautiful than any young lady he has ever met, or any film star he has ever seen.”
Gloria blushed and smiled with a faintly embarrassed smile.
“I explained some of your ideas to him and said I thought you’d like it if the young
men could be given forgiveness and a new chance, so he, very reluctantly, has let us
all go up there to do some repair work on his barns - and on the lamb fences - and
I think he is warming to us.”
Gloria looked pleased. “So you have been taking in some of my philosophy!”
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“Yes, obviously I have. I hadn’t thought about impressing Jennifer with all this, but
wow, was she impressed. So the end of my story is an even more amazing piece of
news. She has offered to help me study the academic subjects I need to become a
vet. She is really brilliant at maths, I told you that, and she got As for biology,
chemistry and physics too, and she is really keen to coach me! Imagine that!”
“And you were humble enough to say yes? Hey Adrian, you really are going to
become a great leader. Humility is the essence of leadership that most men lack.”
“Naw, I am not going to be a leader, not of the gang, not of any group of people. I
believe in equality. When I am working with a gang, I just want to be one of the
gang, with us all choosing together the best way to go. That’s where Gavin went
wrong. I think he had a little vice in his head which told him he had to be the one
to make decisions and then had to find ways of making people follow his decisions.
The only way to make people do things is by instilling fear. I want to encourage
people to do things by allowing them to be part of the decision-making, so we are
all inspired to work together.
“So yes, I have been listening to you, and one of the ideas that has been growing in
my mind, that I picked up from you, is the idea of a cohousing community.”
Gloria had a broad smile on her face. “Yes, Henry told me you have come up with
the idea of starting up a cohousing community at the Manor. Was that his idea or
yours - to start one at the Manor?”
Adrian’s face was open and honest. “Henry is part of the gang too, and his ideas
and my ideas and the ideas of all the others add together. A community at the
Manor, yes! But, as I said, it was your idea really. And we plan to include many of
the other ideas I have learnt from your stories, such as renewable energy and
permaculture. Perhaps you can be the consultant engineer for our water systems?
Could we have hydropower from the river? We can gradually develop the whole
estate so that we have a truly sustainable community!”
“Oh Adrian, I am so glad I met you! My life is blossoming. I can imagine myself,
living peacefully in my little cottage by myself, with a big bunch of friends up at the
Manor - it is going to be wonderful! You are one of the best friends I have ever
had, never mind the age difference.”
“It really interests me how people get along,” said Adrian thoughtfully. “How will
we get along as a community? How will we decide things? Why do groups of
people expect to have leaders? What is politics all about?”
“Ha, politics!” Gloria said disdainfully. “The media talk about politics all the time,
have you noticed that? As if the important things in life don’t matter. You would
think, if you took in what the media say, that democracy is the perfect way to
govern people. It’s fair, isn’t it? Everyone gets a say. Better than having a cruel
dictator telling people what to do. But I am beginning to wonder. What if the
majority of people who vote are insane? Or just don’t understand? What if they all
vote for increased use of fossil fuels because they don’t understand about climate
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change? I am sorry to say, I don’t think the current democratic systems will help us
on our journey into the future.”
Adrian agreed. “I have been thinking about it more at a local level, but I can see the
question applies to the whole country and the whole world. How will we govern
our cohousing community? And does the answer to my question have anything to
do with what is going on at Westminster?”
“Well, while I was at my sister’s,” said Gloria, “I wrote a new story about politics
which I have called the Red Balloon. And I have a story about the King of Wessex.
Would you like to hear them?”
“Yes please, Gloria.”
The Red Balloon
Nicola was tall and thin, with thin black hair, a thin face and a look of suppressed passion.
She was a student at a university with a modern campus - not an old university where the
buildings are integrated into the town, but a sort of artificial one, where there are unlikely
blocks of flats for the student rooms, large complexes of mysterious faculty buildings
making sense only to the students in that faculty, and roads that have obviously been
designed on a drawing board. She was sitting in her room, which had a pleasant view out
over a large artificial lake, writing an essay about politics. She was studying politics as one
of her options, so she thought she knew a great deal about politics. She had been reading
the political lead stories in the newspapers for years, ever since she was a child, and found
it all fascinating. But this was an essay with a difference.
It had to be about the why, and then contain new ideas about the how.
Not how do we run political systems in the world today, nor how did they run them in the
past, but why? Why do we have political systems? What purpose do they serve? Once she
had found the answer to this question, the next part of the essay was to design a simple
political system that served the purpose better than the old and the current systems.
Nicola had been set this essay three weeks ago, and it had to be in on Monday morning,
so here she was, early on Saturday morning, with only two days left to write it. She hadn’t
left it until the last minute because she was lazy, or had been too busy socialising, but
rather because she was stumped. For the first time in her life, she didn’t know what to
put. She was a very bright girl; an exceptional student. She always had ready answers and
her essays on politics were usually considered quite brilliant by her lecturers. But this
question was really difficult.
She had spent the last three weeks thinking about the question, walking round the lake,
sitting under the trees, chatting to her friends, and looking up all sorts of leads on the
internet. But she still didn’t know what to write.
The best definition of politics that she could come up with was this: ‘An attempt to make
policies come true through power over others.’
Political people put forward policies and voters vote for the policies. The point of the
policies is to establish the way forward for setting out the law of the land - including ways
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to punish people who break the law - and for collecting taxes, to be spent on the common
good.
Some right wing policies are good. Freedom. Having personal empowerment without too
many rules and regulations constraining what you do. Rewards for being diligent and
working hard. But right-wing people can be seen to be a bit sneaky; finding ways round
the rules, cheating, trying to save money by not looking after the workers or the
environment. Right-wing policies can also encourage people to be greedy, and to look
down on people less well-off than themselves. Or even worse, being nasty to people who
have lower abilities or are different. Hating foreigners. Not nice.
Some left wing polices are good too. Standing up for workers’ rights. Caring for the poorer
people in society. Looking after people who have no job or who are disabled or ill. Making
sure everyone has the opportunity of a good education. But these ideas can also lead to
bad results: encouraging people to be lazy, to rely on benefits instead of working even
though they could do work with a little bit of struggle and effort. Having a great big nanny
state which interferes with people’s freedom. Putting off people with ability, because high
taxes make running a business too costly.
Her research for the essay had taken her back over many centuries, examining the way
people had governed themselves in many different eras, in many different countries.
She was fascinated by the governance ideas she had come across as practised by the
tribes of native people in Canada. The young men, the braves, were greatly admired for
their strength and energy. Their role was to protect the tribe, to hunt animals and to carry
out any hard physical labour. The young women, their wives, had the responsibility of
raising the children, caring for them, playing with them, teaching them, loving them. The
young men were important and powerful; the young women were free of tribal
responsibility.
Then, as the young women and men grow older, their roles changed. The women took on
the role of leaders and governors. It was recognised by the tribe they would be sure to
make decisions for the good of the children they had birthed and raised. The older men
supported the older women, of course, and participated in all the councils that debated
issues, but they spent their time retired and happy, playing games together. Would they
have had the energy to call council meetings without the older women taking charge? They
had used up much of their energy in their younger days, and the tribe recognised they
deserved a peaceful retirement.
Nicola was attracted to this system. She was an ardent feminist and hated anything that
smacked of privilege to men. What she liked about this system, was that men and women
had different privileges at different times of their lives. The old women and the young men
were, together, the powerhouse of the tribe; the young women and old men had the
privilege of relaxed, carefree lives.
She had also studied the governance system of groups that claim to make decisions by
consensus - not democratic decisions, in which nearly half the people voting may disagree
with the decision, but decisions in which everyone agrees - or if they don’t totally agree, at
least they feel comfortable enough to withdraw their opposition, recognising that the way
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proposed is the best way that anyone has come up with that brings the most benefits to
all. Her parents were Quakers, and she was well aware of the method of decision-making
in Quaker groups - a special sort of group decision-making, in which the whole meeting
waits in silence for a decision to arise in their collective mind. The clerk in these meetings
is not a leader; he or she simply takes on the responsibility of writing down the ‘sense of
the meeting’. Her parents had told her about how this way of making decisions can work
in meetings of hundreds of people. Such a quiet and responsible way of making decisions.
Just sit quietly, waiting for the obvious and best answer to arise.
All so different from the present-day cut-throat politics which seems to consist of
competition and dominance, rather distasteful and male, like stags fighting. Even the
female politicians have antlers.
‘And what are they trying to achieve?’ she thought. ‘A good life for each and every member
of society? It doesn’t seem like it.’
She found an inspiring speech by Tony Benn, in which he explained that the type of people
who become leaders want to make their own decisions, rather than listening to the people.
Educated, healthy, confident people are difficult to govern, so this type of leader wants
most of the people - the working class - to be poor, frightened, demoralised, so they take
orders from those in power.
It seemed to Nicola that people lacking in confidence often choose to vote for powerful
people who deprive them of rights, money, health but in return give them a feel-good
feeling linked to the country’s international status.
‘That doesn’t sound like a way to happiness for all or a way to achieve the highest good
that people are capable of,’ thought Nicola. ‘So why do we have this multiple party
political system? Why have any political system? What about having no Government - isn’t
that called anarchy?’
She found an article on the internet in which Kant defined anarchy as freedom and law
without force. Anarchism holds the state to be undesirable, unnecessary, or harmful.
‘So having no Government wouldn’t necessarily mean having no laws or being in uncivilised
chaos?’ she thought. ‘Perhaps the idea would be to forgive people who broke the law, as
Jesus had taught? Maybe there is a great need to educate people more so they
understand about keeping the law for the good of all. What about establishing an
unbiased media?’
So many confusing ideas! She still didn’t know what to write, so she closed her tablet
computer and went out.
Around the lake was a well-worn path, traversed by innumerable students over the years,
all looking for inspiration like Nicola. The trees reflected in the water, and she watched the
changing patterns as she walked. The water was calm in places and she could see through
it, then a zephyr came past and ruffled the water and she could no longer see the stones
and weed that existed below. There was another calm patch, with a dead leaf floating on
the surface and she played a favourite game with her eyes; looking at the leaf on the
surface; looking at the stones on the mud below; looking at the beautiful reflections of the
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trees; looking at her own shadow because she was standing between the sun and the
water. Four pictures on top of each other, all real, all separate, all mixed up. Like a Monet
painting. She stood there in quiet meditation, quietening her mind, enjoying the game of
looking at the four pictures on the same patch of water, trying to still the thoughts about
her essay, waiting for an inspirational thought to arise.
An idea came to Nicola’s mind. In her imagination, the right-left continuum turned onto an
equilateral triangle, with a new ‘good’ party as far away from the left as it was from the
right. This new party would promote the best of the left and the best of the right.
Freedom, diligence, responsibility, care, compassion, equal opportunities and at the same
time encourage moderation and diligence rather than greediness or laziness, and
forgiveness rather than punishment.
She traced the triangle on the sandy path with a stick. Then, with another stroke of
inspiration, she crossed out the unsuccessful left and right parties.
‘A single party. That’s an idea,’ she thought. ‘Is there any need for more than one political
party, if the only party strives for good? A single party would not need to have policies and
state them in a manifesto. It could simply approach each issue flexibly and find the best
way forward. There would be a central body of the local Representatives of the People, a
real House of Commons, representing the common people - well, all the people.
‘But a nation would have to have leaders, wouldn’t it? Surely someone would have to talk
to other international leaders about international policies?’ In her studies she was so used
to the idea of kings and presidents and prime ministers, that she had never thought about
whether leaders were necessary.
She sat and thought, and came up with the idea of servant leaders. Leaders with no
power other than carrying out the wishes of the people.
‘That’s what our leaders are supposed to do anyway, in a democracy, isn’t it?’ she said to
herself. ‘But once in power, human beings seem to forget about being the servants of the
people. Leaders can become crazy dictators. That’s why the current system includes this
ridiculous method of opposition, instead of wise co-operation. Something else is needed to
stop leaders acting in any way other than for the good.’
As she sat there gazing at the water, a new feature came into view. It was a red balloon,
floating along, reflected in the mirror of the water. Nicola laughed with delight. It was a
child’s balloon, and she was a child at heart. The balloon came down quite low, almost
bounced on the water, then was caught in a breath of breeze and carried aloft, where it
caught in a tree, just above Nicola’s head. She didn’t hesitate, but climbed up the tree,
wriggled along a branch, reached out and caught hold of the string. She tugged it gently,
and it was hers! Back on the ground, she continued her slow and steady walk round the
pond, holding the string, letting the balloon bounce along on the ground behind her. She
came to a bench, an old familiar bench where she had sat many times before, and she sat
down with the balloon.
A small child was running towards her. “My balloon!” the little girl called out. She came
running along the path, climbed onto the bench beside Nicola, and held out her hand for
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the string. Nicola was delighted to have a charming little companion sharing her bench.
She soon found out that her name Carmen and she was six years old.
Carmen was a chatterbox.
She told Nicola that her mum worked at the university and they had popped into the
university so her mum could go into the office to fetch something. Carmen was waiting by
the lake with her red balloon, had let go and it had blown away! And now she was over
here, with a lovely new friend who had found her balloon for her.
“Shall we go and look for Mummy?” asked Nicola.
“Oh no,” said Carmen. “She’ll be ages fetching her stuff, let’s just sit here and chat. I shall
see her coming out of the door over there, then we can go. Until then, you can look after
me, can’t you?”
Nicola nodded smiling. A chat, how nice! What should she talk to a six-year-old about?
But before she could speak, Carmen was chatting away in a non-stop stream of
consciousness.
“There’s too much you know, too much work in the world for the grown-ups to do. They
are always rushing about. Mummy likes red balloons, you like red balloons too, don’t you
Nicola? But no, all this rushing about as if red balloons don’t matter. It is because the
whole world is ordered all wrong. Everything’s gone wrong you know. I don’t think grownups should be in charge, really. They have got very little sense. They have forgotten what
matters!”
She paused.
“What is it that matters, Carmen” asked Nicola.
Carmen looked up at her, wide-eyed and serious.
“Well, these insects matter,” pointing at some small blue damselflies on the waterside
vegetation. “And you matter. And I matter! But computers and plastic things, they don’t
matter.” She paused again, and screwed up her face, thinking. “Actually, I think the red
balloon may be made of plastic, but that’s different, it’s not the plastic in the red balloon
that matters, it’s the life it has. You know, don’t you? The plastic doesn’t matter but the
life of the balloon does matter. I’d like to be Prime Minister, then I’d pass a law telling
people not to spend time on things that don’t matter.”
“That’s a good idea. But how would you persuade them? Would you pay them money if
they spent time on the things that matter?”
“Course not!” said Carmen scornfully, “’cos money doesn’t matter! I haven’t got any
money - well I have, but it’s only 10p - so that proves it!”
“What would you do then, Carmen?”
“Well, I wouldn’t let people be in charge of things they don’t understand about. Most
grown-ups don’t understand children, so why should they be in charge of them?”
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“Would you have the children in charge of the grown-ups, then?”
“No, no, no. That wouldn’t be a good idea, because children don’t know enough, and can’t
drive cars or make meals. It has to be the good grown-ups who are in charge.”
“Would you let the children vote for the grown-ups who are good at understanding
children, then?”
Carmen screwed up her eyes again, in more thought.
“There are some good grown-ups. I know them when I meet them. My teacher, Miss
Wyatt, she’s good. And you are too Nicola. You know how to listen. But no, I wouldn’t do
voting for the good ones, because there aren’t many, but quite a lot are sort of OK. The
children should be allowed to vote for the very bad ones not to be allowed to be in charge
of children. Why should the children be told what to do by bad ones? It’s not fair and it
doesn’t work.”
‘Vote out the bad ones! That’s an idea,’ thought Nicola.
“What about your Mummy?”
“Oh, she’s a bad one,” said Carmen in a matter-of-fact tone of voice. “But I pretend she’s
OK, because there is no point in upsetting her. But she is too high, she isn’t in her heart,
she thinks being busy is good. I’d vote for her to be not allowed to tell me what to do. I’d
live with a different mummy, an adopted one. I’d still visit this one, because, after all she
IS my mummy. She’d be so sad if I went away for ever. Oh look, there she is! Come on
Nicola!”
Nicola stood up, and Carmen jumped down off the bench, held her hand and they set off
together, over towards the steps of the nearby building.
Carmen paused and stopped and gazed at a flower.
“Look! A real fairy!” There was a beautiful pale green lace-wing on the flower. “It looks
like an insect, Nicola, but that’s because it is a fairy in disguise, and fairies are magic, you
know that don’t you?”
Nicola was feeling enthralled about the whole encounter with this bubbly, enthusiastic,
wise child. “You are magic, Carmen,” she said, “I am so glad I met you!”
“I love you, Nicola. Do you love me?”
“Of course I do. Now, here’s your Mummy. I am glad I found your balloon and then found
you so I could give it back.”
She let go of the child’s hand, who ran over to her mother. Nicolas waved her hand to the
woman, who waved back and then turned on her heel and walked away with the child
trotting along beside her. The mother was in a rush, looking busy and important. She
probably had no idea that the child beside her was so wonderful and so wise.
Nicola was thrilled by this episode of serendipity. Fancy finding a six-year old child to help
her with her essay!
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It had all come clear in her mind now. Nicola had worked out why we have politics and
devised a new system.
The ‘why’ is so we have simple rules and laws that enable people to live in harmony with
each other.
‘The new system will be complex and simple, like the four visions when you look carefully
at water,’ she thought.
In her new system, governance at the local level would be managed by the older women.
Everyone: man, woman and child, would have a voice and their ideas would be fed
upwards through the local governors to the Commons. There would be no political parties.
The Representatives in the House of Commons would seek co-operatively to find the best
way forward for the good of all. ‘Not for the good of Britain,’ thought Nicola, ‘but for the
good of all beings on the planet, and for the good of the planet.’
The newspapers and television would, by law, have an unbiased educational role, also
seeking the good of all.
She could imagine the Representatives sitting in the House of Commons in dignified, silent
thought. None of the childish behaviour that had been evident in recent Prime Minister
Question Times. They would sit like Quakers, listening to the light, weighing the issue in
front of them carefully. There would be a few simple speeches, bringing more light to bear.
Someone would propose a way forward, capturing the ‘sense of the meeting’. The Speaker
would ask if the essence of the way forward had been captured correctly. All 650
representatives would raise their hands. Consensus decision-making, at its best, for the
good of all.
The people in positions of leadership would be self-appointed, or appointed by
committees, according to their aptitudes, skills and abilities. No need to vote them in - let
them follow their own inspiration. When it came to voting by the people, making use of
their democratic franchise, everyone would be able to vote for one thing - to remove these
leaders and coordinators if they were acting unwisely or doing anything other than working
or the good of all. There would be a simple internet-based system: a petition to remove
any named person signed by more than 100 000 people would result in that person being
removed from their leadership position.
She thought it might be a good to have an absolute limit on riches for leaders, simply
because money is so corrupting. Anyone truly inspired to lead could simply give their riches
away - they could not have both power and money. Perhaps there would need to be a vow
of poverty and obedience, not only from the servant leaders but from the Representatives
of the People too?
‘Maybe chastity too,’ Nicola thought, ‘if chastity means behaving in a polite and respectful
way.’
She went back to her student room, opened her tablet and began to type furiously.
The next morning was Sunday and by eleven o’clock her essay was nearly done. Looking
out of her window, she spotted a group of women sitting on the grass, over near the lake.
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Several of them were her feminist friends - the ones she went with on marches about
equal pay and equal rights. She thought she’d test her new political system plan on them,
before she finished the essay off completely. She needed a break to clear her head.
Soon she was sitting in the centre of the group, waving her arms enthusiastically.
“The thing is, with this new theory, there will be no opportunity for macho men to take
any power. If they don’t do what the people want, we shall be able to vote them out any
time!”
“Yes but . . . “, one of her nearest and dearest friends started, “men won’t like that. They
will want power. Some men can’t help it. It’s because of their testosterone, love.”
Ruth, the partner of Rachel, was another outspoken member of the group. “Yes,
testosterone is the basis of all the trouble in the world. I heard David Attenborough talking
about world problems. He said the main issue is overpopulation, and concluded that
means we need more educated women and more women leaders. He didn’t come up with
the obvious solution, which is to castrate boys at birth. Just keep one or two for breeding,
but castrate all the rest. They’d be much better as the work-force of young men that your
system needs, Nicola.”
“Or if that is too extreme for you, dear, then put bromine in the water supply,” suggested
Rachel. “I think they did that in the last world war, and it calmed people down, but they
didn’t put enough. What is needed is a sort of anti-viagra, to reduce the testosterone of all
males to insignificant proportions.”
“Come on girls, this is a political system essay, not a gay women’s view of how you’d like
the world to be!” laughed Nicola. “Some of us like the idea of sexy men!”
Ruth and Rachel pulled rude faces at this.
“I like your ideas,” said Helen, a more gentle member of the group. “I like men, and I
don’t want to harm them in any way, but just like Carmen, I don’t think it is fair if they
have power over women - or over other gentle men – unless they make decisions for the
good of all of us. I think we want men to be tough and strong and masculine in a gentle,
loving hero sort of way. Real heroes, like the image of Jesus Christ.”
“You would say that, Helen. You like men too much, for a feminist.” Charlotte was a tall,
striking woman, with rather an arrogant air. She was studying financial systems. “I must
tell you a story from yesterday. I was at a meeting about banking, and one of the men you may know him, he’s called George, actually Lord George Wigby, a public school
product - said he found it difficult to take women seriously as colleagues. He said, ‘How
can I speak to them on an equal level when they have a pair of tits?’ Well, I couldn’t help
it, I said to him, ‘I find it very hard to take you seriously, dear boy, when you have a set of
ugly genitals hanging between your legs!’”
At this, all the women in the group started laughing and giggling. They loved it when their
tougher members stood up to people like Lord George.
Nicola rose to her feet during the laughter and they all looked at her again.
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“But what do you think about my political system? It’s quite different from anything we
have discussed before. There’s real equality, real power for women. As we have discussed
so many times before, our current system only pretends to grant power to women, or
grants power to men-like women. What do you think about my essay idea?”
Ruth had a point. “If this was implemented, I would be in a quite different position. I
wouldn’t be an outsider to the system, a complaining activist. I’d be part of the system,
and would have to really work and take responsibility. It’s easier to be outside the system,
complaining.”
“Yes, I have realised that,” replied Nicola. “I read some of the essays by Lenin. He was a
most inspired man. He designed what he thought was a wonderful communist system, but
it was in response to the awful, unjust system of the time, you know, the royalty and the
czars. When the communists took over in Russia and were no longer fighting for their
rights against a bad system, then their system didn’t work very well either.”
Charlotte spoke.
“So the new world order is going to include consensus decision-making at a local level led
by women; national Representatives of the People forming a single party; no leader with
any power or control; educational newspapers; and no need for any protest groups.
Sounds like a tasty recipe!”
The group laughed.
“And,” said Nicola, “my ideal world will also have lots of wise children with red balloons!”
“That was interesting,” said Adrian. “I am especially interested in the bit about
anarchy. As I said, I am trying to think up a good way for our new community at
the Manor to govern ourselves. We definitely want freedom. And I am sure we
want rules. I mean, I think we need to discuss with each other what to do about
something, and get to an agreement and then write it down so we don’t forget.
Then we shall keep these agreements in a book, and it will be a sort of book of
rules. But I certainly don’t think we want any sort of force. We don’t want to make
people do things at all, or punish them if they go outside an agreement! So if people
don’t follow a rule, we need to discuss it and perhaps change the rule, or wait until
the person who is out-of-step changes their ideas - we need to gradually come
closer together, not have laws and powers that would drive us apart.”
“For a small community, you are talking about power to the people on a small
scale,” replied Gloria. “This has always been the dream of human beings, so why
not?
“If a person in the community has a wonderful, rewarding, fulfilling life, why would
that person want to do anything other than be helpful and supportive towards the
other people?”
“Yes, that’s what I think. If a person was appointed leader, they would tell the rest
of us what to do, and they might feel rather a buzz of importance, but the rest of
us wouldn’t benefit at all, would we?” said Adrian.
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“So you are imagining true anarchy: freedom and rules, but no leadership or power.
People following the rules voluntarily, for the good of all?”
“Yes,” he replied. “My theory is that people only start acting unkindly and start
breaking the rules that are for the good of others if they have had some damage to
their mind – and if they did, we could help them, sort them out.”
“You could be right,” replied Gloria. “But also I think the sort of system you are
talking about would only work for small groups. Despite my ‘Red Balloon’ story, I
can’t think of a way of successfully governing large groups in a way that benefits
everyone. Everything works better when power is not concentrated. Renewable
energy, which is diffuse and wide-spread, is much better than nuclear power, which
can lead to frighteningly awful events. One locust is only a small grasshopper - you
could keep it for a pet. But a plague of locusts is terrifying. Money is fine, just a
simple means of exchange when it is in small amounts, but huge amounts of money
have a terrifying power that is really bad.
“For large groups, democracy can’t seem to achieve a better world, despite the
longings of the people who fought for votes for all. It is too easy for the big and
powerful people to buy the media and brain-wash the people. And even if everyone
voted sensibly, there are always people who voted with the minority - sometimes
nearly half the voters - feeling hard done by, carrying feelings of resentment into
their futures.”
“Perhaps humanity needs to give up the idea of governing large groups then,” said
Adrian. “When our cohousing community at the Manor is flourishing, why would
we need a government in London?”
“You are a man after my own heart,” enthused Gloria. “I told you the globule of oil
on the surface of the spaghetti water broke into small drops, because the large
drop wasn’t stable. Yes, I think small, local governance is likely to be the way the
world goes. But not necessarily! My next story is about Britain being ruled by
royalty. It gives a rosy idea of how the world could be!”
The King of Wessex
He was sitting on a log in the Mediterranean dome, talking to a group of children and
adults.
“What’s your name?”
“My name is King Arthur, the king of Wessex. My father was King George. Do you know
all the facts about our recent history? I am sure you do. George and his brothers and
sisters divided up Great Britain into areas, when the new constitution was agreed. There
was a referendum based on the proposal of a very clever woman, who could see that the
old idea of a democratic parliament was not working out well for anyone. Her name was
Maple Denning, one of the great thinkers in British history.”
A little boy put up his hand. “I know the story! Maple was elected as a Member of
Parliament, and followed all the old rules meticulously until she became Prime Minister.
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Then, to the utter surprise of most of her parliamentary colleagues, she and King George
issued a referendum to the British people. They asked if the people would like to dissolve
parliament and pass all constitutional power to the King, who would be answerable to the
people. There were many anti-royalists, but Parliament was acting in such an abhorrent
way that a huge majority thought that having a single figure-head - a king or queen would be better than the old way. So good old Maple arranged to have herself voted out
of a job, because the job of Prime Minister ceased to exist!”
“That’s right!” a little girl took up the story. “And the king and Maple wrote this
marvellous constitution based on co-operation, not competition. I know it off by heart.”
An old man chimed in, “I love the part where it is declared that the kingdom shall be
divided into smaller areas, so we all have our own local kings; and then there is provision
for there to be further sub-divisions but no amalgamations. So all the old problems of the
past will be avoided, because most wars were about extending territory, not keeping areas
of government small and local. A brilliant clause!”
A young woman added her voice, “My favourite clause is the one about money. Charging
interest is called ‘usury’ again (like it used to be) and it is a crime. Creating money and
debt is unlawful. In a few simple words, Maple restored money to its rightful use: as a
means of exchange, not a means of making wealth out of nothing, or gaining power.”
The King smiled round at them all.
“It is delightful to be among such lovely, happy knowledgeable people! It makes my heart
swell to think that I was born into the role of serving good people like you. Some people
still think I have a cushy job, palaces to live in and all that, and it is true, there are some
parts of the job that are particularly good, I am very grateful for them. But most of it is
quite hard work, and I promise you that I shall keep working hard and doing my best.”
He stood up and began to walk slowly along the path under the dome, which was a large
plastic structure covering an area of several acres. It was based on the design of the Eden
Project domes, which had been constructed at the end of the last century. It was one of
many that were spread throughout his kingdom. This one was thriving, with a huge crop of
lemons, oranges, grapes and olives developing nicely.
As they walked along, they came to many people of all ages who were engaged in
learning. Some were sitting quietly reading books; there were some groups gathered under
trees, deep in discussion, or listening to a teacher. Smaller groups of two or three people
were working on the land, removing weeds or tending to the trees, but they also were
engaged in erudite conversation.
King Arthur beamed. “Isn’t our knowledge economy a marvellous idea? Instead of that
stupid old-fashioned idea of striving to gain lots of money, here everyone is striving for
more knowledge. They all look so happy. Wait, here is a poor chap in a cage. Let’s go and
talk to him.”
The King and his followers went up and spoke to the man. He was sitting in an armchair
with a book. He saw them coming, put down his book, and called out a cheery hello to the
King.
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“Hello there, what’s your name?” It was Nigel.
“And what have you done, Nigel?”
Nigel looked as if he were suffering through some difficult emotions. Part of the point of
the kindness cage was to ensure people took responsibility for their anti-social actions,
which included explaining what they had done to everyone who came past. Yet the aim
was not to humiliate them, because the basis of this new society was to be kind and
loving. People came to talk to Nigel because they were genuinely interested in how he and they - could learn from what he had done. No-one was unkind to him in any way, and
in fact several people stopped to extend their kindness to Nigel, offering him cake,
another cushion and so on.
Nigel turned to the King.
“I tried to steal a hovercart,” he said, looking quite forlorn. “I have always wanted one,
ever since I was a little boy. They look such fun! I know and understand that they are only
awarded to people who have achieved a very high state of knowledge, and I have been
trying hard to learn new things every day all my life, but last week, it all seemed too
difficult. I felt in despair at the thought that I may not be awarded one for another ten or
twenty years - and maybe never! I so wanted to have a go, and I knew where one
Knowledge-Master kept his, in his shed at the end of town. He is a loving man, always
being very kind as well as having a huge amount of knowledge, so at first I thought I
would ask him if I could have a go. But he wasn’t there, and because he is so trusting, the
shed wasn’t locked. So I went in and there was the hovercart! It was the evening and dusk
was falling, so I decided to take it out for a little spin just down the road. I knew it was
wrong, I remembered all I had been taught about being aware of temptation, feeling it but
not acting on it, but I took it anyway.
“What an idiot! After all everyone has done for me! I live in this marvellous country where
all my needs are provided for totally free, thanks to the work of other people. I just have
to do my share, pull my weight, and be kind. Anyway, I took the hovercart, which was
definitely not a kind thing to do, and off I went. It went along nicely, but it was not really
fun because I was feeling rotten right from the start. Sort of guilty, like worms crawling
about in my heart. I learnt a lot, because I definitely didn’t feel happy, even though I had
this lovely hovercart in my possession. So I just drove it down the road until I found some
citizens, and told them what I had done. They were very kind. They helped me take the
hovercart back, and I apologised to the Knowledge-Master, who was back by then. He
was very concerned, and wanted to find out in detail why I had done it and what I had
learnt. Then they brought me here, and decided I needed to stay in the cage for a week.
“Do you know the best part of this learning experience? Every evening, people gather
round and sing to me. Most of the people who come are my own family and friends, but
passers-by join in too. They sing to me about how wonderful I am, and remind me that the
purpose of my life is to be kind and to help others. They sing with passion. I have found it
very inspiring.”
“Ah, yes, singing is very powerful,” replied King Arthur. “One of the best things in our new
constitution is that we have replaced our armies with choirs. Whenever we hear of any
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trouble in the world, we send huge choirs who stand in the troubled spots and sing
marvellous choral works; works from the old masters and many more modern ones that
have been composed since people have been free of doing money-earning work.”
Nigel smiled with enthusiasm. “I think singing might be my vocation. Once I am out, I have
made up my mind to come here most evenings and sing to anyone who is in the cage. And
I am going to try to learn to write a choral work too. Thank you for listening to me, sire. I
hope you have learned something from me.”
The King chuckled and said, “Good luck, Nigel, I can see you are having a good learning
experience. Good luck with the singing. I hope there will be no trouble in the world this
year, but if there is, you could volunteer to be part of the choral troops? In the meantime,
it is a pity you are not free to come with us, because we are on our way to an award
ceremony. I am going to give a knowledge prize to a very special person!”
More people had clustered round the king while he was talking to Nigel, and off they went
together, out of the Mediterranean dome to the world outside. It had been raining, which
is why so many people had been inside the dome, but now it had stopped and the sun
was coming out.
Outside, the path led down a gentle slope to the village. The old tarmac roads had been
replaced by gravel paths bordered by flowers. This had been a major project up and down
the country, but at last it was nearly finished. The people had had to work hard to
overcome their resentment towards the old people who had covered the land with so
many motorways and roads of all sorts.
One of the people behind the king began to talk about the roads. “Our lanes are so
beautiful, aren’t they? It was so much work to remove the old roads. My father and myself
both spent a lifetime with pickaxes, removing the tarmac and barrowing it away to be
reused in construction. The history books said the old people had called roads an
“investment”! They had obviously been really stupid people, with no thought for the future,
because it must have been obvious to a ten-year-old child that those individual car
machines were nothing but a blip in history! Hovercarts don’t need roads!”
“It is interesting that our people still value personal transport, isn’t it? Gifts of transport are
still our highest awards. Bicycles to young people when they graduate from their first
school of knowledge, up to solar hovercarts for our most esteemed Knowledge-Masters.”
The path led down to the village centre, which today was laid out as a market. A large
number of tables and stalls were set out, uncovered now that the rain had stopped, and
people had food and crafts of all kinds on display.
“I’m an old lady, so I remember the old days very well,” said someone in the crowd
following the king, “and it never ceases to amaze me when I watch people shopping.
Because there is no money and everything is free, they can have absolutely anything they
want, and as much as they want. But simply because it is free, there is no point in taking a
lot, so people shop very carefully, and are very discerning. The people who make these
gorgeous cakes that are on display work to a very high standard, because no-one would
take a cake unless it was absolutely marvellous.”
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A younger woman replied, “I like the fact that we all make things well for the joy of
making them, and give them away for the joy of giving. But I am having trouble with my
youngest son. He is really lazy! He doesn’t want to spend hours learning, even though he
can gain a bike one day if he does, and he certainly doesn’t want to make beautiful things
to give away!”
“Ah,” replied the older woman, “He may be one of those people who are born with low
energy. It can be judgemental to call people like that lazy. Those of us blessed with high
energy can simply rejoice in the joy we feel when we give those people gifts.”
“Easy to say and difficult to do!” responded the mother. “I get very cross with him for just
taking, taking, taking. How can I teach him to be part of this kindness society, which has
so much happiness for us all?”
“You know what they say dear, we are here to learn, not to teach. What can you learn
from your son? Maybe he has been sent to you so you will learn to let go of the old human
foible of wishing we could control others. Accept him for what he is, and you yourself will
feel happier. Maybe he has been born lazy, but maybe he will become a great meditator,
who sits and thinks and doesn’t make things? Or maybe he will just do nothing and be
nothing, except for someone who takes the gifts of others? There have to be takers for the
givers to feel the joy of giving. Good luck with coming to terms with it, my dear.”
The mother thanked the old lady for her advice, then looked around and had a thrill of
happiness light up her heart as dozens of beautiful children came running into the village
square, just as the church bell began to ring.
The crowd followed King Arthur into the church. The building was bedecked with garlands
of flowers, and there was some beautiful gentle music playing in the background. They all
took their seats, and gradually the music stopped until there was absolute silence. For half
an hour the crowd sat there, children and adults together, silently meditating. Then a
person, one of the congregation, stood up and began the service.
“I am so happy, and so glad the world is full of happiness. I am glad for the flowers
decorating this beautiful historical church. I give thanks to the universal spirit.”
Then another person stood up.
“I give thanks for the wonderful orange crop developing in our dome, for the vegetables
beginning to grow in our fields, and for our beautiful, happy children.”
Then another.
“The sight of the animals in the fields: the young lambs skipping and jumping, the cows
grazing peacefully, and the chickens pecking about under the apple trees, brought tears of
joyfulness to my eyes as I walked here this morning.”
Then another, then another, then another.
Eventually the King stood up, from his place in the congregation amongst the people.
“This is a marvellous, joyful spring morning. I feel so blessed that I am among such
wonderful happy people, and that our knowledge-based society is working so well: better
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than my father King George could ever have imagined. On behalf of us all, I give thanks to
all the wonderful wise figures of the past, who have helped to lead human beings towards
this state of joyfulness. Figures from all the wonderful old religions; wise leaders from the
whole of history; stimulating authors and story-tellers. May you all learn more about them
and their wisdom every day.”
“And now to introduce the reason for this special service and celebration. We have come
to honour the learning of one of the people amongst you, someone who was born in this
village and who has lived here for twenty-four years. Stand forward, William!”
From the front row of the church, a small man stood up awkwardly. He had a bent back
and eyes that seemed to look in different directions.
The King moved out from his seat in the body of the church and stood next to William.
“As you all know, William was born with brain damage, and when he was a baby, there
was a thought that he would never be able to learn to speak. Then slowly and surely, he
did learn to speak. But still there was the thought, how can a person with brain damage
thrive in a knowledge-based society, in which all the sense of success comes from learning
and knowledge? How can a person gain any sense of well-being and esteem, when he has
a brain that finds learning very difficult? Well, William is an example to us all. Every day,
without fail, he learns something new. He may learn slowly, but he has an untarnished
record of learning something new every day. His speciality is the study of birds. Every day
he studies the wild birds round here and finds out something new. Every day he writes
down what he has learnt in his notebooks, in his wonderful child-like, laborious handwriting. He has found out how to access our libraries and our electronic data systems. He
has found out how to correspond with other bird-watchers all over the world.
“He has also taught many people here a great deal about how to overcome the difficulties
and challenges in life. He has never been heard to complain about his difficulties, but
constantly gives thanks for what he has.
“So, William is a wonderful young man, and today we are here to honour him and to
award him a vehicle: the greatest award our society can make. William never received a
bicycle in his teenage years, as many young people do, as he would be unable to ride such
a machine. So, for William, we have had a special tricycle constructed.”
All eyes turned to the back of the church as a man wheeled in a beautiful tricycle. Tears
flowed from William’s eyes.
The King smiled.
“As you travel around on your tricycle, going further afield now, and learning even more
about birds and perhaps about new subjects too, your tricycle will be a symbol of triumph.
Everyone who sees you will know and remember that you are honoured by us all as a
person of knowledge and wisdom. Hooray for William! Hooray for our knowledge-based
society!”
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“Thank you!” William cried out, in a squeaky voice. His joy was plain for all to see. The
music started up and soon everyone was dancing and twirling around, queuing up to hug
William, tossing petals in the air and clapping and laughing.
“Ha, ha, Gloria, that is a very rosy story. Nothing like that could possibly come
true!” laughed Adrian. “I see you have woven ‘smallness’ into the plan - but a world
with no money! Everything free! That’s crazy!”
“I think we could go there! If every human being agreed to live like this, of course
we could. At present we don’t, because we choose not to. On some level, people
the world over are choosing unhappiness.
“But there are new movements - movements that people are calling ‘progressive’
although I have always thought that progress is not what we really want - we need
simplicity and stability, not the idea of progressing and climbing ever upwards!
“However, call them progressive or not, if enough people become part of the new
movements, then we shall move together in a positive direction. We could go
towards a money-free economy, couldn’t we? Why not?”
“No, I can’t get my head round a world without money,” Adrian shook his head.
“The limitation is in the minds of people,” Gloria replied with certainty. ”People
have fixed mind-sets and find it very difficult to change. Sometimes they ‘get it’
when they are quite old, and then people think they have gone a bit do-lally with
age, and take no notice of what they are saying.
“Here’s a poem to read later! Off you go!”
Wanderer
He was a wanderer through the frozen wastes
Of cold hard business, with a path to climb
He knew he never really had the time
To see and touch the beauty, feel the tastes
He was a seeker through the fertile vales
Of ways to wealth without the bitter grind
His heaps of gold with laziness he’d find
Without his system going off the rails
He was a prophet full of words he preached
About the ways economies would burn
And many a graph with twists at every turn
Where hump-back whales were very often beached
He was a callous cold hard business man
His son and daughter both were filled with hate
His love-words on his wife would cruelly grate
His whole life seemed to follow the wrong plan
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He was a new-born climate change addict
With messages of fear of what he’d done
And how the earth might now out-run the sun
His films of planet doom, how his mouse clicked
Now he’s a gentle, smiling, dear old boy
He thinks he’s wise with yoga every day
No need to listen now to what he’ll say
The trees and flowers laugh out loud with joy
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Chapter 11 The Logical Brain Plays
Tricks
End of July
It was Tuesday, and Gloria had baked a tray of flapjacks and was waiting for Adrian,
looking out over the wall. Suddenly her heart froze. Gavin was coming up the path.
But then she relaxed, because a few yards behind him walked Adrian, with a very
confident step.
There was drizzle in the air, so all three went into the sitting room of Gloria’s
cottage and sat down. Gavin sat there with a withdrawn and furtive look, but after
there had been a long silence, he suddenly blurted out,
“Look Gloria, Adrian said I had to come and say sorry to you.”
Gloria looked at him sympathetically. She could see how difficult this was going to
be for him.
“I am very pleased you have come, Gavin, it will be lovely to have you say sorry.”
“Well, I just did, didn’t I?” He looked from one to the other and realised that they
both thought he hadn’t made a successful apology.
So then he went into play-acting mode, going down on one knee and raising his
clasped hands to Gloria.
“Dear lady, I am so very sorry,” he said in a silly voice. He jumped up and sneered
at Adrian. “Will that do?”
Adria said nothing. He was feeling pleased that Gavin had come at all.
Gloria spoke directly to Gavin. “I have heard that your father is thinking of
arranging for you to join the army.”
He rounded on her. “He isn’t my father, he’s my step-father! And yes, he says the
discipline will do me good.”
“Are you afraid of joining the army?” she asked perceptively.
“Yes,” he whimpered.
“People say the army is there to keep the peace in troubled regions,” she said, “but
in my opinion, simply having an army causes wars. And wars are terrible, far more
terrible than any problems you may have experienced in this village. Yes, even
more terrible than your father’s death, because some part of him wanted to die,
but people caught up in wars don’t want to die! Soldiers are taught to hate the
‘enemy’ but really there is no enemy, only the blackness in people’s hearts.”
“’Course there are enemies! Don’t you see all the evil people on the news!”
remonstrated Gavin
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“They seem evil, but we don’t have to fight evil with evil. We have to shine the light
of love on evil. The blackness is because they suffer from fear, they fear a lack of
love. But there is no lack! The world and people’s hearts are full of love.
I’d like to read you a quote from Martin Luther King.”
She looked through her papers.
‘The ultimate weakness of violence is that it is a descending spiral, begetting the very thing
it seeks to destroy. Instead of diminishing evil, it multiplies it. Through violence you may
murder the liar, but you cannot murder the lie, nor establish the truth. Through violence
you may murder the hater, but you do not murder hate. In fact, violence merely increases
hate. So it goes. Returning violence for violence multiplies violence, adding deeper darkness
to a night already devoid of stars. Darkness cannot drive out darkness; only light can do
that. Hate cannot drive out hate: only love can do that.’
Gavin sat there, closed up into himself.
“When I was a young lady, a girl really, about 14, I was attacked in an alley. It was a
dark alley and I was walking along on the way home from school; the route I took
every day. I saw an older and bigger boy coming towards me. He came up to me,
said something (I can’t recall what) and suddenly put his hand down my blouse and
touched my breast. I was very self-confident and quick-thinking, and I had learnt
some wrestling skills from my brother, so I spun him round and got him into a
wrestling hold - I think my brother called it a half-Nelson - and stood there,
dominating him. I said to him, ‘You can choose. I shall either march you all the way
to the police station, or you can promise me to never touch a girl like that again,
then I shall let you free!’ It didn’t take him long to give me his promise, so I let him
go and he ran away as fast as his legs would carry him. I didn’t hurt him or return
his violence with violence. I am telling you this story because it shows that people even a young girl - can defend themselves using the strength of their presence.
Hitting and hurting someone simply does not bring such good results.”
Gavin looked even more closed up.
“How would it be if I suggest to your step-father that you go to a war-torn region
not as a soldier but as part of a peace group?”
Gavin shrank back, as if he had no trust in her.
“Come on Gav,” said Adrian. “Take this chance, mate. You’d be better off than
standing there with a gun. Knowing you, you’d shoot someone, then you’d feel that
horrible guilty feeling every day when you woke up. You don’t want that, mate!”
“I think you are basically a nice young man, Gavin,” said Gloria, “but you have a
damaged soul, but it can heal, it will be healed by the experience of deep love. I
don’t mean you need to find someone to love you, you need to feel the love
flowing through you, so that you heal others. By that you will be healed.”
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“Sounds a bit dopey to me. People fight, don’t they? People like me can go and
fight, and just try and win, that’s all. If I go and try to stop them fighting, they will
just shoot me, won’t they?”
“All I am suggesting, Gavin, is that I try and find a different opportunity for you.
Maybe nothing to do with fighting and war. Maybe helping people who have
suffered an earthquake or some other natural disaster. Would you like me to find
out?”
“OK. Here’s the ‘phone number of my step-father.” Off he went, down the garden
path. Then he turned round and came back, poking his head in through the front
door.
“Gloria, I really am sorry for what I done, and I am feeling very grateful to you for
thinking about me and my future. Thanks.”
He turned his back and ran away before she could answer.
“He’s a strange guy, isn’t he?” said Adrian. “Do you think it is ever possible to heal
someone, make them normal, after they have had such a bad trauma in their
childhood?”
It was a rhetorical question and Gloria didn’t answer.
They talked about the current problems in the news. An energy shortage was
developing. Gloria said it was proof that the peak oil theory that she had explained
was true. Adrian said it was because the markets had become unstable, there was
no steadiness in prices, so the availability of oil was fluctuating too. Stood to reason
it would fluctuate. It would steady soon.
“How do we know if the news is true?” asked Gloria. “How do we decide what to
do? Do we use our logic, our intuition, our heart-felt wisdom? Do we follow
science or old wives tales? You know what I think - I think logic is a bad master.”
She found a poem for Adrian to read while she went out to make the tea.
Dominance by Logic
The world is run by left-brain men,
With logic and with discipline;
They calculate the where and when:
Don’t understand the way.
They theorise there is no God,
That Nature’s weak, not worth a clod,
And foreign tribes are overtrod;
Their arrogance holds sway.
The scientists believe they know,
While politicians blindly go
Where power and economics grow:
Intuitively astray.
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They feed the cows on ground-up sheep,
While children at this folly weep;
And global warming threatens, creeps;
Still “logic” rules - OK?
Their masterplan’s not justified,
The world’s a mess, nowhere to hide;
I’d rather be on Nature’s side,
Seek wisdom every day.
Why do we let them dominate?
So greedy, stupid, full of hate?
Weak, foolish logic runs the State!
Why can’t love lead the way?
Gloria came back with mugs of tea and then went to fetch a plate of sticky
flapjacks.
“So what do we do this coming winter?” asked Gloria. “If there are oil and gas
shortages - or simply energy fluctuations - what do we do?”
“The answer is obvious,” said Adrian. “We have to work really hard on saving
energy. In fact, I have been thinking, and I think all your ideas of an economic
decline would be solved if we used less energy.”
“People have been saying that for years. It is part of the answer, but not a complete
solution. Just using less won’t do for very long. If there is a pool of energy and we
use it slowly, we run out a bit later - that’s all.
“Let me read you a story.”
Shipwreck
The wind roared and screamed through the rigging, and Andy felt his feet slipping as giant
waves swept across the deck and he clung desperately to the rail. Then the world was
upside down and he was being swept and sucked by huge vortices of water, as the sea
tossed him about like a little piece of flotsam, utterly helpless.
When he came to, he was lying on a beach. He had no idea how long he had been there,
but the storm had abated. Slowly he sat up and felt himself all over. He felt shaken and
bruised, but amazingly, he seemed to have no significant injuries. He stood up and began
to walk along the beach, looking around him curiously. After about two hours, he found
himself back where he had started. He was on an island, a small island. He had found
only one thing of any note washed up from the wreck: a huge crate of food.
He quickly made his way back to the crate. It was amazing. The whole crate had been
flung up above the high tide mark by the force of the storm waves and had come to rest
on a ledge of rock, quite level, with the door facing up the beach. Andy found a strong
piece of driftwood and levered open the door. Even more amazing! There were rows and
rows of tinned food, beer, you name it, all sitting there, ready to save his life. Thousands of
tins! Ring-pull tins too, so he didn’t even need a tin-opener!
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He pulled out a can of beer, and chose one of beef stew and another of rice. Then he
went and sat on a rock further up the beach and surveyed his future. Well, if he had to be
ship-wrecked, this was the place to be! A paradise island, with no cares and worries. No
need for any hard work, no-one to compete with. He could just sunbathe, eat, drink and
enjoy himself.
So Andy began to live a life of leisure. He thought he was probably on a shipping lane, and
that one day he would see a passing ship, wave and yell and they would rescue him.
Meanwhile he ate as much as he wanted to - there seemed to be a vast amount of food.
However, his stay on the island went on for a long time. He saw fruit come and go on the
trees, and often saw fish jumping in the sea. He sometimes wondered what he would eat
when the food in the crate ran out, but then put the thought out of his mind. Solving
problems? Working to grow food? That wasn’t what life was about. He was a hedonist, a
man of true leisure. He stretched out on his sun-bathing ledge and sighed with pleasure.
One day he went to his food crate and looked for a can of beer. He couldn’t find one! He
started pulling and pushing the other tins aside - there must be one! But try as he might,
he could not find a single tin of anything that looked like drink. He opened a tin of
peaches and drank the juice. Slowly it dawned on him that he needed to find water to
drink, and find it fast.
He made himself walk slowly. Was he in a panic? No, of course not. A little voice in his
brain told him he was stupid. He had been here months; he should have set out to look
for life-saving supplies ages ago.
But it was OK! Here was a lovely fresh stream, gurgling from a spring. He cupped his
hands and drank his fill. Delicious! Almost better than beer on a hot day like this! And,
what an amazing piece of luck: the spring was near the crate of food! He could sunbathe
on the rock in between and have as much food and drink as he wanted to, no worries.
However, the next time he went to the crate, he took stock of the food supply. Oh gloom.
There were only a couple of hundred tins of food left.
Andy went up and sat on his favourite rock and had a long think. He looked at the palm
trees swaying in the breeze and the azure blue sea. What a lovely world! He didn’t want
to die. So what was he to do?
Well, clearly there were several choices. He could carry on living as he had lived ever since
the shipwreck, eating as much as he liked. When the food ran out, surely something would
turn up? A ship, maybe? Another crate of food?
Then another plan would be to work hard on developing a supply of food from the island.
His mind fleetingly dwelt on thoughts of clearing a space in the jungle, finding food plants
and cultivating them; or finding a way to shin up the trees to gather fruit; or making a net
or a trap to catch fish; or even hunting animals. But even as he thought of all this, it
seemed much too much like hard work. What was his economist’s brain from the past
saying? “Not economically feasible”. “Insufficient return on investment.”
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So the sensible thing to do was obviously to go for food efficiency. He would eat less, much
less. The remaining food in the crate would last a long time then.
“Ha!” said Adrian, after some minutes of reflection. “Is that a story about energy
saving being a silly idea, or about logic not working?”
“Both,” replied Gloria. “Unfortunately our lovely logical brains do play tricks on us.
Some people don’t seem to know this - and I would say, especially men don’t know
it or accept it. They often say to women, ‘You’re not being logical! Be reasonable!’
“It seems to me that the brain or the mind has many parts,” she went on. “The
logical brain is good at maths, reasoning things out, making decisions. It is a very
good servant, but a bad master. Scientists have found out that this way of thinking
resides in the left brain. The right brain also thinks, but quite differently. It is the
creative, imaginative side of the brain. Sometimes I have a go at accessing my rightbrain, by writing with my left hand. I’m not left-handed, so the hand doesn’t write
very neatly! But I set it off writing and try to become the distant observer, watching
what it writes, without thinking. In other words, I do my best to shut down the
dominant left-brain. If I succeed, the result is quite wonderful. I see my own hand,
writing down things that I am not consciously thinking. Some of the language is very
quaint, capturing quite strange ideas. I find it amazing that this is really me, yet it
seems to come from somewhere very unfamiliar.”
“Yes, I remember you giving me a piece of right-brain writing. You are always
telling me things I have never heard about before. Fancy that!”
“Then there is the whole realm of the sub-conscious brain - or perhaps part of the
right-brain is subconscious, I don’t know. We have instincts, just as animals do. A
new baby will turn its head towards the nipple; as soon as it is born it knows which
way to turn, depending on how it is held. Some people have an instinctive
knowledge of which way is north, even when they are in a fog. We have huge
amounts of knowledge in our brain which is quite unbelievable when you start to
work on accessing it. All my stories come from somewhere - I don’t know what is
going to happen when I start writing a story, but some part of my brain does. I
wonder if we have a sort of common shared memory going back to our ancestors
that enables us to tell when it is the right time to plant seeds, for example? Maybe
the universal spirit - that which I call God - has a way of sharing vast amounts of
knowledge with us? We live in three-dimensional world of course, and our brains
are three-dimensional, but the universe is multi-dimensional, so it must be hard to
send ideas down to our level. I love to study my dreams, the ones I have when I am
asleep, and my waking dreams, the thoughts that come to me in meditation. Our
whole brain, mind and thinking processes are awesome!
“The loud-mouthed part of our brain is the conscious, logical part, and it certainly
likes to tell us that what it thinks is the best! It seems to be linked to our ego - to
the ‘I want to do what I want to do’ part of us, which has such strong emotions too. I
say to my logical brain, you are a marvellous tool for when I want to do a complex
mathematical calculation, but you are not the best part of my brain, oh no. I used
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to say that at work, when the guys used to call me illogical. I would say, ‘My logical
brain is as good as yours, but I am accessing much more than that to get the
answer to the problem in hand.’”
Gloria smiled at her distant memories.
“So you are saying that people don’t use their brains very well?” asked Adrian.
“They are capable of more than they know?”
“Yes, that’s right. Self-confidence, such as I felt when I was attacked in the alley,
comes from having a good command of one’s own brain. As well as under-using
their brain, people misuse their brain. Their brain and their emotions can collude to
give them a very biased, prejudiced and unfortunate outlook on life. I don’t mean
just people who have been damaged in their childhood, like poor Gavin. I mean
people who become politicians, leaders, businessmen. Some of them have really
distorted ways of thinking; quite a few of our powerful people are in fact
sociopaths, with a recognisable mental illness.
“For example, some people really think there are ‘baddies’ out there somewhere
and spend their whole lives competing against the baddies, trying to crush or kill
the baddies. Some people, MPs, even go as far as sending out bombs to kill the
baddies, thinking they are doing the ‘right thing for their country’. Of course, the
only baddies are the people who decide to hurt or kill others - there are no other
baddies out there.”

Killing Baddies
We teach our children.
We, the adults, teach them!
They would stay innocent,
Without us teaching them ideas,
Brainwashing them
Into our way of thinking.
We show them films, made by adults
And they watch people being killed,
We teach them that this is what we do,
For leisure, for fun:
We watch people being killed.
And play killing games - for fun!
We teach them to kill baddies:
And the more they kill,
The more points they earn.
They go out and look out for baddies
Frightened of them, on the streets
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What do baddies look like?
Not like me, they must be different
A different coloured skin?
A different way of talking?
Better watch out; better get them
Before they get me.
Keep your knife sharp.
Of course, we also tell our children
Thou shalt not kill!
If you are a killer, you are a baddie!!!
But they see on the news
Our government bombing people
And soldiers as heroes.
The mixed messages alarm
They remember the computer games
And want to earn more points
So they threaten and hurt others
We the adults have raised our children . . . . . . to be baddies.
“I used to play shooting games on the computer, and it hasn’t changed me from a
peace-loving person,” said Adrian, “so I am not sure about that idea! What do you
think about education, then Gloria? How would you educate children?”
“The purpose of education is to bring a child up to be all he/ she can be,” Gloria
answered. “Adults can do this through care and wise guidance. It is wrong to do it
through manipulation and control, or to follow a political or belief-led agenda. A
good education is broad, rich, non-controlling, varied, interesting, inspiring,
stimulating, calm, peaceful, stretching, disciplined. The centre of learning is in the
child, who can learn from school, parents, friends, older adults, books, by travelling,
observing, by being involved with the lives of other people, with animals and with
Nature. The responsibility of the adults involved is very great; the duty of care. I
think discipline is the greatest form of love, so the adult has to instil the strongest
possible sense of self-discipline into the child, without manipulation or control. A
tall order indeed!”
“By self-discipline, so you mean teaching the child not to spend too much time on
computers?”
“Yes, not doing too much of what they can easily become addicted to, but also
teaching the child to do things they don’t really like, for their own good. Like going
to bed early; eating the correct balance of food including vegetables they might not
like much; getting a balance between reading books, watching TV, being outdoors.
Children can learn all these things at an early age, but they need a good deal of
support from adults. If they don’t learn them early on, they will probably never be
all they can be.”
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“That’s the sort of advice I need to have when I set out to become a parent,”
commented Adrian.
“I might add, it applies to adults too,” she said. “Most adults - perhaps all adults have so much to learn! As we move into an uncertain future, it is one of the most
important aspects. People need to consider, on a daily basis, not how to get more
money, but how to get more learning and self-development. And how to improve
their self-discipline too.
This next story is about some wise young children.”
Save Our Skins
The two boys thought of a name for their plan. SOS. Save Our Skins.
Darryn was tall and skinny for a twelve-year-old, with a thin face too. Long pointed nose,
dark hair, bright eyes that darted about. Looking at everything and everyone, never resting.
Darryn didn’t have much street cred but he had lots of intelligence and a deep-seated selfconfidence, given to him by both his parents, who adored him, their only child. If the other
boys tried to be cruel to him, or attempted to bully him, it was like water off a duck’s
back. So they didn’t bother much, just left him alone.
Brian, also twelve years old, was his best friend. He was shorter and rounder, with a
chubby face that was ready to crinkle up into a grin at any moment. Brian made him
laugh. Brian made everyone laugh. He was the cleverest, wittiest boy in the
neighbourhood, popular with everyone. His parents were happy sociable people too,
always going to dinner with the parents of other boys, and having dinner parties at their
own house, proud of their family of four happy giggling children.
Darryn and Brian lived near each other and met each morning on the way to school. They
walked together up the long alleyway from the edge of town through the industrial estate,
until they reached the main road with the bus-stop, where they caught the bus to school. It
was on these long walks that they thought up their plan.
They were both keen on science at school. It didn’t matter whether it was cool to be keen
on science, or what the other boys thought. Both Brian and Darryn were fascinated by
everything to do with physics and chemistry. They bought books of scientific facts with
their pocket money and regaled each other with interesting theorems. They found out new
ideas and always wanted to know more, to understand things better.
Environmental science fascinated them. They had been learning about environmental
science since they were in nursery school. The teachers stood there, so matter-of-fact, and
told them about sea level rising, bad weather and new diseases for crops as if they were
talking about some other planet. Both boys had talked to their parents about
environmental science, and their parents had said, “It’s a new subject. Didn’t do that at
school in my day.”
The boys impressed each other with their knowledge, but at the same time were shocked
by some of the facts they discovered.
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“Do you know,” said Darryn one morning as they set off on their walk, “The sea level rise
for this area is predicted to be fifteen feet - that’s 4.572 metres - by the time you and I
are the same age as Mum and Dad?”
“That means most of the city centre will be under the sea, permanently, doesn’t it? And do
you know what I found out? I was looking at tables showing the rate of the spread of
locusts. They are going to spread north up across Europe and devastate all our crops!”
“It doesn’t seem as if anyone is researching locust-resistant crops, or ways to cope with
gales and storms, or anything of real practical importance. What are these grown-ups
doing?”
“I think the research scientists are in the pay of the baddies, you know the oil companies
and the nuclear power companies. What do you think?”
“That’s what you call a conspiracy theory. My Dad said that if I ever wonder if people are
in a conspiracy or are just being stupid, then stupidity is always the most likely.”
Brian frowned for a few moments. “So you really think all the grown-ups are stupid? The
ones I know seem quite intelligent. My Mum and Dad, and their friends, and my Uncle
Joe, and even our teachers.”
“Well,” said Darryn, “I think there are two kinds of intelligence. Just the ordinary sort of
intelligence, and applied intelligence. The grown-ups I know don’t apply their intelligence.
It’s as if they are caught in a web, so that they can’t.”
“What, like a spider’s web you mean? Did you know that the fibres that spiders spin -weight for weight -- are five times as strong as piano wire?”
“Yes, and they are covered with spots of strong glue that hold their prey in place. The
more the prey struggles, the more glue spots he is stuck to. That’s what happens to the
adults. They are stuck in a web of everyday life. They have to earn money to pay the
mortgage. The mortgage is for the house where we live, so it is a spot of glue. They can’t
escape from that. So they both need jobs, which means they both need cars. So if I tell
them they can reduce global warming by giving up their cars, they can’t. The cars are part
of their web. Then it doesn’t matter how intelligent they are, or how much they listen to
the facts that I often tell them, they are stuck.”
“Yes, it’s true. Like our biology teacher, Miss Smith. She was talking about the benefits of
locally-grown organic food and I asked her if she had given up using supermarkets, and
she laughed and said no, of course not. So I made a joke about saying one thing and doing
another and got told off for being cheeky."
They were getting towards the end of the lane, nearing the road with the bus stop. Darryn
stopped and whispered to Brian, so he could put his idea to his friend before they reached
the road where other people could hear.
“I think we need to take our own future seriously. We can’t leave it to all these grown-ups.
I want to suggest that you and I make a plan for our own survival. If it’s a good plan, we
can save loads of other people too.”
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Brian’s eyes lit up. “Right. You’re on. Let’s talk about it more tomorrow.”
On the bus they met up with several more friends from school, and talked about the
international football match that had been on last night, with Brian cracking jokes that
had them all in stitches as usual.
The following day was Friday. On their walk to the bus-stop, Darryn and Brian made some
decisions that formed the basis of their plan. They wanted it to sound like an emergency
plan, so they thought of calling it SOS, and then decided to make that stand for “Save Our
Skins”.
“We’re talking about life or death you know Darryn, whatever the grown-ups think. Do
you know, I was reading about peak oil on the internet last night, and as oil declines there
won’t be enough to make fertiliser, so the amount of food available will drop and people
will die of starvation. Here in England!”
“Yes, it’s obvious isn’t it, and we won’t be able to import food if there’s not enough oil for
the tankers. Miss Smith is right about locally-grown food. That’s got to be one of the top
priorities for SOS.”
The following Saturday, they met in Darryn’s house. By the end of the afternoon, they had
made up an outline plan. They had thought of the things that people living in their road
needed most: clean water, food, warm shelters, entertainment, security. They had decided
to get the water from a well, to grow food in the field adjoining their housing estate, to
insulate all the houses. They thought they’d have a flock of sheep in the field, and use the
sheep’s wool for insulation.
They had argued about entertainment and how important the Internet and TV were.
Darryn wanted to put renewable electricity into the plan so they could continue to enjoy
the electronic age, but Brian said it was a waste of time, because you wouldn’t be able to
buy spare parts for any electrical or electronic appliances. His idea of entertainment was
laughing and chatting and telling jokes. Darryn thought the bit about no spare parts was a
good argument, so they deleted the suggestion of renewable electricity.
They also argued about security. Neither wanted guns, as they had spent too much time
telling their peers that violence was for stupid people. But Darryn wanted to build a moat
round the houses with a portcullis, whereas Brian wanted there to be so much spare food
that if an invader came to attack them, they give him a lovely meal. They agreed to have
both these ideas in the plan.
By Sunday, Darryn had typed up the SOS plan on his computer. Brian agreed to download
some factual pages about the challenges of global warming, peak oil and other scientific
issues to add to the report as annexes.
Brian also made a list of all the houses on the estate. It was a small rather posh new
estate with eighteen houses, and his Mum, being a sociable person, knew everyone who
lived there except for the people in three of the houses. One evening, Brian persuaded her
to go with him to meet the people who lived in these houses and soon he had a complete
list of all the neighbours. They were going to propose a big tea-party later in the summer
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at which they would invite all the neighbours to join the plan, so Brian wanted to prepare
in advance for this big social event.
That Sunday teatime, Brian arranged for his parents to invite Darryn and his Mum and
Dad round to tea. Brian’s family had had a big Sunday roast, so there were cold beef
sandwiches and home-made cakes. As the grownups and Brian’s little brother and sisters
sat there, eating and happy, the two boys stood up.
“We have a plan!” said Darryn. “It’s called SOS - Save Our Skins.”
“We want to tell you all about it, then we want you to arrange to invite all the neighbours
round please, Mum and Dad, next week if possible,” added Brian.
Both pairs of parents smiled indulgently. “Come on then. Let’s hear the plan!”
Darryn unfurled his typed report and gave copies to the adults. Brian had set up a
PowerPoint show on his computer, with dramatic graphics and sound effects. Taking it in
turns, the boys went through their ideas. Brian’s brother and sisters went off to play, and
came back to listen from time to time.
At the end, Brian’s Mum beamed.
“Well, what clever boys you are!”
Darryn’s Dad was looking thrilled. “You boys, you’re a credit! So much scientific
knowledge, such amazing ideas, and your performance was so polished!”
“What do you think about the well for a water supply, Dad?” asked Brian.
“Don’t know about the well, Brian, but I think your show was amazing,” his father replied.
“I’d love to invite all the neighbours round to see the show - that would be lovely,” said
Brian’s Mum.
“I’ve got an idea!” Darryn’s Dad exclaimed. “Can’t we enter them onto that TV
programme for enterprising youngsters?”
“Oh yes!” his Mum said. “I would be so proud of you, Darryn, if you were on TV!”
“Hang on a minute, Mum, we just said there won’t be any TV in the SOS plan.”
“Yes, but your SOS plan’s not real is it? I am suggesting something real. We can apply for
a slot on the reality TV.”
Darryn and Brian looked at each other horrified.
“Reality TV? That’s not reality!” exclaimed Brian. “We are talking about real reality in our
plan!”
“C’mon,” said his Mum. “Time for some sandwiches. You don’t want to get too caught up
in your fantasies.”
Darryn looked at Brian and mouthed, “Oh no! They are more stupid than we thought!”
“Just wait until we are grown-up,” replied Brian. “We’ll sort the world out then, won’t we?”
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“So there you are,” said Gloria. “Many people seem to think that their way of life is
‘real’ and is just going to go on and on. They are like frogs, being slowly boiled.
Children are often much wiser than adults. I have great faith in the next generation,
growing up in the middle of so much change.”
“We need your generation as well as the young generation,” said Adrian. “I can see
such an exciting future for myself now, at the cohousing community, learning to be
a vet, helping people, and so much of it is thanks to you. Thank you, Gloria. Young
people need to choose to spend time with older, wiser people. We can all help
each other.”
Rising Tide
There’s a rising tide,
There’s a change in the sky;
Our fate lies before us:
People cry and lie.
There’s a glacier melting,
There’s an ozone hole,
The sea is swirling
From pole to pole.
We are mining the innards
Of Mother Earth,
And killing the mothers
That just gave birth.
We are chasing the fashion
Of material stuff,
Minding others’ opinions,
Not wise and tough.
The Banks like leeches
Are sucking us dry,
While gales and storms
Come out of the sky.
The politician
Is nobody’s fool:
Hidden corruption’s
The golden rule.
You and I know
That the time ahead
Needs people with strength
In their heart and head.
With faith in their spirit,
With courage and verve;
Old and young people,
With wisdom and nerve.
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There’s a rising tide
Of goodness and love;
There’s a change in the sky:
There’s heart-wisdom above.
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Chapter 12 Village Communities Will
Endure
August
It was Tuesday and Gloria was thinking about Adrian’s visit that evening. She
needed some butter to make a cake, so she walked along her lane and up the road
to the village, to the post office. She tried to get some cash from the cash machine,
the hole in the wall outside the post office. It had error messages and she came
away without any cash. Jill, the lady in the post office, said she thought it was
because of the current political instability, but Gloria was not so sure. The difficulty
in getting cash was probably nothing to do with the political situation: more likely a
bug in the cash machine’s computer. Jill let her have a packet of butter, cheese and
a few other items on account.
Gloria walked back home in the warm sunshine, feeling very happy indeed, her
whole being flooded with happiness. She looked round her as she walked, gazing at
the old stone cottages, waving to a friend or two, admiring the flowers in the
gardens. At the end of the village, where the houses stopped and the fields started,
she turned round and looked back the way she had come. The village was small and
old, with an atmosphere of stability and security that exuded confidence. She could
see the old pub, the White Hart, thatched, white walls covered with hanging
baskets of petunias and geraniums; the village school that had been turned into a
private house a couple of decades ago; the old police house; the old dairy. The
ancient stone post office was still a post office in one half, and a fish and chip shop
in the other. The village had been built so that all the needs of the people were met
locally. It was surrounded by fertile fields and next to a flowing river. Perhaps it was
being used as a place to sleep these days, with most people going out to the towns
to work, but it was built as a sustainable and resilient place for people to live out
their days.
Over to the right, down between a clump of trees, was the thatched Quaker
meeting house, over 300 years old. Further beyond, perhaps half a mile beyond the
village, she could just see the Manor, up above the river, partly hidden by some
ancient trees. To the left, near the top of the hill, the small squat church rose up,
with its square tower and its skirts spread out into a graveyard full of memories
and flowers.
‘I wonder what will happen to the church in the future?’ she mused. ‘Perhaps
people will give up worshipping God in that building, and listen to the light in the
great outdoors instead, or in the Meeting House? But it’s such a beautiful building,
so old, so precious. Perhaps it will become a vault of precious things? Everyone
could store their most valuable things in there, behind the heavy oak door, locked
and safe.
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‘Oh, that’s funny!’ she thought. ‘The church could become the local bank; the place
where valuable things could be cared for safely, for no charge. Rather different
from the modern banking institutions!’
She turned and continued her walk back home, greeting each wild flower in the
hedgerow, and thinking.
‘This village, these buildings, have been here hundreds and hundreds of years,’ she
thought. ‘People used to live here before there were cash machines in the wall,
before computers, before TV, before cars, before there were any of the many
things we take for granted. It may not have been idyllic. Perhaps they went hungry,
or suffered from cold in the winter. I am sure they suffered from illnesses they
didn’t understand. But they would have been happy too! They would have loved
the wild flowers as I love the wild flowers. They would have felt joy as they looked
at the view, as I feel joy. They would have loved and helped each other. The reason
I am so happy today is because of my feelings, not because I am rich.
‘So it’s all OK. The world is a stage and only the scenery changes. This village is the
cake that has been here for so long; it will always be here. There are hundreds, no,
millions of villages like this (and not like this) over the whole world. Villages, tribes,
small communities. What a lovely, happy, secure feeling!’ She smiled to herself.
‘The villages will continue whether Britain is great or insignificant. Change is
inevitable, but it is so satisfying to have old buildings that don’t change. How stable
that old church is compared with a massive institution like a bank, a theoretical
human invention which can wobble alarmingly.
‘The things we think are important, like oil and the internet, are just the icing on
the cake. The new future may become similar to the old past. Or perhaps it will
have icing of a different kind: coffee and walnut instead of chocolate? A new
generation of computers, perhaps? A new philosophical culture? Perhaps something
wonderful that I haven’t thought of?’
She remembered the hundreds of times she had sat in the simple Quaker meeting
house, listening to the light.
‘Change is in the air. Change will happen. God - whatever people perceive that
word to mean - God’s in charge. The energy of the Universe is carrying us to a
new future, like the elephant.’
She thought about a chat she had had with her sister, a few weeks ago. Her sister
has said, “Gloria, your naivety is breathtaking." She had taken this as a great
compliment. A baby is born unsullied. Naive means just born, pure, not
brainwashed, not hard-bitten and cynical, able to believe in utopia.
‘Most people would love to follow my dreams,’ thought Gloria. ‘What would it
take? I think the only way would be for us all to become breathtakingly naive - to
believe in the dream. At least I have done something to help. I myself believe in
peace and love, and I have passed some of my stories and ideas on to Adrian.
Perhaps I shall be able to read stories to the new cohousing community?’
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Back in her cottage, Gloria decided to bake some bread as well as a cake, and to
make a broccoli and cheese flan, and an apple pie. There was a glimmer of thought
in her head about a party, she didn’t know why; she decided to concentrate on
making the food. She mixed the cake and put it in the oven, made the bread dough
and put it to rise, then began to rub the butter into flour for the pastry. As she
rubbed it in, she thought about the mild pains in her thumb joints, and noted how,
at her age, worthwhile activities tended to cause slight pain or discomfort, or
require effort when her body was crying out to rest. And how none of that
mattered if she was feeling really happy.
She remembered a saying she had read recently:
‘I used to think the top environmental problems were biodiversity loss, ecosystem collapse
and climate change. I thought that with 30 years of good science we could address those
problems. But I was wrong. The top environmental problems are selfishness, greed and
apathy . . . and to deal with those we need a spiritual and cultural transformation - and
we scientists don’t know how to do that.’ Gus Speth
Gloria kept on rubbing the butter into the flour and thought sadly about how
humanity was spoiled. Spoiled brats because they all had too much of everything except of course the many millions who had too little of everything.
The cake was cooked and she turned it out of its tins onto wire racks. When she
had finished the pastry, added the broccoli and cheese filling, made the apple pie
and put the flan and the pie into the oven to cook, she went and fetched one of her
essays from the folder and sat and read it.
Humanity is Spoiled
One meaning of the word “to spoil” is “to cosset”. We would all like to be cosseted,
wouldn’t we? We can all remember being children, wanting to have some delightful treat
and finding a big bad adult above us, who said we couldn’t have it. We rebelled in our
hearts. We thought, “One day I shall get what I want!” Most of us keep this dream in our
hearts when we are adults, some even to our dying day. The young man thinks, “I shall
work hard and earn lots of money so that I have everything to offer a woman, then I shall
find the perfect girl who will give me everything I desire. She will give me bliss and ecstasy
and treats and comfort, she will wait upon me, she will give in to my every wish. She will
really spoil me.” The young woman thinks, “I shall find the perfect man who will give me
everything I desire, give in to my every wish. He will really spoil me.” This is the thought
behind each half of a couple. Wanting to be spoiled. Very little about giving love to the
other.
The media promotes this dream. No matter that most of us live lives of quiet desperation;
we are obliged to believe that one day, if we earn enough money and buy enough
products, we shall eventually be able to achieve our childhood dream. But what exactly is
the dream? We harbour a wish to indulge our inner self, to satisfy our own internal will.
The dream is to do what we like, to be right, to go where we want to go, to have as much
of anything that we fancy. We don’t want any external rules or internal conscience (both
of which are just like the big bad parent of long ago) to tell us we can’t have it! Politicians
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and the media help us to hold on to the belief that we are entitled to have what we want.
We vote for the politicians who promise us riches and freedom. If we earn enough money
and pay for it, we can have anything and everything. We can eat as much as we want to.
We can have as much sex with as many people as we like. We can fly to any exotic
delightful place that we can think of. We can eat strawberries in the winter. We can leave
lights on all night. We can own all manner of shiny toys. We can be really spoiled.
We in the Western World are spoiled, most of us. Spoiled as in the other meaning of the
word “to spoil”. The dictionary says, “To injure the character of a person by overindulgence”. The sad fact is that most people of today, all born with such wonderful souls,
capable of such love and nobility and self-sacrifice, are badly damaged. Parents are too
well-off to be able to avoid the temptation of spoiling their children. Although most people
recognise that discipline is one of the highest forms of love, it is so easy to give in when the
child wants yet another ice-cream, when you have so much money in your purse. The
parent earns popularity, too. For a few minutes the child thinks the parent is great. Some
parents even declare that they spoil their children with pride in their voice, as if they think
that “to spoil” only means “to cosset” and not “to injure”. For that is the other meaning of
the word. “To spoil” also means “to injure”.
Given a chance, people can learn at a very young age that their own will is not that
important and that there is great benefit in learning to study other people and their
wishes; and not to indulge in anything that is nice in the short-term but feels bad
afterwards. The child himself must develop his internal mature voice that overrules his selfwill. The part of him - the part we all have - that is wilful and self-centred then rapidly
diminishes in importance. “Thy Will be done, not my will.” This is the way to end our
damage of each other and of the environment. It is the path of discipline, love and
compassion. And luckily for each of us, it is also the path to happiness and to a truly
wonderful quality of life.
But our parents were only human, and so most of us are more or less spoiled. “To spoil”
also means “to plunder, to deprive of something by force or stealth. To destroy or impair
the good or valuable qualities.” We grow up deprived, with our potential impaired. It is
easier to live without mindful love of the people around us, of people in other times and
other lands, of our fellow creatures or of the beautiful ecosystem of the Earth, of which we
are a part. Why should we use less energy, have fewer material comforts, behave in an
economical and wise fashion? We put our self before justice, equity and the well-being of
others. Our ability to nurture our children and to enjoy blissful loving relationships is spoiled
and we ruthlessly despoil the planet.
Are most of us proud of our childish behaviour, or if not, why won’t we change? Perhaps
part of our natural love and compassion was spoiled for a while, but as we mature we can
gradually overcome the voice of the “spoiled child” that is within us. We can cultivate
mindfulness of all our thoughts and actions and find ways to give ourselves what we need
rather than what our “spoiled child” wants. We can make decisions that show respect for
the world. Instead of fighting for our own rights, we can think of the rights of everyone and
everything outside us. We can give love to those around us, and give up spoiling them. We
can choose to turn off lights, even though we could afford to leave them on day and night.
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We can choose to walk and not use the car. We can choose to holiday near to home and
not to jet around the world.
“Spoils” means “plunder acquired by violence”. We can decide that we shall not accept
things that have been plundered violently from nature or from other people. As mature
adults, we can stop acting like spoiled brats.
‘Can we though?’ thought Gloria. ‘Maybe most people can’t, just won’t be able to.
What am I doing with my life? Here I am, in my little cottage, making occasional
cakes for the local youth, and writing stories. Do I need to do more to help people,
to stop being a spoiled brat? Is my life going to change?’
She went back into the kitchen and began to knead the bread. As she did so,
mindfully, aware of the feel of the dough and the smell of the baking, she was aware
that a decision was beginning to crystallise in her mind.
She would leave her cottage and go and live with Adrian and Henry at the Manor.
‘Where did that decision come from?’ she thought. ‘Is it the decision of my ego, my
inner child, or the voice of God?’ She smiled to herself, because she would never
know for sure. She just knew the decision had been made.
‘I shall have my own rooms at first, though,’ she thought. ‘I think Henry needs to
conduct a long, sweet, romantic courtship before I would feel ready to move in
with him.’
She looked round and was surprised to see Adrian. Adrian had crept in and was
just standing there, smiling, as he watched this lovely old woman floating about
majestically in her purple clothes.
“Hello Gloria!”
“Adrian! Hello! Have you come to help me move?”
“Move where? No, I have come to introduce Jennifer to you. Jennifer, meet the
Purple Lady!
Gloria suddenly noticed a young lady standing at the kitchen door. She went over
to her with her arms opened wide, for a heart-felt hug.
“Hello Jennifer, my dear. I am so pleased to meet you!”
“Me too!” Jennifer replied. They looked at each other and started giggling, as
women do when they feel that unexpected bonding feeling drawing them together.
The room felt light and airy, full of excitement, happiness and positive energy.
Gloria explained that she was cooking more than a cake today, and Adrian looked
amazed. “Did you know we are having a party at the Manor later this evening?”
Gloria cuddled herself and her intuition. Yes, she did know, but she didn’t know
how she knew.
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Soon they were all bustling about, making tea, shaping the loaves and leaving them
to prove, icing the cake, taking the flan and pie out of the oven, and chatting about
the community plans. Gloria explained to them that she, who had up until this
evening intended to live in this cottage forever, had found herself making a decision
to move the community at the Manor - if they would have her.
Adrian told her they had had a discussion about vetting new members. The group
had sat in a circle and asked the question, then had sat quietly and waited for an
answer. And everyone had come up with the same thought - ‘well, if the group vets
people, they won’t want me!’ They had shared this thought, laughed at their group
knowledge of human imperfections, and decided that there would be no vetting.
People who joined the community would have to sign up to the idea of living with
whoever joined, and being prepared to forgive their human foibles.
The three of them sat and drank tea.
Jennifer was a tall strong-looking young woman, slightly bony and angular, with
thick curly hair, and beautiful soft, loving eyes. Gloria asked her a hundred and one
questions, and sparkled at her answers. Jennifer asked Gloria if she had ever lived
at a community before? She wanted to know what it would be like because she
would be visiting often - with her Mum and Dad too. It would be lovely for her
Mum to get to know everyone and have a bunch of really friendly people to visit.
And it would be hard for her to keep away from Adrian - she said, looking at him
with adoring eyes.
Gloria explained that she had lived in a community of sorts - a housing
co-op long ago, before her marriage. It had been very enriching - not always easy, but
always wonderful.
The main difficulty there, especially for the young people, was the lack of freedom,
the need to discuss and agree things rather than having their own little house
where they could do whatever they wanted. “But then,” Gloria said. “Freedom is
an illusion. As I often say, behaviour has consequences, so no-one is ever really
free.”
“Despite the difficulties, living in a community as part of a tribe is possibly the best
way of life. People in all countries in all times have always lived in tribes - except for
the last few dozen decades, in our so-called first world. I think the solution to all
problems in daily life is to cherish others, and living more closely with people
enables this to happen. And especially to cherish the children. The old tribes used
to place a fire in the centre of their councils, to remind them to consider the
children always. The children’s fire served to remind them that the primary
consideration should always be the continuation of life when making decisions of
any kind.”
She had written a story about living in a community.
“What a surprise,” Adrian said, teasingly.
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She put the loaves in the oven, then settled down to read the story while the
loaves were baking.
Community Love Story
Sam woke up feeling rather grumpy. He could hear the rain beating on the windows, and
he didn’t want to go out. But he had to go out and mend the chicken house, repairing the
hole where the stoat had got in and killed the growing chicks. How he wished that he had
made the repairs BEFORE the poor young birds had been killed! He went out into the
rain, the rheumatics in his old knees sending sharp pains down his legs.
Over in the shed, he found that the box of tools he had left there yesterday had gone. Oh
Hell! What it was to live in a community! Everyone was always taking things! No-one
respected anything! He made up his mind to fit a padlock to a cupboard, where he could
keep his things without them disappearing just when he wanted them.
As he stood looking out of the shed, he noticed that the rain was easing up, and that
Greta had emerged from her house, in her wellie boots. She was probably going to feed
the pigs. As he watched, Bob came zooming round the corner of the house on his
motorbike, driving through a puddle and showering Greta from head to toe. Bob
disappeared down the yard as if he hadn’t noticed, with Greta shaking her fist after him.
Sam thought he’d avoid Greta, he didn’t want to hear her moaning about Bob and
bending his ear about the shelf she wanted him to put up. She was always thinking about
her own projects, not at all interested in all the other things that needed doing. Where did
she think the eggs came from? He dodged round the corner and set off for the barn to
look for his missing tool-box, or some other tools he could use. On the way, he saw Patrick
and Winnie walking towards him, hand-in-hand. Winnie was looking excited.
“We are going to buy a horse this afternoon!”
“A horse! A horse!” Sam stuttered. “You haven’t asked the rest of us anything about this!”
Patrick almost growled at Sam.
“Why should we ask you? You’re not the boss round here! We were told when we came
here that the community is all about freedom! Winnie’s always wanted a horse!”
“Well go and buy one then.” Sam turned his back on them and carried on towards the
barn.
Meanwhile, Greta had struggled to feed the pigs, almost slipping over in her wellie boots
on the slippery mud, and wishing with all her heart that she had a friend to help her. She
was getting on in years, and had hoped that when the young people, Stef and Josie had
moved in, that they would help. But they seemed so wrapped up in their kids and their
own lives, that she hadn’t seen them for days on end. Why couldn’t she play with their
kids so that they could feed the pigs some days? They were just too selfish, that was their
problem.
The other young couple, Martin and Hayley, were just as bad. They didn’t have any kids
yet, and spent all their time designing and redesigning their house, trying to make it into
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the perfect B & B, so they would earn lots of money for themselves. They spent so much
time on their own house, they didn’t seem to have any time for community work. They had
plenty of time at the weekends, but then they turned into hedonists, just going out and
enjoying themselves all the time, leaving people like her to keep the site tidy and clean the
communal kitchen. They argued that they didn’t see why they should clean the communal
kitchen because they didn’t eat in there. ‘What is the point of belonging to the community
if they don’t eat with the rest of us sometimes?’ she thought bitterly.
As for Bob with that damn motorbike, she’d like to wring his neck. She knew he called her
‘the witch’ behind her back, that he thought she moaned and criticised too much, and that
he delighted in showering her with muddy water. It did seem she was the one who was
always getting on to people to do things, being both bossy and critical, but that was
because so much needed doing and no one else seemed to care.
Abbey was out in the garden, cutting fresh flowers to put in vases in the main house. Every
day she tried to brighten the place up a bit. The others didn’t seem to appreciate it. In
fact, the other day, Greta had moaned at her, saying what a waste of time, she should
spend her time doing something more useful. Well, Abbey loved cut flowers, she didn’t
care what the others said, surely what she wanted for herself was the most important
thing!
One of the things the others seemed to expect her to do was to chop her own logs. Well,
she didn’t see why she should. There were several young men here, why couldn’t they chop
logs for her? After all, she did all the awful treasurer’s work and paid all their bills for
them. Such a thankless task! Hours beavering away on her computer, and all she got was
criticism at Management Meetings if the numbers didn’t add up, never any thanks!
William and Belinda were asleep in their respective armchairs when the phone rang. They
were early retired, not old at all really, but they seemed to think of themselves as old, and
deserving of a restful retirement. The others tended to think of them as ‘that lazy old
couple’. William stirred enough to reach over and pick up the phone, and immediately
held it away from his ear. “Raymond!” he mouthed over to his wife. Raymond lived next
door to them, and was only a few years older than them, but he was in a wheelchair
because he had had a car accident a couple of years ago that had left him unable to
stand up, let alone walk. He was angry and resentful, unable to come to terms with his
disability. Before the disaster, his love had been growing vegetables, and now he was
phoning up about his favourite topic, nagging William to go out and do something in the
vegetable patch. William couldn’t stand it. He sometimes thought that perhaps he would
have gone out and done something out there, if only Raymond hadn’t been onto him all
the time.
Raymond had his ‘vegetable plotter’ open on his lap. He had been thinking through all the
tasks that needed to be done this week. When he had come to the community a few
years ago, he had been one of the keen ones, following a weekly calendar of planting in
the spring, making sure the vegetables grew in succession so there was lovely fresh food
for the others for most of the year. Now he found it utterly frustrating that, not only could
he not be out there, but none of the other able-bodied people were out there either! He
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could tell that there was going to be no joy with ‘the Lazies’, so he put the phone down
and tried to think of someone else to phone.
Carol came in to speak to him. She was his carer, and had her own room in his house.
She looked really cross.
“What’s up with you?” he asked.
“Oh, I’m just so fed up with the community meals,” she said. “I put my name up to cook
three or four times a week, and no-one bothers to let me know if they’re coming or not!
And when they do come, they are always complaining about what I’ve done and going on
about their likes and dislikes. Each person here seems to think only of themselves!”
She stormed out, leaving Raymond thinking that all SHE did was think about herself. She
seemed to be obsessed with cooking. She was young and strong, why couldn’t she be out
there digging the vegetable patch!
Later in the day, Bob arrived home as Carol crossed the yard. She glowered at him as he
went past. He was about the same age as her, and might have fancied her if only she had
a smile on her face sometimes. He had been on a long journey back from the main town
where he worked. He hated the travelling but felt stuck in his lifestyle. When he moved
here he had wanted to grow vegetables and keep bees, but there was such an unpleasant
atmosphere lately, that he didn’t have the energy to do anything. His greatest wish was to
be able to go into the communal kitchen for a meal each evening. How lovely would that
be! But Carol was so grumpy that he couldn’t face it, and went into his own flat to beans
on toast again.
Hayley had spent much of the afternoon crying. She had thought that she and Martin
were so happy when they had first married, but now there didn’t seem to be much
happiness around anywhere she looked. Martin seemed obsessed with money, and she
was fed up with his persistent determination to earn lots of money from bed and
breakfast as well as from his job. Her real love was animals; how she’d love to help with
the pigs and chickens! She had heard that Winnie was going to get a horse and she had
almost shuddered with envy. She had no hope of ever getting a horse. Martin was even
saying she couldn’t think about having a baby for five more years, not until their student
debts were paid off and they had some savings built up. Hayley felt quite desperate about
it all, and wished she had someone to chat to about all her woes. She thought Abbey or
Greta might be sympathetic and understanding underneath, but they were so wrapped up
in their busy tasks for the community that she was sure they would have no time to listen
to her. Belinda might be a kind person too, and she was a grandmother, but her neverending mantra was about how she deserved a rest in life.
She wouldn’t turn to Josie for advice, even though Josie had two small children of her own,
because Josie seemed to be so miserable and worn-out, and always made the excuse that
the children made her so tired. Josie was always moaning about Sam, too, saying he
thought he had a monopoly on DIY jobs around the site. She had told Hayley that she
wanted to go and repair some things herself, but was frightened to upset Sam. Hayley had
even heard Josie calling Sam names, saying he was unkind, chauvinistic and self-centred,
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just because he liked to have a finger in every pie when it came to repairs and
maintenance in the community.
Hayley’s husband, Martin, was having a hard time at work, and was really worried he
would lose his job soon. He was too scared to tell Hayley, and feeling terrible because all
he did was work and worry. As he worked in the garden that evening, trying to mow a
perfect lawn to impress the B & B guests they were expecting, he saw Bob on his
motorbike, off out somewhere, probably to the tennis club or folk music evening. How he
wished he could go too! Or that he could be friends with Greta and go with her to the
watercolour painting classes on Wednesday evening! But on-one seemed to like him, and
all he could see was days, evening and weekends of hard work stretching ahead of him.
The date was coming up for the monthly Management Meeting. It was Abbey’s turn to set
the agenda and call everyone together. She knew everyone hated community meetings,
and was reluctant to try to get them to come into the main house for a moaning session.
Yet all the things that were going wrong needed discussion, it was no good simply ignoring
them.
A week before the meeting was due, she had a dream. She always said it was the sweet
peas that did it. The sweetness of their smell had permeated her brain, so she went to
sleep and dreamed of paradise. She was wandering through a flower-filled meadow, full of
beautiful scents and colourful butterflies, and everywhere she looked there were other
people wandering about too, all with the most wonderful smiles on their faces. Then she
was floating down a river, remembering a word from a childhood story as she woke up.
She lay there for a while, listening to the blackbird singing, then a smile spread slowly
across her face.
She went to her computer where she had begun to type up the agenda for the
Management Meeting, and deleted everything. She replaced all the small words with one
large word, in font size thirty-six. It said, ‘Doasyouwouldbedoneby’.
To everyone’s surprise, including Abbey’s, the Management Meeting turned into a
brainstorm with people calling out ideas and Hayley writing them in a large round hand on
the community whiteboard. They were all amused by Abbey’s simple, silly agenda, and
between them they came up with more and more words. It was more fun that a
Management Meeting usually was!
‘Be kind to others; love; unselfishness; seeing thing from others points of view; not fighting
your own corner; LOVE; kindness; altruism; when you give help to others, it helps you too;
forgiveness; understanding; the way to be happy is to give happiness to others; admit your
faults; tell others about your troubles and ask for help; don’t be surprised when others
make mistakes; tolerance; don’t put up barriers to other people’s enthusiasm; don’t listen
to your own ego; find out about others and what they care about; CARE; don’t hide your
light under a bushel; don’t try and force other people to hide their lights under bushels;
humour; laughter; no calling people names behind their backs; no nasty gossip; treat
EVERYONE kindly, not just the people you like; love thy neighbour as thyself; love yourself
a lot but focus on what others want as much as on what you want; don’t hold grudges; get
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a friend to help you evaporate your resentment; consideration; respect;
DOASYOUWOULDBEDONEBY!’
Towards the end of the meeting, Sam suddenly chuckled and said, “Don’t you think we
are reinventing the wheel? This has all been said before!”
So that led to another brainstorm on who had said it before. ‘Charles Kingsley (who wrote
the Water Babies and made up doasyouwouldbedoneby); the Bible; Buddha; Shakespeare;
those little wisdom books you find in gift shops; Christ on the cross; Ghandi; the lyrics of
popular songs; modern novelists; my wise old teacher at school; the Dalai Lama; the
Koran; the old tribes on Hawaii; St Benedict; messages that come into our hearts from the
universal wisdom.’
“Wow,” Josie, “It’s the way to live, isn’t it? All people from all parts of the world and all
cultures agree. It’s the way to live. So why don’t we just do it?”
After the Management Meeting, the story rewrote itself.
Sam woke up feeling rather grumpy. He could hear the rain beating on the windows, and
he didn’t want to go out. But he had to go out and mend the chicken house, repairing the
hole were the stoat had got in and killed the growing chicks. As he reached his front door,
he saw a note on the mat.
‘Hi Sam, I’d like to help you with the chicken-house, please. Love from Bob.’ Sam beamed,
and as he smiled, the rheumatic pain in his legs seemed to diminish. He called Bob on his
mobile phone and agreed to meet him over in the shed. But once there, Sam found the
box of tools he had left there yesterday had gone. He looked around and saw another
note. ‘Dear toolbox owner, I am just using these tools to put up a shelf for Greta, will
return them by 12 noon,’ and on the note there was a chocolate biscuit - which he ate
with great delight!
As he stood looking out of the shed, he noticed that the rain was easing up, and that
Greta had emerged from her house, in her wellie boots. She was probably going to feed
the pigs. But no, he saw her cross the yard over to the house of Stef and Josie. The two
little children ran out to greet her, and the parents emerged, Stef setting off in the
direction of the pigs, and Josie heading with the toolbox over to Greta’s house. Sam was
sure the chicken-house was the most urgent work to be done, but he had also realised
that thinking about the happiness of others was more important than anything, so he
popped out to offer help to Josie.
As he did so, Bob came round the corner, not on his motorbike, smiling broadly. The three
met in the centre of the yard, and Sam asked Bob why he looked so happy.
“I have a day off work, so I thought I’d spend it helping you with the chicken house,
because I know how important that is to you. But Abbey has just phoned me saying she’d
like to talk to me about a business idea she has had. She overheard me the other day
saying how fed up I am with my job, so she is offering to help me, not to make any money
for her, but just out of the kindness of her heart!”
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Sam turned to Josie and asked if she wanted help with the shelf. She told him she was
quite happy to do it, she loved doing DIY, as long as he didn’t mind. He simply beamed
and said he was delighted for her to do it and to share the tools with her.
Sam and Bob set off for the barn to look for some other tools they could use. On the way,
they saw Patrick and Winnie walking towards them, hand-in-hand. Winnie was looking
excited.
“We are going to buy a horse this afternoon.”
Bob let out a whoop of joy, and Sam laughed with delight. “You’ve been telling us for so
long that you had the dream of keeping a horse here. Is there anything we can do to
help?”
Patrick smiled back happily. “Can you really spare us some time? I could do with the two
of you helping me with repairs to the fence in River Meadow.”
Sam was beginning to nod, when Bob said, “No Patrick, not yet. Come on Sam, let’s all go
and get your job done first, then you will have peace of mind about the chickens. THEN
you can help with the River Meadow fence, but I really must go and see Abbey.”
Winnie offered to go up to the barn to get some chicken wire, and Patrick held out the
toolbox he was carrying. “I expect most of what we need is in here. Let’s go and mend the
chicken shed!”
Meanwhile, Greta had been having a lovely time, playing with the two small children. The
sun had come out and they had all three sat on a ground sheet in the garden, playing with
Greta’s box of buttons, such a favourite with small children. Greta watched Hayley hanging
out the washing next door, and thought how sad she looked, so after a while she called
her over.
Hayley sat on the groundsheet with them, playing with the buttons too, then suddenly she
burst into tears.
“I wish I could have a baby!” she sniffled.
“So do I!” said Greta, “There is nothing I like more than the thought of this little
community being gradually populated with more and more children!”
“But Martin and I can’t afford it!” cried Hayley.
“Well,” said Greta, “My mother died last week and has left me a large sum of money, so
anything is possible.”
“Oh, I am so sorry to hear about your mother’s death. It is always awful when your
mother dies, no matter how old you are. But you couldn’t just give your money to us,” said
Hayley doubtfully.
“No, But I might be able to invest in your bed and breakfast business, and baby-sit when
the baby arrives,” smiled Greta.
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Hayley began to smile. “You know, I think my dear Martin is really stressed about money.
It is not his fault, he grew up in a family where there were constant money worries. So if
you could help me to help him to worry less, that would be amazing.”
Greta agreed that she would help, but plucked up courage to ask Hayley if she thought
they could come to communal meals more often. “I’m not saying you must, my financial
help isn’t dependent on your joining in more, but I’d like to express how much it would
mean to me if you did!”
“I’d like to, really I would,” said Hayley. “I was trying to explain to Martin only yesterday
that eating communally will save us quite a bit of money, what with bulk purchasing and
the vegetables from the vegetable patch, and also he will find he will make friends with
the others more.”
‘Hooray!’ thought Greta.
She was about to mention her other gripe, that they went off enjoying themselves too
much at weekends, when Hayley continued. “Everyone thinks we go off enjoying ourselves
every weekend, but actually, we spend most weekends visiting Greg’s mother who is very
ill. Please Greta, keep this confidential, as Martin hates sympathy.”
Greta thought for a few minutes, as she collected up the buttons that were by now all over
the grass, and said, “We, as a community, need to help Martin realise that it is OK to
accept sympathy and ask for help. Then we need to GIVE you help, perhaps mowing your
lawn for you when you are out visiting his mother. And we certainly need to persuade
young Martin to go out enjoying himself with Bob and the others in the weekday
evenings!”
Bob was coming back up the yard, on his way to collect some fencing material. He stood
and grinned at the ground sheet, the buttons, the two children and the two women. Greta
smiled back.
“Are you going to the folk music evening this week?” she asked.
“Certainly am, my dear,” he replied. “I was wondering if you’d do me the honour of
coming along as my pillion passenger on my motorbike?”
“Me!” Greta exclaimed. “I’m much too old!”
“No you’re not, you’re not old at all. But I have noticed you don’t like my motorbike. So I
thought I’d give you the chance to see what fun it is.”
Greta frowned, looking most unhappy at the thought. Then suddenly she burst into
laughter. “Yes! I shall give it a go! I shall come next week! But please will you invite Martin
to go with you this week?”
“Sure, I’d love to,” said Bob. And so it was arranged.
Abbey was out in the garden, cutting fresh flowers to put in vases in the main house. Every
day she tried to brighten the place up a bit. The others seemed to really appreciate it
lately, but she knew that she really did it to please herself, so made sure it was an extra
activity she did as a gift, and not her main community work. She was getting to feel she
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had had enough of the treasurer’s work, and was wondering both whom she could hand
over to, and what work to do instead. She had been really thinking about the second
commandment, ‘Love they neighbour as thyself’. Yes, it was really important to love
herself, to provide flowers so she herself felt that the place was lovely, to stop doing jobs
that she didn’t want to do anymore. But loving her neighbours meant letting go of her
fixed ideas about what she would and wouldn’t do, listening to them, and actually doing
what they wanted, doing what made them feel good. How to find out?
She thought about Stef, the quiet husband of Josie. She knew very little about him, not
even what he did. A plan crept into her mind, and when he arrived home late that
afternoon, Abbey just happened to be collecting blackberries from the hedge near the door
of his cottage.
“Hello Stef!” she said and they exchanges pleasantries. Then Abbey launched into what
she really wanted to say. “Stef, I need some advice, and I thought I’d ask you, if you don’t
mind. You know, I have noticed that often the quiet members of a group have the best
ideas. Maybe it is because they think quietly and don’t keep talking all the time! So I’d like
to ask you what you think would be a good idea for my community job. I intend giving up
being treasurer, once I have found someone to take over, and I need something else useful
to do.”
Stef smiled. “I know what I’d suggest. How about taking charge of the soft fruit? There is
quite a large bed of blackcurrants outside our back hedge, and they are going to rack and
ruin! They need weeding and pruning, and we could even take cuttings and extend the
bed. If you take the job on, I’d love to help you when I am here.”
“Soft fruit?” Abbey sounded very doubtful. “I’ve never grown fruit before. I don’t know how
to prune blackcurrants.”
“You could soon learn; it’s not much different to growing flowers. It would be lovely to have
raspberry beds and strawberry beds too. I am sure everyone will join in to help. We just
need someone to take the lead, and remind us when things need to be done.”
“OK, I shall do it,” said Abbey, thinking how nice it would be to work with Stef and get to
know him better.
“I’m glad I’ve seen you to have a chat,” Stef went on. “I was thinking I wanted to ask you
a favour, but it is quite hard to find you. I was too shy to come and knock at your door.”
“A favour?”
“Yes, I’d like to ask you to babysit once a week. You see, a group of us is setting up a
‘woodcutters gang’”.
“Oh hooray!” replied Abbey. “That was one of my wishes, that the young men would saw
and chop wood for us all.”
“Oh, but it isn’t just the young men! Greta wants to be part of it, says she loves wielding
an axe, and even though she is nearly seventy, she is quite fit and wants to keep that way.
And Josie wants to be part of it too, and is talking about training for a chain-saw
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certificate. So you see, if Josie and I could work on logs together, that would be so lovely,
which is why we’d like to ask you to babysit.”
“Well, what a pleasant way to be part of the woodcutters gang. Playing with your
children!”
As Abbey went towards her own living space, she spotted Greta in the distance. In her new
frame of mind of actively trying to find things to make other people happy, she stopped in
her tracks. Goodness, she had been living here, side by side with Greta, for over three
years, and she knew almost nothing about her either! How ridiculous! She realised that
some part of her inner self had judged Greta, and decided that she wasn’t ‘her kind of
person’. Abbey resolved to invite Greta round for a cup of coffee the very next morning.
‘How is it possible to ‘doasyouwouldbedoneby’ if you don’t know what the other person
would like done?’ she thought to herself.
William and Belinda were asleep in their respective armchairs when the phone rang.
William stirred enough to reach over and pick up the phone, and immediately chuckled.
“Raymond!” he said. Raymond lived next door to them, and was only a few years older
than them, but he was in a wheelchair because he had had a car accident a couple of
years ago that had left him unable to stand up. William really felt for Raymond; how
terrible not to be able to walk! He had made a resolution to try to be there for Raymond,
to help lighten his load. One way he had found he could do this was to tell terrible jokes,
and he launched into one now, the same one he had told last week. Then he promised to
call round, and was there in a few minutes.
Raymond had his ‘vegetable plotter’ open on his lap. William was expecting this, but
refused to be drawn into an immediate discussion of who should do what. Instead, he
started to talk to Raymond about meditation.
“Meditation!” said Raymond. “I’m a practical man! I don’t do meditation!”
“Ah,” said William. “You used to be a practical man, but you’ve been cut down in your
prime. It’s the same with Belinda and me, I know you think we are just plain lazy, but the
truth is we both have long-term illnesses that reduce our energy levels.”
Raymond was amazed to hear this, and put away his vegetable plotter in order to listen.
William spoke to him about his illness for a few minutes, but then soon returned to his
aim of helping Raymond.
“I’ve got a few good ideas. One is that we get a four-wheel-drive buggy with off-road tyres
so you can go down to the vegetable patch yourself, and help people working there by
giving them your advice. I know it’s a bit cold this time of year, but we could wrap you up
warmly.”
“That’s amazingly kind! But I don’t have the money to afford that sort of thing.”
“Hey Raymond, I’m offering it to you as a gift,” explained William. “But only if you come
to meditation!” he teased, grinning broadly.
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“Yes, I shall come. I am not too old to learn a thing or two. I shall meditate on how to
enthuse and inspire the young’uns about vegetables, so I have the odd person down there
to help and advise!”
Carol came in to speak to him. She was his carer, and had her own room in his house.
She looked really happy.
“What’s up with you?” he asked, grinning at her.
“I’m just delighted about the way it is going with the community meals!” she enthused. “I
sat down last week for a chat with Bob, and found out all about his favourite meals, and
what his Mum used to cook him when he was a boy. So last night I cooked a really simple
meal, minced beef and mash and carrots and cabbage, and he was as happy as a man
could be.”
Raymond winked at William and said in a stage whisper. “I do believe they say that a way
to a man’s heart is through his stomach!”
Carol ignored him. “He told me he hadn’t wanted to be critical, so he had just stopped
coming to the meals I was cooking, because they were always too Italian or Indian nothing simple and English. I wasn’t offended at all; I was pleased to hear about what he
liked. It is amazing how simple it is to make someone happy once you have taken the
trouble to find out what makes them happy, instead of guessing and trying to mind-read!”
She was interrupted by Belinda arriving at the back door.
“Is it OK to come in Raymond?” she asked.
“Of course my dear, come in and sit down.” He turned his full attention to her. “William
has been telling me that you have a long-term illness, quite a severe illness. Oh Belinda, I
am so sorry. And to think I have been calling you both ‘The Lazies’! Did you know I have
been calling you ‘The Lazies’?”
“Yes, Raymond, we did know, and just shrugged because we knew it was our choice not to
tell you about what we are going through. So you couldn’t understand. But lately I have
come to realise that what Carol has just been saying applies to health as well as food. If
we want to ‘doasyouwouldbedoneby’ we need to be honest with each other, without fear
of offence or of being judged. We need to tell each other about all our dreams and
wishes, and all our troubles and worries.”
“So tell me all about your illness, Belinda”.
“I will some day, but not today, because I am joining William on the mission to make YOU
happy. I have just come up with a really good idea of my own. William has thought of
getting you a vehicle so you can go down into the vegetable garden. My idea is to recruit
some of those volunteer workers - woofers I think they are called - so when you get down
there you will have some people to boss about.”
“Boss? Are you calling me bossy?” he said this with a twinkle in his eye.
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“Organising vegetable growing and workers is a good skill Raymond, so ‘bossy’ is a
compliment. You need people to tell what to do! And think how much they will learn from
you, what a gift you will be giving them!”
Carol butted in with an idea of her own. “If we have voluntary workers here, they will need
caring for, and I’d like to offer to feed them. I love the idea of cooking meals for big
groups. And Raymond, I am even thinking I might go down and join them with the
vegetable work, because cooking with fresh ingredients would be so good.”
Raymond sat there with a big smile on his face. Carol helping grow veg too!
Belinda turned to Carol. “One thing William and I have been talking about is coming to
community meals more. The trouble is, we both have quite restricted diets, so we’d be a
bit of a bother.”
“I’m not the only cook and I can’t speak for everyone, but for myself, I’d be absolutely
delighted to cook something special for you both. It would be an honour!”
“There’s worse” said William. “We’re not really fit enough to get involved with the
washing-up after the meal. We are both quite weak by the end of the day, and we may
even need someone to wheel us home in wheel-chairs.”
“Wheel-chairs?” cried Raymond. “Let’s all have power-buggies!” They all laughed at the
thought of these three not-so-old people having power-buggy races.
William and Belinda left arm-in-arm and made their way next door, to slump in their
chairs.
“I’m very glad we have had the courage to be honest about what is happening to us. I feel
so much more light-hearted already,” said William.
“They really do want to include us,” said Belinda, “I do believe that letting them help us
and cook for us, and even wheel us about in wheel-chairs, will be a positive benefit to the
community spirit. It’s not all about giving help. People in a community need the humility to
receive help, too.”
Later in the day, Bob appeared as Carol crossed the yard. She smiled at him as he went
past. He was beginning to feel really fond of her, and he had a sudden urge to kiss her.
But he saved the urge for a more appropriate time and place, and smiled back.
“Is there another lovely home-cooked meal tonight, please?” He had been talking to Abbey
about his journeys back from the main town where he worked. He hated the travelling
and now felt determined to put in the work and effort it would take to change his lifestyle.
Carol called back to him, “Yes, I’m doing roast chicken. Would you like to come and help
me prepare the vegetables, please?” Soon they were in the kitchen laughing together.
Carol told him all about the developments in the plans for the vegetables patch. At first,
Bob felt that old twinge of resentment and competition. He didn’t want Raymond to be
the boss. He, Bob, wanted to plan what to do! But this thought was swept aside by a
lovely vision of a happy group achieving things together, how this would bring joy into the
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heart of old Raymond with his terrible legs, and how he and Carol could be there labouring
together, growing food for each other as well as for the rest of the community.
He told her about the business plan he had been developing with Abbey. He was thinking
of keeping bees and producing not only honey but lots of different products like beeswax,
candles and cosmetics. He told her about how Abbey had offered to help. She was going
to assist him with writing up the business plan and teach him how to keep accounts. He
was planning to go on several courses over the winter and keep on with his job until he
had established a few hives and learned what to do. Carol was most supportive and even
suggested she could aim to give him free meals when the time came for him to leave his
work and start the business full-time.
‘Kisses too, I hope!’ he thought.
Hayley had spent much of the afternoon singing and laughing. She had helped with the
pigs and chickens, and worked with Bob, Winnie and Josie on the fence repairs and a
shelter for the horse. Part of the conversation with Josie had turned onto having babies,
and it had seemed the most natural thing in the world to casually talk about babies as
though she was certain she would have one, one day soon. Later she had visited Abbey for
a chat, and had found herself offering to take over the treasurer’s job. Abbey was so
delighted that Hayley thought she was going to skip and jump round the room. And she
did just that. Abbey promised to help her a lot and to teach her all she needed to know.
Apparently, Abbey had overheard some of the conversation about babies, because she
gave Hayley a knowing wink and started talking to her about how she would be able to
work on the accounts for the community while the baby was asleep!
Martin was facing up to the fact that he would become unemployed during the next few
weeks. He was a natural worrier, that was a fact he had to face, but he had suddenly
realised that the old saying ‘a trouble shared is a trouble halved’ is really true. Instead of
holding the dreadful secret in his heart he had had the courage to tell not only Hayley, but
the whole group in a Communication Gathering. The result had seemed like a miracle to
him. Instead of everyone treating him like a waster, the support had been wonderful.
Lovely old Greta had come up with the idea of building a log cabin in the space by the
blackcurrant patch, so they could have holiday guests there as well as in their B & B. She
had offered to pay for it, as a loan to be paid back out of the successful business one day,
and Martin had seen her kind heart shining through her prickly exterior and had felt a
glow of love towards her.
The other community members had advised him to aim for only a good lawn, not a
perfect one. As he worked in the garden that evening, quickly mowing the lawn for the B
& B guests they were expecting, he saw Bob on his motorbike, and waved at him
enthusiastically.
“I shall be ready in three minutes!”
His heart was smiling. Work-life-balance, that was what they had all said. He hadn’t been
too sure about going out without Hayley this evening, but she had been so keen for him to
start his new work-life balance and to develop his friendships with others, that he had
given up worrying about her and gone with the flow. After his trip to the folk music
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evening with Bob, he would come home to his wonderful wife and make love to her like he
had when they were first married. He thought of being the father of a little family and he
found himself smiling inside.
The next Management Meeting turned into something that felt more like a party than the
boring chore it used to be. Everyone was grateful, happy and laughing. Everyone had
listened and been listened to. Everyone felt that their own personal dreams were coming
true, warmed by the love of the others. Everyone felt that, having had the courage to talk
about their troubles, the burden of their problems really was halved.
Simply through the attitude change of the group, everything had become better. It was all
a self-fulfilling prophecy. The bossy people seemed less bossy. The worried people seemed
less worried. The people with physical energy were helping those with less energy, without
any awful feelings of resentment or guilt. Everyone seemed full of kindness, smiles and
praise.
It was Stef, the quiet one, who started the singing. Singing wasn’t on the agenda, but
everyone joined in. The song was the Beatle’s song, ‘All you need is love’.
She put the folder down and rushed out into the kitchen to take the loaves of
bread out of the oven. Jennifer followed her.
“Lovely bread!” Jennifer exclaimed. “Doesn’t it smell good! But Gloria, I am slightly
put off by your vision of the emotional difficulties in a community. If people set up a
cohousing community at the Manor, do you really think it will be like that? Will
people be able to live and work together, or will they be quarrelling all the time,
like the first part of your story?”
Gloria smiled at her.
“It will certainly be demanding, living so closely with other people, because modern
people have become used to living in their own self-centred bubbles. But, when you
come to think about it, all people in all countries for all time have lived closely
together in tribes - except in Western Society for a few hundred years. As I put in
my story, ‘All you need is love’.
“I really believe that people are inherently good, co-operative, social creatures,
who just need to learn - or relearn - how to live together with kindness, joy and
gratitude.”
Adrian was looking thoughtful. “Gloria, when I first started coming here, I didn’t
agree with most of your ideas. The end of the world as we know it! Being
threatened by global warming and the end of the oil! Death being OK! I loved
listening to the stories, mostly because I didn’t agree with them; the challenge of
listening to them made me feel more alive. Now I see it all in a different light. The
stories may come true and they may not; that aspect doesn’t matter. But what
does matter is what we are doing. We are taking charge of our own lives on a local
level, so that whatever happens we shall be OK, living together in a happy loving
community. That’s what matters!”
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Gloria was looking very happy indeed. Her stories seemed to have had a good
result!
“Now,” she said, business-like. “We need to pack this food up and set off. There’s
a party to go to!”
Gloria bustled about, finding suitable tins and bags, and soon they were walking
down the lane. Adrian carried the largest bag in one hand, and held Jennifer’s hand
with the other. Gloria led the way, carrying a plate with the magical-looking cake.
They wended their way through the village, along the side of the hill, and into the
back drive leading down towards the Manor. The Manor had a fine front drive,
sweeping down from the manor house to the grand gates down by the river, but
no-one used that drive these days.
They hadn’t gone far along the back drive, when a man appeared on a horse. It was
Henry! He really looked like the Lord of the Manor at this moment, because he
was wearing a top hat. He called out a hello, rode up to them, doffed his hat, and
bowed to Gloria.
“Gloria, my lovely lady! I have just decided to ride over to invite you to our party,
and here you are! I am so pleased! It’s the inauguration party of the Manor
Cohousing Community, and I couldn’t bear for you not to be here!”
He dismounted and, holding onto the bridle, he held out his hand for Gloria’s hand.
She placed her hand gracefully on his and he drew it towards him and kissed it, for
several long seconds. Then he turned to Adrian.
“Please, dear Adrian, will you take the horse?”
Adrian smiled, put down the large bag, and took the bridle of the horse. Jennifer
took the cake from Gloria and stood there with Adrian, the horse patiently waiting
by their side, as they watched Gloria and Henry walk along the drive together.
After a few dozen yards they stopped, and Henry went down on one knee. The
young couple were out of earshot, but they both heard the laughter of Gloria and
Henry ring out as he stood up and they hugged each other. They carried on, hand
in hand, towards the Manor.
Adrian looked into Jennifer’s eyes. “Aren’t they a lovely couple?” he asked. “If I
didn’t have a horse to hold, I think I might go down on one knee and say something
romantic to you, too. But it will have to wait - until later. All I shall say right now is
that I love you.”
“I love you too,” said Jennifer.
She took the big bag of food and the cake, Adrian led the horse, and together they
walked slowly towards the Manor and the horse’s stable.
“I have a beautiful poem that Gloria has given to me,” Jennifer said. “I think I shall
pin it up on the wall when we arrive at the party.”
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Visions of the Past and Future
Long ago, in aeons distant, all was gaseous and dark
All was chaos, dark, foreboding, waiting for the first life’s spark.
I was waiting, ever-wanting, longing for the love of life
Aching for some sense of order, end of chaos, no more strife.
In the cold and dark I waited, till the sun became a globe
Ball of gases, shining brightly, sparkling upon my robe.
How my sprit soared with wonder, full of hope, excitement too
As I saw new creatures swimming, flying up into the blue
Plants of myriad shapes all forming, beauty filling empty space
Mammals soft with fur and milk-glands, human smile upon a face
Now diversity of millions spreads itself out far and wide
Land and air so full of life-forms, creatures teeming on the tide
Round the world the deep sea murmurs, oceans swirling like a cloak;
Globe of splendour, ever-whirling, dressed in finery bespoke
In the heavens, this our planet, shining out so blue and green
Star arising, strange uniqueness, nothing like it ever seen
My blue cloak is wrapped around me, as the mysteries unfold
See the temples, hear the music, works of art and rings of gold
Loving, longing, now I see a woman who expands my heart
I breathe in the sweetest fragrance, love is glowing in my heart
She is all a man could wish for, gentle curves and gracious sighs
Kindness moving out in circles, calling me between her thighs
Angels sing as I approach her, music dripping from my lips
Laughingly she gives caresses, softly swaying with her hips
Soon our child is born at midnight, glowing in the moon’s soft glow
Then another, then some millions, more than I could ever know
Far across the dear Earth’s surface, all my children cry to me
I can feel the chaos coming, fast returning, wickedly.
All those old chaotic memories fire arrows through my heart
Poison chalice, hate and malice, tear the nations wide apart
Ah my children, all their art-work, creativity at risk
Oh the fear of nuclear warfare, data lost from every disk
All asunder, people plunder, everything gets worse and worse
Grinning skulls with arms akimbo, calling out the wizard’s curse
Depths of hatred, no forgiving, fear of death in every eye
Day by day the planet’s spinning, silently, as life goes by
With the dawn the warm air murmurs, sunshine soft on every breast
Stark migration from the badlands, walking on without a rest
Rich great cities lost for ever, flooded deep as warm seas rise
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Deep acceptance in the people, wondrous thoughts as each one dies
In the country, fields and pastures, growing richly from the soil
Fertile vales and lovely woodlands, yielding food with honest toil
Milk and honey flowing freely, nets of fish and feasts of meat
See my sons astride the hilltop, roasted parsnips, bread of wheat
In the dusk the star in shining, Venus rising in the sky
Chaos matters not to starlight, Milky Way goes gently by
Fears and worries slowly leaving, people’s plans forgotten, gone
How I love the gentle cowherd, nudging cows to move along
So I call my love to hold me, come with me down to the stream
And together we sit smiling, happy as a summer dream
Never mind the worried cities, how those living come to nought
Life’s idyllic in the pastures, see the beauty we have caught
See the love and dreamy Sundays, everyone is laughing here
Merry wives and children playing, men so happy, full of cheer
Deer are running on the hillside, dolphins playing in the waves
Trees are dancing in the shadows, joyous singing in the caves.
We have had a resurrection, new-born people of the moon
All with cloaks that glow with glitter, music as we sing in tune
Universal thoughts pervading, harmony in every part
Planet hovering below us, swirling onwards, fresh new start.
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